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Transition of the combustion of condensed systems into an

explosion. Belyayev, A. F., Bobolev, V. K., Korotkov A. I.,

Sulimov A. A., Chuyko, S. V. M., "Science", 1973, 292 pp.

One of the main divisions of the combustion theory of

condensed systems is the stability of laminar combustion. The

development of this division of science is of great theoretical

and practical interest.

The book is the first experiment of a systematic presenta-

tion of the physical views to the transition of the combustion

of condensed systems into an explosion and corresponds to con-

temporary representations on this question. Tn the book the

available published data are systematized and generalized.

The book is intended for scientists, engineers, post

graduates and students who are engaged in combustion research

and exolosion.

There are 25 tables, 130 figures and 224 references.

sponsible editor
Dotcr of Technical Sciences,
Professor P. F. Pokhil
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PREFACE

Thoroughly investigated at present are the steady states

of combustion and detonation of condensed systems whose rescarch

was initiated as long ago as at the end of the 19th certury.

Interest in the study of transient processes arose considerably

later. The first works in this direction, carried out by Belyayev

[1-5], Andreyev [6-8], and Patri [9], appeared at the end of

the 1930's and beginning of the 19140's. Intense investigations

of the emergence and development of an explosion were conducted

in the last 15 years both in the USSR and abroad (USA, England).

In spite of the achieved progress, the problem as a whole is far
from its completion.

The emergence of an explosion under industrial conditions

is an extremely dangerous phenomenon. Therefore, knowledge of

the mechanism and conditions of the transition of combustion

into an explosion has not only scientific but also a great

national-economic value - first of all, for the development of

problems connec [with the safeguard of the explosion-rof

nature of production.

The basis of this book is the exonerimetal data obtained

by the authors during operating period from 1959 to 1970 at

the Institute of Chemical Physics of the Academy of Sciences of

!PTD- 1,7;11 R 17
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the USSR. At the same time in the book the published data which

are available at present on this question are systematized and

generalized.

The transition of combustion into an explosion is a multi-

stage process. The idea which was assumed as a basis of the

investigations was to isolate and study each of the stages

individually, and also the law governing the transition from

one stage to another. In this case the primary attention was

given to an explanation of the physical essence of the phenomenon.

This approach was the most advisabl>, since in a number of caseF

(for example, with the excitation of detonation from an intense

shock impulse) the separate stages are exceptionally little

extended, and some of them can be absent. This approach completely

justified itself and made it possible to obtain a sufficiently

complete picture of the develcpment of an explosion from a stable

laminnar combustion up to the emergence of detonation.

The book consists of an introduction and two sections. In

the introduction the methods of the study of the rapidly flowing

processes are examined. The instruments and devices intended

for the study of the transition of combustion into explosion

are described.

The first section is devoted to solid porous explosives

whose combustion especially easily converts into an explosion.

These explosives are widely utilized in practice with the oroduc-

tilon of powders, monolithic chargos of explosives, and in the

mining and building industry.

In Chc,,ter I the general characteri.stics of rrous

is given. An account is riven of the methods and basic results

of the determination of pcrosity, gas permeability, the specific

surface area of the pores, and distribution of the pores accordinr

to dimension.
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Chapter II is devoted to slow smooth burning at a constant

rate. A comparison is made of the obtained experimental results

with the conclusions of the theory of the combustion of explosives

and powders.

Chapter III gives results of the investigation of the initial

stage of an explosion- the disturbance of stable laminar

combustion. The basic positions of the stability theory of

combustion are examined. The effect on the disturbance of the

laminar combustion of the basic factors is investigated. The

theory of limits of stability, which made it possible to create V

the basis for the quantitative description of the tendency of

different explosives toward the disturbance of laminar combustion

behavior is develoed.

It', Chapter IV data on the combustion stability of systems

with free pores are given.

Examined in Chapter V are the basic stages of the develon-

meIt of explosion up tc the emergence of detonation, in particular,

the convective combustion, which appears as a result cf destabiliza-

t i on.

The question concerning the propagation of the low-speed (8C0
N to 3500 7/s) conditions7 of explosive conversion Is examined. Results

of the study of the Lransition of the combustion of explosives into

detonation are given. Examined is the effect of different factors

on tne value of the predetermination section for uniform and

mixture explosives. The mechanism of the emergence of detonation

upon ignition is discussed. The results on the initiation of

detonation in porous explosives by shock waves are represented.

The second section, which consists of two chapters, is

devoted to questions of combustion stability of liquid explosives i

FTD-i, T_ 4 1- 74 i_ xi
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In Chapter VI the theory of the limit of normal combustion

basically of low-viscosity ZhVV is examined. The conditions

of the transition of normal combustion to disturbed combustion

and the effect cf the properties of a liquid and conditions of

combustion on combustion stability are analyzed. The phenomena

characteristic for the combustion of ZhVV beyond the stability

limit are examined.

Chapter VII is devoted to experimental data on the hydro-

dynamic combustion stability of homogeneous individual and

mixture ZhVV and to the transition of the excited comblistion

into an explosion. In a separate paragraph results of The

experimental study of laws governing the combustion of two-phase

(liquid-solid) systems are presented.

Lt is possible to hope that this book will contribute to

the development of investigations in this comnlex and interesting

field of physics.

The authors express their gratitude to M. K. Sukoyan, I. A.

Carpuchin, and A. V. Obmenin for their help in the preparation

of the book.
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IN ROD U CT ION

PROCEDURE FOR THE STUDY OF THE TRANSITION OF
COf.tSUSTION INTO AN EXPLOSION

The transition of combustion into an exuloslon is a multistage

unsteady process. In order to get an understandinF of the very

com-lex pattern of this phenomenon and to obtain comprehensive

infcrmation, the use of complex methods of study is required.

In this case the problem consists not only of the correct

determination of the most important parameters (velocity, pressure,

temperature, etc.), but also the isolation of separate stages,

since only this appropch provides the obtaining of the comprehen-

sive data. The latter was achieved by a change in the conditions

of the experiment.

The methods used had to satisfy a wide circle of requirements.

Th1s becomes especially demonstrative if we keep in mind that tho

ranre of a change in the rate of propagation of reaction is 7

urders (from 10- with normal combustion to 106 cm/s in the

fina] stage, if the proctes is developed before detonation),

and the appropriate range of pressure change covers 8 orders

(from 10 - to 10 5 atm).

It is necessary to emphasize that the investigation of the

emergence of explosion in the condensed systems as a result of

FTD-t!T- 2-8 1-75 xiii



the destructive action of high pressures is connected with

considerably greater difficulties than is the analogous invest4 7a-
tion in the case of gas systems. These difficulties grow in

the case of solid explosives, which unlike gases and liquid

explosives are opaque, which to a great degree impedes the

utilization of optical methods of study.

In the process of the execution of the work, the authors

developed and applied new procedures and instruments.

Let us examine fundamental devices, methods and instruments

for recording the most important characteristics of the process

which are used in the study of the transition of combustion into

explosion and of its separate stages.

An experiment shows that at low pressures and, in particular,

at atmospheric pressure the combustion of the overwhelming

majority of the explosives retains a uniform nature: normal

laminar combustion at constant and low velocity occurs. Be-

ginning from a certain elevated pressure, whose value depends

on the density and properties of the explosives, there occurs

a disturbance or interruption of the laminar combustion which

is sharply accelerated and under specific conditions can turn

into detonation.

Thus, an explosion appears if the explosives- burn at pressures

hi,.her than a certain maximum.

§ 1. Devices of High Pressure

Bomb of "constant pressure" (BD) r6A]. The basic purpose

of this bomb, which is made in several versions (un to 153, 350,

1000-5000 atm., is to study the laws governing the normal combus-

tion of explosives and powders. However, it was utilized also

FTD-T-2- 84-75xlv



for the study of the transition of the combustion of porous

explosives into an explosion. In foreign literature this device

is know:n by the name of the "Crawford bomb". The term "bomb

of constant pressure" is not strict, since the pressure somewhat

grows, as a result of the combustion of the charge. -

The bomb (Fig. 1) is a thick-walled steel casing 1 with a

larre internal volume (2-5 1 and more). Its upper oren part A

before the expeviment was hermetically sealed by cover 2. Air- A

tightness was achieved by the use of rubber joints. The observa-

tion of the process of the combusticn and measurement of velocty

was conducted mainly by the optical method. For this purpose

the bomb has several transrarent

windo.s 3 of optical class or plexiilzjas.

- For determining the rate cf cmrustion

LJL ]-  electrical methods are also arlied

( 2). In the bomb which was used by
11W Lthe authors, the Y-ec_-rd inj; of' rreS,-ure

S,/ , .V  in the volume was realized by a secai!_

. .. eveloped sensitive uiezoelectric quartz

crystal sensor . The investigated

specimen of explosives or powder 5 was

fastened to a support connected with
Figure I. Bomb of"nsa r ressure"of the cover of the bomb. The necessary"constantl rressure"l

pressure in the bomb was created by

comrn:resse! nitrogen from a cylinder or with the aid of a compressor.

The magrnitude of the ressure was determined according to the

manometer connected with the internal volune of the bomb.

It is necessary to keep in mind that if special measures

are not taken, then the pores of the Investigated charge of the

solid explosives orior to the beginning of combustion are filled

with nitrogen, i.e., the pressure in the pores P. is ecual to

the pressure in the volume of the bom p0 . The pressure

FT F-,'T- " 4 41-7 xv



differential Ap, which causes the penetration of products of

combustion into the pores, is created in the process of combustion,

and usually Ap<<p O . The destabilization of combustion in this

case is realized by the Jet mechanism (for greater detail, see

--section B, Chapter IIl).

For the study of the forced disturbance of the laminar

combustion of porous explosives, when the inflow of gas into the

pores occurs under the action of a definite strictly

fixed pressure differential, created prior to the

:.. z beginning of combustion, there was applI.ed a specially

assembled charge of explosives ("embedded charge")

1v.K [10j whose diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

Pressed into the plexiglass shell 4 was a

Flrure : consecutively solid auxiliary substance 1, which

Diarar. of performs the role of the combustible gas-impermeable
"embeded partition, solid 2 and porous 3 investigated sub-charge"1

stances, and the lower end of the shell ura glued.

The thus collected charge was placed into the borrb, which bt .*e

the experiment was filled with nitrogen up to a pressure c

whereupon ignition of the gas-impermeable partition was im ie-

nrented. This diagram of the experiment eliminated preliminarily

filling of the pores of the investigated porous specimen. Under

these conditions the front of the combustion aroroached the

porous charge when the initial pressure in the pores Tr0 is equal

to the atmospheric pressure (usually p <<P, Apr 0o-P o) , and

th.e renetration of combustion is realized as a result of the

effect of pressure p. in the volume of the bomb. The diagram

of the "embedded charge" models the combustion of the porous

inclusion in the charge of the powder. Therefore, in a number

of cases the combustion of the investigated porous charges was

conducted directly in the model rocket chambers. Diverse variants

of the rocket chambers were used.

ZVI



Besides the continuous recording of pressure p(t), the

optical recording of the process of combustion was realized.

For this purpose part of the used chambers contained transparent

windows..

Manometer bomb. Pressure in the manometer bomb is created

as a result of the combustion of the investigated substance

placed Into the closed volume of small magnitude. This instrument

is frequently called the bomb of variable (rising) pressure.

The manometer bomb makes it possible to determine the majority

of the ballistic characteristics of powders and explosives (rate

of combustion and its dependence on pressure, force of the powder,

and quantity and composition of the gasses and is the basic

instrument of laboratories of interior ballistics. The fundamental

laws governing the normal combustion of the powders at high

pressures (up to several thousands of atmospheres) were established

with the aid of the manometer bomb.

At present different varieties of manometer bombs are

widely applied for the stability analysis of the combustion of

powders, solid rocket propellants and explcsives. The important

advantage of the manometer bomb is the fact that the pressure

rises in the process of combustion nf the investigated charge;

therefore, easily the critical value oc at which there is a

disturbance of the stable combustion.

One of the varieties of the manometer bomb utilized at the

nresent time is schematically represented on Fig. 3a. It is

thick-walled cylinder, i.e., housing 5 of high-strength heat-

treated steel. The testable substance in the form of pellets

or powders in the form of charges 3, thoroughly armored along

ti.. lateral surface 4, except for the upper end, was placed

into the channel of the bomb. The latter on both ends is her-

metically sealed by covers 1 and 7 forced against the housing

FTD-M T-24-841-75 xvii



17 of the bomb by adapter rings 2.

L 44~ i~-zFor the retention of pressure in

F. 2 the volume of bomb the connection of

the housing of the latter with the
covers is conducttd with the aid ofA ~/ / ~ r.O sef-an copper lead-ins The andv11,

-ar eqippd wthinsulated hermetically

/ which maintain high pressures.

IL
2 The electric lead-ins are made in

the form of a cone turned by the base

(a) inside the borib. The insulation of t-,,he
- S electric lead-in from the housing of

bomb was realized ,..--th the aid of clexl- -

Pn lass conIcal rings. One of tile covers

(upp er) has one leai-ir. for the feeding

" *~~ of electric current to the igniter .i

Fi~.re ~ I~r~omter The laLt-er is a naner holder with SMOKY

bombs with thle rcw..der or pyroxylin anj nichrom.e spiral.
P Ie -_oeIe c tri c s e nsor The seccnd cover (lower) is e.:*uipped with
cf rressure (a) and
transparent windows two Insulated electric lead-Iu.s 11, which

(bY were used for the measurement of the

rate of propagation of the nrocess.

For the recordi of pressure ch-angze with tire in the

pr-_cesF or thp combustion ofl the !In.ves~lrated charge devc-lorea

low-Inertia piezoelectric sensors 10 were sreciallv aplied

(see §3.

Fli ure 4 grives a ty-clcal co~il"Lc-jram of recording p(t) in

the volu7m.e of the borrLt of variable pressure when the interruption

of 'Lamirlar cc'mbustlon is present. Thus, far a stable laminar

-- 1 7. ' V



Figure 4. Recording of pressure p(t)
with the disturbance of normal combustion
of the porous charge.

combustion was retained, and a smooth oressure buildup in the

course of time was observed. The sharn growth in oressure (Jump

in the curve of p(t)) testified to the achievement of critical

pressure - the disturbance of the laminar combustion and its

break into the pores (initial peak in curve was caused by the

combustion of the igniter).

One of the bombs (Fig. 3b) had in housing 1 two windows 2

f plexiglass for the optical observation through the light

conductor 3, which made it possible to obtain additional informa-

tion about the nature of the development of the process [1] in

Zsecimen I Tn this bomb the simultaneous recording of pressure

in the volume of the bomb (by sensor 5) and in the pores of

the burning charge (by sensor 6) was also conducted.

Tn the Investigations a set of bombs with free soace from
c 3

10 tu 2000 Cm was used. The density of the charrine (mass

r.atc of the combustible sutstance to the free srace of the

bomb) did not exceed 0.5 g/cm3 , and the maximum rressure -

6000-3000 atm.

Bomb for research on the development of combustion in a

single pore [12]. The lnvestI ation, of the emergence and develop-

ment of an explosion in the gas-nermeable oorcus s:,ystem is

f mn1 ied If we ut i e T-e or Ier.d ,mode. - rV , here.

- ' . . =- 'V- .,l/
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used, as a rule, the single pore (slit), forr.ed by two plane-

parallel plates of solid (nonporous) explosive. In part of the

experiments one of the plates was replaced by a transparent

plate of plexiglass, which facilitated the recording of the

process of the propagation of combustion on the pore by optical
rethods.

The combustion of the slotted charges was conducted in the

srecially developed manometric tomb (Fig. 5) with large free

space. The simultaneous optical recording of the process and

the recording of pressure directly in the pore at the enclosed

ena was realized. The bomb contaned a transparent window of

plexiglass 6, two piezoelectric .sensors, one of which 3 recorded

t. pressure rc(t) in the volume of the bomb, the other I -

dIrect-lv In the .ore r (t), and
S 'n

r- _ (. device 5 for the extini-u-shlnv of

7 specimens by neans of nressure

- ,relief. The 1w:dtiorn cf the rore

"1 " 2 was realized by the convection flow

of hot VdS, which Is generated wIth

S'the combustion of the igniter 4

- - i: (pyroxylin + ammonium oerchlorate),
S-which created the initial pressure

2~-~ ~A In the Lomb for a short time - 5

milliseconds. Thus, igniter created

in essence the conditions of theFl ~ ~ on. t.Bo for

rosearch on the develop- flitraticn of gas products in the
r:e:: ci ocnveutive
ccnmist- n Ir, a single pore, which are characteristic for
Fore. the diagram of the "embedded charge."

Let us n-... examlne the devices fur research on the transition

of combustioon into explosion and detonation. In the devices

dtS2red above the density of the charginw was substantially

-..er t~han thte initl al density of the exrloslve, which limited

- -



the magnitude and rate dp/dt of' the pressure buildup. Wih he=

limited length of the charge and the absence of a durable shell,

the unsteady combustion emergent In these conditions did not

convert Into detonation. One of the first. devices whi ch was

intended for the investigation of the emergence of detonation

upon Ignition was developed by Professor Andreyev [6, 7]. A t

nresent this device is widely known by the name of "Andreyev 's

tube."

Andreyev's tube (Fig. 6a). Usually useu- is a steel casinir
40 mrn in diamreter' with, the thickness of' the wall at 24-6 irm. andi

heiL-t at 200 mm. Th e casing has a cover w~han or'ening of

arge cross sectjon, enclosed withi a metallic disc (usually of

lead), which broke loose upocn the achieviniz of a definite rressure.

With 1o.,, strength of the disc the combustion Leads to its extra--

tion without the disturbance of the comnleteness of th-e casing.

With high strength, in- spite of th;e extractiorn of the d~ sc, the

casir., is broken, into a lar-er or smaller rnuinber of pieces, w%.hich,-

corresf.onas to Ithat whichn is formed v.ith the d tcr.ation of' the
chargoc cau,.sed by the pei-uussicn det~on-ator. Th!-e deformation of

the casing gives the concept about the.c nature of t.he exrlosion,
and the minimum strength of the disc, beginnrI wi.,th which there
occuArs the destruction of the cas~nF:, serves as the measure of
the tendency of the combusti.on of the exrl1csive toward th-e

N tran.3;-tion Into exr'losl.on an~d detonation.

The strength of the disc is determined b- combustion In the
tube of a coarse-gralned smokeless po'..der. S-uch c-allbratIon

determines the strenfgth of the disc under conditions of the
soyincreasing pressure. The real sItrenilt h of the disc usually

exceeds that which was measured. since the rressure buildup) in

the exreriment is more rap'id. Tne streng-th of the casing itself
with the indicated dimensions was approxi mate ly 100'0 atm. The
combustion of the chir'ge of explosive iSc conducted by a charge of

P" .tm
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Figure 6. Devices used for the study of the transition of oom-
bustion into explosion and detonation:

a - ArTdreyev's tube;
IV,2 8 1 - steel housing;

2 - steel cover;

3 - lead disc;
4 - asbesto-s plate;

5 - steel bottom;
a 6 -gypsu; _

C s 7 - explosive;0 Crass s@Otlon 3- -lntr

over A-A - Igniter;

9 - electric ccnductcr.[1 2 b - tube with icnizaticn

spnzc rsa

- airtight b~cjt-ig-ilter;
2 ir.n-aticn sen~ors c-'Iusual trpe

3 - explcsive;
S4 inizatl,-n sens-rs Uf

c, ccntnu us ac t i -- r..
c - mctal shell with

<pt~cal wedgp;

- - .ctee cylinder,
2 - pleg.glass in tho

1' m, -!' a wedgc

3 - steel shell.
4 - investigaed substance;

Z' - t-g Lt

pyrotechnic composition. For an increase it, the density of

charging, the casing can be filled with Rypsum to a certain

height.

The use of Andreyev's tube made it possible to obtain the

first systematic data and, first of all, compare the different

p~o;der-like explosives with respect to the tendency of the

transition of their combustion into an explosion.

Ir. the opinlon of Andreyev, the main disadvantage in his

method is the fact that It wices only the final result of the

experiment and furthermore only in a semiquantitative form

(number and dimenslon of the fragments) and does not character-

ize the development of tlho process in time. Furthermore, a

FT; -- iT-21 -$ 40 -7: xxi



whole number of explosives (low-sensitivity powder-like explosives,

molded arid plastic expflosives) does not convert Into detonation

under these conditions. Therefore, the subsequent improvement

of Andreyev's tube included an Increase in the longth anid strength

of the tube and also the use of the ideal methods of recording)

whi.ch mrade2 4 posslble to obtain reliable quantitative lata.

tests were conducted In thick-walled steel tubes iwholly

L 1 ed,' with exrlnsives. Figure Cb de,-cts the tube which w-.as

used ty Gi'pson ar'J !Ma'L"ek for the study of the transition of
ccrtUS !I On It C ti( detk-nat 'on of the mnolded exr'losives L 13].

The m-easurement of" the rate of the urocess was ccnducted by

the usual tyre if onizaticn senisors and by the ionization sensor

of ccntinucus a-ctllon, wh 'ch was assumed it) rnrallel to the axis

C r the ctharF,, (descrlr-tlon o" the sensor, see L 2).

Tube with optical wedge [14]. Wfe have develonret a tuile

w.;It h an op-tical wedge of plexiiglass, w.,hich makes Itpo1Il

tco conduct the continuous optical recording c_' the trocess of the

tlii-sitiOTI CT' crmsr.ion into aCetonatio.. it is schematically'

de-cicted on rg c

The tube consists of a thick-walled steel cylinder 1 wt

a -,..edge-shaped slot 2 in Its middle part. Clued into the slit

Is ple xiglass cut along its form. The poi4nt of the wedge w.as

directed to the side of the channel, w-.hich made it rosstle toc

cecrea-se t!-e force acting on, the w..edge.

For an increase Inthe strength the tube w1%it'n the rlexig7lass

i-.edge w.as placed into the steel shell '3. The llatter had a narrow.

5lit luaed op-posite the clex! glass w-.eaie, tnrou7gh which ortlcal

observation of' the Ecocess asconciucted.

Placed Into charnnel wtas th e invest it-ated substancc c f

necessary densIty. In the majorit.y of cases it wspres sed

7 xxii



directly into the shell by the portion method. The combustion

of the investigated specimen of explosive was produced with the

aid of the nichrome spiral, heated by electric current, through

airtight bolt -igniter 5.

The described tube with the optical wedge made it possible

to obtain qualitative continuous photographs of the transition

of combustion into detonation in the explosive charges of different

density (see § 27).

Research o i transient processes was conducted also in

transparent shells of plexiglass in the form of a cylinder and

in the devices when the explosive (usually in the form of a thin

layer) is pressed between two plates [15, 16] one of which is

transparent (plexiglass). Unlike the devices examined above

in the latter case the initiation of the explosion was realized

in essence by the spark or the burning of a thin metallic wire

placed in explosives with the aid of a capacitor discharge.

g 2. ~Rate Nieasurement

ODtical Method. This method of the determination of the

rate of the luminous processes is at present basic and most

widely accepted. Used for .his purpose are the specially developed
N photcrecordings, which give a continuous recording on film of

the track of the front of the process with time, and the di! ferent

movie cameras, which make it possible to produce frame-wise

photographing. The principle of the device and description of

the instruments are examined in detail in literature [17-19].

Therefore, let us recall Dnly briefly the principle of deter-

rilnatisi cf the rate of the process with the utilization of the

ontical meth-,d.

With the use of photorecording the determination of the rate

of combustion or detonation entails the following. Photographing

FTD-!2!T-4- 8 4 !-5 xxiv
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is realized on film, which continuously moves perpendicular to

the direction of propagation of the process. The image of the

glowing reaction front is recorded on film in the form of an I
inclined line. By knowing the speed of movement of the film

V it is possible by the angle of slope of front line to

determine the rate of process D:

D = v,.,k' tg (p,

where k' is the ratio of the magnitude of the object (length of

the charge) to the magnitude of the image on film, i.e., the degree

of a decrease in the photographic system. f
To study the processes of combustion (slow processes),

low-speed photorecordings with drum scan with the rate of the

motion of the film from several millimeters per second to

several dozens of meters per second are used. Usually universal

photorecordings with high acceleration are used. An example of

this photorecording 13 the FR-lI, developed and prepared at the

Institute of Chemical Physics of the Academy of Sciences of the

USSR (IKhF AN SSSR) [ ,Xm AH CCCP].

With the study of detonation processes hiph-speed photo-

recordings mainly of the mirror type are utilized. In this case

the image of the process with the aid of a rotating mirror is

constructed on stationary film. The use of the rotating mirror

makes it possible to increase suistantially the rate of photo-

graphing.

For these purposes at the IKhF of the AN SSSR were specially

developed the high-speed (streak) cameras (SFR) [CeP],cameras

with a driven sweep (ZhFR) [X$P] and a high-speed sweep slow-

motion camera (ZhLV) [XJIB] in which the mirror is made in the

form of a polyhedron. The instru.nents ZhFR and ZhLV do not

require synchronization of the process with rotation of the mirror.

=IFTDP-VT-k4-841-75 xxv



With the study of transient processes, in a number of cases

it is expedient to use simultaneously two photorecorders at

different sw, ep speeds [11].

With the frame-wise photographing of the combustion or

detoInation of explosives with the aid of a different type of the

movie cameras, the rate of the process is determined from the

konframe frequency. The maximum frequency of nhotographinR

of cameras SKS-lIV and SFR (in the version of slow motion) serially

oroduced in the USSR comprises, respectively,, 8-1.0 and 2.5.10 6

fra.-,es/s.

Method of ionization sensor. The essence of electrical

net,-o-d itthe utilizatl-on of Ionization sensors entails the

arlil.-t:; of tne products of' combustion cr detonation to conduct

electrical cirrernt. Placed into the charFge of exr'losive are

t; r more spark gaps, to whicrn a definite voltare is fed. The

expcc ves in th -e Initial state pc ssess very 1c,... conductivity,

and electrical c-urrent do-es not pass through the sptark 7ars.

uuti J~oa--'iui wave ori'*heflm tne rrdct r greatl

ionized, and t,-eir resistance Is lo.: (for rcrcd-u'_- of~ the exnlosior

of' typical explosives the resistance is approximately 13-12 2/mm),'

as a resu> '- which with passage of the w..ave of combustion or

Jt~cnatior, tlhe spark gaps are oieuvlyclosed, and in them

appears tL. elecrcal current, which is also reco-ded on the]

c o -1 1o r a. h. According to the kno ,:n d'-stance betw..een the sensors

ano :n transit time of the proces-s bet,.,een ther-c obtained from

thre excer~ mont, the average speed .s determined.

Method of the ionization sensor of continuous action. In.

;:~:.r , ~ continuous Trethoi of 'tle determination ofthe

rat e ofI' tre r=c'ess .. as 'levelored. The essence of~ this method

e rr a11s t:,e fao;. t,'hat Int~o charpe '.n narallel to its axis there

Iaols c re (_stat sens-,or wsorsltr charFes in rrorortion
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to the motion of the front of ionization (front of the process).

The sensor is a copper rod 1.1 mm in diameter with the -

spiral which wound turn to turn made from conductor PFVKT 0.1 mm

in diameter [20]. One end of the windinr is soldered to a

copper rod and the other together with the rod - to a coaxial

cable. The sensor, together with the part of the cable, is

claced into the investigated charge (mainly for this the molded

charges or the charges of liquid explosives are anplied). The

free ends of the coaxia' cable are connected with the cathode-ray

ciclllograp!, which records a change in the resistance of the

sensor with the passage of the process.

The determination of the rate of the crocess from the

reccrdinp is conducted in the fol ing way. The length of the

sensor L corresponds to the initial L-am deflection of the

oscillograph b0. Then the sensitivity of measuring circuit

=b,,.. Te movement of the front of the iiwestigated orocess

with time X(t)=t(t) (where t(t) is the recording, of the Investigated

process). The rate of process D will be determined from the

expression

D -.

From the evaluation cf the authcrs [2C] this method makes it

rossible to determine the steady-state detonation velocity with

a maxium error which does not exceed 2%.

To study the transition of combustion into detonation, tre

metnod analogous to that described above was applied by authors

of' works [21, 22].
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Method of the determination of the rate of normal combustion

(u) of solid specimens with the aid of the niezoelectric sensor

of pressure [23]. In connection with combustion conditions in
the manometer bomb a new method was proposed for the determination

of the rate of normal combustion - from the "bends" of the curve
-of pressure p(t). This method is the rapid method and makes it

possible by one experiment to determine the values of the rate

of combustion, which correspond to different pressures. The

essence of methca entails the following.

Since in the closed volume the rate of growth of cressure

dr/dt is determined by the speed of the gas formation uoS and

by the force of the powder f (dp/dtuoSf), then by ccmrosini the

combined charge, which contains substances with different values

of rate u and f (cross-sectional area S=const), it is nossible
to obtain on recording p(t) tne bends, which correspond to the

combustion cf each of the substances. As a rule, the combined

charwe is crmrosed of small cylIlnders of the auxilary substance

wvIth a large value of dp/'dt w hose combustion sharply raises the

rressLure in the bomb, and between them the investipated substance
w1th the small value of dr/dt is placed. T-.e formr of the obtained

recordlng is represented on Fig. 7. Thus, cietermined from
recording p(t) is simultaneously the time cf the combustion of
tre small cylinder of the investipgated exrloslve of known length

and the mean pressure at which its combustion occurs. Each

subsequent small cylinder of cxnloslve burns at a r ressure higher
hatthe preceding pressure.

Figure 7. Curve Vt) with combustion

of the combined charge, which includes
three (1, 2, 3) small cylinders of the
investigated explos've (trotyl).
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In other experiments was applied the charge of the investi-

gated explosive, which contains the sections with a small and

large diameter alternating along the length, which performed

respectively the role of the main (basic) auxiliary (forcing

pressure) element. By the method acdording to the "bends" of

the curve p(t) the dependences of u(p) of a number of explosives

and model mixtures up to pressures of 4000 atm were determined

[23].

In connection with the conditions of combustion in the bomb

of "constant pressure" the proposed method was modified. Applied

was a highly sensitive piezoelectric sensor, which recorded a

small pressure increase appearing in the volume of the bomb

during the combustion of the charge and, therefore, the beginninz

and end of the combustion.

5 3. Pressure Measurements

Piezoelectric method. The piezoele.tric apparatus is based

on the fact that the measured pressure p by means of the riezo-

electric material is converted into the voltage U nrorortionai

In value. The obtained signal is ampli"fied and then recorded

with the aid of loon or cathode-ray oscillopranhs. The measured

pressure, acting on the piezoelectric material, causes the

aocearance on its faces of an electrical charre c=nF. This

char.e at the in-ut of the ammlifier creates a voltape U, eaual
0o

q ,pS

where r, Is the -Iezoelectric modulus; p - the measured pressures;

- the area of the piezoelectric material receivii.K the uressure;
c." - cale capacity (capacity at the innut, of the amlifier);

' i



c- capacity of the piezoelectric material; F f orce.

The development of the piezoelectric sensor Intended fir

research on the transition of combustion into explosion and

--detonation is connected with great difficulties. The fact Is

that in this case It must possess the full gamut of the natural

frequencies: from the lowest - for the recording of combustion,

and up to the highest necessary for the study of sufficlently

rapid processes close to detonation. Furthermore, this sensor

must possess high mechanical strength and be hermetically sealed.

The creation of the universal sensor, which satisfies the

enumerated requirements , presents great difficulties. Never-

theless as a result of the work carried out at IKhF, there was

developed a piston-type piezoelectric sensor, makir It r'ossible

t_- record pressuare of up, to 12,000O atm with thi-e rate c f gr o wt,

dp/dt<300 atm/lis L110.

its schematic sketch is repr(sne n -. n Tesno

conisizts of a steel heat-treatec! hou.sirng 6 scre-w-ed Into the

b0ody of the bombU, plIstcn- t, w-ich receives

the pressure of the gzasest, and covers wi*".

- H a piezoelectric packet.

The piston and channel of the housing

of sensor are thorouzh"Lv- are gzround. The

L4~ j~ piezoelectric raoket cconslsts of' a steel
:ia.e - Lase ~4 ~~~gmetal riniz 3,

tw o o r fo)u r c y n nr IeaJ I e zc e Ie c LrI C
Fi;!ure 3. 1Aiagram elements 1., two h~erisoheric Inserts Z,

o the ntezo-
eeCtric rressure heat-treated s, e ebae~,ade~rd

sen~sor. 7r'lac&od betwe en tlbe r.iezcilectric Trate 'als.

The second electrode Is the housing of' the sensor. it Is necessary

to keep 1r, mind that the normal operatlo. of the sensor iS provided

.,(r wh-en. the parts nlf the rlezoelectric packet are prelimilnarily

7', ;'X



pressed by a sufficiently great force. Used as a piezoelectric

material was a crystal quartz, which possesses high mechanical

strength and stable piezoelectric modulus (n=2.1.10-  C/kg).

It is known that the compressive strength of the Diezocrystal

under static conditions is approximately 1000 atm, and in dynamic -

2000-3000 atm. With transient processes the appearing pressures

exceed the indicated value. Therefore, used was the principle of

comoensation for pressure, which was achieved by the use of a

oiston whose area was substantially (6-10 times) less than the

area of the piezocrystals. In the majority of the used sensors

the diameter of the piston was 3-4 mm, and the diameter of the

piezoelectric quartz crystal plates was 10 mm. Thus, with the

aid of this sensor it would be possible to measure principally

the pressure of up to 15,000-20,000 atm. However, as it was

noted in [2 4 ], at pressures greater than 12 thousand atmospheres,

the piston sensor can distort results (understate the value of

pressure) due to the considerable lateral deformation of the

piston and its wedging in the channel of the housing of the

s e. sor.

In the case when the sensor did not have a piston, and

pressure affected the oiezoelectric packet directly, it made

it possible to record low pressures of n,10l atm.

The electric sirnal which enters from the sensor was amrlified.

<-r thlis zur-ose Zverev designed a special electronic amelifier.

hIs amplifIer had a sc.*w resnonse, which made it rossible to

use the ciezoelectric arraratus also in Drolonred processes.

At the same time it had a high overall passband (%350,000 Hz)
nd w. - suitable for the recordinr of short-time high-freouency

ine transmission of the signal from the sensor to the amnlifier

was ccrlIuotrd with the riid of an antivibration cable.

- .- -7i



Used for the recording of the signal from the sensor were

the loop oscillographs MPO-2 and N-107 (with slw processes)

and the apparatus PID-9, developed at IKhF AN SSSR by Sokolik

and colleagues [25J (,with quickflowi:,g processes). The apparatus

PID-9 on the basis of the cathode double oscillograph OK-24

was intended for the recording of the pressure change with time

in a shock wave during the investigations of the action of an

explosion.

With the measurement of pressures different in value at the

input of the amplifier scale capacitors of different capacity

were included. The calibration of sensors was conducted by the

static-dynamic method. For this purpose the riezoelectric

pickup was secured in the special device in which on a press by

means of oil there was created a definite pressure measured by

a specimen manometer. Then the pressure relief during a short

(%1l - 3 s) time was realized, and the ottained deviaticn wasI

recorded on an oscillograph.

Thus, althcugh the calibraticr, was conducted In the conditions

of the removal of the load, this was nct ref~ected In the results

of the experiment, since it is known that piezocrystals equally

orerate both under compressicn and with discharging. All the

sensors used had a linear amplitude characteristic. 4n error in

the piezoelectric method of pressure measurement did not exceed

3%.

Besides the piezoelectric sensor, usej for, determining the

pressure is also a strain gauge, the deficiencies in which are

high sensitivity to a change in temperature, ana the need for

the routine (after several experiments) calltration of the

s ens cr.

Let us examine the methods of pressure measurement in a
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compression wave. The study of the structure of compression

waves, which appear in explosives upon the transition of combus-

tion into detonation, has great significance for the understanding

of the mechanism of the phenomenon. The most reliable and simple

method of the recording of parameters of compression waves is the

electromagnetic method [26, 27], which makes it possible to

investigate not only the shape of the wave, but also to calculate

the absolute value of pressure, since by this method the velocity

of front D and the velocity of motion of substance behind the

front U are measured simultaneously. The calculation of nressure

is realized according to formula p=p0 DU (p0 - the initial density

of the explosive).

The basic curoose of the method is the measurement of the

rate of motion of the substance.

Electromagnetic method. The essence of the electromagnetic

method consists in the following: with the movement of the

conductor in a magnetic field, in it there is induced the emf

cf induction, which is connected with the rate of motion of the

conductor, its length and magnetic field strength by the relation

---IILU .-Io- ,

.:..ere Is the emf in V; H - magnetic f-ield strength, Oe; U -

rate of motion of the conductor, cm/s; L - length of the conductor,

Cr..

:ence it is possible to determine the rate of motion of

the conductor U. The conductor (we will subsecuently call it

the sensor) is a strip of thin aluminum foil (usually with a

thickness of 0. 05-0.27 ram) and width of 10-15 mm in the form of

the letter F whose c-'oss-beam I, is the workinr part of the

sensor.
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Sensor 2 is located in charge 1 perpendicular to its axis,

and then together with the charge it is placed into a magneto-

static field so that with motion the working plane of the sensor

would intersect the lines of force of the magnetic field (Fig.

Figure 9. Diagram of the

electromagnetic method of
the measurement of the mass
flow rate of the movement
of a substance.

With the passage of the compression wave alon, the charge,

t.ie sensor is set into motion. The emf, induced on its ends,

is recorded on thc cathode-ray oscillogranh. With constant HE

and L the value of the emf is a function of only the rate of

rtion of the sensor, which is equal to the mass flow rate of the

substance in the wave.

The magnetic field is usually created by an electromagnet.

The electromagnets, used at IKhF, have a magnetic field strength

in the center of the clearance of 400-800 Oe with a uniformity

of 1%. Used as a recorder was the double-bearm cathode-r.y

oscillograph OK-17 with the frequency of transmission along both

channels of 10 MHz and the rise time of the transient char-

acteristic of 0.035 s. The time of the avalanche of the leading

front of the pulse from the beginning of the rise to the maximum

valu2 is 0.07 vs. The avalanche of front can grow with an

increase in the thickness of the sensor and snecific gravity of

the material from which it Is made.

For the measurement of the wave front velocity there are

used either two sensors or one but of sterred form, which was
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proposed by Dreminym and colleagues [27]. Thus, in one experi-

ment the average wave velocity and the velocity of motion of the

substance behind the front are simultaneously measured. The

electromagnetic method was widely applied in the measurement of

the detonation parameters and also for studying the formation

of the detonation wave in experiments on percussion initiation.

However, its utilization for the study of the mechanism of

the formation of the shock wave in the process of the transition

of combustion into detonation encounters great fundamental

difficulties. The fact is that the indicated transition is

usually observed if the charge of explosive involves a sufficiently

durable metal shell. The electromagnetic method can be applied

if the shell of the charge is made of nonmagnetic material,

which frequently Js incompatible with the conditions of strength.

Sensors of comDression. For determining the nropagation

velocity of compression waves [13], sensors of comoression were

applied. The sensor consists of two wires separated by insulation.

The principle of their action is based on the closing of the

circuit of electrical current as a result of the destruction of

the insulation under the influence of a comnression wave. The

sensors are calibrated by a definite pressure. The advantage of

the sensors is the fact that they make it possible to record

the passage of the compression waves in explosives independently

of the material of the shell. However, they are unsuitable for

recording the shape of the compression waves, since the sensors

operate when the pressure exceeds a certain critical value (in

[i3] sensors with the threshold of operation of 800 and 2000

at ... re used).

in conclusion one should emohasize that the systematic

possibilities of the study of the wave oattern which apoears

upon transition of the combustion of solid explosives into

xxxv



detonation are extremely limited and considerably lower than those
which exist in the gas systems where for this purpose a highly
efficient inertia-free Sclilieren photograph is applied.
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SOLID EXPLOSIVES

CHAPTER I

GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC OF POROUS SYSTEMS

The destabilization of the laminar combustion of porous

explosive systems is caused by the penetration of the combustion

into the pores as a result of the filtration of the combustion

products [4-7]. In the analysis of conditions of the transition

of combustion into explosion, we will utilize some results obtained

in the filtration theory in the study of the flow of natural

liquids and gases into porous systems and also the basic concepts

and determinations formed here.

Understood by the porous medium is the body which contains

pores - empty gaps. The flow of liquid (gas) is Dossible only

in such a ttase when at least part of the rores is imoarted to

each other, and the system is gas-cermeable. We will be restricted

to the examination of the porous media, in connection with which

the molecular structure of the filtering gas is not affected,'

which occurs if the mean free path of molecule does not exceed

the dimension of the pores. This condition is satisfied virtually

for all systems which are of interest from the viewooint of the

'The emergence and development of an explosion is determined by
the laws governing the filtration of mainly gaseous combustion
products. The question concerning the role of the fusion will
bL examined specially.
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possibility of the transition of their combustion into an

§ 4. Basic Parameters of the Porous Medium

The porous system is charazterized by the following basic

parameters: porosity, gas permeability, specific surface area,

distribution of the pores according to dimension, and particle

sizes.

Porosity w. Is a volumetrlc ratio of the pores V to then

total volure of the specimen V:.

n 1% 1 - 6, (1)

nere =p /ma xis the relative density; p - density of th,

specimen, g/cm-; 0  - maximally possible density of explosiveina x

,,::s~t of single crystal).

in the cas;e of the mixtures value pax is determined by the

ilculation

' , Pi max

where x , ' max - weight fractions and maximally oossible density ]
of t he ith co.monent.

Forosity is expressed in the fractions of one or in per-

cen r aes. d t I d n ;tFnguIsh t.he absolute (rhysical) rcoroslty,

which is defined from formula (1) and includes both the connected

and closed -ores. if the porosity is determined from the inter-

uepeendent. pore space, then it is called the open (effective)

FTZ-4,;-2 2,-- 4i-7



porosity. Subsequently, without special stipulations understood

by the term "porosity" will be absolute porosity.

The gas permeability k is that property of the porous

medium by which the possibility of the flow of gas in the

specimen is determined. The dimensionality of gas permeability

is ti;e square of the length. Frequently used as a unit of

measure is the darcy: I darcy=9.87.l- 13 m2

The specific surface area of the spe imen S cm /g isY1
defined as the surface of the pores per unit of mass of the solid

substance.

Since the surface of the pores in the general case has an

exceptionally complex form, the determination of the concert
"dimension of the pore" dn is connected with difficulties of

a fundamental nature. Convenient from a geometric ooint of view

is the definition according to .'hich the dimensicn of the pore

at any point of the pore space is a diameter of the greatest

---. re .ccon. , s tis oint and remai.s a whole within the

space of the pore [28]. The physical side of the question is

more correctly reflected by the following definition: the

dimension of the pore is the diameter of this tube, which is

equivalent to this pore according to its hydraulic properties.

This approach Is utilized in the construction of various kinds

of theoretical models of the p-.rous medium. It is natural that

the porous specimen is characterized by the defined distribution

of pores according to the dimension. With the nrocess'np of the

obtained results, standard distribution curves, known from mathe-

matical statistics (of Gauss type), are used.

An important characteristic is also the uarticle sizes -

especially for the porous systems in whi-h the shape and dimension

of the particles do not change in tne production of specimen and

its combustion.
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The enumerated parameters are determined experimentally.

The methods and results of their measurement in connection with

the explosives will be presented below (in § 5).

At the same time, of considerable interest ore the theo-

retical ways of evaluating the indicated magnitudes and the

establishment of the dependences between them. Thus, in a number

of cases it is necessary to evaluate the mean diameter of the

pore, the particle sizes, the valu- of specific surface area in

terms of the known values of the : rmeability and porosity.

.uch estimates can be obtained from examination cf the

simplified theoretical models of the porous medium.

"Theoret Ical odels of the Porous !Medium

A distinctive feature of the porous systems Is the disorder

of their structure. The solution to th:e !Havier-Stokes eauation

for viscous fluid flow in the disordered systems is impossible.

Therefore, in theoretical studies the real porous medium is

replaced by tiie simplified ordered models with the equivalent

hydraulic properties. The exact solution of the Navier-Stokes

equation exists for the case of flow along a direct round tube.

This fact was used in the design of models.

WIde acceptance was given to the model of an ideal ground,

which consist of identical pores of a cylindr4-cal shape whose I

axes are parallel to each other [29]. For this model the average
hydraulic diameter of the pore d'=4S/x (where S is the cross-

n

sectional area of the pore, - wetted perimeter) is determined in

terms of the gas permeability and porosity in the following way:

,; = V ,- (2)

• - -ii 4
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The value 0 weakly depends on the form of the cross section

of the pore, and its average value is taken as 6=1.37 (for

the section in the form of a circle 6=1.41). Expression (2)

makes it possible to -valuate the average hydraulic diameter of

the pore, since in this model it is assumed that all the nores

are identical. An ideal ground is an example of the capillary

model of the porous medium.

2

More complex is the model proposed by Koseny and the model

perfected by Karman in which the porous medium is the totality

of channels of different cross sections but definite length.

This model makes it possible to establish the connection between

gas permeability, porosity and specific surface area of the

pores S

The equation of Kozeny (3) is used for determining the

specific surface area of the pores S and particle Sizes.y n

The single bond between the diameter of the pore and

particle sizes occurs for the porous systems which consist of

identical spherical particles with a diameter of r. In thL.

case, as this follows from the theory of the stacking of the

spheres [28, 29], the porosity does not depend on the diameter

of the particles. A stable stacking with minimum porosity m=C.259

is rhomboidal. A stable stacking with maximum norosity is not

yet found (the stable stacking of the spheres with porosity

m=0.75 is described In literature). The average hydraulic

diameter of the pore for the system of identical spherical

particles is equal to [29]

",(L)

5- ,--Sr
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For the multi-disperse systems, which consist of particles

of arbitrary form, the hydraulic diameter of the pore can be

calculated [301 from the formula

3 t, (5)

where V'Is the volume of the particle; s' area of the pu.rticle;-

r- diameter of the sphere equivalent to this particle In

olu me.

A precise estimate of the actual form. and size of the particles

is extremely difficult. Nevertheless, the Particles are char-

acterized by a definite dimension (see §5'

N .~ercus attemcts at the theoretic-al cnalulation of -as

rprmeabhlit:. did not enIcy su-_ccess. ThYe obandccnruted values

alwayrs differed sign~ificantly from tne experimental values.

Also unsuccessful prorved to be thl-e ;%ttemiLs to esrarilsh th:e

single universal dependence betweer. the gas perrnea L ility an.d

porosity. Therefore, gas Permeability is determIned only experi-

ment ally .

K.it iS necessairy to emphasize the follcwing; Imrortant fact.
in the construct -on of theoretical models of the p~orcus medium,

it was assurnej that al~l the pores were ocened fLPor the course of

t ne Iliui ,-as). Therefore, the rorcsity, which enters into

--xreresslon (~-5,makes sense to be opened.

Some Frcuaticns Cjr the Flltration of 'as
in a Poro-us k-'dlu:7

Usually the mctio. In the pores is considered to be laminar.

Crie should apply th-e Navier-Stok<es equation to the process of



the laminar filtration of viscous fluid in the porous medium.

.,S was noted, the direct integration of this equation, det

the comiplexity of the boundary conditions, is not possible.

Leybenzon [29] derived the general equation which describes the

unsteady laminar filtration of tne comprressible fluid in an

undeformable (;-const, mzconst) porous medium, after replacing

the effect of visccsity with flcticious resisting forces.

in the case of gas it is recorded In the form

kA p o

p l n~ p olytropri" exponent in e-a17r r l/ccnsct;

rz j~-pressure, density and viscosity cf t!he ;7as respectively.

Eiuation ()is a n~onlinjear second-01roer e-cu ticn wt

rartlaln- Qerivat.ives of th-e raratollc2 tv:-. 7he Irnterration of

()Is facilitated for ti-e case of one-dfmersinnal -otion under

tre zo~lo~rcg -"itions:

1) 12" the 'filtra"Lon Is isothermal (n~=11, th'-n ()is written

r s c tln i, (7) was i ven by FB'ouss i~iesq]

2) if i s rossible to assume the pressure of gas r. to be

constant (p=p,) (for examrle, for the case when the filtration

of th e gas is realized under the action of a di,'ferentil

,,p<r) Then the solutlo.- to the approximate eauation

0i . ~
V it



Is the solution to the usual equation of thermal conductivity.

For the laminar motion the law of Darcy is valid, accordi'q

to which the linear rate of filtration is proportional to the

pressure gradient:

k dp
~di (9)

'Th- miLius sign shows that the flow has a direction opposite to

arn increase In the gradient.

Thi: law of lDarcy is applicable 'if Reynolds number Re=vd olc/v~

(dthe diameter of the core or particle size), .h deternines

tf. f'lc*v. sattern of the gas in the rores, does n~ot exceed

-r ica. vauo . Accord'-ni to di ferent authocrs, th-e IndIcated

va:-ie lies In the Interval Rez-U7. The -La.: cDarcy Is ful-

!lied In a. wide reg~on of' flltrat'o. rates, andi dEvIatI'ns f~-r

It occur extremely slowly and are observed cnmiv at hIlol and low

rates of flow. In the first case this is co--r.ereP .'~ tx

emerctence cf the turb,,1ent flo;,.: and In the other case with t he

nclecu-:ar effects. Based or. the utIlIzation cf the law, of

Darcy are th e methods of the determination of the g7as rermeab ility

of porous specimens.

2C,: is briefly tho general In-forraticr. ab--ut t-.e rorous

rel'urr, we.hich -we ,.Ill suLse-,uently use.

The obtaining of porous explosive systems. AS was noted,

t'ne mi-rnlmum porosity which. can he reached in th.e case of ident'-cal

st-er-ical patceis C.259 T-he real porosity of the bulk

crari-~eo of the ext losives, as a rule, It: subztaritially hivher than-

tnie theoretical and Is equal tr, GJ-c.7. For the rurpcse of a

cjecreaSe in t1he norosity different methods of racking are used.



The method basic and widespread in practice of the oacking

of explosives is the method of dead-end Dressing. This method,

extremely simple in execution, makes it oossible to prepare the

specimens whose rorosity and gas permeability can be changed

over wide limits. The advantage of the method is the possibility

of obtaining (with the observance of definite rules of pressing)

specimens uniform in length and diameter with the necessary and

well reproducible properties. Furthermore, as it will be shown

below, a large part of the pore space proves to be that which

was interconnected. For this very reason the porous snecimens

of explosives prepared by this method were the basic object in

the study of the transition of combustion into explosion.

Usually used are press molds with rounded cross section.

Recently there began to be used also oress molds of rectanrular

cross section. The experience of pressin7 shows that the molding

uniform in volume of the specimen is reached with the ootimum

reiationshin between the height and diameter of the suecimen

e ual acroximately to 0.5. Therefore, we obtained elong-ated

c:;:r~e by the connection of a considerable cuantity of thus

oressed cylIndrical oellets whose number was decreased when using

r.ctangIar plates. With the pressing of explosives into a

cyvindrical shell there was applied the portion method, which

entails the successive pressing (without overflow) of separate

h--arz-es of the exolosives. The height of each oressing in thIs
• did not exceed half of the diameter.

The sutstance with oressinr is found under condition close

to hydroszatic stress. Under the action of the azoiled load there

-ccur_3 the racking of the substance, which is determined b- the

:r' ce~s c destruction (fraprmentaticn) of the ,artlcles and

7, J, st c reformatIon. After the overflow the soecimen is unloaded,

is accomDanied by a small increase in the volume. The

F.ta rir 7f charges with a different noroslts is achieved by



A4
a change in the compacting pressure p The minimum maximum

porosity which can be obtained by dead-end pressing depends on

the individual properties of explosives and, first of all,

on its strength characteristics, which is confirmed by the data

given below:

ndex TNT ac azca
lac i4

Max imnwn pcrosity (I,02 0,021 0,0'I5 0.(135 0,15
Tensile strength 34o 520 i U

o.p, kg/m

Represented here are the values of minimum rorosity of some

exp~cslves, obtained at the maximum operat'ng oressure of pressing

of 4.000 atrm, and the tensile strength determined in work [313.
The corrected values of the tensile strenrth are established

in the study of the sensitivity of the explosive to the shock

and chaa:.trize, in the opinion of the authors, thp trans-

crystalline (intrinsic) strength of the explosive as a material.

In spite of the specificity of the conditions of the deformation,

the obtained values of a give the concepts about the strength
np

of different explosives.

Thus, the less the tensile strength, the lower the minimum

zor)sity and higher the ccmpressitility of the explosive. In

§ 5 It will be shown that tne strength properties of explosives

exert a substantial influence also on the physical structure

of the pore space.

The density of the pressing at fixed compacting pressure

depends also on the dimensions of the particles of explosives,

the presence of the cementing addition and the relationshir

10



between the geometric dimensions of the specimen whose role is

not examined here. That presented above was related to the

case when the pressing was implemented at room temperature and

without the use of a solvent. When using preheating and special

solvents, it is possible to obtain the specimens virtually devoid

of porosity.

For obtaining the charges of explosives and the mixture

powders of high density, a casting method is also utilized. The

structure of the porous charges, prepared according to casting

technology, differs significantly from that which is obtained

by the method of dead-end pressing. For the cast systems is

characteristic the porosity in the form of bubbles and craters,

the overwhelming majority of which is not connected with each

other. The value of porosity in the cast charges depends on the

conditions of cooling and polymerization, and the method of

pouring and is 0.01-0.03. The possibilities for obtaining by

the given method of charges with a different porosity, which is

changed over wide limits, are very limited. With the aid of

casting technology it is extremely difficult to obtain uniform

porous specimens with definite, preassigned nronerties.

The pressed porous systems are deprived of the indicated

deficiencies and open up considerably greater rossibilities from

the research point of view. With following presentation every-

where (without special stipulations) by the terms "norous

explosives" and "porous medium" one understands as systems

cbtained hy dead-end pressing.

5 5. Methods and Results of Measurement
of the Basic Parameters

Determination of porosity. In the measurement of absolute

porcsity in essence the method based on the measurements f

11



density is utilized. The calculation of porosity is conducted

according to formula (1). The density of the specimen p is

determined by the method of volumetric displacement. Used is

a fluid (for example, mercury) which does not interact with th-

substance and does not penetrate the pores of the specimen. The

preliminary coating of the specimen with a film of corresponding

material makes it possible to expand the circle of the fluids

used. Introduced here is a correction for the volume of the

coating. The volume measurement of the specimens with low

porosity can be conducted by means of hydrostatic suspension,

without resorting to coating. The volume of the porous specimen

cf correct form Is also determined from its geometric dimensions.

There is also a whole series of special methods of LhO

determination of the absolute porosity, with the content of 4hich

it is possible to be acquainted in works [28, 29].

Sor the measurement of the open porosity the method of

saturation or the method of the expansion of gas is applied.

The first of the indicated methods is based on the saturation

of the porous specimen by the fluid. Utilized is either the

fluid, which penetrates well into the pores (for example,

kerosene), then the saturation of the specimen is realized in a

vacuum, or mercury, which is forced into the evacuated specimen

under high pressure. The amount of fluid which enters into the

scecI.men characterizes the value of the interdependent pore

sca ce.

The method of the expansion of the gas is based on the

d'rect measurement of the air volume in pores of the specimen.

or this purpose the spDecimen is connected with the chamber of

Increased pressure whose volume is known. The pressure change

In specimen-chamber system makes it rossible to calculate, on the

12



basis of the law of Boyle-Mariotte, the volumes of the connected

pores.

Represented below are results of the measurement of open

porosity in specimens of TNT, tetryl, cyclonite (initial particle

size r=l10-140 p) and ammonium perchlorate (AP) [nXA] (r=10 v),

obtained by the saturation method.

Ammoniumn
7 ide x perchlorate

, .|H, , C ,-I I _ _ _ _ _
Aisolute O,1r 0u1 005 0,( , 0.):, 2 0,1 i ,
pcroslty m o o
pcrc s itype 0  0 )1* 0,06 0,02703 1 0 , . .'

The specimens of TNT, tetryl, and cyclonite were saturated

by mercury,1 and ammonium perchlorate - by kerosene.

As follows from these data, with porosity m>0.16-0.2 the

pores of all investigated explosives are comrletely interconnected.

With a decrease in porosity m the volume of the connected pores

is decreased, which is clearly exhibited for explosives which

are characterized by low strength (TNT, tetryl). However, in

the case of high-strength cyclonite even with low porosity close

to maximum, the formations of closed (note connected) pores is

not observed. Thus, the structure of the pore soace depends on

the strength properties of the explosives and, therefore, on

the nature of the deformation of explosives with rressing.

'The determination of open porosity and distribution of the pores
according to dimension (see Fig. 10) was conducted by Mel'nikov
and Volkov, utilizing the method of the forcing of mercury into
the pores.

13



Determination of the Distribution of Pores
According to Dimension

Usually the method of the forcing of mercury into the system

of pores which partially has already been examined above is

utilized, The distinction consists only of the fact that the

volume of mercury in the pores is determined at different pressures.

The porous specimen is placed into the chamber with a strictly

defined volume and evacuated. Then the forcing of the mercury

at a certain elevated pressure is realized, whereupon the volume

of the mercury getting into the pores and, therefore, the volume

of the pores of the given dimension V The indicated operatior
n

Is repeated, but already at a higher pressure, when pores of

i'zs dimension are filled with mercury, and is continued until
the mercury fills all the pores. The dimension (dameter)of the

p-res d. is calculated from the equation of the cacillary dror.

Thus, experimentally obtained is the dependence of the volume

of the rcres V on dimension of d,,, i.e , the Integral distribu-

tlon curve of the pores according to dimension V (dn). Used

more frequently are differential curves a(d), where a is a

part of the pore space which includes pores with a dimension of

d n to dn+Ld ,

SVn /Lg d Figure 10. Differential curves of the

distribution of pores according to the
dimension obtained by the method of the
pressing of the mercury (initial particle

0,3 size) r=ll0-140 om):
1-3 trotyl:
1 - m=O. 21;

D," iL 2 -0.16;
3 - -.0 ;

"L , YJ "L d jr ,  4 - cyclonite, m=0.05

Figure 10 depicts the differential curve distribution of
the rores according to dimension, which are obtained by the

14



graphic differentiation of the experimental curves V n(d n ) (plotted
along the axis of the ordinates is the value of the derivative

AVn/A lg dn)"n n

Data of Fig. 10 give a demonstrative concept about the value

of the significant dimensions of the pores.

It is interesting to trace, first of all, a change in the

dimension of the pores, which correspond to a maximum in the

distribution curve in specimens of TNT of different porosity.

Even with a comparatively high porosity (m=0.21) the corresponding

dimension is a sufficiently low value (",,4 um), and with a

porosity of m=0.05 it decreases by one order. The greatest

(maximum) dimension of the pores decreases in this case from 50

to 1 1.

The ralue of the pores in the specimen of cyclonite is

noticeably higher than that in the case of TNT of the same

porosity (m=0.05) and of the initial dispersity, which is in

accordance with the data presented earlier.

In § 15 of Chapter III it will be shown that the hiph

combustion stability of secondary explosives is cornc-cted ",;,ith

the formation on the surface of a continuous molten layer which

stabilizes the combustion until its thickness becones commen-

surable with the maximum size of the pores. The estimates

carried out on the basis of this condition gave the value of

the pores close to that which follows from the immediate deter-

mination of the distribution of pores according to dimen.sion.

!t- is interesting that the experiments on combustion and the

estimate -f the dimension of the rores were carried cut ear-ier

than the distribution curves of the pores according to dimen-

sion were obtained.
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II

Measurement of Gas Permeability

The gas permeability, which determines the flow of gas along

the pores and, therefore, the possibility of the destabilization

of the laminar combustion depends not only on the porosity, but

also on the dimension of the particles, nature of their packing

and structure of the pore space. Therefore, there does not

exist the universal theoretical dependence between the gas

permeability and por'osity, and its concrete form is established

experimentally. The measurement of gas permeability is based

on the utilization of the Darcy law. Experiments are conducted,

as a rule, In conditions of the steady-state Isothermal filtra-

'5ion of the gas. The procedures u.ed differ only in terms of

the structural formulation.

The determInation of the gas permeability in specimens with

s--11 porosity (n,<O.l) was conducted [lC] on an apparatus whose

dlagram is represented on Fig. lla. The basic difficulty which

appears !n the measurement nf gas permeability in this case

rentaiis ;ne eliminatIon of the possibility of the flow of gas

over the lateral surface of the specimen, which was reached in

tne following way.

The substance investigated was filled Into well ground conical

mold 1, and cressed up to the necessary porosity. Before pressing

.he surface of the mold is coated with a thin layer of bitumen,

applied from a solution in gasoline, which improved the cohesion

between the specimen and the mold. The use of a conical mold

ei-mInat-d the possIbilIty of' the disolacement of the porous

s.eclmen 7 r, the process of t-e experiment due t,-,) the effect

of the pressure differential. The racking of mold in the apparatus

was realized with the aid of rubber packings 6 and a nut 3.

As the specially carried out checking showed, the accepted

mesures proVIded tIhe air tightness of the assembly as a whole.

i.-
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(a) (b)

FIgure 11. Diagram of Installation for the measurement of gas
rerme abillty in specimens with low (a) and hiqh (b) porosity.

Gas (mainly nitrogen) from cylinder 1 through the reducer

and co-Is 9 and 10 approached the entrance of the porous

specimen 7. In coil 10 the gas ,.:as purified of' thef waterIvapors by means of freez'ing out by dry ice, In coil 90 the dried
gas as heated to room ternerature at wh.,Yich the measurements

v.ere cond-i-cted. The pressure of the gas T.- at the inlet ,.,as

measured by a specimen, manometer 2, and thle rressure a-- the(

nutriit r, .,s virtua 1 1 eqa tc the atmrnosplhiric Dressure. "

,cressure dif-zrential Aoe.non ends of t*he scecimen malnta'-ned

constant and did not exceed 10 atm. By means of a small-scale

gas meter 5 was determined the volumietric flow., rate of tne gas

passed through the specii,., ., th:e dissolution and4 abscrptlfcn, of

whiAch wseliminated by the prellrninar.y saturat-'on of water in

the gas mieter. The gas flow was measured after the establlr-hment'

of the filtration conditions.

ThL-e calculation cf gas n-ermeabli4ty vwas condu--;ea on -,he

tas-'s of the Darcy la-w-. (9), taking- into account the compressIbilIty

of the g-as. PresentinF (9,' in th-e form of

ILI
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and writing down the filtration flow of gas, referred to the mean

pressure p (PI P 2 )/2 with isothermal flow as Q cpQ/p,. we

obtain the initial formula for the calculation of the gas

permeability:

P2_, (10)

where k is the gas permeability, Darcy; L- length of the specimen,

cm; S - the middle cross-sectional area, cm ; Q - the measured

flow of gas (cm3 /s) at atmonoheric pressure at the output

P=i atm(abs); viscosity of the filtering gas, cp.

.ii

From (IC) 1t follows directly that the flow rate of the gas

which passed through the specimen Q with constant geometric

dlmensicns of the specimen changes linearly wrth vale 2 -2 V

On this apparatus there .as conducted the determination of

gas permeability in the specimens of explosives with a orosity

of m=.1:- .03. The correspcnding interval of the variation in
-2 -6

the gas permeability was 10 -10 Darcy.

Some of the obtained results [101 are rerresented on the
graph of F'g. 12. Plotted along the axis of the ordinates is

...... tI (1~ese -nDrc

tne logarithm of inverse gas permeability (expressed in Darcy)

and along the axis of the abscissas - absolute roroslty.

1,as rnermeability' k=1 -L darc% Is a very low value and is sub-
stan.-iliy less than the gas permeability of the overwhelming
rraJcrity cf the natural rccks and soils.

-i-



L~(1*) .Figure 12. Dependence of tneIlogarithm of reverse gas per-

meability on porosity (initial
particle size r=5-20 Wim): 1
PETN; 2 -stoichiomet-ric mixture j
of trotyl with ammonium per-

chlorate; 3 -trotyl.

The measurement of gas permeability in the specimens with

high porosity (m>O.15,) was realized [32] on an arparatus whose

diagrar. is show.tn on Fliz. llb. The inv~stIgated porous srecimen4

1 asrlaced on the backinr 2 of the filter Larer for ensur-'np-
the stability of' the results of the me-asurements. Before the

exreri-ent there .,as pro-ducedJ the prellinlnary r'umu-Ing out w.ith a

closed va-lve B5 of volume Z'.. up to a certain rressure n.

less than atmoospheric o.- at Ac-pi -1Cmm H-0O. Then the

va v-: B 2 was closed, and B1I was opened. The nleakage of air

th-rough the investigated charge of the explosive In volume V

%..as begun. Simultaneously with the aid of a movie camera ?

a recording of the pressure change with time from readings of

t'ne manocmeter ~Kand storwatch C was made. Inl connection with

exrerimental conditl ons, th~e utilization of the lawv of Darc.,

leads to the following exvressi.on for det erm'nlrng thl-e zas

.untcai lity

7;,

'v"-tr. derIvati on of4 ex-, scr (11) t he Comirressb!lt 1 o1Y Df the

gas was not con~s' de,,c, chwas I ustl'Ified s~nce A r<<- 1, W it h

tlhe exPan-I-na+ iLf of results of th-e measurermnt the correct io-n

whhcons.Iders the resistance of the backIng- ? a-nd- other rarts

of ~eapparatus ,-as Introd-uced.



With the aid of the apparatuses described above the deter-

mination of the gas permeability of the specimens of a series of

explosives in the wide interval of the variation in the porosity

(m=0.8-0.03) was conducted, and -In this case the range of the

change in the gas permeability was 7-8 orders. As an example

the graph of Fig. 13 shows the corresponding results for the

PETN of different dispersity.

.g (/k)

Figure 13. Dependence of the loga-
rithm of reverse gas permeability
on porosity for specimens of PETN

2 - pressed from particles 5 Pm (1) and
500 wm (2) in dimension: 0, -

2 data [10]; o, x- data [32].
-ZF___________

0 , Odm

From an examination of data of FIg. 13, it follows that the

nature of the dependence of the gas permeability of PETN cn the

porosity at the value of the latter of n=G.1-C.2 is substantially

changed. If with m>C.15 the findings in coordinates ig (1/k) - m
are satisfactorily placed on a straight line and are approximated
by the dependence of the form k=a'ebm(a , b' - constants, then

at szaller values of porosity curves are noticeably steeper

(a sharp drop in the gas nermeability Is etserved). Tt is

lcgical to connect this effect with a change In the sturcture

of the core srace.

From the findings it is evident that the gas permeability

substantially depends on the InItIal particle sizes of the

explosives. This result is trivial in connection with specimens

with high porosity. ?However, the fact that at very low values

of porosity (m0-.03-0.05) the gas permeability of the specimens
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pressed from large grains continues to remain noticeably higher

deserves attention. Actually, it was possible to expect that

the intense fragmentation of the substance in the process of

pressing at high pressures (3000-4000 atm) leads to the dis-

appearance of the dependence of the prooerties of the soecimen

on the initial particle size. An experiment shows that this

does not occur. The specimen condensed to high density continues

to "store" the history of its production.

Subsequently, it will be shown that this effect of the

particle size in very compact specimens is exhibited both with

combustion and with excitation and development of the explosion.

Having available the dependences of gas permeability on

porosity for a series of explosives, we were able to compare

the stability of their combustion with identical gas permeability

and the close structure of the specimens. Only this comnarison

cculd determine the role of the physicochemical and thermochemical

prcoperties of explosives in the process of the destabilization

of laminar combustion.

Measurement of the Soecific Surface Area
of the Pores and Particle Sizes

The determination of the specific surface area of the pores

is based on the use of the equaticn of Kozeny and on the use

of the experimentally obtained dependences of gas Permeability

on porosity. Besides this (basic) method, there is still a

nmber of methods [28] of the determination of snecific surface

a,:ea (method of microphotograohy, the method based on the use

of tn rnoenon of the adsorption of vapor by a solid surface,

etc.).

The magnitUde of the specific surface area of the pores

Ic an important characteristic of explosives whose knowledge
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is necessary, first of all, in the examination of the question

concerning the transition of combustion into detonation. There

is special interest in the dependence of the specific surface

area on porosity. Utilizing the equation of Kozeny (3) and

experimental data on the measurement of gas permeability (see

Fig. 13), we conducted the calculation of the specific surface

area in specimens of PETN with different values of porosity

and initial particle sizes of 5 and 500 uim (Table 1).'

Table 1. Specific surface area and averaze
particle size in the specimens of PETN with
different porosity.

I P:rcsity.

C.1.

n. e 6,15 9,.2G 10,05 I A , 5 ,I I10a~O= -3 , " ¢arse - 0,7 0, 3. 1 , .,3 0, 70 2, 2

A';erage par'i :e' Fine 5,5 3,05 3G,37 3,:5-

G -rze - 500 17 - - -

r u
'; ,' 1 :' ,''y .' . and . 5 '' : s ~ c: r , ' ,,na r e Af , k.

Results of the calculation of the scocific surface area for
a c ry-ta]lin PEN are also re-(rres,-er on

..'r. the ,ven data Lt foiio .-s t'hat the derendence of f.he

s-. ..-. o ce area of the rores o,.- rorosity for finely 7-ound

-' -eua.tion. of Kczenv one sno l sus value of
-rn, orosIty. Therefore, In conducting the calculation

r'y' " cnsi dered that with the rcrosltv r>C.2 the rores are
.: 1 interconnected (r=m0, and .ith I=.1 for a finely

" I. , PETH =0.08 was taken.
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explosives is characterized by the presence of a maximum with

m' O. 3.

,y .*1D crn2/ .

Figure 14. Specific surface
area of the specimens of PETN
of different porosity (rr5 vim).

0 0,5 -

Table 1 also gives results of the calculation S(m) for

specimens pressed from large crystals (initial particle sizes

r=500 ). From a comparison of the findings it follows that

for specimens of the coarse-crystalline PETN the specific surface

area of the pores monotonically and substantially (30 times)

grows in 2roportion to a decrease in the porosity and in the

whole investigated interval remains less than that for a finely

crystalline PETN. An increase in the specific surface area is

connected with the intense fragmentation of the large crystals,

the deirree of grinding of which increases with a decrease in m,

but which, however, does not reach the level characteristic

for the preliminarily thoroughly ground substance. In accordance

..:ith this there is no maximum on the curve S(m).

In the case of finely crystalline PETN when the initial

rarticles are already very small, the fragmentation and, therefore,

an increase in the specific surface area is exoressed more weakly.

. furher increase In the compactng pressure (density of
extlslves) does not lead to a decrease in the particle size

but changes the structure of the poe space, and in particular,

:.' re a--ear closed cells, and the consolidation of the particles

d to an imnr.ovement in the contact between then, as

a r sult ,f' .:hich the specific surface area decreases and a

ix' r.m -n the curve S(m) is observed.
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The considerations about fragmentation presented above

are fortified by an estimate of the average particle size in

specimen, which is possible, since the specific surface area

of the pores is known.

The connection between the average particle size and specific

surface area can be obtained from simple geometric considerations.

and also by combining the expression of (2), (3) and (4):

-_ _ _(12)

Relation (12) is widely utilized for determining the average

particle size, in particular, the polydisperse fractions of

explosives (based on this principle is the laboratory instrument

PSKh).

The values of the average particle size, determined according

to formula (12), are represented in the last line of Table 1.

Table 2. Range of measurements of the dimen-
sion of particles and dimension of nores by
different methods.

Range of measurements

Methrd dimensfn f dimension of
particles . ln pores. 1jm

iptical microscv.pp O,"21-25 U 0,25--50

Electron micrfscspe g,, -5 I
Screen analysis 40 and mre -

Liquid sedimentaticn

Gas sedimentati:.n ")

Scattering sf X-rayS 0,(J--,-0,.

MYthcd of mere ry - hlrium -- I 0,'05-1, ,0

It is necessary to note that the intense fragmentation

of the large crystals is observed already at comparatively low
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compacting pressures which do not exceed 200 atm. Thus, the

effect of fragmentation virtually always occurs, and one must

not fail to consider it, working with the pressed charges of the

explosives.'

The dimension and shape of the particles are retained

unchanged if utilized are charges of bulk density, which in th-

process of the experiment do not undergo the effect of mechanical

loads. Besides the method described above of the measurement

of the average particle size in magnitude of specific surface

area, for determining the initial particle size of the mono-

disperse fractions of explosives the screen and microscope

analysis is also used. Equigranular fractions 2 are obtained in

essence by scattering with the aid of sieves.

The screen particle size is defined as arithmetic mrrn

between dimensions of the cells of the sieves. Simply the

boundary values of the dimension of cells of the sieves are more

frequently indicated.

A microscope analysis results in the size determination of

a large number of particles (not less than one hundred) from

'Upon transition of the combustion into detonation, the explosive
is subjected to the effect of compression waves, which can lead
to the supplementary fragmentation of the substance, if such
a possibility exists, i.e., when the maximum degree of grinding
is not reached. The question concerning the fragmentation of
crystals of the explosive under the dynamic (imoact) conditions
of loading was specially investigated in work [33]. The charges
of the explosive of bulk density with the initial particle
sizes nl mm were subjected to compression of a shock wave
1500-2000 atm in amplitude. The specimens were retained, dhere-
upon the particle-size distribution was determined. It was
established that the finite dimension of the particles, which
corresponds to the maximum of distribution, is 10-20 Vm.2Fractions of the 100-140 and 320-400 Um type can be considered
equigranular.
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two mutually perpendicular directions and in the averaging of

the obtained results. For the fraction which consists of carticles

of the extended form, .he average microscopt dimension, as a

rule, is more than the average screen dimension.

For determining the granulometric composition o' the cowders,

there are also applied sedimentation methods, which are based

on tne dependence of the rate of deposition (sedimentation) of

uniform particles in the viscous medium on their dimensions.

Usually used is the settling of solid particles under the action

of gravitational or centrifugal forces.

Table 2 g.ves a summary of basic methods of the direct

:.easurement of the dimension of the particles and also the

dimension cf the 'ores, and limits of the a clicabllity of the

method are shown (cited data are taken from work [34j.]).

The indirect method, based on the measurement of was

rmea ,lity, !makes it nossible to calculate, using (2), the

dimension of the cores In the range cf ur to 0.1-1 mjrr derending

c.- the resolutio. of the apparatus .sed.



CHAPTER II

STABLE COMBUSTION OF POROUS EXPLOSIVES

Under certain conditions the combustion of porous explosives

is stable and uniform and is realized by parallel layers (in

lkyers). In this case the magnitude of the mass rate of combustion

io close to the same for continuous nonporous specimens.

The study on laws governing the slow laminar combustion of

the porous systems is of considerable theoretical interest and

rives additional material about the mechanism of the combustion of

explosives. Actually, the density change leads to a change in

conditions of heat propagation in the condensed phase, since the

thermal conductivity and gas permeability of the explosives depend

on density. There is a change also in the concentration of the

substance in the solid phase, which has considerable importance

for syo ems the leading reaction with the combustion of which is

found in the condensed phase.

The study of the stable combustion cf porous systems

contributes also to a fuller understanding of the processes which

dc-,ermine the emergence of the filtration instability.

T.n the existing theories of normal combustion of the condensed

fy;tem:2, it is accepted that the heat transfer from the zone of

re>action tr" the nonreactinF substance is realized by thermal

conductivity and radiation, but convection heat transfer
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(penetration of gaseous products of combustion or fusion) is

absent. In connection with the continuous systems, this position

causes no doubts, and their combustion is normal. As regard to

the porous systems, as it will be shown below, in a number of cases

the penetration of products of combusiton into the pores knowingly

occurs, alt:iough the combustion is stable and uniform. It is

natural that this combustion cannot be classed as being normal.

Unlike that of the solid system, the combustion of porous

systems is characterized by a number cf specific features. One

onould, first of all, consider the nonuniform nature of combustion

causei by the geometric nonhomogeneity of the porous systems. The

presence in the charge of pores leads to bending of the burning sur-

face, and as a result there is a change in the conditions of

t.e mass- and heat exchange in the zone of the chemical reaction

and thje structure of the croducts flowinr fror the surface of the

ombuStion. Therefore, a great effect on ti.e combustion is

exerted by the physical state of the burning surface. '. Ie features

of combustion are causeA alSo by the dizsporsed rature uf the

rorous medium, which includes solid explosives and the ga3 filling

the pores.

The experimental study on the laws go%erning the smooth

combustion of explosives w.rith open gas-permeabe porosity requires

the otservance of systematic precautiois. The reiliaLle data can

te obtained if combustion is realized at a constant external

pressure. This condition is strictly satisfied if combustion is

conducted at an atmosohere. With combustion in the bomb of

constant pressure" even with a significant magnitude of free space

(bombs, BD-150, BDI000) the pressure increases, wKich contributes

to the penetratcri of the rroducts of combustion into the pores.

Furthermore, if - ecial measures are not taken, the pores of the

explosives prisr to the beginning of the combustion are filled

wilth rus (ns.rcgen), which i., used for the creation of pressure in

ti t. o ,. Gas in the pores performs the role of a peculiar inert

addition in explosives whose mass grows with an increase in the



pressure. Both these factors can distort the obtained results,

and an objective account of their effect on combustion represents

considerable difficulties. Let us examine, therefore, basically

data obtained at constant - atmospheric pressure.

§ 6. Density Effect of Explosives on the
Possibility of Combustion

Andreyev showed for the first time [35] that for the fusing

explosives (tetryl, cyclonite) there is a maximum density lower

than which the combustion extinguishes. At higher densities a

uniform stable combustion is observed. Near the limit of extinc-

tion the combustion becomes nonuniform fluctuating. It was

established that the density value on the lower limit decreases

with an increase in the diameter, of the charge and grinding of the

particles of the explosives.

The density change differently affects the o-ossibility of the

combustion of the nitrocellulose, the nitroglycerin powder for

which there is an upper density limit. The end of the combustion

with a constant diameter of the charge is observed with increased

density, while the combustion of the charges of less density is

stable.

The extinction with combustion of porous charges can be

explained if we utilize the general concepts about the critical

diameter of combustion, the concept about which was introduced by

Andreyev [36]. The critical diameter . characterizes the ability

of explosives to burn and is defined as the minimum dimameter of

the charge at which the combusti,.:i of explosives is still possible.

The impossibility of combustion with a diameter less than the

critical is caused by the noncompensating heat dissipation from

the thoroughly heated layer and combustion zone into the ambient

medium. Therefore, all those factors (increase in external

nre:7;ur(:, initial temperature) which decrease the relative heat

losses and produce an increase in the rate of combustion lead to a



reduction in the value of the critical diameter. Of considerable

importance also is the shell of the charge - the thermal conductiv-

ity of its material and the thickness of the walls.

Let us examine how the critical diameter depending on the

density is changed. In works [37, 38] it was noted that an increase

in the density of the fusing explosives (tetryl) raises the capa-

bility for combustion (dup decreases), and in the case of nitro-

cellulose the opposite picture is observed.

Thus, unlike the effect of pressure and initial temperature,

the role of density on the value of the critical diameter of

combustion proves to be different depending on the nature of the

explosives. This shows one of the specific features of the

combustion of porous system3. This fact is of interest and

deserves attention. At the same time the results available in

literature [37, 38) on this question are extremely scarce. Since

the obtaining of charges with different porosity is conjugate with

definite systematic difficulties, earlier experiments were

conducted with the spec:lnens either of the maximum density

(prepared nitroglycerine and pyroxylin powder) or of bulk

density or density close to it.

In order to trace the nature of the change in d.,, in a wide

density range, we conducted additional experiments [39]. For a

rough estimate of (/',. the method of cones was applied. A refine-

ment of the obtained values was conducted by the combustion of

cylindrical chargeZ. In order to decrease the lateral heat losses

and exclude as far as possible the heating of the substance as a

result of the propagation of thermal wave along a shell, the latter

was prepared from materials with a low value of the coefficient of

thermal conductivity (plexiglass, asbestos cloth). Used was a

mold of rectan-ular cross section, which made it possible

comparatively easily to obtain, after the appropriate treatment,

the extended (30-50 mm) cylindrical and conical charges of high

density. Then the charges were glued into the shell. The
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system of ignition provided the uniform combustion of the

investigated specimen over an entire surface of cross section.

The obtained results are represented on Fig. 15. Thus, the

existence of the lower (for fusible explosives) and upper (for

"infusible" explosives') limits of the extinction of combustion

directly follows from the different nature of the dependence of

the critical diameter on density. It will be shown below that in

accordance with dependenc% di,,(,) for the examined explosives the

nature of the change with the density of the rate of combustion

proves to be also substantially different.

d", mm
Figure 15. Dependence of the
critical diameter of combustion
on relative density (p=l atm):

5, 1 - cyclonite, r=100-200 p; 2 -
3 tetryl, r=100-200 11; 3 - 10% noly-

styrene + 90% AP, r=15 p;
4 - pyroxylin No. 1.

We will turn to the explanation of the causes which define

the type of dependence d[,r (6). For this purpose let us examine how

there is a change in heat losses in the process of the combustion

of the -' frges with different density and, first of all, heat loss

from the zone of reaction to the substance.

In the case of fusing exolosives the ,urrect way is outlined

U%, Andreyev [3], who joined the increase in di, at low densities

. an increase in heat losses to th-e condensed phase as a result

oc te nenetration of the fusion Ia the rores. In actuality,

h,,-..'ever, the s-ituation is some.what different, and the role of

1 "-nfu:;ibl" explosives are understood as substances the burning
:<urface of which is i-as permeable. As follows from the experiment
(see 5 9), this condition is satisfied by pyroxylin [nitrocellulose],

, :: perc -i1orate and a mixture on its base.



fusion is not limited only to this. The optical observations of

the burning surface of cyclonite showed that in charges with the

low density close to bulk, the film of fusion in the process of

combustion is continuously moved over the surface, which is

accompanied by oscillations of the flame. The motion of the fusion

is caused by the nonuniform increase in it by following gaseous

products as a result of the nonuniformity of the burning surface

and by foaming, which occurs as a result of expansion with the

heating of the gas bubbles.

The drops of fusion moving along the surface and the separate

formations, which contain the fused solid particles, under the

action of forces of surface tension are enlarged, and the phenomenon

of agglomeration occurs. The motion and agglomeration of the drops

of fusion lead to an increase in the neat losses, to the constant

destruction of the thoroughly heated layer of explosives prPoared

for combustion. Very interesting is the fo-m of sLu'face of' the

combustion of cyclonite after attenuation which c-curs when limiting

conditions (with d=r'.) are reached. The end of burning can be

easily obtained if we utilize, for example, conical charges.

It turned out that the fusion with inclusions of the fused solid

particles converges, as a rul-, on the periphery, and the

remaining part of the surface is devoid of the fusion. It causes

no doubts that a sharp reduction in the burninF surface as a result

of the agglomeration of the separate drops of fusion was the reason

for end of the burning.

With an increase in the density, the motion of the fusion and
the oscillations of the flame cease, and the molten layer becomes

solid. The heat losses originated by the movement of the molten

fim lo cal!y disappear, and, as a consequence3 of this, there is

an increase in the capability for combustion, and the critical

diameter decreases (Pig. 15). In this connection it should be

ioted that according to [40i] for the fusing secondary explosives

t:t, unlike liuid explosives, the rate of combustion

a decrease in the diameter is maintained constant up to
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attenuation. The nonconformity with theory [1i], which predicts

a decrease In the rate of combustion in proportion to approach

to the limit, the authors [40] correctly explain by heat losses

due to the motion of fusion along the surface.

For the "nonfusible" explosives with "dry" burninr surface,

the basic reason for incidence U. with a decrease in mne density is

the limited penetration of the gaseous products in the cores.

While not being in a state to ignite the explosive, the penetrating

gases preheat it and produce a change in the thorourhly heated

l-oer. T'he additional heat supply in the explosive fron. t:)e aseous

rhase, which rises with a decrease in the de,,sity, com nensates for'
the lateral heat losses and makes r'osible stable combustion in
the charges cf a small diameter. The effect cf the limited

penetration of products into the pores is cbserved, as this w11

be clear from th'e followin oresentation (§ 3), not on>i at low

(bulk) densities, which was assumed by .,nireyev [33] in exar. flnr

the reasons for the emergence of the fluctuating and nonuniform

combustion, but also with the combustion of very compacis charres. i
In the explanation of increase 1,,. with density, it is

necessary to consider also [38] that with an incresse in the

density the thermal conductivity of the explosive, and, therefore,

the heat withdrawal in the condensed phase increase.

§ 7. Laws Governing the Laminar Combustion of
Porous Cystems

For the condensed systems the most widespread were the

approximate thermal theory of Zel'dovich-Belyayev combustion, a

brief presentation to which we will be restricted. In this theory

it s5 accepted that the reaction rate excnentially: increases witi

the temperature, and the combustion occurs in one narrow zone in

the gaseous phase. The basic heat release is concentrated in the

narrow temperature range with a width of order of J(Tf.:E near the

maximum temperature of combustion k. The heat transfer from the
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zone of reaction to the nonreacting substance is realized by means

of thermal conductivity.

Tnitially the theory was developed by Zel'dovich and Frank-

Kamenetskiy in connection with the combustion of the gases [l41, 42].

After the fundamental investigations of Belyayev, who showed that

the combustion of volatile secondary explosives occurs in the

gaseous phase similarly to the combustion of homogeneous gas

systems, the theory was widespread without any supplements for the

c3!.ibustion of volatile explosives. The fullest and most successful

comparison of theory with the experiment was conducted precisely

in an example of volatile explosives [5].

Ac-corainq to this theory, expressicn for the mass rate of

c,. 1tion take3 the form

III

-mere X 's the coefficient of the thermal cnducLi vty of the

,ubstancr which flows into the reaction zone2 ;H - activation

energy; g - heat of reactior; . - the rate of heat liberation

pr unit volume of the zone of reaction at the combustion

temperature T.

:n thecry it is cce:ted that 4,.-exp (-E'/UTr). For the

reacticn of the n-th order I,. C' ('C Is the concentration of the

-eactint). Then for gas-phase reaction we oLtain the following

approximation:

,, * I - p ( - .

Princical ±yL t;:e theory is apIied a.so to the case wnen the

ri2act~on Is realized in one narrow zone of the conden;;ed phase.
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The study cf the laws and mechanism of the stationary 3

combustion of nonporous explosives and powders is the subject cf _

man',' workc The basic results are quite fully presented in
monographs [34, 4]. The contemporary. concepts about the mechanism

of combustion and the basic development trends cf the combustion

theo:,v arc cont31ned also in review works [45-47].

Let us examine the basic laws governing the combustion of

porous charges.

From the thecry it follows that:

a) the independence of the mass rate of combustion of density

for to e case of volaoiie explosives ( C, - ctullst), when the leading

react'on occurs in the gaseous phase' ,

b) an increase in the mass rat e of comtusticn with a, increase

an der>;ity if the reaction is realized in the narrow zone of the

c:rn Sed pa Se. T11 this case If on ass um-es that the

dens ity of the substance 6 does not change in the wave of heating, ]

then from (13) we have

in accordance with the data available in the literature, it

Sis possible to consider approximately that the thermal conductivity

of tnC explosives .6S Then

,.e rese'-.ce !eat. l sses w'th combustion causes (case a)

or ampilies (case b) the incldence In the rate of coabustion In

Iropcrticn to a decrease in density.

'An anal2cPous forms of the '.,enrdrnce (u,,=const) must be observed for
the fusing secondary explosives, when the molten explosive
pre limnarily burns.

i ! I I I I I I.



The account presented above is correct in the absence of

convection heat transfer from the combustion zone into the non-

reacting substance when there does not occur the penetration of

products of combustion into pores. We will turn to the available

experimental results.

In the experiment, as a rule, the linear burning rate is

determined. Implied by the linear burning rateitis the apparent

rate of movement of the entire combustion zone.

The combustion of the porous systems is usually characterized

by the mass flow rate u which is obtained by the multiplication

of the linear rate by the density of the explos;ives: 1,...

The mass flow rate is equal to the mass of the substance, which

burns per unit time per unit area of the cross section of the

charge.

Let us designate by t-U,:(e),(' °) the ratio of the mass rate

of combustion at the given density 6 to mass flow rate at the

highest density 6' which is utilized in the exper'ient. Value 6'

is usually lower than the maximum density ,..A. since by the method

of pressing it is difficult to obtain continuous specimens.

Furthermore, at high density the combustion of a number of

substances ceases, which is connected with the achievement of the

upper limit on density.

in comp2oite Table 3 data known to the authors on the

o......e ..... I ;f ... n flow rate of laminar ccmbustion on dencity

are ii'.en (oxoori::.ents were consu,-ted at atmospheric pressure).

Data for sOme substances are also represented on Fig. 16.

une should. note first of all that strict constancy of the mass

ra te of co-buston in the wide interval of the variation in

len.itv 13 not obs;erved virtually for any of the investigated
exp! os- "



Figure 16. Dependence of value tis,A104')
on relative density (p=1 atm): 1 - cyclonite;2 - 25% Al + 75% Fey03 ; 3 - polyvinylnitrate:
4- mercury fulminate; 5 - 2% Cu o+98% AP;
6 - pyroxylin No. 1; 7 - 10% polystyrene +

7,90%AP

3

In the form of dependence u,() the conditionally investigated

substances can be divided into two groups.

1. For substances of the first group an increase in the mass

rate of combustion with an increase of density (I< ;) is character-

istic. It includes the secondary explosives (cyclonite, tetryl),

nitroglycerin powder (finely ground), polivinylnitrate, and thermite

compositions. The distinctive feature of the substances of this

croup is the ability to be melted or liquified in the process of

combustion.

Another feature of the majority of the substances of this

group entails the fact that of vital importance with their

combustion is the heat release in the condensed phase. The

course of total-exothermic reaction in the k-phase and the existence

of the liquid-viscous layer, which is made foamy by bubbles of

,raoeous decomposition products with the combustion of nitro-

:-icerin nowders, was established by Pokhil [50, 55]. The rate of

.. .. tlon of the thermite composition of 25% Al + 75% Fe.O 3 and

.-ai.ly the gras-free composition of 70% (25" Al + 757' e2C3 ) +

+ ;: A12 3 is determined by chemical reactions in the fusion [51,

3. According to data [52], the leading reaction in the combustion

r' 1:1l v n,1lnitrate also occurs in the liquid-phase - in the foam

Con:cq'uently, the increase in the mass rate of combustion

,b<vr'd n the experiment with an increase in density corresnond2

*. the n'edi tions of the theor,. However, the dependence u (6)
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proves to be weaker than this which follows from theory (14),

on the assumption that the leading stage of combustion is found in

the condensed phase.

The reduction ofi .(,) with a decrease in density for a

volatile explosive - cyclonite, the leading reaction in the

combustion of which is found in the gaseous phase, is connected

usually [441] with a decrease in the heat release per unit volume

and the corresponding increase in the role of heat losses. It is

assumed that this effect has common nature for volatile explosives.

As a whole, the derivations which follow from the dependence

,,( ) for substances of the first group agree with the existing

concepts about the mechanism of their combustion and can be

explained within the framework of one theory of combustion.

2. The mass rate of combustion of substances of the second

group decreases with an increase in the density. This group

includes the "infusible" with the combustion of the substance:

pyroxylin, mercury fulminate, ammonium peronlorate (catalyzed)

and a mixture of AP with a combustible addition.

It was noted above that the critical diarmeter of combustion

for these substances (unlike the first group) is decreased in

proportion to a decrease in the density. Thus, a definite

narallelism is observed between the nature of 'he change with the

deoi-tv of the mass flow rate and the critical diameter of

combustion for the defined representatives of these two grouns of

r u a;tances. The laws governing the combustion of substance.- of

the :-econd group are of considerable interest not only because

they are not placed in the existing representations, but, Pirst

of all, becau,;e precisely with the combustion of the "infusible"

:'yv:tero one should expect the manifestation of specific features

l-ar. ctraraeistc for porous systems. At the same time in literature

I;,v,.', limited information on thi.s que.stion. Therefore,

we undertook a more detailed study on the stable uniform combustion



of porous "infusible" systems.

§ 8. Combustion of "Infusible" Substances [39]

Selected as the "infusible" substances were pyroxylin, a

mixture of ammonium perchlorate with a combustible addition

(polystyrene), ammonium perchlorate, catalyzed 2% Cu2 0 (particle

sizes of the components rt 15 Um).

In literature direct indications about the possibility of the

melting of pyroxylin are absent. As regards ammonium perchlorate,

until recently it was considered that ammonium perchlorate

sublimates with combustion. However, in recent works devoted to

the study of the mechanism of the combustion of AP, it was

reported that ammonium perchlorate is melted with combustion.

AccordiNg to [54], the melting point of AL is high (f..;N.zS.m 1K),

and the formed layer of fusion is very small and not continuous.

The selected substances belong to the "infusible" category, since the

experiments carried out by us showed that the burning surface of

the porous charres of these substances is gas-permeable, and

therefore the continuous molten layer is absent.

In experiment the following characteristics were determined:

the dependence of the mass rate of combustion on density ,,(0),

the distribution of temperature in the condensed and gaseous phases

Sand also the pressure change in the pores of the burninr

char-- - Pu (1). Thermocouples of tunp-sten-rhenium and copper-

constantan 30 wim in thickness were used. The recordinr of pressure

in thr rores was taken near the enclosed bottom end of the charge

hi a sensitive liquid manometer (water, mercury) of the open type.

All the experiments are carried out at atmospheric pressure.

Let us examine the obtained results. Experimental data on

thr renence of the -,-ass rate of combustion of the investigated

:;ubs tancen on denzity are represented in Table 3 and, on Fd -. 17.

As was already mentioned, a characteristic feature of curve



U, g/cm2 s

2 Figure 17. Dependence of the mass rate
of combustion on relative density (p=l atm):
1 - 2% Cu 0+98% A?; 2 - 10% of polystyrene +

9 + 90% AP; 3 - pyroxylin No. 1.

lies in the fact that with a decrease in the density, beginning

with a certain defined value, there occurs an increase in the

mass rate of combustion. For the catalyzed AP on curve u,( 6 ) the

maximum of rate is observed. One should emphasize that in this

density range the combustion is uniform and stable, and the values

of the rates are reproduced well. An increase in the mass rate of

combustion with a decrease in the density indicates the presence

of convection heat transfer from the combustion zone into the non-

reacting substance and the limited penetration of products of

combustion into the existing pores. In connection with the

combustion of mercury fulminate, for the first time Belyayev

foctued attention on this possibility [5, 49]. The findings

testify to the fact that the penetration of products into the pores

with stable burning is characteristic not only for the quick-burning

mercury fulminate, but is a common property of the "infusible"

exp.Losives, including substances which burn at low (about mm/s)

rites. The penetration of the products is observed under

conditions of combustion at strictly constant low (atmospheric)

sresure and, which is especially important, with the combustion

o ver, dense systems. For perchlorate compositions and

pyroxylin, an increase u,, is started with 6=0.7-0.8, and for

mercury fulminate - with 60.9.

U fore statinr the subsequent results which give the direct

confirmation of the validity of the penetration of products of

combu: tion into the pores, let us indicate the fact which

-inret to the confirmation. If we decrease the density of

t!e 2,ut-tance, then with 6<0.65 for mercury fulminate [5] and



6<0.12 for pyroxylin [56] there occurs the destabilization of the

combustion, which is characterized by a sharp (by an order of

magnitude and more) increase in the rate of combustion. The

combustion becomes nonuniform fluctuating. In the case of

mixtures on the basis of AP the combustion at atmospheric pressure

up to the minimum (bulk) density is stable. However, the

destabilization of the combustion of a mixture of 10% PS + 90% AP

appears, if we somewhat modify the experimental conditions: for

example, conduct combustion in the long gas-bleeding tube when as

a result of the gas friction against the walls of the tube on the

burning surface a small (-10 - 3 atm) pressure differential appears.

At present it is convincingly shown that the destabilization of

combustion occurs as a result of the filtration of Paseous prodlucts

into urGe pores (see Chapter 1V).

Let us turn to results of the thermocouple measurements made

with the stoichiometric mixture of ammonium perchlorate and

polystyrene (p=0. 6 5 g/cm 3 ). First of all, it was noted the

noticeable deviation in the temperature profile in the condensed

phase from the Michelson: the thickness of the thoroughly heated

layer is increased 3-4 times.

Also measured were the temperature of the surface T, [on the

bend of the temperature curve T(x)] and the gradient of tempera-

ture in the gaseous phase near the surface (dT'1(1XT=T,, which made

it possible to evaluate the quantity of heat q liberated with

combustion in the condensed phase.

Disregarding radiation as a result oL smallness, from the

eauation of heat balance we have

S (. - T)-. a (15)
Ubs (1X J T=Tn'

where c is the heat capacity of" the k phase; X - coefficient ofp
t:'o thermal conductivity of' products3 in the gaseous phase; T -
initial temperature.
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By substituting in (15) values of c =0.35 cal/g-deg, X=l.6104
P

cal/cm.s-deg and the experimentally meaured values, T, =6000 C,

(dT/d)=3.1 10 deg/cm, we obtain g=175 cal/g.

It is necessary to keep in mind that the heat in the k phase

is composed of two components: together with the Introduction of

heat by the penetrating products heat release as a result of

chemical reactions occurs [48]. A strict separation of the

indicated components is very difficult, since they act simultane-

ously. Therefore, a rough estimation is feasible. According to

the measurements carried out, the thermal effect of tocal-

exothermic reactions in the condensed phase with combustion of the

monolithic specimens, when ther- IS .o convection, is approximately

100 cal/g. This value is maximum, _ince wth a dccrease -i the

density of the reactant in accordance with (1) the heat release

because of reactions in the k phase must be decreased. However,

even if we accept this knowingly high value, we will find that by

the products penetrating into the pores not less than 75 cal/g is

introduced.

Interesting data were obtained in experiments on the pressure

measurement in pores of the burning charge p,,(!) (diagram of the

experiment and results were shown on Fig. 18)1. It was established

that with the combustion of pyroxylin and mixtures with ammonium

perchlorate as the base with the combustible addition in the pores

the rarefaction of relatively external atmospheric pressure

-is recorded. in this case at the moment after

i-nition, the rarefaction increases, whereupon the saturation

(Ai) A,)bcgins. Despite the fact that the combustion is continued,

the pressure in the pores does not change.

'In this series tho experiments were conducted with charges of
large diameter (d=16 and 30 mm), which made it possibl - to avoid
the distorting effect of the additional free space which
unavoidably appeared with the connection of the manometer.
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Figure 18. Diagram of experiment (a) and results (b) of pressure
measurement in pores of charge Apn(t) with the combustion of the

specimens of a mixture of 10% PS + 90% AP with different density
(p=l atm): a: 1 - charge; 2 - plexiglass shell; 3 - manometer;
b: 1 - 6=0.35; 2 - 0.5; 3 - 0.61; 4 - 0.8; 5 - 0.9.
Key: (a) millimeters H2 0; (b) s.

For purposes of the detailed investigation of this phenomenon,

the dencity effect of the specimens and composition of the mixture

of AP + polystyrene was studied.

It was found (see Fig. 18) that with an increase in the

density (a decrease in size of the pores d,',) the value of rare-

faction L,,% is increased, reachec -. maximum value and then

sharply decreases.

Thu.,, for instance, for a mixture of 10% PS + 90% AP the deep-

est rarefactionAp1,=0.1 atm is observed at sufficiently high density

6=0.8. it is interesting that at approximately this density there

begins an increase in the mass rate of combustion with a decrease

i the 4en3ity (see Fig. 17). in the interval 6<0.0 the value

of rarefaction Ap,, is inversely proportional to the mean hydraulic

dlameter of' the nore: A~it-- ., where value !.' was determined from

formula (2).

In charres with hith density (6=0.9-0.95) the rarefaction

3 virtually not recorded. Thus, there is the optimum dimension

of the pore:; at which the observed effect is exhibited especially
<reit i1..
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It was established that the magnitude of rarefaction depends

not only on the dimension of the pores, but also on the composition

of the mixture. The pattern close in nature to that described

above was observed with the combustion of pyroxylin.

The emergence of rarefaction in the pores of the burning

charge, at first glance, contradicted the fact of the penetration

of the products of combustion into the pores of the charge. For

the purpose of an explanation of the physical nature of the

observe, effect, several possible hypotheses were examined.

Let us note only two of them. Proving to be outwardly

attractive was the stream hypothesis, according to which the

suction of atr which is contained in the pores was caused by the

ejector action of the ebbing streams of the products formed with

the combustion of single particles. However, according to this

point of view, the value of rarefaction must not exceed 10 atm,

which is several orders lower than the value observed in the

experiment.

The second hypothesis, which, in our opinion, coriesponds to

actuality, entails the following. Flowing into the charge at a

pressure close to P,, the hot products of combustion fill the pores

and, in transferring the heat to the surrounding substance, are

cooled, which regularly must be accompanied by a pressure drop in

the semiclosed pore space. The condensation of the products also

contributes to a decrease in the pressure in the pores. This

hypothesis was confirmed by the direct experiments the essence of

,hich consisted in the fact that injected into the porous specimen

of inert substance (MgOW with a dead-end bottom was hot nitrog-en

with ~ifferent temperature or products of combustion. In these

experiments a rarefacticn whose value increased with an increase

in the temperature of the blown gas was observed. In accordance

%.th this hypothesis, it was to be expected that the pressure drop

in the pores will be greateir, the higher the derree of cooling of

the gas and concentration of products capable of condensation.



Specifically, from these positions the effect of the dimension of

the pores and composition of the mixture observed in the

experiment finds its explanation.

Thus, the entire totality of the presented data indicates the

fact that with the combustion of the porous "infusible" substances

there virtually always occurs the penetration of the products of

combustion into pores, and the combustion of such systems is not

normal'. It is necessary to emphasize that t)e stable laminar

combustion was examined when the penetration products did not cause

the ignition of the internal surface of the pores.

Data presented in § 6-8 correspond to the combustion at

strictly constant atmospheric pressure. The combustion of porous

explosives at pressures exceeding atmospheric was investigated

[37, 38, 82]. Combustion was conducted in the bomb of "constant

pressure." Unfortunately, the findings were not analyzed from the

viewpoint of the possible effect of the penetrating products, which

is contributed by a pressure increase in the bomb with the
m- e2

combustion of the charge

The effect of the nitrogen filling the pores of the charge

was also not examined. Therefore, the interpretation of the

available data is difficult.

§ 9. On tht Dynamic Pressure Increase on the
Burning Surface

The pressure on the surface of combustion of the condensed

substances p' can exceed the pressure in the surrounding volume

'Besides the thermal effect, the penetrating products they can
exert a catalytic action.
2The penetration of gaseous products into pores of the charge
does not occur if formed on burning surface is a continuous
molten layer, which occurs, for example, with combustior of the
secondary (fusibl4),explsives with low porosity.



P0  if the heat release in full or in part occurs in the

gaseous phase. The pressure increase appearing on the burning

surface is usually called dyanmic Aj,' p' -po.

As is known, unlike detonation, combustion occurs with a

lowering in the pressure and the expansion of reaction products.

Combustion at a constant rate corresponds to the lower branch of

the Hugoniot adiabatic curve. The rate of those products of

combustion flowing from the surface increases in accordance with

the nature of the heat release with respect to the height of the

flame Jet. Thus, between the sections which consist of the

combustion zone there is a pressure differential Apa, whereupon the

pressure is maximum on the burning surface.

Historically the q,-stion of the determination of Ala waF

riven considerable attention [4-8, 381, which was conditioned by

the following facts.

Previously it was proposed [4-8, 38] that the dynamic pressure

increase is the basic reason for the destabilization of combustion.

Although, as further investigations showed, this reason is not

basic and universal (the real reasons are considerably rriere wide-

spread and varied, see § 12), under certain conditions, for

example, with combustion under constant external pressure one must

not fail to consider Ap.. Furthermore, the fact of the existence

of Apj was attracted for the explanation of the dependence of the

r ;e of the nuick-burnin- explosives on pressure [58].

Let us determine the pressure differential appearinr on the

burnir surface by utilizinv: the laws of the conservation of mass

and imomentum. For simplicity let us examine the case of the

one-dimensional combustion of compact (nonporous) explosives. We

will characterize the state of the gas directly near the surface

by pressure p', density pl, rate ', temperature T' (r - the

rate of thie Pas separating from the surface, in the general case

I- T is temperature of surface). The gas in this section
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contains products of gasification (vaporization) of the condensed

phase. Let us designate the appropriate parameters for end

products after the combustion zone by P1 p, vand T,. We assume that

with combustion the condensed particles are absent.

Pressure p1 in the end products of reaction is determined by

the boundary condition at infinity, and for nubsonic flow it is

equal to pressure p0 in the surrounding volume (pl=po). A

pressure differential, thus, can arise only because of compression

near the surface of products of gasification.

Let us write the equation of mass and momentum conservation

in the form

P, PUD = P, + pin%,

whence

A = p' - (Pu) , P1 " (16)

If Ap,<p,, which is correct for the over'helming majority of tne

explosives, thcn from (16) we will obta'n

Apa 1 R - TT .) 9(16')

where iV and M 1 are molecular weights in the appropriate s;ections

of the ras flow.

From (16') it follows that a noticeable pressure increase on

the burning surface can be realized for the quick-burning explosives

and with a considerable change in the value (T,/311)-(T:.;').

If the products if gasification and combustion contain the

condensed particles, the weight fraction of which consists,

respectively, of c' and El. and their rate is equal to the gas rate,

then the pressure differential, according to calculation [57], is

L'8



determined by the expression

-- (p) R ( - ei) TrAM - (0 - a') T'IM'
9j -P -,) L-);'/Pi -i7 )

If with a decrease in the external pressure rate of combustion

decreases more weakly than linearly, then the rate of the outflow

of products v, = up:i' increases. However, it cannot exceed the

speed of sound c= V---'11T1M,. This means that the pressure in the

products cannot be lower than a certain minimum value:

P 1 - r,)pz, "-,' 0 (18)

In such a manner, is soon as the speed of sound is reached,

the ores-ure in the products l', ,,--p," is maintained constant

independently of a further decrease in the external pressure'.

In this case the surface pressure of the charge is P,,,,, + , where
;., is determined from expression (17). This fact limits the

value of the minimum pressure at which the explosive burns [5] and

is essential, first of ali, with combustion in a vacuum.

For determining Alb in principle an account of the multistage

nature of the process of combustion is not required. It suffices

to be re.;tricted to an examination of the transition from the

initial state of the products of combustio; (of surface) to the

final state. in this case special importa, e is acquired by the

correct determination of the temperature and composition of

products of combustion in the indica -d sections.

'AcCordin7 to the est'.mation carried out in work [57] for mercury
fulminate, the value p min= 4-8 mm H-g (not allowing for the effect

of solid particles on the speed of Cound). A considerably higher
value rmin =4 atm is obtained for the most ,uick-burning explosive -
lead styjhnate.
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Examined was the one-dimensional combustion, which is

realized if the charge of the explosive is placed into a casing.

In the absence of a casing the lateral expansion of the flowing

products occurs, and the flow becomes nonuniform. In this case

the pressure increase is lower than that with one-dimensional

combustion. In the simplest case when burning surface is plane,

and the zone of heat release forms a cone with an apex angle f,

the pressure differential can be determined from expression (17),

where instead of 6,2)' it is necessary to substitute (m Fill

In general the problem of the determination of the pressure

differential in an oblique wave front with energy release is

examined in [86).

Let us turn to the presentation of results of the experimental

measu.-ement of excess pressure on the burning surface. Investigated

were mainly the Initiating and quick-burning explosives, since for

secondary explosives and powders Ap. is so small that it virtually

cannot be recorded. It follows from the very beginning to note

that the available experimental data are very scarce and obtained,

as a rule, by the method based on the measurement of the reaction

F, which the burning charge exerts on the elastic support. It

was assumed that the pressure differential, determined from

expression Ap = FIS (S - cross-sectional area of the charge) is a

dynamic pressure increase. By the indicated method Belyayev

conducted the determination of Ap. for some quick-burning

explo3ives at atmospheric pressure [5).

The experiments were conducted with specimens 4 mm in diameter,

the lateral surface of which was armored with collodion.

Attention is drawn to the fact that the measured values of Ap(

are very low (Table 4).
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Table 4. Mass rate of combustion rand value of dynamic pressure
increase sa for some initiating and quick-burning explosives
(p=l atm).

Substance g, g/Ca2.S APR, M M Literature

Trinitroazidobenzene C (NO ) (3 1.1 1 r,3
Tricycloacetone peroxide C306(CH3)6  1.15 4 C51

Potassium plcrate CeH.-Y0O,)OK 2,74 - ; .

* 1.3 5 -

(in a casag)

Mercury fulminate IHg(ONC) 5.9 " 3 .3
2 0o-152 [39"

.85_902
Lead styphnate CA,1(%O.-)OiPb.H 100 -200

I I

ishell is less than 40 mm long.

in a casi.ig of more than 40 mm long.

The greatest interest is in data obtained for the mercury

fulminate, the mechanism of the combustion of which is investigated

sufficiently thoroughly [5, 49]. It was established that the 'om-

bustion of mercury fulminate occurs in two stages. The rate of

combustion is determined by the low-temperature (800-10000 K)

stage which adjoins the burning surface. The glow in this zone

is virtually absent. At this stage not more than 20-35% of the

parent substance is decomposed, remaining part is dispersed and

burns up to the end products in the second high-temperature

(glowing) zone, which is located at a considerable distance from

the surface. The dark zone and the largest dispersed particles in

the form of separate glowing tracks are visible in the photograph

of Fig. 19 [93]. With a decrease in the pressure the width of

the dark zone increases and at 40-50 mm Hg the bright glowing

flame disappears. Th? dependence of rate of combustion on

pressure (with p<l atm) is approximated by the linear function of
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the form it A + Bp. An analysis of the

gaseous zombustion products for a low-F' temp#rature stage gives the average value

of the. molecular weight of products At1-- 120.
For the high-temperature stage the tentative

thermodynamic calculation (not allowing for

dissociation), according to the usually

recommended equation of reaction i-(ONC),--
Figure 19. Photo- = II -- 2CO+N., gives T 3-' K.-.-,- 7(. and
graph of the 

1. -1 5K.

combustion of 50.
mercury fulminate
(p=l atm). At pressure P0 less than atmospheric,

for mercury fulminate is experimentally the dependence Ap2 on the

external pressure p0 (Fig. 20), which takes a unique form is

determined [5]. This nature of the curve (with a minimum) follows

from expression (16) with the substitution in it of the dependence

u(p) in the form of ,--=A ;- p.

Figure 20. Dependence of dynamic
pressure increase pa on the burning
surface of mercury fulminate on the
value of the external pressure p9..

0 469 800
Pe, I= Yg

However, the computed values of AtV, lie noticeably below

experimentally measured (calculation was conducted taking into

account only the low-temperature stage, which is correct for

combu3tion in a vacuum).

An interestinz result was obtained [39] with combustion at
atmospheric pressure of specimens of mercury fulminate pressed up

t-o high density (6=0.97) into thin-walled tubes of different

length I, (Fig. 21). The height of the specimen is maintained
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AA, mm Hg

/Figure 21. Dependence of dynamic pressure Mp,
L Ion the length of.the gas-bleeding tube for

mercury fulminate (p=l atm). 4

30 400 LTPI

constant (5 mm). Used as a measurer of reaction force was a highly

sensitive piezoelectric gauge. As follows from Fig. 21, with

the length of the tube 4. > nmm essential increase in A;,, from the

value of 10-15 mm Hg (which coincides with data [5] up to 85-90 mm

Hg ts observed'.

It is logical to assume that the obtained result is conditioned

by the stepwise nature of the process of combustion so that with

mm in the tube there is placed the high-temperature stage,

in which the afterburning of the dispersed particles occurs, and

the basic heat of reaction is separated. In this case the excess

surface pressure is determined by the total effect of both stages

(entire combustion zone) with the predominant effect of the last

staCe 2  Corfirmation of this point of view is the satisfactory

accord. of the experimental (=90 mm Hg) and theoretical (=130 mm Hg)

value: of ", es: cially if one considers that with the calculation

wao utilized the high value Ts/M , which corresponds to the

products of full combustion.

Let us note one characteristic feature inherent in the quick-

burrTnh& explosives [5]. At the initial moment of the combustion

Thi: fact cannot be explained by the f-ictional effect of the
rcrluct aoalnst walls of the tube.
:n the zsort (I... amM) tube the appearing differential is

deter ined Ly the low-temperature stage of combustion.
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of mercury fulminate on notation A ,(t) a considerable Jump of pres-

sure is observed, and on an optical oscillogram the increased

rate in combustion on section in several (up to 2-4) millimeters

is recorded, whereupon the combustion is spread at constant

velocity'.

This feature is exhibited both with the ignition by a spiral

and through a layer of slowly burning substance. The noted effect,

which can be explained within the framework of the nonstationary

theory of combustion [43], is connected with the creation in the

quick-burning explosives with ignition of a sufficiently thick

thoroughly heated layer and with its accelerated burnout. Quick-

burning explosives are thus a good model for the study of the

nonstationary processes of combustion.

In concl"usion it should be noted that the results presentc,-

here referred to the combustion of very dense explosives.

'An increase in the rate of combustion in the initial stage was
noted also for other quick-burning substances (styphnate and lead
picrate [38]).



CHAPTER III

DISTURBANCE OF THE STABLE COMBUSTION
OF THE GAS-PERMEABLE POROUS SYSTEMS

The stable stationary combustion of explosives under certain
conditions is disturbed, which is expressed in a considerable
(dozens and hundreds of times) increase in the mass rate of
combustion. Examined in this chapter is the complex of questions

connected with the explanation of the mechanism of acceleration
and the establishment of laws and critical conditions of the
destabilization of combustion - the initial stage of the emergence

of explosion.

§ 10. Basic Positions of the
Stability Theory

The stability of the stationary steady-state condition of

combustion of the condensed systems was uheoreticUlly investi-

gated by Belyayev and Andreyev [4, 5, 8]. The theory is based

on the examination of the equilibrium between the gas inflow

and the gas vent with combustion. It was shown that the de-

stabilization of combustion is the consequence of simple laws of

gas dynamics.

Actually, the dynamic pressure increase, which appears with
ignition on the charge's surface (§ 9), must lead to a certain
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increase in rate of combustion, since with an increase in pressure

the rate of combustion, as a rule, increases, which causes a fur-

ther rise in pressure, etc. The problem, thus, was reduced to

the determinaticn of conditions under which the equilibrium

establishment in the indicated process proves to be iwipossible,

i.e., the combustion becomes unstable, and a continuous increase

An the rate of combustion and surface pressure occurs. It was

assumed that this path of the emergence of the instability in

principle was feasible, if the solid (nonporous) charge of

explosives burns.

From conditions of the equality of gas inflow and gas vent,

and under the assumption of the linear dependence u (p) Belyayev,

for the first time in an example of mercury fulminate, calculated

the critical rate of combustion, which corresponds to the stability

_JrzIt [4].

The stability theory obtained its further develop.ment in

Andreyev's work [8]. An examination was conducted for the case

of the end combustion of a cylindrical charge, taking into

account the dependence of the rate cf combustion on pressure in

the form of u A'+BpV(<I). Utilized was the expression for gas

vent, valid for the critical (sonic) discharge of products of

combustion', which is established when the pressure at the surface

exceeds approximately 2 times the external pressure. It was

shown that the combustion is stable if with the equalIty of

the gas inflow and gas vent the gas inflow increases with pressure

mare rapidly than does the gas discharge, i.e., the >:rlvative of

1earlier it was noted that the indicated conItlors "1-dischnr e
can be realized with the combustion of exrlosives in a vacuum
or for the very quick-burning explosives of the type of the lead
styphnate.
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the mass rate of combustion in terms of pressure du /dp does not

exceed a certain limit. The value of this limit is equal to

the discharge coefficient:

A

(T - temperature of the gases, 'K; y=cp/cv; R - gas constant).
2Value A is 7-7.6 g/cm2. s'atm.

It was found that for all the studied secondary explosives

the value du l/dp is 50-200 times lower than the gas-dynamic

limit. For the initiating explosives, which in the state

pressed to the high relative density are capable of stable com-

bustion, the value duM /dp is also lower than the extreme value,

although it approaches to it. One should emphasize that the

initiating and quick-burning explosives (for example, mercury

fulminate, lead styphnate), for which first of all destabilization

as a result of the high rate of their combustion was to be

expected, are characterized by a weakening of the dependence

u (p) at increased pr'essures [38].

Thus, one of the basic results of the theoretical examination

carried out was the substantiation of the capability for stable

combustion of the overwhelming majority the explosives investi-

rated at present. In this case it was assumed that the surface

of the gas inflow (combustion) is equal to the area of the gas

vent (end of the burning charge), which is fulfilled if the

_li nonoorous substance burns. At the same time in the experi-

,.en' -. ere was observed the e-mergence of instability not only

+-' the co ... stion cf the initiating bu also secondary (slowly

.e.xsIVes, wich. naturally req ird explaain !t

sazsied L _] that the basic reason is an increase in the

burni.ng surf'ace, which can occur by different -eans. Fo

,tst:i _i .a .n the burning s'lf'ace :must Incrase K: not -es,

t:j32i d/A timc.
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In the case of porous systems the surface grows as a result

of the penetration of combustion into pores of the charge. As

the investigations carried out showed [10-12, 59-70], precisely

this mechanism of acceleration is most widely accepted and

charccteristic for solid explosives.

Specifically, obtained by this method in recent years were

the especially interesting and virt.ally importa t results, to

presentation of which was devoted basically this chapter.

Andreyev attached much importance to another possible

mechanism of an increase in the burning surface, which is realized,

if the combustion of the explosives occurs with intense dispersion,

tihe result of which is the formation in products of combustion of

the suspended matter of particles with the developed surface

[38, 72]. Dispec'sion can have not only a chemical nature (gas-

forming reaction in the condensed phase), but also a physical

nature - narticles of the explosives can be formed as a result of

the splitting of crystals under the effect of thermal shock, as

a result of the liberation of vapors of hIghly, volatile impurities,

etc. This mechanism of an increase in the gas inflow is extremely

Int erestIng, especially in connection with solid explosives.

Unfortunately, with respect to this question, in literature there

are very limited and partial data (see § 19).

In the case of liquid explosives the basic mechanism of the

acceleration of combustion is based on The theory of self-agitation

advanced by Landau [73]. According to this theory, the front of

the combustion is unstable to infinitesimal disturbances when

small distortions of the front of combustion spontaneously increase.

Belyayev focused attention also to the fact that with tne

combustion of liquid explosives nonhomogeneneous in their

structire the mechanism of acceleration based on the penetration
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of combustion to the volume on the existing nonhomogeneities (bub-

bles) becomes important [4]. From these positions Belyayev ex-

plained the emergence of the explosion in the burning methyl nitrate

at low pressure when there began the boiling of liquid, which is

-- accmpanied by the formation of bubbles, and The absence of explo-

sion at higher pressures when the boiling was suppressed [2].

Such are briefly the basic positions of the stability

theory of the combustion of condensed systems which with following

presentation will be examined in more detail.

in conclusion it is necessary to note that in the case of

gas systems the acceleration of combustion is also conditioned

by an increase in the burninc surface. Accordlrig to the funda-

.mental irivesigations of Schelkin [7t], the basic reason for the

acceleration of flame is the agitation of the unburned gas, .hich

moves ahead of ohs front of the flame, which causes bending and

fragmentation of the front of combustion. 1iction of the non-

reacting mixture is realized as a result of the expansion of t-e

products of combustion. The acceleration of combustion is ob-

served when the Reynolds number, referred to the flow of unburned

gas, exceeds the critical value, i.e., when the emergence of ]
-turbulence is unavoidable. With the ignition of the gas in the

tube the agitation of the gas begins on walls of the tube and is

' spread to the axis. A convincing confirmation of the presented

point of view Is the sharp acceleration of combustion in rough

tubes (in comparison with smooth), ,'.'hich increase the turbulence
level of te flow. In accordanoe w, th Zeldovich's concepts [76],

le telest of the dn (ncosdn
the acceleration of the comustion of the gaseous mixtures is
also ttne result of the bending (extensio~n) of the flamefo Dt

In the center section of the tube the flame moves faster than it

does near the walls.

With the ignition of the gaseous mixture in tubes of large

diameter, 'ust as in the case of liquids, self-agitation becomes

important.
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In connection with solids the penetration of combustion into

the pores (volume) of explosives is the basic mechanism of the

destabilization of the combustion of porous systems.

The flrst experimental stabiiit analyses of the combustion

-of condensed systems were carried out by Andreyev [6, 7] and

Belyayev [5].

In works [6, 7] it was shown that the emergence of an explosion

with the ignition of porous secondary explosives in a closed

volume (see Fig. 6a) occurs if in the process of combustion

sufficiently high pressure is reached. In accordance with the

data [5] the combustion of the initiating explosives (mercury

fulminate) at density of 6<0.65 becomes unstable already at

atmrSpnS.er c pressure.

Undoubtedly, these few observations, which had in essence

a qjalitative nature, did not make it possible to create a single

and physically substantiated quantitative picture of the phenomenon

and answer some virtually important questions connected with the

provision of an explosion-proof nature of processes of production

and exploitation of explosives and powders. Therefore, further

studies of the destabilization of the combustion of porous systems

[10-12, 59-70] were conducted according to the following basic

directions: 1) research on the mechanism of the penetration of

corcbustior. into pores in connection with the typical conditions

of combostion; 2) determination of the critical conditions of

destabilization for d~fferent classes of explosives and powders;

3) investigation of the effect on the combustion stability of

parameters of the charge (gas permeability, porosity, geometric

dimencions), and also of the physicochemical and thermochemical

'With the following presentation the terfrn "penetration of combus-
tion into the pores," "destabilization of the combustion of gas-
permeable porous systems," and "emergence of filtration instability"
are used as equivalent in their meaning.
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properties of explosives; 4) the establishment of the quantitative

laws determining the loss of stability.

in this section the basic, mainly experimental, results which

concern the emergence of the filtration Instability in porous

L 8as-permeable systems will Le presented. Another Impurtant side

of the considered question the development of instability -

is the subject of special chapters.

§ 11. Formulation of the Problem

The destabilization of combustion is a complex nonbtationa.,;

phenomenon which Includes gas-dynamic, tnermophysical and physico-

mechanical processes. The processes of the filtration of products

of combustion into the pores and the combustIlon of explosives are

defined. In a nunber of cases w.-hen th stecinen at the stage of

stable combustion is subjected to the effect of mechanical loads,

t is necessary to consider the deformation of ,lhe suecimen.

Thus, in general the theoretical examination of the problem

Is reduced t,, the joint solution of tne equation of the unsteady

nonisothermlc filtration of gas into the deformed porous medium

and of the equations which describe the heat transfer and com- I
bjstion exolosives. If In this case we keen in mind that it is j

N necessary to consider also the concrete mechanism of the combustion

of explosives, then it is not difficult to present those enormous

diffic-ties with which we encounter in theoretical studies of

the question. It is no worder that at present there is no

solution of the problem in general. The tendency to the simplified

theoretical examination is therefore natural (9 13, ilL). Lt us

discuss the basic simplifying assumptions which are made.

I. Usually one disregards the deformation of the charge,

i.e., assumes that the initial values of gas permeability, porosity
[tand dimension of the pores In t~he process of stable combustion

I
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are retained invariable. This assumption is justified for the

overwhelming majority of the crystal explosives of increased

density.

2. Examined separately are: a) the filtration of gases into

the pores and b) the problem of the combustion of porous explosives,

assuming that the gas-dynamic pattern of flow is known.

3. With a description of conditions of the ignition of walls

of the prre [70] the theory of combustion of Zeldovich [43], de-

veloped in connection with volatile explosives, which does not

consider exothermal reaction in the condensed phase, is put to

use.

Let us define concretely the concept "destabilization of

C 3.n "nU Zton .

The necessary condition of the disturbance of the stable

laminar combustion of gas-permeable systems is the lead by gas

e'oducts c-f the front of the laminar combustion. In other words,

for the realization of gas permeation, it is necessary that the

avera.- e seed V of the gases flowing in relative to the wall of

the cor e ceed the linear speed of the lamnrar combustion of the

cnar .e u:%- >u.

1he indicated condition is necessary and does not mean in

any . -i. ?loss of stability. Above in an eample of the combus-
ticn of' "infsible" explosives it was shown (§ 8) that although

the iiied ntration of croducts to the pores occurred i.e.,

"he nece sary czndition was fulfilled, the combustion retained

a s ',-'. n- a ur-

S_ c i en c n a I;ion of destabilization is expressed in

,,.tate hot gaseous products, ,hich lead the front
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of laminar combustion, cause the combustion of the porous sub-

stance, which is spread at a velocity which exceeds the rate of the

laminar combustion.

Sa
The fulfillment of the necessary condition is conre,-ted with

the examination of the problem of the filtration of gases into

the pores, while the fulfillment of the sufficient condition is

connected with the solution of the problem of the thermal effect

of gases on the substance and the possible conditions of combustion.

From this viewpoint the separate examination of each of the

indicated problems is justified.

From that which was presented above, it is clear that it

is clear that it is expedient to speak abcut destabilization only

in connection with the concrete conditions of the combustions by

which the laws governing the processes of filtration of the pro-

ducts and heat transfer are determined.

§ 12. Mechanism of the Penetration of
Gases

Before we examine the flow of gas over the pores, it is

necessary to answer the question, what is cause - moving force of

penetration, which forces the produces of combustion to flow

i.o pores?

'he cause of the penetration of the products determines the

mechanism of the destabilization of comtustion as a whole.

The basi- cause is the forced mechanism of penetration in

which the inflow of gas is caused by a pressure difference. With

the forced inflow the surface pressure Df the burning charge p'

exceeds the pressure in the pores p : App'-p >0 or Ap=p-p >0n ~nn
(if we disregard the dynamic increase in Ap in comparison with

the external pressure p). The differential value depends on the
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combustion conditions. Let us designate by a symbol with index

"0" the initial value of pressure, and without "0" - the in-

stantaneous value.

Let us examine the following characteristic cases which

correspond to the standard conditions of combustion:

1. Combustion according to the scheme of the "embedded

charge" (see Fig. 2) (external pressure is maintained constant

p=p 0 =const, the initial pressure in the pores p 0. atm, p0 >>P .

2. Combustion with the rising external pressure in a

manometer bomb (see Fig. 3) [p(t)#const; dp/dt>0; p0 =l atm].

3. Combustion at constant external pressure (p=p0=const,
P0=Pn •

Case (1) and (2) are of greatest interest, since they corre-

spond to the practical conditions, and in this case it is possible

to trace the emergence of the instability in specimens with a

different porosity changing over wide limits [m>(0.03-0.05)].

A pressure differential appears in these cases naturally, since

p>pn.

The scheme of the "embedded charge" models the combustion

of the porous inclusion in the powder charge in the process of

a rocket thrust-chamber firing. The advantage of the sche- is

the determinacy of the initial and boundary conditions, whi'

was used in the theoretical examination of the gas inflow. The

use of this scheme makes it possible to investigate the combustion

stability under the influence of strictly defined pressure differen-

ferentials, which is casily reached by changing the external

Conditions of the rising pressure are realized in practice

with the accidental igniting of explosives in industrial
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apparatuses, with the ignition of various kinds of disruptive

detonators, etc. The advantages of the method of rising pressure

are its high productivity and the simplicity of experimental

formulation. The results obtained by the given method and from

the scheme of the "embedded charge" prove to be similar. There-

fore, the method of the manometer bomb was widely applied for the

experimental study of destabilization.

With combustion under constant pressure (case 3) the differ-

ential is created in the process of the combustion itself and by

nc means in trivial form. Prior the ignition of the charge the

pressure of the gas in the pores is equal to the external pressure

which is maintained constant with combustion (p0=const)1 .

In this case the reason for penetration into the pores of the

first portions of the gas is actually the dynamic pressure in-

crease Ap which 'appears on the charge's surface at the moment

of ignition and, which through Andreyev's figurative expression,
"performs the role of a unique trigger mechanism."

At the same time the investigations carried out recently

made it possible to expand substantially our concepts about the

mechanism of gas permeation under these conditions. As it was

noted, the surface of the burning porous specimen in the general

is not plane. Flowing from the surface in this case is a system

of streams, the source of which consists of separate burning

grains of explosives. As a result of bending of the burning sur-

face, there are formed the streams directed at an angle to each

other, and their "cumulative" interaction becomes possible

E0, 61]. As a result of the collision of streams, new streams,

part of which is directed into the pores of explosives, appear

(Fig. 22). At the place of the collision of the streams a local

'The condition of constancy of the external pressure is strictly
fulfilled with combustion at an atmosphere.
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pressure increase, which does not exceed Ap in value, is observed.
A

However, an important fact is that with the stream interaction the

pores are penetrated by gas with a temperature higher than that

directly near the surface, since the inflow occurs from the

combustion zone located at a greater distance from the surface.

a

Figure 22. Diagram (a) and photograph
(b) of the interaction of streams at
the inlet at the right time.

As it was shown in § 8, the hot products penetrating into pores

are cooled and the pressure of the gas in pores contained p~ior to

combustion is decreased more intensely, the higher the degree of

cooling (T/T 0 ) (T - temperature of the stream which flows into

the pores). Thus, unlike the first and second case, with the

combustion of the "infusible" substances under constant pressure

the pressure differential appears in essence as a result of a drop

in the internal pressure in the pores. In this case its value

can exceed by several orders the dynamic pressure increase (see

Fig. 18). The generating differential is self-sustained and

regulates the flow of gas during the entire combustion period

of the charge.

Consequently, in the third case the gas permeation is forced;

however, a pressure differential is created specifically. A

vital importance in the considered mechanism of the gas pene-

tration is acquired by the stream interaction and nonisothermal

flow pattern. Therefore, it is expedient to name this mechanism
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of gas permeation stream (spontaneous) and consider it as a

variety of the total, forced mechanism of penetration.

The authenticity of the stream mechanism is confirmed by the

following experimental results. It was established that the

factors facilitating the emergence of instability with combustion

under constant external pressure are: a) the artificial formation

of an indentation at the inlet into the pore [10] and an increase

in the angle of the colliding streams £61]; b) an increase in the
temperature of the penetrating gases. Only by action of the

stream mechanism is it possible to explain the fact established

in work £61) of the destabilization of combustion under conditions

of the falling external pressure.

The spontaneous penetration of combustion will be examined

in detail in § 16. Let us note only that since the stream

mechanism is not in a state to ensure the high pressure differen-

tials, the field of its action is limited. This mechanism is

important under conditions when the specimens with low density
0

burn at a constant external pressure (po= const) and when p =p0.

A. FORCED PENETRATION OF COM-
BUSTION INTO THE PORES

As was noted, the emergence of filtration instability is

completely determined by the flow pattern of the products of com-

bustion over the pores. Let us examine, therefore, some problems of

the filtration of gas in connection with the concrete standard con-

ditions of combustion, which will make it possible to establish

not only the pattern of the flow, but in a number of cases conduct

quantitative estimates. The question concerning the role of the

fusion, which is formed with the combustion of the fusing explosives,

will be discussed in § 15.
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§ 13. Filtration of Gas

Let us examine the filtration of gas in connection with the

conditions of the scheme of the "embedded charge" [10].

In general it is necessary to examine the unsteady and

nonisothermal filtration of gas into the porous medium, which is

extremely difficult, since the flow is described by the nonlinear

equation (6).

Let us make the following simplifying assumption. We will

consider that the filtration is isothermal and one-dimensional

(in the direction of the x axis). Let us disregard also the

initial pressure in the pores.

A powerful assumption is the assumption about the isothermal

nature of the process. At the same time it is physically

justified for the two limiting cases of the combustion: 1) when

the effective means of the heat emission of the gas Lox <<L (L -

length of the charge), i.e., when the gas is cooled in the narrow

surface layer, 2) with L0 i>L, when the temperature of the

filtering gas virtually does not change. The disregard of the
0.

initial pressure in the pores p is substantiated for the most

interesting case of the combustion of charges with low porosity,

the destabilization of which ic observed at high external pressures
01

P0  (in dozens-hundreds of atmosoheres) and, therefore, p0 >>p
The problem is stated in the following way (Fig. 23). The inter-

face (x=0) is assigned: gas (x<C) with viscosity i at a constant

pressure p0 - the nondeformable porous medium (x<0) with defined

values of gas permeability k, porosity m and initial pressure in

'The disturbance of the combustion stability of charges with a low
density close to bulk occurs, as a rule, under the influience of
small pressure differentials Ap<<p0 . The flow of gas in this case
is described by the equation of thermal conductivity (8).
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the pores p O. Examined is the unsteady (with t>O) viscous

motion of the gas in the nondeformable porous medium, which is

described by the equationof Boussinesq (7).

-I

.I Figure 23. On the calculation of the
b.. ... filtration of gas with the combustion

.7.pu of the "embedded charge."

,o [,:::::: A,P =a.::, , Key: (a) gas; (b) Porous; (c) medium.

Filtration into an Unrestricted
Porous Medium

Taking into account the assumptions made, we have

..p _ 2 L'.._ 1 (19)

p (x, 0) -- , (19a)

P (0, t) -- .( 195b)

T, this setting the problem of this type was solved by Barenblatt

[77], who obtained the analytical expressions for the coordinate

of the leading edge of the gas X(t) and for the distribution

of pressure p(xt)=p,,r (t), where is the parameter ofc V1,:7 steprmtro

self-similarity. Function 0( ) for the approximate computations

can be written in the form 4(-- / ', where ' is the constant

equal under the Siven initial (19a) and boundary (19b) conditions

&'=2.29.

Thus, approximately

p(x, t), V T  (20?)
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i.e., it is possible to consider that the pressure drops according

to the rectilinear law.

The depth of penetration of the gas, which is determined by

the coordinate of leading edge, takes the form

X T "t ,2J"""
,, - ,6 ' t (20)

and the rate of motion of the front

,'.
ip-.

We will use (20) in order to obtain in clear form the ex-

pression of the necessary condition of the destabilization of the

combustion, which is fulfilled when during time of the burnup

of the thoroughly heated layer =K/J 2 the gas penetrates at the

depth which exceeds the thickness of the thoroughly heated layer

K/U

X (-r) > x/u, (22)

where K is the thermal diffusivity of the explosive; u is the rate

of laminar combustion.

From (20) and (22) we find that tiie necessary condition is

satisfied if

/. ,- .

> .(23)

The substitution into (23) of the characteristic values P 0-50 atm,

3-1O-3 2-6In. K=103 cm 2 /s, k=10 darcy=10 cm , and m=0.05

convinces us of the fact that the necessary condition of
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destabilization is knowingly satisfied for specimens with very low

values of gas permeability. We will subsequently return to this

important derivation, which for the "infusible" explosives will

agree with the experiment.

Fiiratlon into a Limited Porous
N~e di u.-

Ir. this case it is necessary to place an additional condition

on the gas-impermeable (with x=L) boundary

10, (9c)

and rew~rite the Initial condition in the form

p~x, :) =,,,19d)

where t' is the time of the reaching of the gas-1-permeable

bc<andary by the leading edge of the gas.

For the solution to this problem, let us present pressure

p(x, t) in the form of the trinomial:

I? (., f) =a-- E-:-c q ( 24' )

where a, b, c are the functions of time which determined

by satisfying p(x, t) in the form of (24') the integral equation

of the unsteady filtration:

C1 ,

and also the initial (19d) and boandary (19b) and (19c) conditions.
I

By omitting the calculatiuns, let us write the final result

of the solution:
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?S, K' = vIo - 0 1p7 -(t- r'd. (2Lx- x ). (24) 1
A

When t<t' the pressure distribution is described (20?) according

to [77], and when t>t' - by expression (24) (Fig. 24).

A change in pressure on the gas-impermeablc houndary (x-L):

p(L t), ,, - )xp]. (25)

Thus, as soon as the leading edge of the gas reaches the gas- .

impermeable boundary, the pressure on it rises in acco :ance

with (25), the pressure gradient is 3p/ax, and therefore the rate

of the inflow of gas in the specimen is decreased. From (25) it

is evident that the more the gas permeability k and the less

the length of the specimen, the faster the pressure in the pores A

of the specimen up to the external pressure is equalized.

Figure 24. Pressure distribution with
PO time and along the length with the inflow

of gas into the porous charge with a blind
botto.A

, Key: (a) increase in t.

The time t during which the relative pressure in the en-

closed end p 0/(p 0 -p) rises "e" times will be called the character-

istic equalizing (relaxation) time. From (25) we have

to.= (26)

Thus, the presence of the enclosed end stabilizes the flow and

can raise the combustion stability if the pressure balance occurs

earlier than the combustion in the pores.
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ri
For the checking of the validity of the calculation carried

ou., we have run the special tests in which determined was the

time of the reaching by the leading edge of the gas of the en-

closed end of the charge with Its stable combustion. Charges from

a mixture of 10% polystyrene +90% AL, the burning surface of which

is gas permeable, were ignited in a special bomb by an igniter,

which created a pressure of p0<Pc for a short time (5 ms), and

this pressure in the process of combustion was maintained constant.

Used were two piezoelectric pickups, one of which recorded the

pressure in the volume of the bomb, and the other - in pores of

the burning charge in the enclosed end. The time t' was deter-

mined accordIng to the beginning of operation of the sensors.

Represented below are values t' in s, obtained at a pressure of

P 0 =25 atm for specimens with a porosity of m 0.15 and gas
-3permeability of k=10 darcy.

TJ

Length of Ca.culation by Experiment
charge, cm equation (20)

1 0.07 0.05

0.28 0.26

The observed satisfactory accord t' and t' indicates

the legitimacy of the assumptions made during the calculation.

The account presented above corresponded to condotions when

the external pressure p 0 ' which is suddenly being raised above

the porous charge, was not changed in the course of time.

Filtration under conditions of combustion under the rising

pressure. In the setting analogous to the problem of filtration

iato the unlimited medium, but with boundary conditions of the

type of p(0, t)=p0 t , (a>l), this problem is solved in [77]. Let

us examine the simpler case when filtration is realized into

a bounded medium, and the pressure in the pores manages to be

adjusted slightly for a change in external pressure. The last
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requirement is fulfilled if the characteristic time of the pressure

balance in pores tnp is substantially less than the relaxation

time of the external pressure:

when t i <1 . , where 1P. .

In this case it is possible to consider the filtration to be

quasi-stationary and utilize [61] for the calculation of the rate

of the gas flowing in the expression

- L ,V , (27)

where T is the temperature of the filtering gas; 1o - the initial

temperature of the porous substance; dp/dt - the speed of the

change in external pressure. Formula (27) Is obtained from the

equation of the conservation of mass and is valid with dp/dt<
2 2<3 kp /ryr,L .

A as estimate the limits of fulfillment, of the last in-

equality. Assuming that k=l - 3 darcy, ' :0,15(d:,J'"-U, ,

p=50 atm,and L=5 cm, we obtain the maximum rate of the change in

external pressure dp/dt<5O atm/s. Thus, the assumption about the

quasi-stationary nature of filtration is fulfilled in the

N sufficiently wide interval of the variation in parameters. The

quasi-stationary approach is substantiated with the inflow of

gas into the not too narrow and blind pores.

After the examination of conditions of the inflow of gas

into the pores, let us turn to the question concerning the after-

effects of the penetration of the products.

I
i . , . . • . . ,
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14. Conditions of the Ignition
of Walls of the Pore

At present It is experimentally established that the most

typical result of' the thermal effect of the hot gases in flowing

A s the ignition of the surface of the pore [10, 12]. Theoretical

studies of conditions of the igrnition is conduc-ted by Margolin

and Chuyko [70]
L I

Following the data [70], let us examine the simplified

problem of the heating of walls of a pore of constant cross

6ection wi*tr- a hydraulic diameter of d by the flow of gas which

flows In a,. a rate Vr relative to the walls of the pore and having

th:? initial te-mperature T. heat capacity c, coefficient of
~rirnl cr~uctv~ty ,and density r* In the coordInate system

L ,rnne~ted ;U th the,- burnine, surface of the charge, the gas flco,.qs

In*t3 the pore at the speod '*-uwhere u is the linear burning

rate, ofl the explosive. Th",. gas flowllng in gradiually ocools,

igj'ving up -Its heat to the wall, and its temperature falls from

Tdown to the temperature of the wall Tn. In the first appr.-

Iiton eu us assume that, the temperature of the gas changes not

s-moothly but by a Jump: on a certain segment L from the

Inlet it is equal to T, and then - T 0 * Let us accept also that

the temperature of the wall on segment LO, is constant and

equal to T. Let us write the equation of the heat balance:

,- Nu.
(V. u)Cr)r (Tr - " = (2S)

wrhere..u is the Nusselt nurnuer of the gas flowing in at the right

mre.

F~romr (28) let us find the distance L -1 at which the gas

1 vc tp thei he at:
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Lox, ,- .(29)-I i cc

Values of V and Nu are measured or calculated (S 13) on the,

basis of the conditions of the gas inflow. According to [113],
for the laminar flow with 0,.1 the usselt number can be

considered as constant (here x is the distance from the inlet

into the pore; Re and Pr are Reynolds and Prandtl numbers) and

equal to Nu=3.66. From (29) it follows that at small diameters

of the pore the depth at which the hot gas flowing into the pore

cools is very small'. Thus, when V - n,/s and at a pressure

equal atmospheric, the value L has following values:

The wall of the pore Is heated for the period of time T0 eqi

t.

= .(3G)

For determining the time r, of the reaching or, the surface of

temperature T', let us formulate the equation of heat balance

on tr.e wall of the pore:

L. .d, (T, - T') r, ('" - , :-:,: (31)'

(a=O for the slit; a=l for a pore of round cross-section). Sub-

szrl reers to the soli- phase. liere it is assumed that

'The -opth )f 2coling can substantially increase, if with com-
bust~on !.,at release in the condensed phase occurs.



the depth of the thoroughly heated layer I Vx- is constant

onL~oxf,_

From (31) we find that

"; ~ ~ T - 7,,u '- (32)

The time T of the formation of the thermal layer Z =K /u, which
2 CT

corresponds to conditions of stationar3 combustion, is equal to

I ' =T,,-- J u -x ' (33)

Cobrining the equality (30) with 1o0Y'KT'o, -1 iS possible to

obtair, the following relation:

4ccording to the theory deve'oped by Zel'dovich [43' (not

allowing for the reaction in the c ndensed phase), the ;ombustion

of the powder includes: 1) the crea, on in the condL-.sed phase

of a sufficiently deep thoroughly heated layer; 2) the Y :ating -

to the temperature of the surface T' by which the intense

gasification of powder tegins; 3) the combustion of products

of gasification. Zeldovich showed that the heat required for the

comtustion of products rf gasification is considerably less than

t'e heat going for the heating of the powder.

Thus, in accordance with theory [43] for the ignition of the

pore, it is necessary that the relations be fulfilled:

I ", (35)

(36)
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From a comparison of (35) and (36) it is evident that (35)

is equivalent to the following:

Lo =I o., /0 . or -.'0 r,> j, (35 ')

i.e., the requirement of a sufficient thickness of the thermal

layer (35) coincides with the condition of the fact that the

effective means of the heat emission of the gases Lo exceeds

the thickness of the thermal layer 10"

By substituting relations (30), (32) and (33) into (35) nd ]
(35'), we ottain the conditions of ignition in the form

IT. , .' . >  (37)

Nu i.,-1"'. 7 '  T "-
~~F~f;i*)(38)

The ignition point T' depends on the che:,,ical kinetics, the

thermophysical characteristi2s cf the substancc, it3 Ii tiai

temperature and heat-transfer conditions. From (37) arni (38)

it is evident how the fundamental characteristics of the combust- on

of the gas flowing in and the explosives affect the conditions

of Ignition. Specifically, it is evident that ignition is

possible only when V_-u>0.

From the examination carried out there are interesting
q'ualitative results, the physical cotn ofwihcorsod

to experimental observations, which principally can be obtained

independently - from general considerations. The findings become

obvi ous If we present them vranhically (Fig. 2) In the coordi-

naris, pressure of gas p and dimension of the pore dn, the con-

ditions of ignition (37) and (38) are depicted, respectively, by

line6 1 and 2. Above 1 and 2 inequalitIes (37) and (38)
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a-e fulfilled. Then the coordinate plane is divided into the

following characteristic regions, each of which cor-.-sponds to

the defined conditions of thermal effect.

Figure 25. Dependence of pres-
sure p of the ignition of the wall 4

of the pore by the inflowing gas

Lo the diameter of the pore dr r

. j

At low pressures and not too wide pores (region G) stable

laminar combustion occurs; although the gas permeation occurs, the

explosive is not ignited, since both inequalities (37) and (38)

are not fulfilled simultaneously. Region 5 covers the case of the

stable combustion at the stage preceding destabillzaton.

.. an ir.crease in pressure there appta.'6 the ignition of

pores average in dimension (region a), which Is characteristic

for destabilization by the thermal condition. In this case

both inequalities are fulfilled.

f

In region 6 (high pressures - narrow pores) there occurs

force-d combustion (pyrolysis of the explosive) when the condition

(37) of the formation of the sufficiently thick thoroughly

heated layer is not satisfied.

In region r inequality (38) is not fulfilled: the prolonged

heating of the explosives is realized. It is possible to assume

that this region corresponds to the thermql explosion (flash)

of the layer of explosive heated to cons2_erable depth.

Finally, region r (to the right of curve 3) corresponds to
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the turbulent combustion of the gaseous intermediate products,

which can under certain conditions fill the wide pores of the burn-

ing charge. Obtained are the conditions by which the combustion

being spread over the intermediate products capable of igniting

the wall of the pore [70].

In conclusion it should be noted that the strict quantitative

calculation of conditions of the ignition of the walls of the

pore is very difficult.

5 15. Experimental Study of the
Disturbance of Stable Combustion

An experimental study is conducted basically with the utili-

zation of the method of the rising pressure. The combustion of the

investigated porous specimens was realized in the manometer

bombs (see Fig. 3) with the continuous recording of pressure in

the volume by piezoelectric quartz crystal [10, 11] or tensometric

[64] pressure sensors. Besides the recording of pressure in the

volume of the bomb, the optical recording .-" the process through

the transparent windows of the bomb was used [10, 63J. In

separate experiments the recording of pressure in pores of the

burning charge was also taken.

The lateral surface and the lower end of the charge were

armored. The ignition of the upper end was realized by a wire

heated by current or an igniter, whiich created a cmall pressure

increase, 3o that a further increase in the volume of the bomb

occurred because of the combustion of the porous charge to be

investigated. One should emphasize that reliable data can be

ottained In such a case when the igniter does not exert a dis-

tur.ing action. Specifically, the pressure created by them must

be substantially lower than the critical pressure. The igniter

must provide a stable ana simultaneous ignition of the charge over

the entire surface with minimum delay. Used as the igniter were
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finely divided black powder, pyroxylin, and also a mixture of

pyroxylin with ammonium perchlorate.

Figure 26 shows the-standard recording of pressure in the

volume of the bomb p(t) and the optical recording with the distur-

bance of the stable laminar combustion of the porous charge. Thus

far the stable combustion was retained, a smooth pressure buildup

was observed, and in this case the rate of combustion of the

charge is close to that determined under conditions of the

Crawford bomb. The sharp growth in pressure and velocity (bend

in the recording) indicated the achievement of critical conditions,

the disturbance of stable combustion by parallel layers and the

break of combuttion into the pores. The destabilization of com-

bustion can be characterized by critical values of pressure in

the volume, rate of combustion or gas permeability. Usually

used as the fundamental characteristic is the critical stall

pressure of stable combustion pC, which is preferable for conditions

of the rising pressure and scheme of the "embedded charge."

Actually, with forced penetration the pressure precisely determines

the rate of the gas flow [see (21)] and, therefore, the final effect

of the inflow. The completeness of combustion and the distribution

of the temperature in the gas phase are also functions of

pressure. The critical pressure is determined directly from the

oscillogram p(t). The utilization of an optical recording, which

makes it possible to measure the critical rate of combustion, is

not always possible, in particular, in the manometer bombs of

high pressure.

The disturbance of the stable combustion of the fusing

secondary explosives, as a rule, is accompanied by a sharp break

on recording p(t), according to which the stall pressure was

determined. With prolonged stable combustion, and also for a

number of the infusible explosives the emergence of instability

occurs in the form of a smooth increase in pressure and rate of
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S .Figure 26. Optical oscillogram
(a) and the recording of pressure
p(t) (b) with the disturbance
of the stable combustion of the
porous charge in the manometer
bomb.

combustion, and the sharp break on recordings p(t) is absent.

The determination of critical pressure from these oscillograms

was conducted by reconstructing them for the convenience of

processing in semilogarithmic coordinates (lg p-t) or comparing

them with recordings of the stable combustion of the solid

(standard) charge.

The method simple in execution of the manometer bomb with

the continuous recording of pressure p(t) made it possible to

investigate and compare the combustion stability of different

classes of explosives and poders.

Effect of Porosity and Gas Permeability

Research on the destabilization of the combustion of charges

of explosives with high porosity (m>0.15) was conducted in works

[11, 32, 62-69]. In the investigations of Belyayev with colleagues

[10, 60] the primary attention was given to the radiation of the

emergence of instability in specimens with low values of porosity

(m=0.15-0.O3) and gas permeability (k=10-3_10- 6 darcy), which

was conditioned by the following facts. With porosity m<0.15 it

is possi.le to disregard the deformation of charges at the stage
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of laminar combustion, since their stability is disturbed at

pressures considerably less than those with which the specimens

were pressed. Furthermore, the obtained results correspond to

the destabilization of the combustion of the unrestricted charges

when there is no effect of the enclosed lower end. Finally, as it

will be clear from the following presentation, at low values of

porosity, especially in relief, the effect on the stability of

physiocochemical properties of the explosives is exhibited.

Let us examine the results obtained in the works of Belyayev

with colleagues [10, 60]. Used were porous specimens whose

diameters are 5 and 10 mm and lengths, 40-70 mm. The initial

particle size comprised basically 5-20 im. The density of the

charging was constant ind equal to 50 kg/m 3 , and the speed of

the pressure change with laminar combustion dp/dt=0.1-10 atm/ms.

It was shown that the combustion stability of the investi-

gated specimens does not depend on the length of the section of

the laminar combustion and is unambiguously determined by the

vaiue of the critical stall pressure. Therefore, the experi-

mental data are represented in the form of dependences of the

critical stall pressure on the basic parameters of the charge.

The dependences of critical pressure on porosity for the

secondary explosives and mixture compositions (with the stoichi-

ometric relationship of components) are given, respectively,

in Figs. 27 and 28. Points on the curves represent average

values of 3-4 measurements. In the region of pressures lower

than the curve, the combustion is stable, and above the curve -

unstable.

*Let us note the basic results which follow from the findings:

1. The destabilization of the combustion of the secondary

explosives - trotyl, DINA, picric acid, and PETN, in the whole
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investigated interval of porosity, occurs at pressures substantially

greater than in the case of pyroxylin and mixture compositions on

the basis of potassium and ammonium perchlorates.

(a) -V Aami, (a)

0 - t 3003

00 -550 100

4050 5 1

Figure 27 Figure 28

Figure 27. Dependence of critical stall pressure on porosity for
secondary explosives (d3=10 mm, r-5-20 um). 1 - trotyl; 2 - picric

acid; 3 - DINA; 4 - PETN; 5 - cyclonite; 6 - pyroxylin No. 1.
Key: (a) atm.

Figure 28. Dependence of critical stall pressure on porosity for
mixture explosives (d 3=10 mm, r=5-20 pm). 1 - bitumen+KC104 ;
2 - polystyrene+KC104 ; 3 - trotyl+NH4 C 104; 4 - bitumen+NH 4C10 4.

Key: (a) atm.

2. Burning of the compositions on the basis of ammonium

perchlorate (AP) [fXA) in the interval of pressures of 100-200 atm

is stable if the porosity of the specimens does not exceed 0.0.

3. Values of critical pressure for the investigated mixture

compositions with different combustibles (polystyrene, bitumen,

trotyl) with identical porosity proves to be close. This result

indicates that the poFsbility of the destabilization of this

type of systems is ,ermined basically by the properties of the

oxidizer.
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4. With a decrease in porosity the critical pressure rises,

and in this case connection PC(m) is satisfactorily described

by the hyperbolic dependence of the form:

p.(m- b) = a, (39)

where a, b are constants the value of which are represented below:

a b

Trotyl 24 0.05

Picnic acid 15 0.05

PETN 20 0.025

Mixture compositions 3-7 0.025

The value of the constant a is determined by the physio-

chemical properties of the substance and by experimental con-

ditions. The constant b approximately characterizes the value

of the enclosed (gaz-impermeable) porosity. This follows from

a comparison of the given data with the dependence of gas per-

meability on porosity (see Fig. 12): in the interval of the

varJt"Uion in porosity m=0.03-0.5, the gas permeability of the

specimens is extremely small and consists of the value of the

order of 10-6 darcy. According to (39), with the porosity m<b

the stable combustion to high pressures must be maintained, which

was confirmed by the direct experiment. The stable combustion of

the specimens of PETN and mixture compositions with a porosity

of m=0.02-0.03 was observed up to the maximum (in our experiments)

pressure of 3000-4000 atm [23]. An insignificant increase in

the porosity up to value of 0.05 leads, as can be seen from

Fig. 28, to instability. Thus, the transition from stable combus-

tion to unstable burning in this interval of the variation in

porosity occurs exceptionally sharply.

We will turn to an explanation of the effect of gas per-

meability, since, namely, the gas permeability determines the
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possibility of the filtration of the products of combustion into

the pores. The corresponding data are represented on Fig. 29;

the measurement of the dependence of gas permeability on porosity

was conducted according to the procedure described in S 5.

One should, first of all, note that the distinction in the

combustion stability of the investigated explosives is especially

distinctly exhibited at low values of the gas permeability

(k-10 - 5 darcy). With an increase in the gas permeability (porosity)

and, consequently, also the dimension of the pores, the distinction

in values of critical pressure is smoothed over. This fact indi-

cates that the role of the physicochemical properties explosives

as a factor which affects destabilization is important, first

of all, with the small dimension of the pores.

"ComM (a) Figure 29. Dependence of

critical stall pressure on
the logarithm of reverse gas

rj - 2 permeability (d 3=10 mm, r=

=5-20 Pm). 1 - trotyl; 2 -

PETN; 3 - bitumen+KC10 4 ; 4-

trotyl+..4 CI1 4 ; 5 - bitumen+

c J +NH C10 4 .
3 S t(/) Key: (a) atm.

The combustion stability of mixture explosives with small gas
permeab -5

permeatility k=10 darcy is disturbed at the low pressures

p =100-200 atm, which qualitatively agrees with results of the

calculation carried out above (page 74 ). In the case of the

secondary exclosives this accord is absent. It is remarkable

that the combustion stability of powerful explosives, PETN, is

significantly higher than that of mixture explosives. Essentially

different proves to be also the nature of the dependence of stall

pressure on gas permeability.
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For mixture explosives it is comparatively weak and takes

the form

1)~ (p, .'F) -! C, (40)

where constants G and F weakly depend on the nature of the

combustible.

The secondary explosives detect, as a rule, a more powerful

and more complex dependence of stall pressure on gas permeability.

The established features in the behavior of the investigated

systems are conditioned by the distinctions in the mechanism of

their combustion and, first of all, in the physical state of

the combustion surface.

The data presented are acquired on systems pressed from

particles of identical dimension (r=5-20 i).

Let us examine the effect of the initial particle sizes of

explosives (PETN) on the possibility of the disturbance of laminar

combustion. The dependence of the critical stall pressure on

porosity and gas permeability for specimens of PETN with the dif-

ferent initial particle sizes are represented on Figs. 30 and 31

(with the construction of dependence Pc(lg 1/k) data of Fig. 13

were utilized). From the given data it follows that an increase

in particle sizes with constant porosity or gas permeability of

the charge leads to a considerable reduction in the critical

stall pressure. This result indicates the fact that not only

does the porosity but also the gas permeability determine unam-

biguously the stability of the laminar combustion. Together

with the gas permeability a considerable effect on the disturbance

of laminar combustion is exerted by the distribution of pores

according to dimension (more correctly - the presence in the

distribution of large pores).
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Figure 30 Figure 31

Figure 30. Dependence of critical stall pressure
on porosity ror PETN with different initial par-
ticle sizes (d3= 5 mm). 1 - r=5-10; 2 - 120; 3-
500 Pm).
Key: (a) atm.

V 4

Figure 31. Dependence of critical stall pressure
on the loarithm of the reverse gas permeability
of PE (d d3=10 mm). 1 - r=5-10; 2 - 500 Pm.

Thie investigations carried out, made under identical con-

dit-ions, a-e it possible to conduct the classification of

different explosives according to the degree of their stability.

Compared was the combustion stability of specimens with the gas

permeability equal to 10
- 5 darcy when the initial particle sizes,

geometric dimensions of the charge and conditions of combustion

were iderntical. The findings are integrated below for values

of gas permeability k-!0 - 5 darcy, the initial particle size

r=5-20 w.m, the length of the charge L-40-70 rn, the diameter of

the charge d 3=10 mm, and the density of the charging 0.05 g/cm3

Given below are values of critical stall pressures in atmospheres:

Secondary fusing substances Infusible substances

trotyl 2000 pyroxylin 200

picr~c acid 800 compositions on the
PET: 550 basis of AP 100-175

cyclonite 250
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Initiating substances

mercury fulminate 100

lead azide +2%
paraffin see l

'Detonates at any pressure.

(For crystal explosives and ammonium perchlorate with a particle

size of 5-20 um the porosity of specimens m=0.06-0.07 corresponds

to a gas permeability k=10-5 darcy).

The greatest stability is possessed by the secondary ex-
plosives, and the least stability - the initiating explosives.
In this case a change in properties of the substances in the
stability rows obeys the completely defined law: the capability

for melting decreases, and the role of reactions in the condensed

phase increases.

The main feature of the majority of the secondary explosives

is their ability to be fused during combustion without noticeable

decomposition in the condensed phase. Research on the burning

surface of the extinguished porous specimens, and also the simul-

taneous recording of pressure in the volume and pores of the
burning charge showed that high combustion stability of very dense

secondary explosives (trotyl, picric acid, DINA, PETN) was

caused by the existence on the burning surface of continuous

molten layer [10, 59, 60]1. With stable combustion, when the

'Irrespective of the authors, the position about the stabilizing
effect of the molten layer with the combustion of the porous
fusing explosives was advanced by Taylor [82].
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pressure is lower than the critical, the molten layer performs
the role of a gas-impermeable partition, which eliminates the
filtration of gas products into the pores: the pressure in the
pores is virtually retained equal to atmospheric up to burnout,

i.e., up to the approach of the front of combustion to the sensor
located on the end of the charge. The disturbance of the con-
tinuitj of the fusion occurs at a pressure close to the critical.
Under these conditions the penetrating gases are intensely cooled
as a result of heat removal for melting and vaporization of the
substance, which also contributes to the flame stabilization.

In the first approximation, it is possible to assume that
the combustion of the fusing explosives is stable as long as the
molten layer remains continuous. The condition of continuity
of the molten layer means that its thickness x is not less than

the maximum size of the pores, i.e.,

x '- d ., . (41)

Hence there ensues a number of interesting consequences. First
f all, it appears that the computed values of the thickness of

the molten layer correspond to the experimentally established

series of stability of the secondary explosives.

Values of the thickness of the molten layer were calculated

from the formula

"" I, _ . (42)

where uo I the mass rate of combustion; A - thermal conductivity
' fusion.; 2 - heat capacity; Tx - critical temperature; Tn . -

melting point; TO - initial temperature.

Jtllzing the values available in literature [78-80] of the
quantities which enter into expression (42), we find that at
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a pressure of 100 atm the thickness of the molten layer for

trotyl, ploro acid, PETN, and cyolonite is equal, respectively,
to 50& 35, 13 and 5 um, and at a pressure of 300 atm - 18, 12, 3
and 2 um. The fact that the indicated explosives in the stability
row are located in the same sequence once more confirms the
validity of the develcded representations.

Furthermore, the relation (41) makes it possible to estimate
the maximum size of the pores. Thus, for instance, for trotyl
with a porosity of m-0.15 the critical stall pressure is equal
to p=300 atm. At this pressure the thickness of the molten layer,
and, consequently, the maximum size of the pores, is d-18 um.
From the distribution of the pores according to dimension (see
Fig. 10), it follows that the directly measured value in specimens
of trotyl of the same porosity proves to be close and equal to

10 1m.

In the line of decreasing stability to the right of the
secondary fusing explosives there are located the substances
with the combustion of which the molten layer is not formed
(pyroxylin, mercury fulminate), or it is not continuous (mixture
on the basis of ammonium and potassium perchlorates). In the
process of combustion the ammonium perchlorate and potassium
perchlorate are melted at high temperature with decomposition.
At atmospheric pressure the melting point of ammonium perchlorate
Is T_.=8500 K [54]. The corresDonding value for potassium per-

chlorate Tn i8830K [81].

The emergence of instability is furthered also by the course
of exothermal reactions in the condensed gas, which play an
important role in the combustion of pyroxylin [50], compositions
on the basis of AP r48] and mercury fulminate [5]. The gaseous
decomposition products forming in the k-phase cause the dispersion
of substance, lead to a constant destruction of the surface
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layer and make the shaping of the continuous molten layer im-
possible, even if a liquid film is formed. On the other hand,
the heat liberation in the k-phase increases the path of heat
emission of the products of combustion penetrating into the pores
and facilitates the combustion of the internal surface of the pores.

With the disturbance of the laminar combustion there is great
significance in the temperature of the penetrating products,
which depends on the combustion temperature of the explosives
and the distribution of temperature near the surface. Andreyev

[37] correctly considered the high combustion temperature as
a reason for the increased tendency toward the emergence of
the explosion. The experiments carried out showed that an in-
crease in the combustion temperature, which was achieved by the
introduction of a combustible to the pure ammonium perchlorate,

caused a decrease in the stall pressure.

However, a decisive importance for blowout is exerted by the
nature of the distribution of temperature in the gas [10), since,
first of all, the gaseous products which adjoin the surface
penetrate. It was established that the precisely narrow tempera-
ture zone which is characteristic for systems on the basis of AP
[81, 161] is mainly responsible for the low stability of their

cormbustion. Together with other factors noted above, this leads

to the fact that the compositions on the basis of AP in their

stability virtually do not differ from mercury fulminate. The

hl;gh valu;e of the temperature gradient near the surface provides

coution of the porous substance with gas of high temperature

and ,:.azus combustion in the narrow pore possible.

it is necessary to emphasize the following fact. With the

destabilization of the combustion of the "infusible" substances

by the forced mechanism, the value of the mass flow rate of

laminar combustion does not play a significant role (unlike the

di~turbar,:e by the spontaneous mechanism, see § 12, 16). Thus,
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for instance, with close stability the mass rate of combustion

of mercury fulminate by one order of magnitude exceeds the appro-

priate value for perchlorate compositions.

From that presented above it is not difficult to see that

the combustion stability is connected in the closest way with

the mechanism of combustion and depends on the complex of physico-

chemical properties.

Let us determine the critical dimension (diameter) of the
pore d at which the penetration of combustion into it is

I'p

observed. For this we utilize the condition of flame stabiliza-

tion by the molten layer: d =x. If d >x, then the combustion

penetrates into the pore, and with d p<x the penetration is absent.

For PETN, for example, critical stall pressure is equal to 300 atm

with the porosity of the charge m=0.1. At this pressure the

value of the molten layer, and, consequently, the critical

dimension of the pore, is d =3 Ui .

With an increase in pressure and rate of combusiton, the

critical dimension of the pores decreases. Taking into account

that for the fusing explosives d =x-l/u, and u-p, we obtain

(1:'r, - I /it Ir"P,

'We compare the obtained value d with the average hydraulic

diameter of the pore. We will describe the investigated porous
medium by the model-of an ideal ground. In accordance with (2),
for PETN at critica values of the porosity m=0.l and gas per-
meability k=l.5.10- darcy, we have d'-0.2 1im, which by one ordern
of magnitude is less than d K. The obtained distinction is con-

nected with the fact that the disturbance of laminar combustion
begins into the largest (and not into average in dimension) pores
of the charge: d p=dnmax*
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whenc e

d, coast' or pd,,o p - cost.

These relations for the fusing explosives are approximately

fulfilled.

With the combustion of the porous systems, which do not form

a continuous molten layer, the relation pd Kpconst also occurs;

however, the value of the constant in this case is substantially

lower. This means that the penetration of combustion into pores

identical in dimension of "infusible" explosives occurs at lower

pressure. If for PETN the combustion penetrates into pores
with a dimension of 3 Um at a pressure of 300 atm, then into pores

close in dimension of mixture systems - at p<100 atm.

As was already mentioned, in Andreyev's works with colleagues

[64-69] the combustion stability of the low-compact charges of

the explosives was studied. The following substances were investi-

gated: trotyl, xylyl, picric acid, trinitrobenzene, hexanitrodi-

phenol, tetryl, octogen [H;'I],PETN, and mercury fulminate. A

high-compact (6=0.95-0.97) charge was used as the standard. The

experimental data are represented in the form of curves of p(t):

pressure in the volume - time. The basic parameter was the criti-

cal density. It was established that at a relative density of

6=0.7 (r=50-100 Pm) the combustion stability of all the investi-

gated explosives is disturbed at a pressure which does not exceed

50 atm. The pressure which was created by the igniter, which

ignites the charge, was 50 or 100 atm, i.e., it was close to or

exceeded the critical value. Therefore, these data are interesting

from the viewpoint of combustion beyond the stability limit. Those

results which correspond to the combustion of very dense charges

and which give the representation about the relative combustion

stability of different explosives will agree as a whole with those

which were presented above.
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Effect of the retarder. In work [63] the combustion stability

of mixtures of cyclonite with paraffin wla studied. Cyclonite with

particle sizes of 200 um was used, The findings are represented

on Fig. 32. From them it follows that tne introduction of 10%

Paraffin does not affect the value of the critical stall pressure.

Experiments rich in the retarder content were not conducted. In

the opinion of the authors, the basic effect of the introduction

of the retarder lies in the fact that it significantly changes 3

the nature of the development of the process after the disturbance

of the laminar combustion and eliminates explosions which occur

in pure explosives.

Role of the Geometric" (a)
Dimensions of the

P Charge

The effect of the diameter
Zvi, d and length L of the charge

3
o was studied [10]. Charges with

2 a blind (gas-impermeable) bottom

_were investigated.

Figure 32. Disturbance of the Experimentally it was shown
stable combustion of mixtures of
cyclonite (r=200 pm) with paraf-
fin. 1 - pure cyclonite; 2 - manometer bomb the combustion
cyclonite+lO% paraffin.cycl(a)itm.0 p fstability of the samples usually
Key: (a) atm.

applied in work [10] with gas
-3permeability k<10 darcy

virtually does not depend on the length of the section of the

laminar combustion preceding the emergence of the convective

combustion, and it is determined by the magnitude of the stall

pressure (in this case at the moment of the achievement of the

critical pressure the remaining length of the charge was, as a

rule, more than 15-20 mm).
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The obtained result indicates that at sufficient length the

presence on the lower end of the charge of the gas-impermeable

boundary does not affect the process of the filtration of products

and the interruption of the laminar combustion.

Thus, the data [10, 60) correspond to the case of the dis-

turbance of the laminar combustion of the unlimited porous charges.

It is necessary to emphasize that under these conditions the criti-

cal stall pressures, determined by the method of the manometer

bomb and from the scheme of the "embedded charge", virtually

coincide.

At the same time the compression of the filtering gas at

the lower end of the charge, which leads to a pressure equalizing

in the pores and a decrease in the rate of filtration, can stabilize

the combustion. Stabilization occurs if products which penetrated

to the entire length of the charge are not in a state to ignite

the internal surface of the pores.

Theoretical analysis shows (1 13) that the less the length

of the charge, and the more its gas permeability, the more

noticeable the effect is exerted by the gas-impermeable boundary.

For tho purpose of research on the stabilizing correction of the

enclosed end, experiments by the scheme of the "embedded"charge

were carried out (see Fig. 2) in which the low-density charges

(m>0.2, k>l0- 3 darcy) of different length were ignited.

Experiments were conducted with the mixture system (on

the basis of APO at constant pressure pO' the value of which

exceeded the critical pressure PC determined for a long charge.

The findings in schematic form are represented in Fig. 33

(plotted along the axis of the abscissas is the value of the

length of the charge L and along the axis of the ordinates -

delta-function A': with A'=0 the combustion is stable, and
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with A'-1 the oombustion is unstable). It is evident that there
is a threshold value of the length of the charge (L'), lower than
which the combustion was stable, laminar and was realized with

the mass flow rate close to the same for a solid specimen. With
an increase in the length of the charge (L>L') a convective com-
bustion mode appeared. An analogous effect was observed in work

[64].

The transition from stable com-

- "bustion to unstable was observed in

T the narrow interval of the variation
0 in the length of the charge. In the

transient region the convective com-

Figure 33. Effect of bustion initiated at low speed was
the length of the charge usually retarded and was changed by
on the disturbance of laminar combustion (Fig. 34 depicts
stable combustion.

the combined recording of pressure

p(t) obtained of one experiment and
the optical recording when the scanning speeds of the recorders

were equal).

Figure 34. Recording of pressure p(t) and
optical oscillogram with the combustion of
the "embedded charge."

Thus, the existence with pO>pc of the threshold value of
the length of the charge L' is connected with very rapid pressure
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equalization in the pores. Thus, for instance, in accordance with

(26) for the charge with m-0.3, k-10-2 darcy, length L-0.3 cm

at a pressure of Po-50 atm, the characteristic time of the

pressure balance in the pores is extremely little and consists

of tp.n=0.5"10-3 s, which is substantially below the usually
observed ignition delay.

The investigation of the effect of the diameter of the

charge (Fig. 35) was conducted in the manometer bomb on an example

of PETN. The constancy of the density of loading with the com-

bustion of the specimens were achieved by the use of a set of ma-

nometer bombs with a different free volume. Figure 35 shows

that an increase in the diameter of the charge in the interval

of d3=3-10 mm reduces the combu.,tion stability, and with a

further increase in the diameter its effect is insignificant. In

the investigation of other explosives an analogous effect of the

diameter of the charge was observed.

It is appropriate to compare the
dependence Pc(d 3) with data on the

1000- \effect of the initial particle sizes

(see Figs. 30, 31). A reduction in

the combustion stability with an in-
060 10 ZOd,, crease in the diameter of the charge

(b) and initial particle size with identi-

Figure 35. Effect of the cal gas permeability of specimens
diameter of the charge on indicates that the lamirr combustion
the disturbance of stable
combustion. is disturbed not simultaneously on
Key: (a) at; (b) mm. the whole front, but in separate

centers - the largest pores into which,

first of all, the pertration of combustion begins'. With an

'That stated above is confirmed also by the form of the optical
recording of convective combustion (see Fig. 34), which is charac-
terized by the uneven "ragged" front, which is caused by the pene-
tration of combustion on separate pores in the center section of
the charge with the subsequent yield of combustion to the lateral
charge surface.
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increase in the diameter of the charge and initial particle size

there is an increase in the number of large pores and, conse-

quently, the number of centers of the penetration of combustion,

which is also the reason for a reduction in the stability of the

-- laminar combustion. From these data there follows the important

role of the distribution of pores according to dimension. For

tnis very reason the gas permeability, which 13 the integral

parameter of the porous medium, does not determine unambiguously

the possibility of the destabilization of the laminar combustion.

The need for an account of the distribution of the pores accord-

ing to dimension in macroscopically uniform porous systems is

a specific feature of the investigated phenomenon.

Effect of Conditions of Test Work [10]

The possibility of the disturbance of laminar combustion

depends on conditions of the experiment, which detremine the

original reasons which cause the filtration of products of com-

bustion into the pores (see § 12). A comparison of the combustion

stabIlity of identical porous specimens, carried out in conditions

of the manometer bomb and bomb of "constant pressure" (with the

filling of pores with nitrogen), showed that in the latter case

the laminar combustion is disturbed at pressures 5-15 times

greater; in this case the nature of the emergent convective corn-

bustion is substantially distinguished (see § 23). Let us

examirne the combustion of the porous charges under these conditions.

It was shown that the increased combustion stability under

conditions of the bomb of "constant pressure" was conditioned

by the filling of pores in the process of the creation of pressure

by inert cold gas. Special tests were run when pumped into the

manometer bomb preliminarily was nitrogeni, which filled the pores

of the explosive, whereupon the charge was ignited by the wire

heated Ly current. The obtained results for one concrete example
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(PETN, m-0.24; r=20 pm) are represented in Fig. 36 (plotted along

the axis of the abscissas is the initial pressure in the pores

p0). From the given data it follows that with an increase in

the pressure in the pores, the stability of laminar combustion

substantially rises. With the combustion of this charge in the0i
--manometer bomb (p ml atm) the critical stall pressure is pilO0 atm,nand under conditions of the bomb of "constant pressure" (with

the filling of the pores with nitrogen) the value p,-700 atm.

.ooanm (a) Thus, under tions of the ma-
40 nometer bomb or the scheme of the "embedded

charge", the critical stall pressure of
laminar combustion (or, which is the same,

200- the critical dimension of the pores)

proves to be considerably lower than

0 200 900 , that in the bomb of "constant pressure".

The reason for the indicated distinction

Figure 36. Depend- is connected with the fact that under
ence of criticalpesse on itl these conditions the mechanism of the
pressure on the
initial pressure penetration of products into the pores
of nitrogen in the substantially changes (see § 12).
pores.
Key: (a) atm.

B. SPONTANEOUS PENETRATION OF
COMBUSTION INTO THE PORES

The disturbance of the laminar combustion by spontaneous

(stream) mechanism occurs when there is no forced gas permeation

and there are a non-univariate nacure and a transiency of the

structure of the combustion zone and gas flows in the immediate

proximity of the surface.

If the flow of the gases above the combustion surface is

one-dimensional and with removal from the surface the temperature
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and gas velocity increase, then from the Hugoniot adiabatic curve

it follows that the pressure with removal from the surface will

be gradually decreased. Thus, a local pressure increase can be

only with nonstationar and nonuniform combustion. The existence

of the spontaneous gas permeation was established in the following

experiments.

The combustion under falling pressure was studied. it is

clear that under conditions of combustion under the constant and

all he more falling pressure, the forced gas perneation does

not cocur. In this case the penetration, if it occurs, must

occur according to the mechanism of spontaneous penetration.

Were prepared the charges which had a clearance modellinc

the blind pore with a height of 40 and width of -0.1 vim between

the plate of the secondary explosives of cyclonite and the plate

of fiberglass. Also used were charges with the addi.icnal

volume V on connected to the "pore" [Cl]. The combustion was pro-

duceQ in a bomb 2 Z in volume, the pressure in whhich was created A

by nitrogen. The control valve made it possible to obtain the

necessary rate of the change In pressure in the bomb during

the combustion of the charge, including dp/dt--0 and dp/dt<O.

The course of the change in pressures in the bomb was recorderi

with a piezoelectric pickup and recorded on an oscillograph.

Simultaneously through the plate of fiberglass high-speed filming

waz produced. it was established that with the combustion of

the described cnarge without the supplementary volume with a

completely enclosed valve, the propagation of combustion into the

"pore" occurs when the pressure at the mioment of ignition of the

charge exceeds 25 atm. With an Increase in p the penetration

into the pore is substantially facilitated. Table 5 gives some

characteristic results obtained with p-45 atm.

Here V is the intrinsic volume of the pore; u - the average
0

rate of propagation of combustion on the pore; V - rate of the
F
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velocity of the forced inflow of gases into the pore, not allowing

for spontaneous inflow, calculated from the formula:

Ie. + "2wdp___I__ Tr

where S is the cross-sectional area of the inlet of the pore.

Table 5. Combustion of slotted charge.

dp/dt, atm/s 27 91 7 40 0-5 -15 -5 -15 -18 -15

1',. cm/s 12,11 M5r 351 0 -4,5 -4 -135 -510 -00 -. 40
1'. :1' 1' 1"n) -,r It i i 1 1 5,5 30 40 55 30

M/ S. 2n/: 1 0 (iji G Uj 88 30 60 1.2 1,2 1,2

est.It I Combustion penetrates intoc no
the por penetrate Into the pore

From the data of Table 5 it is clear that the combustion

penetrates into the pore not only with dp/dt>O, but also at a

truly constant and even falling pressure. Under conditions of

falling pressure an increase in the supplementary volume in

contrast to the effect with the rising pressure leads to the

difficulty of the penetration of combustion into the pore.

With a certain value of Vo n at the given rate of pressure decay

the combustion into the pore was not at all spread. This para-

doxical effect of the supplementary volume (destabilization of

combustion under conditions of the rising pressure and stabiliza-

tion under conditions of the falling pressure) is explained by

the fact that with dp/dt<0 the cold gas escapes from the pore

outside and impedes the penetration of gases into it from

without, and with dp/dt >>0 the forced gas permeation of combustion

into the pore occurs. Indicating this is data according to

which the value p - the critical pressure of the disturbance of

normal combustion - best of all correlates not with dp/dt or
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V0/(V0+VAon), but with the rate of flow of gases Vr, which

considers both the value V0/(V 0 +Vo n ) and dp/dt. Under conditions

of the falling pressure the normal combustion can occur at

pressures which considerably exceed the critical pressure deter-

mined in normal conditions. So, we observed the normal combustion

of the charge described above with V0/(V 0 +VrAon)-300 with p0=
6 5 atm

and dp/dtn12 atm/s. The experiments on the combustion of the

charge with the pore under the falling pressure showed that the

disturbance of normal combustion can occur also in the absence

of forced penetration. Under these conditions the gas permeation

is caused by the structure of the zone near combustion surface and

occurs spontaneously. With combustion under the falling and

truly constant pressure, the spontaneous penetration is the sole

cause capable of leading to the disturbance of normal combustion.

The heat transfer because of the spontaneous flowing in of the

gases must be considered also with the combustion under a weakly

rising pressure.

Let us still give several facts which confirm the existence

of the spontaneous penetration of the gases. With the combustion

of the charge of explosive in the air (i.e., at a truly constant

pressure), the gases of combustion flow bach only i 'to the half-

space above the charge's surface. The divergent gas stream. If

one moves the wall or the second burning charge toward the

burning charge, then there appears the interaction of the gas

stream with the wall or with the gas stream from the second

charge, and the gases begin to flow into the clearance between

the wall and the charge (between the two charges, see Fig. 22).

In this case it is possible to obtain not only the flowing in

of the gases, but also the penetration of combustion in the

Jlearance. It is doubtful tha the gas permeation appearing here

occurs as a result of the collision of gas streams with wall or

between the streams themselves. From the theory of the streams

it is known that with the collision of the two streams, directed
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at an angie to each other, formed again are two streams the gas in

which moves to the opposite sides in the direction of the bisector

of the angle of convergence.

Belyayev and his colleagues [10] established that the rounding

of the edge of the charge turned to the clearance facilitates the

propagation of combustion into the clearance. The explanation on

the basil of the stream mechanism was given to this result. The

experiments showed that by changing the angle of the surface slope
of the charge for the wall within close margins, it is possible
to obtain quiescent combustion of the charge or intense propagation

of c-mbustion into the clearance. An analogous effect is observed

at increased pressures: a decrease in the slope angle from 600

to 10' led to an increase in p_ by 20-40'. These experiments

made It possible to draw the conzlusion that among the mechanisms

of spontaneous gas permeation, one of the basic is the stream I
me nan.sm. By the action of the stream mechanism it is possible I

to explain the results obtained in work [109], where it was

established that with the combustion of the charge in air there

is a certain dimension of the clearance with which the combustion

riost easily penetrates into the clearant between the wall and

the charge.

It is necessary to emphasize that especially favorable

possibilities for spontaneous penetration are created with the

combustion of the powder-like charges of the explosive: due

to the irregularity of the front of combustion there are always

colliding streams cf hot gases, and the conditions for an ejection

from the surface of the particles of the explosives are facilitated.

§ 16. Criterion for Penetration

The criterion for the spontaneous destabilization of stable

combustion must include conditions of the penetration of gaseous
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products of combustion into pores of the charge and its effect on

the process of combustion. It must be expressed as the relation-

ships of the dimensionless parameters, which describe the cor-

bustion of the porous charge. The diameter of the pore d' can
n

form the dimensionless parameter in the form of the ratio to

another value with the dimensionality of the length, which charac-

terizes the process of combustion. Such values are the widths of

the characteristic combustion zones Z (there can be several such

zones ZI ) and the significant dimension of the grains of the

substance r'. Furthermore, entering into the criterion will be

dimensionless numbers, which characterize - flow of gas and

heat exchange Niusselt, Prandtl, Lewis-Lykov numbers):

d, i = F ! l.; Ir; 'r,; Nu: L:; T.. T'; Tr 'ra ; .T.). (43)

Here X and X are the coefficients of thermal conductivity of

the condensed and gas phases; To, Tr, T' - temperatures (initial,

of the combustion and the surface of the k-phase with combustion).

In the case of the narrow zones or weak effect of the param-

eter 1/r for this substance we have:

= Au with 1'r-.. (43')

Actually the condition Z/r-O is not always satisfied. In

the case of small sizes of particles making up the charge, es-

pecially with r-l substantially facilitated is the ignition of

walls of the pores analogous to how the presence of the roughness

of the optimum dimensions contributes to the ignition of the

surface of the powder grain [70, 175]. As a result the combustio-n

stability of the charges from finely divided particles under

conditions when d'/Z>An and r-1, proves to be decreased.

If for the group of substances the criterion weakly depends

on the dimensionless numbers in the brackets of formula (43),
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then also in this case it will take form (43'). An analysis of

the experimental data shows that usually the most important

parameter of those which were given in formula (43) is the ratio

d1/1, since the ranges of the change in the remaining complexes is

considerably more narrow. In connection with this, in the first

approximation the criterion of the disturbance of normal corn-

bustion assumes the form of (43') From the combustion theory it

is known that the width of the heating zone of the condensed and

smoke-,:as phases I and Z is Z-X/puc. The width of the zoner T

of chemical reaction in the condensed anJ smoke-gas phases is

proportional to the width of heating zone, and only the width

of the zone of burning out can differ somewhat from this value.

Tasking into account the observations made, we define concretely

the condition (43'):

where c/. can belong either to the condensed or gas phase.

Condition (44) means that if the value of the product of the

mass rate of combustion pu by the hydraulic diameter of the

pores d' is less than a certain constant, then the normal burning

is stable, but if the indicated product exceeds the critical value

-,', the combustion penetrates into the pores of the charge.

Since the ratio of heat capacity c to the coefficient of thermal

conductivity X of the explosive changes within relatively narrow

limits, criterion (44) is approximately reduced to the condition

.,a, r> , 0 - (',1,, '. ( 4b' )

An analysis showed [90] that both tne requirement of the

formation of the thoroughly heated layer of the k-phase in the

wall of the pore and the condition of its ignition or pyrolysis

are determined by the same set of dimensionless parameters which
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enter into the criterial expression (43). With the derivation of

condiion (44') it is assumed that the distinction in the chemical

kinetics of the substances is completely considered by the rate

of combustion pu and temperatures Tr and T'. This assumption isir

Justified, since Zeldovich showed that the ignition process,

which to the greatest degree is affected by the chemical kinetics,

can be described approximately by values pu and T' [43]. Further-

more, it is considered that the process does not depend signifi-

cantly on the parameter pr /

The stability citterion of the combustion of porous charges

was obtained for the first time in work [89]. Later [60] it

was suggested to consider in criterion (43) Z to be the width

of the layer of fusion for fusible and the width of the zone of

heating of the gas for infusible substances and take the stability

condition of combustion in the form of pd<const or p(1-6)<const.

Examined in work [11] were conditions of the disturbance of the

completeness of the layer of fusion on the surface of the substances

fusing with combustion. Found for the critical rate of combustion

u' is the expression of the form

(I - 5)r;

where P and p' are densities of the parent substance and fusion;

x - thickness of the layer of fusion; u1 - rate of combustion at

1 atm; 5 - relative charge density. At low densities u' usually

corr-sponds to very low pressures.

Analysis of experimental data. The processing of experimental

data in the form of condition (44') made it possible to show

[62, 90] that the theory in the first approximation correctly

reflects the laws governing the phenomenon, and value ' can

be considered as a sufficiently representative characteristi- of

the stability of the combustion of porous charges. At the sa~ae
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Table 6. Critical parameters of normal
combustion of homogeneous systems.

I. 'm

Sub stan c e 
ds/ I." r ni0a jI O a t ar

c/m, oamIB a;1 a o atm,

Trotyl 13,2 140) 178 1 I
Picric acid 12,81 OS1 136 t,5 1,3
Nitrocellulose 9,8 330 100 4,25 1,8
PETN 11,1 &I0 55 2,G 3,3
Powder "N"* 4,35 120 40 Itl,.7 4,5
Pcwder "P"* 7,0 - - - -

Tetryl 7,t 2"35 48 6,0 3,7

Cyclonite ;,9 163 21 8,6 8,7
Octcgen 6,5 1O 24 10 7,5
AL 3,7 110 20 t2,7 8,9
Mercury fulminate 11.,4 11.5 4.3 12 41
Ammatol 80/20 14,4 - - - -

*Translator's note: These designations
are transliterations from the Russian.

Note. The dimension of the pores was
calculated from formulas (2), (4)
and (5). Data of Tables 6, 7, and
8 are acquired in the bomb of "con-
stant pressure" (with the filling of
the pores with nitrogen).

time the introduction of the critical value 0' creates the basis

for the subsequent refinement of the role of different factors which

did not enter directly into the condition (43'). Table 6 gives

the average values of the critical quantity ' for a number of

individual substances and homogeneous mixtures. The secondary

explosives, initiating explosives, and two ballistic powders

are entered here. The table is compiled according to published
results of the experiments. As a whole it covers experimental

data on charges on a relative density of 0.25 to 0.7 with rela-
tively large sizes of the particles making up the charge from
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50 to 730 um (including the polydisperse charges [62]). Critical

values of rates of combustion lie within limits of 0.33 to

8 g/cm 2.s and pressure from units to 750 atm.'

On the basis of experimental data, calculated were values

of dimensions of pores d', the excess of which tnder these con-

ditions (pressures of 10 and 100 atm) will cause the disturbance

of normal combustion. This characteristic makes it possible to

evaluate the relative tendency of different substances toward

the spontaneous disturbance of normal combustion. Having available
substances in series in decreasing values of d' at this pressuren
(in Table 6 at 10 and 100 atm), we find that (not allowing for the

amatol) trotyl and picric acid burn most stably, and least - mer-

cury fulminate. As quantitative characteristic it is possible
to use value h of ratio d' /d . where d' refers to this sub-

Ml n2 dn2
stance, and d' - to trotyl at normal temperature and the samenl
pressure. Value 1/h can be called the trotyl stability factor

of the combustion of the porous charge from the viewpoint of

the critical dimension of the pores:

It is necessary to keep in mind that in connection with

the nonlinear nature of the dependence of the rate of combustion

on pressure for some explosives the row according to the stability

level of combustion, obtained at one pressure, cannot coincide

with a row at another pressure, which is evident from the data

given in Table 6.

'In addition to the data collected in work [90], let us say that
for mercury fulminate with 6=0.89 and r=50 um the following is
found: pc-7C atm, (pu)'=2 6 .2 g/cm2-s, i.e., €'=11.4 mg/cm-s.

Table 6 is refined in comparison with that which is given in [90].
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Thus, with the comparison of the relative combustion stability

of explosives, the indication of a pressure range is a necessary

and sometimes also decisive fact.

The value of the critical quantity €,, as can be seen from

Table 6, differs somewhat from one substance to the next and lies

within limits of 13.2 to 4.35 mg/cm-s. The average value for

nitroesters is 10.5±0.7, and for nitro-compounds, 7.5±1 mg/cm-s.

Without diminishing the values of the observed distinctions, one

should recognize that as a whole the value 0' lies in relatively

narrow limits. It is doubtful that the observed distinction re- -

flects the effect of the factors not considered under condition

(44'), including the defined facts of the experiments. However,

the value of the construction of a row with respect to the

relative combustion stability consists of the possibility of a

comparison and an account of the different effects. So, with

the comparison of values 0' for the powder-like charges and

charges with an artificial slotted pore, which has a very smooth

surface, in the latter case 0' proves to b ' 1.5-2 times higher.

At the same time charges from finely divided PETN (r-20 pm) had

0' less than the average for coarsely-dispersed particles by 2

times [90]. The indicated facts will agree with the aforementioned

expected effect of fine particles with r-1.

By substituting into condition (441') the average value of
p=8 mg/cm-s and standard value (X/c)T=l.5"10-3 g/cm-s, we

obtain the value of the constant An=(c/X) T0'-6. Calculation of

the constant according to the condition of the ignition of the

wall of the pore in the form of (35) with Vr=(pu)/p r gives the

value of approximately 1.5-2. Thus, the theoretical value will

reasonably agree with the experiment. Let us note that the

value of the constant on the order of 2 corresponds to the

smallest value 0' observed in the experiment. In other words,

the theory gives the lowest maximum estimation, whereas in

the experiments usually the combustion is more stable.
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In work [171) the question concerning the possible connection

between An and the combustion temperature of the substances

is discussed. It is noted that trotyl, in which the highest value

of ' among the secondary explosives is observed, has a low com-

bustion temperature. By an increase in the combustion temperature

with pressure, in work [171] the behavior of the potassium picrate

in which with p-0.85 g/cm 3 there are two ranges of the accelerated

combustion is explained: at 7-20 atm, where '=13.6 mg/cm's, and

above 60 atm, where 0'=7.7 mg/cm-s. Analogously 0' at elevated

pressures in pyroxylin proves to be 2 times higher than that at

atmospheric pressure. As it was noted above, also, in works [62,

90], the effect of parameters Tr/T 0 , Tn/T' and p T/p with the

construction of condition (44') was not considered. However, it

is not difficult to see that the experimental observations will

agree with the expected effect of pressure through the complete-

ness of combustion on the possibility of the disturbance of the

normal mode.

Let us make the additional observation. If we consider that

in (44) c and X refer to the gas phase, then relation (44) is

the analog of-the Pgclet number (pu - rate of combustion). After

substituting into (44) (X/c)=2"10 - 4 g/cm-s, we will obtain the

critical value of the Pdclet number Pe'=(pud)''(c/X)r=_40-45.

In general the combustion stability is affected by the condensed

and gas phase. If we consider, as this was done above, that for

the group of substances X I r=const, then it is possible to

substitute X and Xr into condition (44).

Let us turn to the examination of data on heterogeneous

systems. The estimation of critical conditions developed above

was constructed for homcg'neous systems. In the case of

heterogeneous and especially polydisperse mixtures there appear

the supplementary characteristic parameters not considered in

condition (4'). Investigated in work [62] were the standard
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heterogeneous systems, which consist of the mixture of combustible

(saccharose, urotropin) and oxidizers: AP and potassium perchlorate

(PP) .[nfH. The latter, unlike AP, is not able to independent

combustion. The selected substances essentially differ from each

other in physicochemical characteristics, in particular, in terms

of the fact that the AP and urotropin are not melted with com-

bustion, whereas PP and saccharose, as a rule, are melted in the

surface layer of the condensed phase of the burning mixture. Re-

sults of experiments are given in Table 7.

Table 7. Limits of normal combustion of mix-
tures of fuels and oxidizers.

i (100-IGOeIM)- 100 : 0 0,5:"7, 6 .4 0'
5acchar se (.1 0-160 j im .,:10 o. 1.% 1:; ." I ,

FO:20 0,5s 1;2,.) 8 ,". .

70:3) )., ; 30 a .4)"'

AP (t110-1 1Mf)- 85 a ;, , 7 I , :
,,i'nt m-p in 7 : 25 O'tz; ..5 O.t,3 7

65 : 35, 0.6S7 ?17 , o ,: .

FP t60-250 lim) - 90: 0 10.*53-b 119 11 U.:';
saccharose IS-2-, Ulm 80:20 .* -,5 .Io ..

70 : 30 0,.'.t,. 1; ; ; ,7 . .."

I:0 .10 0, 5,;7 1o m ,l ,.y, ; ',

PP (63- 100 Lm ) -- -
'
._ , ,

urotrmpin 5 :3 . 0 .3 A1 1.0

554 I, 65 55 1 . 1,8
45: 55 1,61) 16 - .,I . .,

Note. Particle size of urotropin is -00 pm.

Results of the investigation of the mixture of AP and

cyclonite are given in Table 8. Both components of this mixture

are capable of independent combustion and have differing values

of the critical quantity.

An analysis of the effect of the composition of the mixture

on the stability of its combustion (see Tables 7 and 8) made it
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Table 8. Limits of normal combustion of the
mixtures of AP with cyclonite.

S, i p g/cm2 s mgcm"s

750:20r5 119 , O :.3O .: '
75 : Z5 0,.5'3 S",; ,. .,.

50, 1o 115 . C
25:75 O5; I I G
0 : 0 o,Z4; It; 12 .:;

Note. Particle sizes of both components is
equal to 160-250 um.

possible to establish that the addition to ammonium perchlorate

both by the fusible saccharose and the infusible urotropin (up

to 30-35 % by weight) leads to a very weak change in the critical

value of quantity 0' characteristic for pure AP. Analogously it

can be concluded that both the composition and properties of the

fuel weakly affect 0' of mixtures with potassium perchlorate as

a base. Data of Table 7 show that the mixtures of PP with

saccharose and urotropin have 0'9-10 mg/cm-s, close to the same

for the standard secondary explosives [90]. The critical value

0' of the mixture of AP with saccharose has a tendency toward an

increase with an increase in the content of the combustible,

and for the mixture with urotropin it passes through the maximum

and further is somewhat decreased.

A change in the particle sizes of the components did not

affect values of '. Thus, experiments with the mixture of AP and

saccharose of the composition 80:20 with reduced particle sizes

(r=50-63 Pm, 6=0.557, d'=30 pm) led to 4'=3.96 mg/cm's, pc=23 atm,
2.uP'=1.28 g/cm s), which coincides with the value of 0' for a

mixture with particle sizes of 100-160 um.

The study of the combustion of the mixture of AP and cyclonite

(see Table 8) was conducted over a wide range of relationships
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of components. It was found that the critical value of €' is not

the additive function of the composition but is determined by

that component the volumetric content of which is more in the

mixture.

It is important that with a composition change, for example,

the mixture of AP-saccharose, there occurs, in particular, a very

powerful change in the calculated temperature of the combustion

products (for the mixture of the composition 80:20 in comparison

with 100:0, 2 times). Nevertheless, this did not affect the

value 4'.

In work [90] it was shown that critical value 0' of such

low-melting substances as trotyl and picric acid does not substan-

tially differ from 0' of the infusible nitrocellulose (13 and

10 mg/cm's respectively). From Table 7 and 8 it follows that the

ability of the combustible to melt is not the decisive factor which

determines the combustion stability and the possibility of its

penetration in the large pores of the charge, i.e., under con-

ditions when on burning surface the continuous molten layer is

absent.

In Andreyev's works [68, 172] it was indicated that the

addition to ammonium perchlorate of a small quantity of finely

dispersed aluminum facilitates the transition of the combustion

of the mixture with the rising pressure into an explosion. The

experiments showed that the critical value €' (for conditions of

combustion at a constant pressure) of the mixture of AP and aluminum

(r-25 Pm) is not below and even exceeds the value 0' for pure

AP. Thus, the introduction of aluminum raises the combustion sta-

bility of the considered mixture in comparison with pure AP in

conditions of the test work under a constant pressure. At the

same time in the conducting of the experiments with this mix-

ture, in conditions of combustion under a rising pressure, th
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introduction of aluminum facilitated the transition of combustion
beyond the stability limit into an explosion. Similar data are

fcund in work [171] in the investigation of the effect of the

dispersity of aluminum. Here it was established that for the

mixture of large AP with 5% Al (r-11 Vm) An'=20, and the mixture

of fine AP with powder (r-l um) had An'=l.6. For the mixture of

large AP with 10% carbon black An'=2.5, and for the mixture with

coke (r-150-250 pm) An'=34. Thus, some heterogeneous systems,

which includu components incapable of independent combustion,

require a fuller account of the factors which affect the process

of combustion than in the form of condition (44). As regards the

mixtures of oxidizers with organic fuels and also mixtures of

substances capable of independent combustion, the stability of

their combustion is described by condition (44) in a sufficient

measure. It should be noted that as the experiments on mixtures

of AP with aluminum powder show, the same factor can simul-

taneously increase the critical value of quantity ' and contri-

bute to the intensification of the convective combustion of the

charge beyond the stability limit.

Deviation from the criterion is observed also with the com-

bustion of powder-like charges from fine particles (r-15 im).

In accordance with data of Lobanov for substances of 10% polystyrene
+90% AP, 2% Cu 2 0+98% AP, pure AP and PETN, value c' is 0.45, 0.4,

1.5 and 3 mg/cm.s, respectively.

An analysis showed [62] that best results are obtained when

using the value of the diameter of the pores according to results

of the experimental determination of the Pas permeability of the

charges. The conclusion was made about the determining role in

the process of the spontaneous disturbance of normal combustible

of porous systems of pores with a medium size, which in the charge

are the greatest number.
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In Lhe conclusion of this section it is possible to recommend
for new systeims refining the value of the number An' or ' at
least at one point, since condition (44) is satisfied for one
system more precisely than for the entire totality of the

su.bstances.
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CHAPTER IV

COMBUSTION OF SYSTEMS WITH UNCONNECTED
PORES

in this section we examine the combustion of systems, which

contain closed pores which are not connected with each other;

where the system as a whole is gas-impermeable. The shape of the

pores can be diverse: from individual pores or pores distributed

over the volume in the form of spheres to extended cylindical

and plane pores (cracks).

1he causes of the formation of the pores are exceptionally

diverse in their nature. Let us note only some of them.

Unconnected pores form in powders and explosives during

manufacture (bubble technological porosity, craters), and also in

the process of exploitation: durin7 ,.torage or combustion (cracks,

porosity). A oignificant effect on the formation of pores is

exerted by tne physico-mecianical properties of the system.

According to America researchers [124], especially inclined toward

the formation of those types of pores are mixed powders, which are

a heterogeneous mixture, containing in its composition components

with highly diverse properties: elastic combustible-binder,

crystalline oxidizer (ammonium perchlorate) and metallic additives.

Durin r the combustion of a charge of the cha:.nel type firmly

fasteneJ to the en:ine Lousing, as a result oP the _ffect of the
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powder gases elongation of the powder occurs, which leads to the

disruption of the adhesive bonds between the fuel and the oxidizer.

Around the filler particles separations (hollows) form. The

separation of the binder from the oxidizer is the basic physical

procecs, which determines the pore formation process [124]. The

indicated process occurs not only under the effect of mechanical,

but also under thermal stresses. Since the coefficient of linear

expansion of the powder mixture (%10 - 4 1/deg) exceeds the corre-

sponding values for steel by an order of magnitude, during cooling

in the charge-steel housing system temperature tensile stresses

arise. The coefficients of linear expansion of the components of

the powder itself are also quite different, the result of which is

the formation at low temperatures of "frozen" porosity [160]. The

stress concentration at the sites of the separations and the

disruption of the binder under specific conditions leads to the

Joining of the pores and crack formation.

:ores and cracks can also form during the ignition of the

charge as a resut of the effect of great pressure and temperature

gradients.

It is natural that the penetration of combustion into

unconnected pores is a considerably lesser danger, than in the case

of gas-permeable systems. At the same time the presence in a

specimen of pores causes deformation of the combustion front, an

increase in the burning surface, and consequently, a pressure rise

in the engine.

It is known that steady pressure in an engine is defined by
the formula of the Bori [Translator's Note. Naie Bori not found]:

'Li. .\ I (1-v)
P= (45)

where is0 i the burning surface; A is the exhaust coefficient; a

is the cross-sectional area of the nozzle; p is the density of
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Vpowder b and v are constants in the burning rate law u=bp

From (45) it is not difficult to see that a change in the

burning surface can lead to an essential increase in the pressure

in the engine (especially at high values of v), which exceeds the

maximum allowed value. Consequently, the engine can be destroyed

as a result of activation due to the presence of pores of the

limited (supplementary) burning surface AS.

If V<l, then after an increase in the burning surface from

S3 to S=S 0 +AS gas-dynamic equilibrium will again be stabilized

at the pressure

P = PO (S/So)' €- v. 
(45 '

'ince p=p,+Ap, S=S 0+AS, then from (45'), utilizing the expansion

of value (S/s0 )l/(1-) into a series and being limited by the first

two terms, we obtain the expression

pO I -v SO'

which makes it possible with sufficient accuracy for practical

purpose to calculate the relative increase in pressure.

If the surface of the pores is defined, then in calculating

AP/p0 we usually employ simple geometric considerations and

assume that the rate of combustion in a pore does not differ from

the combustion outside it. When necessary it is possible to take

into account the increase in the gas inflow from the pore surface,

connected (the increase) with the emergence in the pore of excess

press.ure (see § 22). This approach to determining Ap/p I is

legitimate in the case, when the possibility of the growth (increase

in the initial depth) of pores in the process of combu3tion is

excluded. he problem of pore growth during combustion is

examined in § 22.
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Thus, to ensure the normal operation of an engine the reduction

in superscript v in the burning rate law and also the improvement

in the physico-mechanical properties of the powder and the correct

design of the engine, which makes it possible to exclude pore

formation, at all stages of the "life" of the charge have great

significance.

§ 17. Critical Conditions of the
Penetration of Combustion into a
Single Pore

Above in (§ 15) we evaluated the critical dimensions of a

pore into which the penetration of combustion is possible, utilizing

for this purpose the data on the disruption of the stability of

the combustion of gas-permeable porous systems. However, the

combustion of closed pores is characterized by a number of specific

features which must be considered in examining the critical

conditions of penetration. The compression of' the gas in the closed

(dead) end of the pore stabilizes the flow of the products and

impedes the penetration of combustion. On the other hand, favorable

conditions are created for the inflow of gas by a spontaneous

mechanism, since the periodic destruction of recesses, which

generate combustion products in a pore, characteristic for com-

pressed systems is absent.

The authors carried out direct experiments. Plane slotted

charges (Fig. 37) were employed whose combustion was carried out

in a bomb manometer. The pressure in the volume of the bomb p(t)

was recorded and photographing of the penetration process was also

carried out. The critical pressure p, was determined, at which

combustion penetrated into a port with a width of d . The

experiments were mainly conducted with charges of the 37a type

(the pore was formed by explosive plates and plexiglass)1 .

'It was shown that the value of pc does not change during the

combustion of pores of the 37b type (the pore was formed by two
explo3ive plates).
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Figure 37. Diagrams of slotted charges being
I employed a) is a blind pore, formed by a plate

of continuous explosive and plexiglass, b)
is a blind pore, formed by two plates of
continuous explosIves: 1 - explosives; 2
pore; 3 - shell of plexiglass. d - the width;

Lthe depth of the pore; the a~row indic~tes
the direction of photographing.

a) f b) The results of the experiments for

nitroglycerin powder, a mixed powder of two

brands and cyclonite are represented in Fig. 38. It is evident

that the most stable is the combustion of the powerful explosive -

cyclonite and the least - mixed powders (nitroglycerin powder

occupies an intermediate

position). The combustion

stability of mixed p-tcders

- decreases with an increase in
:"% - the combustion rate, which

-idirectly follows from a
- -comparison of the data for

- slowly burning 3 and rapidly

burning 4 compositions. Thus,
Figure 35. Dependence of crit- in comparing the combustion

ical pressure on pore width. 1 -
cyclonite; 2 - nitroglycerin stability of explosives or of
powder; 3 - mixed composition powders of one class in a
,hich is slow-burning; 4 - mixed... ,i i hic burns r narrow range of variation inCoM-Co ition w. hich burns rapidly.

= atm.; 1 = the pressure the rate of

combustion has vital importance.

As a whole the findings will agree with those which were

presented in § 16 both in a numerical regard and from the view-

point of comparative stability.

The low combustion stability of mixed powders in comparison

with nitrog;lycerine powders is due to the differences in the

temperature profile in the gaseous phase. It was noted [81, 83,



163], that the distance from burning surface to the high-temperature

gaseous zone hM for mixed powders is an order less than for

nitroglycerine powders (when p0 40 atm. the values of hM are

respectively 2 and 0.1-0.2 mm). The pressures also significantly

differ at which completeness of combustion is attained (respectively

10-20 and 40-50 atm.). All this leads to the fact that the

temperature of the gas, which is flowing into the pores of a

mixed powder, even at low pressures, is higher than in the case

of nitroglycerin powder. This was confirmed by direct measurements

of the temperature in the pores [12, 59]. The indicated difference

is also exhibited in the nature of the ignition of the pores after

penetration (§ 22).

For mixed powders two sections are observed on the curve

PC(d 0): strong dependence in the region of small gaps and

attenuation with the large dO.

From the conditions of ignition examined in § 14 [see (38)]

it follows that it is possible to expect a dependence of the type

,1,(1 col -St. (J46)

A comparison of the calculations with the experiment shows

that at low values of d satisfactory agreement is observed: the

slope of the curves corresponds that which is expected from theory

and is equal to -2/(1+2v). For the investigated powders (with

v=0.5) the relation of the critical pressure and dimensions of a

pore is hyperbolic [12] Pc.d 0=const. It is interesting that in

the case of cyclonrte (v=l) in accordance with (46) dependence

Pc (d0 ) is weaker than for the powders. The absence of the agree-

ment of the calculations with the experiments at high values of

d (section of weak dependence pc (d0 )) is connected, apparently,

with the need for taking into account the dependence of Nusselt

number on the velocity of the gas flowing in (Nu' ReO5
x
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Also studied was the effect of the surface roughness of the

pore. Experiments were conducted with cyclonite plates to which

different degrees of roughness had been imparted. It was shown

that in accordance with the calculations the presence of roughness

reduces stability: with an average gap width d0=L40 U and dimensions

of roughness of ",10 V the critical pressure is reduced from 35 to

20 atm. Variation in the roughness dimensions had a weak effect on

the magnitude of critical pressure. The effect of pore roughness

reduces to the fact that the projections are heated faster, and

to a higher temperature, than a smooth surface, and are centers of

ignition.

5 18. Combustion of Systems with
Bubble Porosity

Belyayev in his work [59] studied the combustion of powder

specimens, which contained pores in the form of bubbles (spheres)

0.1-0.5 mm in diameter uniformly distributed over the volume.

Specimens with different porosity were obtained by varying the

manufacturing technology. The combustion of cylindrical charges

with diameters of 10 mm and with heights of H=15-20 mm, jacketed

on the lateral surfaces, was carried out in a HP [6, - High

Pressure] instrument. From burn-up time t and the height of the

specimen H the linear burning rate u=H/t was computed. The mass

rate of -_ mbustion was calculated as the product of the linear

velocity and density. In this case u M=up is the quantity of

substance, which burns in a unit of time from a unit area of the

cross section of the specimen (neglecting the relief of surface).

The results of the measurements are represented in Fig. 39;

along the abscissa axis is plotted the density p and the porosity

m of the specimen, along the ordinate axis - the linear u and

mass u. combustion rate. Experiments are carried out at pressures

from atmospheric to 42 atm.
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As follows from the findings, at a pressure equal to atmos-

pheric, the mass combustion rate does not depend on density. At

elevated pressures in proportion to the increase in porosity both

the linear and the mass combustion rate increases, and more sharply,

the higher is the pressure.

The processing of the findings in coordinates Ig u-lg p

(Fig. 39b) showed that the presence in a charge of closed pores
Vleads to a variation in the combustion law u=bp . The conventional

combustion rate b when p=l atm(abs) does not in practice depend

on porosity, but exponent v increases with an increase in porosity.

The photographic observations of the combustion of individual

closed pores, made by Chuyko, showed that in accordance with the

data of Fig. 39 at low pressures the internal surface of pores is

ignited with great lag in time, and the distortion of the combus-

tion front is insignificant. Combustion seemingly does not sense

the presence of pores. In proportion to the increase in pressure

the lag in ignition is decreased and surface distortion increases

(Fig. 40).

to \ a ) a M M S

io - b)3
8-

35-,

2-1
, , '_;' m  2.0 3 3 A' ;. atm

Figure 39. The effect of closed (bubble) porosity and pressure on
linear u and mass um combustion rate. a) 1 - 1 atm.; 2 - 10 atm.;

3 - 22 atm.; 4 - 42 atm.; the unbroken curves are u; the broken
curves are u,. b) 1 - m=0, v=0.45; 2 - m=0.05, v=0.51; 3 - m=

=0.10, v=0.57; 4 - m=0.125, v=0.6.
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Figure 410. Motion-picture
frames of the ignition of

spherical pore (d=4 mm,p,,50 atm. ).-., i.,

Pressure equalization a

in a spherical pore upon

the approach to it of the

combustion front occurs

extremely rapidly and,

consequently, the supply f)

of heat, introduced by the

combustion products, is insignificant. The fact, that the pore

is nevertheless ignited, indicates the significant role of the

heat supply from the combustion zone.

A decrease in the lag in the ignition of a pore with an

increase in pressure makes it possible to explain the increase

in the effect of porosity at high pressures established in the

experiment (see Fig. 39).

A somewhat different explanation [59] for the findings (see

Fig. 39) can be given, if we examine a simplified setup of the

combustion of a porous charge (Fig. 41) and assume that all the

heat is liberated in the narrow zone of the gaseous phase and is

transmitted to the condensed phase by thermal conductivity.

--------- -----------------I

V±gure 41. Diagram of the combustion of a system with closed
porosity at various pressures. The broken line indicates the
position of the reaction zone relative to the surface at various
pressures p1 <P 2 <P 3.
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For the case of a driving reaction in the gaseous phase the

quantity of burning substance per unit of surface of the flame

front at a given pressure is a specific quantity. During a steady

combustion mode a quantity of intermediate products goes from the

condensed phase into the gaseous phase, which the flame at a given

surface can "process" regardless of what the density of the original

substance is. The "self regulation" of the supply of a necessary

quantity of intermediate products is accomplished by varying the

distance from the reaction zone of the gaseous products to the sur-

face of the substance and by a corresponding variation in heat

flux.

At low pressures the reaction zone is located far from the

charge surface; the combustion front in the gaseous phase is

undistorted and plane (position 1 in Fig. 41); thus the mass

combustion rate is determined only by pressure, and not the density

of the original substance. The linear burning rate is inversely

proportional to the density; it is obvious that in order to ensure

the necessary influx of intermediate products, the flame must

be brought somewhat closer to the surface of the porous specimen

as compared with a nonporous one. This is one limiting case.

in another limiting case (at rather high pressures) the

distance from the reaction zone in the gaseous phase to the charge

surface becomes much less than the dimensions of the pores; the

surface of the flame completely repeats the relief of the charge

surface (position 3 in Fig. 41.). The mass combustion rate of a

porous charge (since it iz calculated for the cross section of the

specimen) is as many times higher than mass combustion rate of a

nonporous charge, as the surface of porous charge is greater than

the cross section. The latter relation with an idealized

arrangement of pores of identical diameter at the points of a

cubic lattice is equal to l+Y 36 7m 2 . Comparison with the experiment

(see Fig. 39) shows that this limiting case at maximum (42 atm.)

pressure is still not realized.
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Between these limiting cases lies the range of intermediate

pressures, in which with an increase in pressure the flame front

(position 2 in Fig. 41), approaching the surface of the condensed

phase, varies from a plane front to a maximally distorted front.

The position of the boundaries of this region depends on the

dimensions cf the pores; more precisely on the relationship of the

dimensions of the pores and the distance from the surface to the

reaction zone in the gaseous phase. In this range of pressures

during the combustion of a system with closed pores on the usual
"chemJcal" increase in combustion rate with pressure (due to the

increase in the reaction rate in the flame) a "geometric" increase

(due to the increase in the curvature of the flame in proportion

to the increase in pressure) is superimposed, which also leads
V

to an increase in the exponent in the combustion law u=bp

In the general case the dependence of the mass combustion rate

on pressure during the combustion of a system with closed pores

should take the form, schematically shown in Fig. 42. For clarity

the dependence for a continuous

system is taken to be identical

I in the entire range of pres-
VL ',sure variation u=bp ,

I I =const. The position of the

boundaries between the regions

depends on the physicochemical
Figure 42. Schematic representa- properties, the mechanical
tion of the dependence of com-
bustion rate on pressure for a characteristics of the system
system with closed porosity. The and the dimensions of the
upper curve corresponds to m>O,
the lower to m=O. pores.

Regions I, II, III correspond to positions 1, 2, 3 in Fig. 41.

In region III the ignition of the pores occurs so rapidly, that

the combustion rate of the specimen is determined only by the

burnup of the partitions between the pores. Therefore, the value

of v for a porous and continuous specimen is identical. The
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separation of the pores by gas-impermeable partitions impedes

the penetration of combustion into the volume of the specimen.

However, the noted stabilization of the process is accomplished

up to a specific pressure.

At high external pressures mechanical destruction of the

partitions occurs, the pores are connected and combustion

penetrates into the volume, which is accompanied by a sharp

increase in the combustion rate of the charge (region IV).

In this connectinn it is necessary to note that the effect

of the destruction of the partitions upon the approach of the

combustion front to a pore is observed even at comparatively low

pressures (,%,40 atm.). However, the thickiess of the destroyed arch

in this case is small and depending on the physicomechanical

properties of the system, it is approximately 0.1-0.2 c" the

diameter of a pore.

We examined the case of the combustion of a system with

closed pores of technological origin. The ccmbustion of deformed

specimens reduces to this case. m: -as noted, during the tensioning

of mixed powders as a result of the breakdown of the adhesive

bonds proceeds separation of the fuel-binder from the ammonium

pezrcnlorate crystals. Separation begins first of all on the large

crystals. Thus, in the tensioned specimens closed pores are

formed which lead to an increase in combustion rate. According to

[1214], Ln contemporary powders it was possible to avoid localiza-

tion of damages: the separation of the binder from the oxidizer

has a uniform nature, which one can see well from the photograph

in Fig. 43. The connection between porosity and the greater of the

main normal deformations c takes the form:

m= s (1 - 2a') - L'O(1 -e)

W, P oisson's ratio).
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-l & Figure 43. Formation of pores during ten-
sioning of a mixed powder. Deformation
c=50%; the arrow shows the direction of the
tensioning; the dark regions indicate the
formation of hollows around the oxidizer
particles, which are white in color.

I it, % In Sorkin's book [94] the following

expression is given for the dependence

of combustion rate on deformation:

U = o ( + tel), (47)

where and n are the numerical coefficients, which depend on

propellant composition.

Consequently, the combustion rate of a powder in the general

case depends not only on pressure, initial temperature, the r ,',e

of gas flow, but also on deformation, which is considered when

carrying out intraballistic calculation of an engine with the

charge, solidly fastened with the housing.

What has been presented above corresponded to the conditions,

when combustion was not the direct cause for the formation of

pores (cracks) and the role of combustion reduced only to the

"development" of already existing structural defects.

§ 19. Concerning Thermal Shock
During Combustion

During the combustion of continuous brittle systems and

primarily of crystalline explosives crack formation can occur

in the process of combustion under the effect of thermal shock -

the thermal stresses, which appear in the heated layer of the

explosive [38]. The magnitude of stress is increased with an

increase in the temperature gradient and, consequently, of

combustion rate.
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The splitting of the single crystals of the initiating

explosives during combustion was experimentally observed by Bowden

with coll. [88]. Whittaker and Barham [96] detected an analogous

effect for single crystals of ammonium perchlorate, which ignited

and ournt at a pressure of 42 atm.

This question was theoretically investigated in work [174]

the authors of which connect the sharp increase in the combustion

rate (v>l) of the specimens of ammonium perchlorate at pressures

of P>350 atm. observed in experiment [95] with crack formation'.

The calculation carried out in [174] showed that in the whole

pressure range (350-1600 atm.) the splitting of ammonium

perchlorate is determined by thermal stresses, and not by shear

stresses as was assumed earlier.

The splitting of explosive crystals under the effect of

temperature differentials, but in the absence of combustion, was

experimentally studied by Andreev and Gorbunov [97]. Crystalline

particles of explosives were dumped into water with different

temperatures. The temperature differential AT which led to crack

formation was determined. It was established that large explosive

crystals were very sensitive to thermal shock; sudden heating from

the surface produces splitting of a crystal at a small temperature

differential. For PETN [THA] and cyclonite crack formation was

already observed at AT=I5-200 C, for those less sensitive - picric

acid and trotyl - at 40-500 C.

During combustion considerably higher temperature differen-

tials are realized. At the same time reliable data are absent in

literature, which attest to the splitting of powders and

'However, according to Glazkova's data [158], the form of curve u(p)
for ammonium perchlorate in the pressure range 350-1000 atm.
strongly depends on the nature of the shell and tht nresence of a
catalyst, which indicates the important role of chemical factors.
Thus, for instance, with the introduction of 5% K2Cr207 curve u(p)

takes the normal form (v=0. 6 ). Thus the explanation, advanced in
[174], is not unconditionally all-inclusive.
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polycrystalline explosive specimens in the procesz of combustion.

Research on the combustion of specimens of secondary and initiating

(mercury fulminate) explosives compressed to the maximum possible

density showed [23, 38, 80] that the dependence of combustion rate

at high pressures up to 1000-4000 atm. (where the effect was to

be expected') does not undergo anomalous changes. This result

indicates that the mechanism of crack formation during the

combustion of polycrystalline explosive specimens, apparently,

differs from that for single crystals, and that combustion has

a significant effect. It is possible that during the combustion

of secondary explosives the formation and the development of

cracks is impeded by the fusion process. It is also possible to

assume that the thermal shock will be exhibited under especially

favorable conditions to it, for example during the blowing of

a high-temperature gas flow around a burning specimen which

increases the intensity of heating of the solid phase. In any

case the available indirect data are grounds for this assumption.

In conclusion it should be noted that the data existing in

literature do not make it possible to formulate the mechanism and

the laws governing crack formation in the combustion process.

Thus, a vast field for theoretical and experimental investigations

of this indisputably interesting phenomenon is preserved.

'Thermal stresses increase ..Lth an increase in combustion rate as
a result of an increase in the temperature gradient.



CHAPTER V

THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXPLOSION

§ 20. General Pattern

Chapter IIi presented the results of the investigation of the

initial stage of the development of explosion - the stage of the

disruption of stable laminar combustion.

The present chapter will examine the data, which concern the

explanation of the mechanism and tne laws governing the propagation

of the process after the loss of stability in order to answer the

basic question, how explosion develops and detonation arises. The

concept, "explosion" is treated in the broad sense and includes

the totality of various modes (stages), preceding the appearance

of detonation.

The first investigations, which showed the fundamental

possibility of the transitio- of the combustion of solid explosives

into detonation, were made aoout 30 years ago by Andreev [6, 7],

Belyayev [1-5], ?atri [9]. it was already established then that

if for initiating explosives (of the mercury fulminate type) of

low density the indicated transition occurs very easily - during

ignition in the atmosphere, then in the case of homogeneous
explosives it can be obtained, when an explosive is ignited and

burns under conditions of high pressure, in a strong closed shell.

The simple method used by Andreev for the study of the transition



of combustion into detonation (see Fig. 6a), which bears his name,

is also broadly employed in one or another variant at the present

time.

The development of explosion in connection with the conditions

of mechanical effects (upon the striking of a striker against an

anvil) was studied in great detail by Bowden with his coll. [15].

The experiments were conducted with the thin layers of explosive,

included between flat surfaces, pressed together by high pressure.

These works revealed the general external pattern of the

development of an explosion from the focus of the reaction and

the complex stage nature of the propagation of the process was

established: combustion-accelerated combustion-detonation at

a slow rate (1000-2500 m/s)-normal detonation.

The appearance of normal detonation was observed, as a rule,

upon the egress of the process from the pressed layer into the

unpressed explosive. Although the general pattern of the develop-

ment of an explosion was also established, a detailed investigation

of the individual stages was not carried out due to their small

three-dimensional extent.

Bowden's works obtained their subsequent development in the

investigations of Bobolev with his coll. [16, 126, 127].

The transition of combustion into the detonation of pressed
[la, 142-144, 1651 and cast [13, 121, 125, 131] explosives,

contained in strong closed shells has been studied in the works

of recent years. These investigations introduced considerable

clarity into the understanding of the physical essence of transition

phenomena and made it possible to ascertain the basic laws

governing predetonation development.

On the basis of the existing concepts the transition of the

combustion of solid explosives into detonation can be represented by
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the general simplified diagram (Fig. 44), which includes the

following stages: I - stable laminar combustion; II - convective

combustion; III - low-speed (800-3500 m/s) mode of explosive

conversion1 ; IV - steady-state, normal detonation. Each of the

stages is distinguished by

the mechanism of the transfer of

heat and the excitation of the

reaction. The basic form of

heat transfer in laminar

combustion is molecular thermal

conductivity, in convective

combustion - forced con- Figure 44. General diagram of the

vection. The low-speed mode transition of the combustion of a
solid explosive into detonation.is excited by compression

waves, detonation - by a shock

wave. In the general case the development of the process is

accelerated. The final result of accelerated development is the

formation of a shock wave which initiates the detonation of the

explosive, if its amplitude exceeds the critical value, and the

system is detonatable (the diameter of the charge exceeds the

critical detonation). The existence and the three-dimensional

extent of the individual stages depend on the structure of the

charge, physicochemical (individual) properties of the explosive,

and the conditions under which the experiment is carried out.

Thus, for instance, convective combustion can directly change over
into detonation, by-passing stage III. The develpment of the

process can end with the establishment of a low-speed mode with

a constant velocity, and the appearance of detonation is absent.

'The rate of propagation of the low-speed mode is considerably
slower than the rate of normal high-speed detonation. At the
time unified conventional terminology for this process is lacking.
The following names are employed: deto.iation at low rate (for
powdered explosives), wave combustion, low-speed mode. We will
mainly employ the term the "low-speed mode of explosive conversion"
(NSR), since in charges of high density the rate of propagation of
the process is usually considerably slower than the speed of sound
in the orig-inal explosive.



For the purpose of simplifying the following presentation

of the material it is expedient to examine convective combustion,

low-speed wave modes, impact initiation of detonation separately.

This is all the more necessary, since each of the indicated

processes is of independent interest. At the same time, until

recently our knowledge about them has been extremely fragmentary

and limited. Separate research on the individual stages has

made it possible to recently obtain new results which fill in,

although incompletely, the existing gap. An increase in the three-

dimensional extent of each of the stages is attained by the
appropriate formulation of the experiment, in which the transition

from one stage to another is impeded. It is possible to set up

the experiment in such a way that the process develops stably,

at considerable distances in the mode only of convective combustion

or of low-speed explosive conversion. This systematic procedure

significantly simplifies investigation and creates the basis for a

detailed analysis of the individual stage.

he difficulties in presenting material on the zransition of

the combustion of solid explosives into detcnation are due to the

fact that often the available data are obtained under diverse

conditions which are difficult to compare and aith different

systems. Thus in order to determine the role of the physical
structure of the charge, the chemical nature of the explosive,

we attempted to present the basic characteristic results

(oeculiarities), and, first of all those of them that were obtained

in the unified formulation of the experiment.

A. CONVECTIVE COMBUSTION

After the disruption of stable corbustion the mode of con-

vective combustion arises in which the internal surface of the
poires will be ignited by the gaseous combustion products penetrat-

ing into the pores, at velocities, exceeding the rate of laminar
combustion by tens and hundreds of times. Before setting forth
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the basic results of the research on the convective combustion of

porous systems, let us examine the existing concepts on the

mechanism of the ignition of solid explosives and powders.

§ 21. The Basic Concepts on the
Mechanism of Ignition

Until recently little attention was given to the ignition of

powders and explosives. In the last decade the interest in

this problem has sharply increased in connection with the creation

of solid-propellant rocket engines. A considerable quantity of

works has been published, dedicated to experimental and theoretical

studies of the process of the ignition mainly of powders of

different types. in spite of this, many of the aspects of the

ignition mechanism continue to remain unclear. The questions

concerning this aspect where ignition occurs, as to what kind of

role is played by the processes in the condensed and gaseous

phases are broadly discussed in literature.

The mechanism of ignition depends consideraly on the

physicochemical properties of the investigated system, intensity

of the heat supply and the state of' the ambient medium.

At present the gas-phase [43, 102, 101 and solid-phase [98-

100] theories of ignition have received broad acceptance.

The gas-phase theory. The simplest approach to the formula-

tion of the gas-phase theory is Zeldovich's approach [43], which is

based on the mechanism of the combustion of volatile explosives

[5], which have a clearly expressed gasification point, equal to

the boiling point. it is assumed in this theory, that on account

of the energy of the heat source heating of the substance to the

gasification point occurs. From this time on, the substance is

gasified, and the basic reaction, which leads to ignition, takes

place in the gaseous phase at a certain distance from the surface.
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A necessary condition for ignition is the creation in the condensed

phase of a thoroughly heated layer whose depth should be such as to

ensure the necessary critical temperature gradient near the surface

[Zeldovich's theory has already been-briefly examined in deriving

the conditions of the ignition of pore walls (§ 14)]. Not considered

in it are the heat release in the condensed phase, and also the

hydrodynamic pattern in the ambient medium. However, the theory

examines the question of the transition from ignition to stable

combustion. Zeldovich's concepts were subsequently developed in

work [102]. At the present time attempts are being made to perfect

this model (in connection with mixed powders) taking into account,

for example, the proccsses of the diffusion of the oxidizer and

the propellant.

Serving as the basis for the creation of gas-phase theories

are experiments with powders with high heat fluxes. Having an

effect on increasing the role of the gas-phase processes with

an increase in the intensity of heat supply are the intensification

of the effect of the oxygen concentration in the ambient medium

and the pressures for lag and ignition energy [104].

The solid-phase theory. There are several variations of the

theories developed in the works of Zeldovich [98], Hicks [99],

and Merzhanov with his coll. [100]. Solid-phase theory proceeds

from the driving role of the reaction in the condensed phase. It

describes very well the low-temperature modes of the thermal

effect in which the substance during the course of a considerable

length of time after the application of heat flux behaves like an

inert substance, and at a certain temperature a reaction begins

to be exhibited in the condensed phase, and the surface temperature

T sharply increases. The temperature at which the salient point
n

of curve of T (t) occurs, is identified with the ignition point.n

Attesting to the insignificant effect of the gas-phase processes

in low-temperature ignition are the experiments, according to

which under these conditions ignition delay weakly depends on
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pressure and oxygen concentration.

The question of the transition .from ignition to steady-state

combustion is not examined in solid-phase theory.

In the works of Merzhanov with his coll. [100, 101] the

apparatus of solid-phase theory is employed for determining the

effective kinetic parameters of heat release (E, k0 , Q) from

the experimental data on low-temperature ignition. In work [100]

the criterion of ignition is proposed, accurding to which the

ignition of the condensed substance begins, when the rates of heat

arrival from the external source and the chemical reaction become

equal to:

q (t) = Qko {Sexl 1 .,' (x, )I - exp (- 2//U'1 ,)} dLr, ( 4 8 )

where x is the distance from the surface; q is the heat flux from

the external source: T0 is the initial temperature; E is the

activation energy; R is the universal gas constant; k0 is the

pre-e;:ponents; Q is the thermal effect of the reaction (per unit

volume); t3 is the lag time of ignition.

The study of the ignition of pyroxylin and the composition of

ammonium perchlorate (90%) + polyethylene (10%) showed [101] that
2at an intensity of convective heat flux of q=l-10 cal/cm .s good

agreement of the calculated [employing criterion (48)] and the

experimentally measured lags of ignition is observed. This attests

to the applicability of the theory and criterion (48) to the

description of ignition under these conditions.

Thus, the low-temperature modes of the thermal effect are

described by the solid-phase theory of ignition; the high-

temperature modes - by the gas-phase theory, although there is no

sharp boundary with respect to intensities. At the present time
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a tendency ts noted toward the creation of a general theory which

would consider the exothermic transformations both in the condensed

and in the gaseous phase. The difficulties in creating such a

theory are due to the absence of a complete physical pattern of

ignition, especially at high intensities.

Usually the simplest modes of heat supply are accomplished

in the experimental study of ignition.

The results of the investigation of ignition under the effect

of convective heat fluxes are of interest from the viewpoint of

the transition of the combustion of porous systems into explosion.

Let us examine some of them.

The ignition of mixed powders under the effect of convection
2

currents with rather high intensity (10-100 cal/cm .s) has been

investigated [105). A shock tube with an outflow of gas through

an adjustable nozzle was used. The gas velocity above the

investigated specimen of propellant was varied within the range

50-100 m/s. Ignition delay t was defined as the time between3

the moment of the application of the heat flux and the appearance

of luminezcence, recorded by a photomultiplier. The dependence

,,m1/2 of t on the average value of

of heat flux q for a propellant
8. ,based on ammonium perchlorate

i is represented in Fig. 45

(the propellant was ignited

at a pressure of air and

300 700 fr- nitrogen of 17.5; 25 atm. and
7,cal/mY. s

of oxygen of 10; 17.5 atm.).
Figure 45. Dependence of the lag
time of the ignition of mixed It has been established, that
propellant on the magnitude of in pure oxygen t3 decreases
heat flux [105]. 1- air, 17.5 m
atm.; 2 - air, 25 atm.; 3 - N2 , more noticeably, the higher

17.5 atm.; 4 - N2 , 25 atm.; 5 - is the pressure. The

02 - 10 atm.; 6 - 02, 17.5 atm. dependence of t 3(q)

was different for

different propellants. The
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conducted experiments showed tnat the physical properties of the

propellant (the form of tinder, the nature of the adhesion between

t-e b!n.dtr and the oxidizer, the dispersity of the ammonium

nerc~irat z) have considerable importance. The ignition lag wasJ

Th~e ignition of mixed powders, model compositions and pyroxylin

by convection currents of lesser intensity is described [101].

There is little inforiation about the ignition of explosives

in literature. it is possible to note only two works.

The ignition energy of several explosives at a strictly fixed

time of the effect of the intion source, equal to 3 ms was

determined [164]. The experimentZ wre carried out under conditions

of the effect of explosive specimen of heated gas (mainly helium).

The findings which are given below, give an idea about the

relative capacity of the explosives towards ignition.

Explosives TrotyL Tetryl Cylo- PTEN Lead Lead
nite azide st-2 ph ate

Ignition energy, cal/cm 2 , >0.38 0.33 0.33 0.25 0.087 0.046

Andreev and Rogozhnikov proposed [112] a method for

determining the ignitability of explos.ves, based on ascertaining

the igniter charge, necessary for exciting the stable combustion

of a specific explosive charge in a bomb manometer. A mixture

of pyroxylin No. 1 and ammonium nitrate (50:50), which yield

gaseous products combustion was employed as the igniter. The

ignitability of a number of explosives was determined by the

indicated met:iod. In the order of reductIon in ignitability they

are arranged in the following manner: potassium picrate, tetryl,

62; dynamite, xylyl, ammonium perchlorate, trotyl, trinitrobenzene

and ammonite. This method is a simple, convenient rapid method

and, apparently, makes it possible to carry out a comparative
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evaluation of the ignitability of various explosives. However,

as the authors themselves correctly note the theoretical treatment

of the obtained results runs into difficulties which are caused

by the complex nature of the temperature effect, connected with

the inconstancy of the pressure and the temperature of the igniter

gases.

§ 22. Development of Combustion
in Single Pore

The penetration of combustion into a pore includes: 1) the

ignition of the entrance section of a pore, exposed to the effect

of hot combustion products, 2) the propagation of the combustion

front along the length of the pore from the arising focus of

ignition. The first aspect of the problem in principle can be

solved on the basis of the existing concepts, discussed in the

preceding section. With respect to the question of the propaga-

tion of the combustion front along the powder surface (explosive),

at the present time a strict mathematical model of the process

and a rather complete physical understanding of the phenomenon

is absent. This question is not solved for the practically

important case - the ignition of the channel of a powder charge

in the process of rocket engine operation. Certain approaches

to the solution of this question are contained in work [106].

In this work the rate of propagation of the combustion front is

identified with the rate of the displacement of the leading front

of the zone in which the critical conditions of ignition are

attained. It is assumed that the ignition of a surface element

occurs instantly upon the attainment of a certain critical

temperature of the surface or upon the accumulation of a critical

amount of heat taking in calculating for a unit surface arfa of

the thoroughly heated layer. The question of the effect of the

ignition mechanism is not examined in this approach. The

mathematical analysis of the phenomenon is carried out employing

a number of simplifying assumptions. The results of the analysis
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are not compared with the experiment.

The authors, taking into account the complex nature of the

phenomenon, save their primary attention to solving the problem
expe ri!:e.nta lly.

T.3stu' of tie appearance and the development of convective

c..dustIcn in .iscrdered porous syistems is hinuered in view of

the fact th'at as will be shown below the convective combustion

front i nct Plane. Thus, the optical methods, which record

luminescence on the lateral charge surface, in the case of

opaque (solid) explosives do not give a sufficiently complete and

objective picture of the development of the process. It seemed

-hat the basic laws, concerning the propagation of convective

combustion in porous systems, can be obtained, if we utilize

a simplified ordered model - a single pore. With the aid of this

model it has become possible to experimentally investigate all the

consecutive stages of the appearance and development of convective

combustion.

Let us examine a single pore (crack), into which on the one

hand the igniting products are supplied. After ignition of the

end of the pore the boundary, which separates the ignited and the

unignited part of the surface, is propagated along the length of the

pore in the form of a combustion front. The problem reduces to

the determination of the propagation rate of the combustion front

along the surface (ignition rate) and its dependence on various

parameters: the properties of the system, the geometric

dimensions of the pore (width, length, share of pore), pressure,

conditions on the opposite end of the pore (open, closed end).

Ignition of a Pore

Procedure of the experiment. The slotted charges employed

are shown in Fig. 37. We mainly investigated a plane blind pore,
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formed by two plane-parallel plates of continuous (nonporous)

substance with smooth surfaces. In studying the ignition process

one of the plates was replaced by a transparent plate made from

plexiglass (Fig. 37a), which facilitated the recording of the

process of combustion propagation by optical methods, since in this

case the entire internal surface of the pore was visible. The

ignition of the pore was accomplished on the upper end. The

geometric dimensions of the pore were determined by the length

(depth) L and by the distance d0 between the plates of the sub-

stance which characterizes the magnitude of the equivalent

diameter of the pore d n (for a plane pore dn=2d 0 ).

The combustion of the slotted charges was carried out in a

specially developed bomb .-anometer (see Fig. 5) the design of which

is described in detail on page xx. The pore was ignited by a

convection current of hot gas, which was generated during the

combustion of the igniter. Simultaneous optical recording of the

process was accomplished (with a high-speed movie camera or a

photorecorder), which made it possible to measure the lag t3 and

the rate ua of the ignition of the pore, and also to record the

pressure directly in the pore pn (t) at the closed end of Lhe

charge.

A part of the experiments was carried out in the atmosphere

and in a "constant pressure" bomb (Crawford bomb), when the initial

pressure in the pore was equal to the pressure in the volume. In

this set of experiments the ignition not only of a blind, but also

of an open pore was studied. The ignition of the pore was

accomplished from a nichrome spiral, heated to incandescence

by a current. Besides the optical recording of the process of

combustion propagation along the pore, measurement of the tempera-

ture in the pore employing thin (30 ) tungsten-rhenium thermo-

couples was carried out. Temperature measurement was conducted

oy the procedure, developed by Zenin [163).
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In all e x. ..... r t . 1 i d:iiai tidta. of'. the pore d0 exceeded
the critical widt, d , ensured the penetration of combustion

into the core.

Servi..- a_:. *ect of te invotigation was mixed

and 7aii.: - o- r .

General pattern of pore ignition. The mode of ignition which

is pro-a.a:f-2 i. . :: £ .:*:me!ria diszplacement of the com-

.... . t -ai led cattern and

t-he character .. .... ... z. "lo.' cf the products in the

zone, adJacen; ..i front. 'The flow pattern becomes

especially graph_,c n _: .troduction into the powder of metal

particles. ! ia2 be- that I.n front of the ignition

b

Figure 46. Motion
picture frames of
the ignition of a
single pore a) open
pore; b) blind pore.

a

'Under specific conditions, .hen in the composition of the products,
which move along the pore, condensed particles are contained, focal
ignition can be observed: the condensed particles, falling on the
surface, produce ignition in separate centers in front of the
primary front. According to the experiment, the minimal size of
the condensed particles, which produces focal ignition, is
50-100 1.
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front the combustion products which heat the surface of a pore,

being cooled in this case move at a high rate. Te outstripping

of the ignition front by the combustion products always occurs.

The ignition front separates the prbducts moving Ilong the pore

from the flow of products, going out of the pore.

In a pore with an open end the products are mainly moving

translationally (in the direction of propagation, see Fig. 46a).

In this caze in the initial stage the ignition rate sharply

increases along the length of the pore: ignition has an avalanche-

type character (Fig. 47), since the ignition front is propagated

along the thoroughly pre-heated

substance; however, with

sufficient length of the porelI

rate saturation is observed.
I II

In a closed-ended pore 0

the motion of the products Figure 47. Variation in ignition

in front of the ignition ' rate along the length of an open

front is more complex: the (1) and blind (2) pore.

appearance of circulation

currents is observed (see Fig. 46b), when the products also move

in the direction, opposite the propagation of the ign,tion front.

Circulation currents play an important role in the heat transfer

in the ignition process of a blind pore and are formed as a result

of the fact that the ignition front is not plr .e: its separate

sections, as a rule, move at different rates. The combustion

products from the sectors of the front projecting forward are

also the source of circulating streams. A detailed investigation

of the structure of an ignition front, supplemented by temperature

measurement, showed that in the case of mixed powder the following

characteristic zones are distinguished (Fig. 48): the flame zone

1, the weakly glowing zone 2, mixing zone 3, the condensation zone

4. The ignition front corresponds to the boundary of zones 1 and

2. The circulation of products arise in zone 4. The gases of
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mx) it consist of the products of

7 . ithe pyrolysis of powder and are

capable of combustion in air.

3 ii I i In a blind gap the extent of the

Fi-ure '1. femnerature distr - temperature zones virtually does

bu n :(x) in the channel of not change in proportion to
an coen core i.- iticn
(mixec cowder, c=l atm., d= propag7ation. The remarkable

characteristic of a blind core

consists in the fact that its

ignition rate is practically constant for a considerable section

alon;g the li.t.. of the pore (see Flg. 47). This experimental fact

was established in work [!3Q]. A decrease in the rate is observed

at t: e c;o-e end cf the pr..

.ith an Increase in external pressure the tnree-aimensional

extent of the zones is decreased, simultaneously with this the

temperature of the combustion products ioCreases. The gas

temperature in a pore of a r,,xe:! powder attains the value of the

maximum combustion temperature even at comparatively low precsures

(10-20 atm.), and, in rather narrow pores (d0=0.1 mm). This

result agrees with the data known from literature according to

which the maximum combustion temperature of the compounds based

on ammonium perchlcrate is attained at a distance from the surface

h of the order of several tenths of a millimeter.

The short distance h r from the surface to the high-temperature

gas zone significantly facilitates not only the disruption of

stable combustion (see § 15), but also the development of convective

combustion along tne pores. This explains the fact, that combus-

tion in the case of a mixed powder penetrates into identical

pores at pressures less than in the case cf substances, which have

large hM as, for example, nitroglycerin powder, and at high rates.

It is known [81, 83, 163], that value hM for a mixed powder is an

order less than for nitroglycerin powder.
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The temperature measurements carried out in a pore of

nitroglycerin powder with a pore width d0 <2h1  showed (Fig. 49)

that at a pressure of p0 =3
0 atm. the temperature at the initial

moment after penetration is rather low %1000 0 K and increases in

proportion to the combustion of the pore. The combustion of the

powder in the pore in t:ne initial stage is flameless and up to a

value of d 0-2h occurs at a rate, less than the rate of normal

combustion [84].

Under specific conditions combustion in a pore is unstable,

which is expressed in the repeated ignition of a pore with

subsequent extinguishment. Anomalous combustion in a pore is

observed at low pressures, close to atmospheric.

Figure 49. Recording of temperature T(t) (1) and pressure Ap(t)
(2) in the volume of a bomb during the penetration of combustion
into an open pore (nitroglycerin powder, p=30 atm., d0 =100 U).

Figure 50 shows motion-picture frames of anomalous combustion.

In frame 1 the ignition front is spread over the entire length of

the pore. The combustion of the substance occurs over a course of

l0- 3 s, after which extinguishment ensues during a very short

time t<2.10 - 3 s. At the moment of extinguishment a noticeable

increase i the luminescence intensity is observed. The substance

did not burn 0.004 s, and then ignition began at isolated points

(frames 2, 3), and spread over the entire pore.

The repeated (after extinguishment) ignition of a pore occurs

either as a result of sequential propagation of the front or as

was noted, as a result of the development of combustion from
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U mm
Figure 50. Motion-picture frames of the anomalous combustion of
the substance in a pore.

individual points. The latter case is characteristic for a mixed

powder and attests to the ignificant role of the processes, which

take place after extinguishment in the condensed phase.

The anomalous combustion of a pore can be explained on the

basis of the concepts, developed by Zel'dovich [107] in connection

with the combustion of a powder in a semiclosed volume, since an ig-

nited pore represents an expenditure nozzle (more precisely a

combination of an expenditure and thermal nozzle) with very small

free space. Zel'dovich showed that under conditions of critical

discharge, when the relaxation time of the chamber is considerably

less than the relaxation time of the thoroughly heated layer, i.e.,

at low pressures, the combustion of the powder in a chamber with a

small free space is unstable and anomalous.

Another possible cause of inomalous combustion is the

impossibility of the stable combustion of the substance in a narrow

pore, when an active (driving) combustion zone is absent.

The effect of v&rious factors on the ignition rate of a blind

pore. We will subsequently examine only a blind pore, the average

ignition rate of which is held invariable along the length of the

pore.

It was established in work [109] that the dimensionless rate

of combustion propagation X-ua/u into the gap between the wall

and the burning powder charge increaaes in propagation to the

decrease down to a specific value of gap width, tnen it passes

through the maximum and sharply falls off to unity (u 8u). The
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experiments carried out by us showed that with an increase in

external pressure tie maximum of the curve X(d 0 ) is displaced into

the region of lesser dimensions of the pores, and the propagation

rate X simultaneously increases (Fig. 51). The section of curve

X(d 0 ) to the right of the

V, maximum was mainly experimen-

2\\f tally investigated. As one

would expect, the ignition rate

., u depending on the conditions

varies within exceptionally

broad limits from tens of

millimeters per second to

Figui*. 51. Schematic representa- hundreds of meters per second.
tion of the dependence of dimen-
sionless ignition rate on the
width of a blind pore at dif- It is more convenient to
ferent pressures. 1 - Pl; 2 - P2" trace the effect of different

P >P 2 factors on ignition rate for

the case when the penetration

of combustion does not lead to the appearance in it of considerable

(in magnitude) excess pressure. This case is realized, if the

combustion of slotted charges of the a or b type (Fig. 37) (but

at greater va>les of d0 ) is realized in a Crawford bomb. Under

these conditions the penetration of combustion occurs according

to a spontaneous mphanism.

Experiments in a Crawford bomb. The effect of pressures in a

bomb p0 and of gap width do on the magnitude of the average

combustion propagation rate along a blind gap was studied. The

results obtained for a mixed powder are shown in Fig. 52. It is

evident that with an increase in pressure and a decrease in the

width of a pore the ignition rate of the pore increases.

The processing of the results gives the dependence:

XdopO0 6=0.26 cm-atm
- 0 .6
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Figure 52. The dependence of
7 ignition rate on pore width.

f1 3  \1 - p0=30; 2 - 10; 3 - 1 atm.

A deoe-ndence of a similar type can be theoretically obtained.

In corTrast to the initial pressure, a variation in the

initial temperature of the powder from +200 to -700 C practically

dces not affect the ignition rate of a pore.

A set of experiments was carried out in which the composition

of the powder was varied. It has been established that the

physicochemical properties of an organic propellant in a mixed

system based on ammonium perchlorate have a definite effect on

the ignition rate of a pore surface. Polystyrene, polymethyl

methacrylate, bitumen, polyester were employed as the propellant.

The metallic fuel - aluminum - has a peculiar effect. Aluminum

with an average-mass size of "v15 U was employed which was
introduced instead of an oxidizer into a system of 15% bitumen

+85% ammonium perchlorate. The findings are presented below

(p0o=50 atm., crack d0=0.l mm, L=30 mm).

Al,-% 0 5 10 20

Ignition rate, m/s 1 1.33 0.97 0.58
Dimensionless ignition
rate 59 74 64 41

Upon the introduction of aluminum the i-naition rate increases

up to 5-10%, and with the larger aluminum content a retarding effect

is exerted. An analogous effect was obtained earlier by Andreev

and Rogozhnikov [68], who carried out experiments with binary

mixtures of AP + Al in a powder-like state.
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In another series the role of the geometric dimensions of a

pore was studied. A comparative testing of Tharges of type a and

of type b (see Fig. 37), and also of charges with a different

crack depth L showed that the ignition rate of cracks, having an

identical value L/d 0 , is different'. In the case of the transition

from type a charges to type b charges and with an increase in

crack depth the ignition rate increases.

Ignition rate depends significantly on pore shape. If instead

of a usually accepted plane pore (crack) we employ a cylindrical

pore with the same equivalent hydraulic diameter, then in the latter

case value ua turns out to be considerably lower. At the present

time there is no sufficient clarity in the question concerning

the cause of the observed difference. it is possible to assume

that in a cylindrical channel the development of circulation

currents of combustion products is impeded.

Ignition rate noticeably increases in pores with uneven rough

walls. The penetration of combustion in this case is intensified

because of an increase in the heat-transfer coefficient in the

projection region and their accelelrated heating land ignition.

Experiments in a bomb manometer. If experiments are carried

out with narrow and rather deep cracks, then their ignition occurs

at such high rates, that a vonsiderable excess pressure appears

in them [59, 110]. In this case the experiments were conducted

with the use of a bomb (see Fig. 5), which made it possible to

record the pressure in a crack. The pore was enclosed in a

strong shell, made of plexiglass and steel. It was established

that the excess pressure within the pore has an enormous effect

on the ignition process, since the ignition rate and the pressure

'In the case of cracks of type b in calculating L/d0 a width value

equal to half of the actual value was utilized, i.e., the "linear"
nature of the crack was considered.
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in the pore mutually determine each other. The nature discussed

above of the effect of different factors on the ignition rate

of cracks is also retained in this case with only one difference,

that the general pa.tern becomes ro ,gher. The appearance of excess

:' r-;ure in a narrow pore leads, in particular, to a neruliar para-

cisx: :cra>e :rn crack width (down to d0 =1 ) the ifrnition

rate and the wmaximum excess pressure in the pore (pM) continuously
n

increase in it, but with an insignificant decrease in d combustionC__ 0
does not nenetrate into the crack, i.e., the section of the curve

×(I.19 tc the left of the maximum becomes so narrow, that it cannot

te detected (see Fig. 51).

The concepts of the absolute values of the ignition rate

of a crack of a mixed powder give the results, presented below

(P0=50 atm., L=const). The rate of the normal combustion of a

powder when P0=50 atm. is approximately 10 mm/s.

d m MM0.6 0.4 0.2

u Gm/s 55 100 300

pn' atm. 300 700 1800

Thus, the ignition rate of a crack can exceed the rate of

normal combustion by 3-4 orders and attain values of hundreds

of meters per second. This result deserves attention in connec-

tion with the fact that such high rates of convective combustion

are observed for undetonatable systems, such as mixed powders

[160].

The experiments, carried out with mixed powders at different

external pressures pO, showed that with an increase in pressure

the ignition rate is increased, and ignition lag t3 sharply falls

off:
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P0' atm. 10 50 100

t ms 20-40 5 2.0

u , m/s 0.2 70 100

P atm. 10 300 400

The ignition of a crack in a bomb manometer corresponds to the

conditions of intense heat supply, where the gas-phase processes

play a significant role. The fact of the reduction of ignition

delay with an increase in pressure, and also the estimate of the

magnitude of heat flux convinces us of this. For the entry part

of tLe crack the heat flux, calculated from expression q=a(T-T C)

(a is the heat-transfer coefficient, which was calculated on the

basis of the Nusselt criterional function [113]; T is the tempera-

ture of the filtering gases, which was taken to be equal to the

combustion temperature of the igniter; TCT is the mean wall

cemperature), constituted when p0 =50 atm., d0 =0.l mm the value

qz200 cal/cm 2 .s. The ignition delay of the mixed powder experi-

mentally measured for these conditions turned out to be equal to

5 ms.

The question logically arises, as to what is the maximum

possible ignition rate of a narrow pore of constant cross

section under conditions of a high pressure differential. It

follows from general considerations that the ignition rate cannot

exceed the velocity of the gas moving along a pore, i.e., the

speed of sound in the products (1000-1200 m/s)1 . The maximum

igniticn rate of a pore in our experiments was approximately

600-700 m/s.

'What has been said is correct for the case when a shock wave does
not arise in a pore and uhe friction of the gas against the pore
walls is not considered.
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Consequences of the Penetration of
Combustion into a Crack [12, 59, 1101

Determining excess pressure in an undeformed crack. It is not

difficult to show that the ignition of a pore at a rate, which

considerably exceeds the rate of normal combustion of a substance,

should lead to the appearance of excess pressure in the pore

Ap=p0 -p 0O, which we confirmed experimentally1 . The pressure

in the pore is a function of the following basic parameters:

1, = d (,,' , d h,, 1. d, :, ;:!.), (49 )

where u' is the rate of pore combustion; L, d are the depth and

the width of the pore; z is the coefficient, which considers the

resistance to the products flowing back; x is a coordinate,

calculated from the entrance part of the pore.

The first two parameters in expression (49) are connected

with the process of ignition and combustion, three others - with

the geometric dimensions of tie pure and the state of its surface.

An experimental study of the increase in pressure in a crack

was carried out in a bomb manometer (see Fig. 5). The crack was

formed by two thin (2-3 mm) plates of powder and was enclosed

in a strong shell of plexiglass and steel, which practically

eliminated crack deformation during combustion.

Figure 53 depicts a diagrammatic representation (Fig. 53a)

and oscillograms (Fig. 53b, c) of the recording of pressure

in a crack at the closed bottom end (lower curve 1) and in the

'It is necessary to note that Serebryakov [111] on the basis of
an anelysis of extinguished specimens of Kisnemskly powder after

a gun shot assumed the possibility of the appearance of excess
pressure in narrow channels.

I 5~4
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a.))

2

Figure 53. Diagrammatic representation (a) and oscillograms (b,
c) 7f pressure during the penetration of combustion into the pore.
1 - recording of pressure in a pore at the closed bottom end; 2 -
recording of pressure in the volume: t - lag time of ignition;

te - time of pore ignition; t' - time of the existence of excess

pressure in a pore.

volume of the bomb (upper curve 2). The pressure increases from

bottom to top, the time - from left to the right. The recording
----of the pressure in a pore pn (t) was done as follows. Within a time

SLhe order of 03_0 s after the beginning of a pressure

increase in the volume of the bomb a pressure balance begins in a

pore as a result of the penetration into it of combustion products.

Ths salient point of curve p (t) after time t attests to the
n3

beginning of the ignition of the pore.
Nz

For a period of time t the pressure in the pore increases,

attains the maximum value pM, after which a pressure decay occurs,

caused by the burn-up of the pore and by the mechanical destruction

of the crack walls. The time of the existence of increased Ap#0

pressure in a pore is t=10 -10 s. The simultaneous optical

recording of the process and the recording of the pressure in a

pore showed that in narrow cracks the values t, and t correspond

appro4 imately to the lag time and the crack ignition time. It

was established that all those factors which lead to an increase

in the ignition rate, contribute to a pressure rise in a crack.
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The increase in pressure in a crack was studied depending on

parameter L/d0 , which represents the ratio of the combustion

surface to the flow passage cross-sectional area (Pobedonostsev's

parameter).

Some of the results, obtained for a mix :. powder, are

represented in Fig. 54. As can be seen from the curve, in proportion

to the increase in L/d0 (the

decrease in d when L=const), pZat m

beginning with a certain critical L
value (L/do) , progressive

increase in the pressure in the

pore is observed. In this case

a simple geometric similarity

is absent: in the pores of 25

identical reometry (L/d0=const) j

the pressure increases with

an increase in the depth, WL/d) 500 O00Lldo

which is connected with the Figure 54. Dependence of excess

difference in the ignition pressure in cracks of different
depth on the parameter (L/d0 ),

rate of geometrically similar

pores.

The experimental data in a broad range of variation are

satisfactorily described by an analytical dependence of the type 1 :

AI - 1.lpoL d,,(L. 0),,]"- (50)

where (L/d0), - the valur at which Ap,= 0.1 p0 ; n - a constant

whose value depends on crack depth; for cracks with a depth of

several centimeters value n is close to unity.

'Formula (50) is valid both at subsonic and sonic (critical)
discharge of the combustion products.



= Dependence (50) automatically considers the nature of crack

ignition, and also - the nonsteady-.tate effects of powder corn-

bustion in a crack.

Value Ap with values L/d 0 lesa than (L/d ) p, can be cal-

culated, by employing expression (51) which is obtained from the

equations of conservation of mass and momentum for an incompressible -

liquid not allowing for wall friction1 : .

~C /d.\

2
where c=P RT/M (p - the density of the powder, M, T - the molecular

n
weight and The temperature of the combustion products); u 0 - the

rate of normal burning,

With small pressure increases ApM<<pO, the combustion rate

u in expression (51) depends only on pressure p0 in the chamber
volume.

By substituting in (51) the typical values going into it,

we obtain:

N I ,)1, -: 20~p0 'u. ( 52)

When (L/d)>(L/d) calculation according to (51) gives understated

values of Ap., in comparison with the experiment. This indicates

the need for carrying out calculation which would consider the

dependence of combustion rate on pressure and gas flow rate2 , arid

also the nature of the propagation of combustion along a crack.

'The checking of formula (51) during the combustion of an inserted
cylindrical charge in a rocket engine was first carried out by
0. I. Leypunskly [92].
2This type of calculation was carried out in work [1171.
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In contrast to mixed powders the excess pressure in a crack

of nitroglycerin powder at low pressures in a bomb Is so small,

that it is not impossible to record it, although the penetration

of combustion into the crack occurs. However, considerable in

magnitude excess pressure in a cr-ack appears, if the combustion

of a slotted charge is carried out at elevated pressures. This 

rt-tiit can he explained, if we conider the differences in the

c.alhafls of the combustion of powders of the mixed and Lallistite

Concerning crack combustion [12, 59]. it is known that with

the presence of a gas flow, which blows a powder, the rate of'

its comuustion increases. This effect is frequently called erosive

-combustion. An increase in combustion rate is usually connected

with the turbulization of the surface layer of the gas, which

leads to an increase in the heat flow into the condensed phase o'f

the powder.

As a result of the existence of excess pressure and the erosive

effect the gas inflow from the burniug surfaces of a crack

increases. From the oscillogram of Fig. 53c one can easily see

that the noticeable increase in the pressure in the volime of the

chamber corresponds to the beginning of a pressure increase in

the crack, apparently, as the formation of the erosive peak occurs

in curve 2. From the magnitude of the erosive peak the average

(for the time of the effect of excess pressure) combustion rate

of a powder in a crack was determined. Thus, it was possible to

connect the change of the gas inflow in the crack with the excess
I'

pressure pulse - !Aldt.

A characteristic of the erosive burn-up of a crack is the

presence of high rates of gas flow (up to sonic) and of high

pressures. At high pressures the erosive effect is significant,

since, as the specially carried out experiments showed,



,,,MJ: . .. intensification of the depend-

ence of the erosive rate of

combustion u' on pressure

-occurs. Thus, for instance,
0 . in a sonic flow when the gas

velocity 'is equal to the speed
. .. "of sound in the products,

dependence u'(p) (Fig. 55)
Figure 55. The dependence of takes the form
the erosive rate of combustion
on pressure at sonic flow of the
products. 1 - nitroglycerin u' ''  (53)
powder; 2 - mixed powder. (3

[,/IceK = mm/s; arT = atm.]

independent of the value of

superscript v in the normal combustion rate law u=bpV. For powders I
usually value v is substantially less than 0.8. A dependence of

type (53) was simultaneously established by Pokhil with his coll. ]
(cited for [59]). It can be obtained theoretically on the bases -_

of the relationship between Nusselt and Reynolds numbers, which I

describes heat transfer in a turbulent gas flow [113].

With a considerable pressure increase (Ap>>p0 ) mechanical i
destruction of the crack walls was observed in the exit part. The

,, zone of destruction had, as a rule, a bell-shaped form.

The burn-up of the ejected powder particles led to a sharp

increase in the pressure in the volume of the bomb.

The above presented re.;ults were obtained under conditions

when the crack deformation was virtually absent, and crack growth

was eliminated. Let us recall that a slotted charge, formed by

thin layers of powder, was placed in a strong shell. Let us look

at, what occurs during the combustion with a crack or limited

dimensions, which is located in a powder mass, when the possibility

of crack penetration exists.
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Crack Growth

As was noted, the penetration of combustion into narrow pores

(cracks) occurs at a high rate, result of which is the appearance

in it of excess pressure. The experiments carried out showed the

fundamental possibility of the fact that a local pressure increase

in a burning crack is capable under specific conditions of causing

its growth (increase in depth). These results [12, 59] served as

basis for the setting up of special theoretical and experimental

studies [110, 114, 117].

The behavior of cracks in the depth of the powder was studied

when there is a possibility of expansion (deformation)' and crack

penetration. To solve the problem it is necessary to consider the

combustion process in the crack and the capacity of the powder as

a material to resist crack growth. The dimensions of cracks,

the penetration of combustion into which causes their growth

(unstable cracks) were determined. In the case of stable cracks

development is absent.

The question concerning the mechanical stability of burning

cracks in a powder was theoretically studied oy Leypunskiy and

Kirsanova [114]. The basic results, obtained in work [114] are

given below. They examined (Fig. 56) a plane infinite crack in

the direction of the z axis, situated in plane xy perpendicular

to the burning surface in a semi-infinite space of powder and

being under conditions of all-sided hydrostatic compression by

pressure p0 . It was assumed that the ignition of the crack

surfaces and the discharge of the combustion exhaust products

occur instantaneously in the steady-state mode. It was also

assumed, that the pressure increase in the crack is small in

'It is natural that crack deformation is accompanied by a decrease
in excess pressure as compared with the case of combustion in an
undeformed crack of identical depth.
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comparison with the chamber

pressure p0 ; therefore the

rate of powder combustion in "H.,
7

the crack was considered

constant u(p)=u(p.

'4

Initially the magnitude

and the pressure distribu- Figure 56. Diagram for the cal-
culation of the mechanical

tion in a plane burning stability of a burning crack.

channel were determined, and

then the equilibrium of the crack which expands the obtained excess

pressure was examined. The problem was solved in a static

formulation, i.e., it was considered that the excess pressure does

not change in the course of time. The mathematical theory of

equilibrium cracks, created by Barenblatt [115] was utilized. Accord-

ing to this theory, the outline of the crack remains stationary,

4hile the loads acting on the crack are small and are balanced by

molecular cohesion forces, which act in the imall-end region of the

crack, the region wiere the edges of the crack so closely approach

each other, that the molecular forces of interaction are very great.

With an increase in load the cohesive forces increase (due to

deformation) to its maximum value. This type of crack can be

called maximum, equilibrium; the total characteristic of the

maximum value of the cohesive forces was proposed by Barenblatt

in the form of magnitude K:A .\ where g(x) - the distribution

of the maximum value of the cohesive forces in the end region of

the crack a, and it is called the cohesion modulus. A further

increase in the load leads to crack growth.

The distribution of excess pressure in a plane crack with

a length I and with a width 2. was determined from the conditions

of conservation of mass flux and momentum:



A p(X) = p(-T)- P. (r'!-x ' ( 54 )

T- q 1

where ApM - the pressure at the bottom (x=1) end of the crack

(y - the adiabatic index, q - the heating capacity of the powder).

The condition of crack equilibrium with a crack length (-Z,

Z)1, burst by symmetrical pressure Ap(x), takes the form [115]:

K ' (55)

The modulus of cohesion K is determined experimentally under

the corresponding conditions. Integration of (55) makes it

possible to find the halfwidth d of a stable crack with a length

1:

,, > 177 - " . (56)

The equality in expression (56) defines the maximum dimensions

of a stable crack. The substitution of (56) into equality (54)

makes it possible to calculate the pressure in a maximum stable

crack, which reduces when x=l to the expressionnp

AAj. ._ / , 2 _ _ ( 57 )

It is not necessary to consider that the pressure within the

crack causes its deformation (expansion):

d= d, + ), (58)

where d - the initial halfwidth of the crack, and Z is the

'It was shown [114] that the nature of the examination does not
change, if the supplementary interaction of region x>O with region
z<0 is introduced.
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displacement of the edges of the crack, caused by the bursting

pressure Ap(x) (54).

The calculation of the displacement of the edges of a plane

crack, which is located in a powder with modulus of elasticity

E and Poisson ratio u, was performed on the basis of the classical

methods of the theory of elasticity [116] and reduced when

Ixj<l to an expression of the form

I -!12) (59)

From (57) and (59) it follows that the opening of maximum

stable crack is

- v,.. l. z_(60)

The final result of work [114] was the determination with

(56), (58), (60) of the boundary of the region of the stable

dimensions of plane crack..

_(2- '(61)

which is represented graphically in the form of curve 1 in Fig. 57.

To the lift of curve 1 is located the region of stable cracks,

to the right - unstable (growing)

cracks. The greater the value 2 3

of the modulus of cohesion, 
I

the broader the region of

stability. It is interesting

that the short cracks 
turn out 

fI/

to be stable with a rather I /

small initial width (d0 -0), such O Z. L2

that with which the penetra- Figure 57. The stability regions

tion of combustion is still of a burning crack. I-IV - sta-
possible. The cohesive 0 bility regions; 1-3 - stability

boundRries.



forces compensate for the expansion of cracks of small length.

The dimensions of stable cracks of zero width (d0=0) is determined

from (61):

[ ~ '- q)T~i (62)

Such are the basic results of the calculation of the mechanical

stability of a burning crack [1.4], on the basis of which the

cause of rack growth is the excess pressure, which arises upon

the penetr.tion of combustion into it.

Before moving on to the results of the experimental study

of the stability of cracks [l±0], it is necessary to note the

following fact. The calculation of a pressure increase in a

deformed crack ApM is of independent interest, for example from

the viewpoint of evaluating the increase in the gas inflow from

the burning surfacte, since in the general case the combustion

rate in a crack exceeds the corresponding value outside it.

As will be clear from what follows, it is necessary to know

the value of Ap in cracks whose depth exceeds the maximum depth,M

which corresponds to the boundary of mechanical stability (curve

1, Fig. 57). At the same time the direct experimental determina-

tion of ApM in a closed crack, situated in the depth o ' a

powder, presents considerable difficulties.

On the basis of the approach proposed in work [114] we carried

out the calculation of Ap M in a deformed pore [110], which

differed from that which was presented above in terms of the fact

that instead of expression ApM(L/d) of form (54), valid for small

APM, the experimental dependence (50) was the basis of the calcula-

tion. This made it possible to determine excess pressure ApM

over a wide range of its variation 0.1p0<APM<p0 up to the appear-

ance of sonic discharge. Furthermore, expression (50) considers



the process of ignition, the dependence of combustion rate on
pressure and gas velocity in the crack, and also the unsteady-state

effects; therefore it is not necessary to introduce the special
assumptions, which concern the conditions of ignition and the
nature of the powder combustion in the crack. Finally, the
calculation carried out is not connected with the examination
of the mechanical stability of the cracks, and therefore the
obtained results can be applied for growing cracks.

Figure 58. Determination of
the value of excess pressure
in a deformed crack by the
graphic method.

The system of equation (50),

(58), (59) was examined whose

solution was accomplished by the

graphic (Fig. 58) and analytical

methods.

It was shown that for each powder there is a maximum possible

value of the magnitude of pressure increase Ap>ApM (do, ZO) (see

Fig 9). The magnitude of ApI is a function of the physico-

chemical, physicomechanical characteristics of a powder and is

realized in cracks with a width of d0 =0 at any initial 10*

Simultaneously solving equations (50) and (59) when n=l and

d=E, we obtain:

, - !(63)

(ApM , P0  are expressed in kilograms per 1 cm2 ).

Taking (52) into account the following empirical exponential

formula was selected for describing dependence (63):



• "" )':'( 64 )A = 6,5. 1U 2' (u--7 -'L~

2 2valid when 1.7p 0 <U0 <3Op 0 j where uo=u(p O ) is expressed in

millimeters per 1 s. From (64) it follows that when po-const the

excess pressure is determined only by the combustion rate and by

the modulus of elasticity whose effect on the magnitude of Ap

is identical.

When d0#0 the connection between dpm and the initial

dimensions of a plane pore in the first approximation, is described

by the relationship

Ap ! . . . (65)

Let us return to the question f crack growth. The experi-

mental study showed [110] that disruption of mechanical stability

does not lead to catastrophic crack growth. There is a number of

features, specific for the process of burning crack growth which

makes examination [1ll4] insufficient. One should first of all

consider the time factor. The time of the effect of elevated

pressure in a burning crack due to the combustion is extremely

small and is as was noted, hundreths of a second. In connection

with this the rate at which a crack begins to grow acquires

great significance.

It was established that the loss of btability by a burning

crak has completely different consequences depending on the

magnitude of the excess pressure' developed in it. The following

three characteristic cases arc realized:

1. The increase in crack depth during the time of the

effect of bursting pressure is negligibly small. Cracks, unstable

in a mechanical sense (located in the region to the right of curve

1 in Fig. 57), practically retain their stability. This case

occurs when

I (;



K_<Ap < (66) I
4)n)vw

2. The increase in crack depth during the time of the effect

- of excess pressure is finite. The stopping of growth is caused

by the finite time of the existence of excess pressure at an

insufficiently high growth rate as compared with combustion rute.

Let us call this growth limited. It is realized when

K1
(2<+ vwy < (67)

where K">K'>K.

3. The increase in crack depth due to growth compensates for

the increase in crack width due to combustion in such a way that

the pressure increase always remains sufficient for the

continuation of growth. This case is observed, when

.1p.,> .(68)

It is especially necessary to note that the difference in

values K', K" from K is caused by the need for the taking into

N account the growth rate and is not connected with the dependence

of the modulus of cohesion on time. The boundaries of practical

stability and of self-sustaining growth cannot be obtained purely

by calculation, without experiment, since the calculation of growth

rate with the contemporary development of theory is not possible.

Substitution in expressions (66)-(68) of the value of

maximum pressure from formula (65) makes it possible to connect

crack stability during combustion with their initial dimensions.

The obtained results are represented schematically in Fig. 57.

Plane L., dO is broken down by curves 1, 2, 3 into four regions
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[110]: I - the region of absolute (mechanical) stability [114],

II - the region of practical stability, III - the region of

limited growth, IV - the region of self-sustaining growth.

Values L', Ii L2 are determined by values K, F', X" and

by the maximum value of pressure increase 6p':

1/3 )2; L, 1/ 31 ; g 

The expansion of the stability region in comparison with the

mechanical calculation is mainly caused by the low growth te

of cracks in a powderin conjunction with the brevity of the

existence of excess pressure in the burning crack.

It is necessary to note that consideration of the possibility

of stc .ping crack (self-stabilization) growth, which arises,

when g-roato rate does not greatly exceed combustion rate, is also

contained in work [114].

The experiments carried out made it possible to reveal the

role of combustion in crack deve2,pirent. It has been established

that in the initial stage combustion contributes to crack growth

since the penetration of combustion in the pores, which are

generated in the end part of a crack, occurs at a high rate. In

the final stage combustion can have a stabilizing effect which

is connected with the burnout of the crack top - stress

concentrator.

The data presented in § 22 correspond to the case when the

charge contained one pore.

§ 23. Propagation of Convective Combustion
in Porous Explosives

Let us move on to an examination of convective combustion in

disordered systems when in the charge before combustion there is

}+ . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . ..
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set of pores connected with each other. Let us attempt to answer

the question, how combustion develops after disruption of stability.

It necessary from the very beginning to emphasize that this

question has not been investigated too thoroughly. The concepts

.existing at the present time are based on the experimental results,

obtained in works [10, 12, 32, 56, 63, 65-59, 120].

Experiments are conducted with explosives which were poured

or pressed in batches into plexiglass and steel shells. The

charges were usually ignited from the upper open end of the

charge in such a way that a convective mode arose. Thotographing

-was carried out from the lateral surface of the char0ge.

The characteristic features of convective combustion. Typical

photoscannings of convective combustion, obtained under

different conditions of carrying out experimentation, are shown

L in Fig. 59. The nonuniformity of the displacement of the ignition

front, expecially clearly expressed under conditions of an
"immured charge" setup (Fig. 59a) attracts attention. In this

case the scale of nonuniformity is rather great and can attain

several diameters of the charge. During combustion in a Crawford

bomb (in the absence of "immurement") (Fig. 59b, c) the non-

uniformity is characterized by a smaller scale, in a numb-r ,,f

N cases the recording takes a step-like form (Fig. 59b): the

combustion rate first increases sharply, then decreases. The

flame luminescence usually has a banded structure. It is logical

to connect [10, 32] the nonuniform nature of the recorded

luminescence with the fact that ignition of the internal surface

of the pores by penetrating gas jets of combustion products

occurs not continuous in a front line, but at different rates.

The pores, situated in the center section of the charge are ignited

first, then the combustion front at individual points reaches the

lateral surface propagates from them in all directions (on the

photographic recording this is recorded in the form of peculiar
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Ficure 59. Typical Dhotoirachs of tne convective combustion of
porous charges; a) 1 " 9 AP ("immured charge"); b)
105 p)Iystyrene L"-'1 b, c) combustion in a Crawford

bomb.

"tongues", Fi:-. 59a). This nat.re of the developmhent of the process

i- confirmed by the result2 of hi,-h-s peed motion-picture filming.

it was noted in § 15 that stable combustion is not disrupted

sim-utaneously over the entire front, but at individual centers,

whIch are t e iar-est pores o" the charpe. This fact, and also

the nature of the optical recordings of convective combustion give

the basis to assert that the lare pores v:ill be ignited, into

which the combustion products e.pecially easily penetrate, which

are also the best.orenared for inition. A pressure increase in

(large pore), wIc also le..D... o the cenetratlon of combustion

into ..... 1 romote:: the subhsequent propagation of

combustion an a r...,r . .. , the distribution of pores

by dimensions, (te het-rorenet:: exIs tin in the explosives), and

also the possibility uf i ti te between pores have great

importance in the -ro-a~a V convective combustion. These

:n this type > ,yt<.U.'-rmn it !.,- not- necessary that
a pore be maxzIsmum in -..'n .i rather lf.,ep.

Best Available Copy'



concepts are additionally confirmed by the following experimental =

results. Experiments were carried out [32], in which a thin

paper served as the bottom of the charge. During convective

combustion the paper is burnt nonuniformly at individual joints,

while during stable combustion the burning was uniform. Further-

more, extinguishment was accomplished by means of dropping the

-,pressure of the specimens, burning in a convective mode, which

showed the existence of a system of branched channels with traces

of combustion in them [631.

Consequently, the entire aggregate of cited data attests to

he fact that the convective combustion front iq not one-

dimensional and is bent.

A characteristic feature of the convective combustion mode

is also that penetration into the pores is accompanied by intense

dispersion (ejection) of substance in the form of both of individual

--grains and small whole pieces which are carried away by the

gaseous products flowing away from the chage surface.

The ejection of the substance whose remains can be frequently

detected on the bottom of the bomb after the experiment, Is

recorded well on the frames of the high-speed motion-picture film.

At the moment of ejection weakening of luminous intensity is

usually observed. Lubsequent ignition occurs from sections of the

surface, not subject to ejection [63].

Dispersion is the consequence of the presence in the pores

of excess pressure and especially pronounced during the combustion

of pressed charges which are characterized by low mechanical

strength

This effect leads to a number of interesting consequences.

First of all the combustion zone is expanded: the particles
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ejected from the charge surface burn in a layer of considerable

thickness.

Furthermore, the dispersion of the substance limits the

increase in pressure in the pores and is one of the stabilizing

factors, which make possible combustion at high rates without its

transition to explosion. In this respect the experiments of

Chuyko [63] and Kondrikov [56] are very significant whose

essence consists in increasing cohesion between the particles of

the substance and thereby impeding particle escape. In these

experiments a sharp increase in rate was observed in the case when

the charge consisted not of freely poured, but of particles

cemented to each other.

However, the stabilizing effect of dispersion is exhibited

when there is no possibility of the burning up of ejected particles,

for example with a small length of the charge shell. The fact is

that the ejection of the substance leads to the formation of

reactive suspended matter which burns to the final products with

sufficient length of the gas-outlet tube. The accelerated com-

bustion of suspended matter is accompanied by a rapid pressure

buildup above the charge surface, which causes intensive penetra-

tion oZ gases at high temperature into the pores, the result of

which is a further increase in the combustion surface and

combustion rate'.

Thus, the convective combustion of powder shavings, placed

in lonE tubes, occurred initially at a low and almost constant

velocity; in proportion to tne submersion of combustion from the

1Pressure during the combust on of suspended matter can increase
so rapidly and intensively, that detonation of the remaining part
of the explosive charge arises. Andreev examined [72] the explosion
of suspended matter formed during combustion as one of the basic
ways for the transition of combustion into detonation. The
possibility of this mechanism for poured charges was experimentally
z: own by the authors (see § 27).
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upper section of the tube the rate of the process increased by -
A

hundreds of times [56]. A

On the basis of what was discussed above the model of --

convective combustion can be represented by the following

simplified diagram. The leading front of the gaseous combustion

products as well as the ignition front moving at a slower ratet

are uneven and greatly distorted. The combustion zone has a

considerable extent and contains a large qantity of explosive

volumes whose dimension decreases both as a result of combustion

from the surface and tx,e destruction of individual small porous

pieces of explosives by the excess pressure in the pores. The

development combustion surface makes it possible to understand

the existence of high propagation rates. The presence of a gas

flow, which blows the explosive particles out, leads as a result

of erosion to an increase in their combustion rate, which in

conjunction with high pressure contributes to the intense

combustion of the suspended matter. The examined model is similar

-to the model of the large-scale turbulent combustion of gas

systems. Therefore in developing the theory of convective combus-

tion it is expedient to employ the approach, which put together

in the theory of turbulent combustion.

Convective combustion modes. Depending on the conditions of

the experiment and first of all on the relationship between the

gas inflow and the gas otuflow different propagation modes are

observed. As a rule, the process has an ui..teaey-state nature:

the rate of convective combustion increases or decreases along

the length of the charge. However, if combustion is carried out

in the atmosphere or in a Crawford bomb (with the filling of the

pores with an inert gas), then the convective combustion of porous

charges with a blind bottom occurs at practically a constant rate

along the length of the charge (see Fig. 59c), complete analogy

with the ignition of a blind single pore is observed. This mode,
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which it is expedient to call quasi-steady-state, has been

investigated most minutely.

-A

Quasi-steady-state mode of convective combustion. Let us

examine the basic laws governing the propagation of a quasi-

steady-state mode. The effect on the rate of convective combustion

of density, explosive particle dimen8ion, charge diameter and -

pressure was studied in [32]. Homogeneous explosives (PETN,

cyclonlte, tetryl) were pressed into plexiglass tubes 5 mm in _

diameter (height 35 mm) withl a blind bottom and were burnt in a

BD-1000 bomb at pressures of up to 1000 atm. _____

The dependence of combus-

tion rate on pressure for spei- 2 ,

mens of PETN with different q-

dispersity and density is re-

presentea in Fig. 60. In the 3

--region of low oiessures stable F
lamiriar comb .,_on is observed

whose rate barely depends on

density and increase linearly

with pressure. Upon attaining ,"

critical pressure a sharp 40 10 400 10 p,atm

increase in rate occurs and Figure 60. The dependence of

a convective mode arises, PETN combustion rate wlih various
a characteristic feature of dirpersity and density on pres-sure size (p) and density
which is the strong depend- (g/cm 3 : I - 200 p and 1.08

ence of combustion rate on 3.
g/cm; 2 - 200 and 1.17; 3- 20

pressure u2 =bp , where v'>l. and 0.5; 4 - 20 and 0.71; 5 - 20

A certain weakening of P and 1.17 g/cm3

dependence u (p) at high

pressures is connected with the effect of the dilution of the

explosive powder with gas (nitrogen), which fulfills the role of

an inert additive, which reduces toe temperature of the combustion
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products penetrating into po.-es. The mass of nitrogen increases

with a decrease in tht. exploslve density and with an increase

in pressure.

It is interestinj, that the dependence of convective combustion

rate on density (at constant pressure) (Fig. 61) takes the form,

similar to that which is observed

________
" " during the ignition of a single

pore (see Fig. 51). In pro-

portioin to the increase in
200. density (decrease in pore

0L.,_ . diameter) the convective com-A
048 t bustion rate increases, and

Figure 61. Dependence of the then falls off. The rate of -A
mass flow rate of cunvective cnetv obsinI aiucombustion on relative density convective combustion is maximum
at a pressure of 1000 atm. at a certain optimum density
(iET , r=23 b). whose value is close to that at

which the maximum specific sur-

facc area of the pores is observed (see Fig. 14).

In contrast to normal the convective combustion rate is

significantly affected [32, 56] by the diameter of the charge

(Fig. 62). An increase in combustion rate with an increase in

diameter, especially pronounced at low densities, is not

connected with variation in the lateral heat losses.

cmis
Figure 62. Dependence of convec-7 ,tive combustion rate on charge
diameter (cyclonite, r=130 u,

3/'O p=1.15 g/cm 3 , p=40 atm.).

40 20-I ,100dW bl
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During a quasi-steady-state combustion mode equilibrium

is established between the gas inflow and the gas outflow, which

with a limited length of the charge is stable. On the basis of

the available experimental results and taking into account the

data, obtained in § 16, let us attempt to establish the law of

variation in the quasi-steady-state convective combustion rate.

For large pores under conditions when a jet mechanism of

penetration of combustion into the charge pores occurs, the

following evaluational variants are possible.

1. Let us assume that combustion rate u beyond the stability

limit exceeds the normal rate u 0 as a result of increase AS in

combustion surface S due to the iginition of pores at a certain

depth, i.e., N-u1/Ujl+AS/ 0  After appropriate substitutions

and the introduction of the variable n=t/¢' (r=p u i), which shows,

how far from the limit combustion goes (see § 16), we obtain, that

Nn(l+a n). With large n, i.e., far from the limit, the ratio of

the convective combustion rate to the normal combustion rate at2
the same pressure increases as n

2. let us employ the result of [162], where for the rate

of movement of the ignition front u which moves behind the flow

of hot gas, which is flowing into a pore at rate v, an exprccsion

of the following type is obtained

si-I .(69)

Assuming rate v to be equal to the rate of the combustion product
2 2

stream, flowing into a pore, we obtain: NPn /(pn +a2 ) , where a2 -

a constant, which depends on the charge chardcteristics. When

-n2<<a- we obtain 1t0,n and whden pn 2 a2 Nn1/p, i.e., the rate

of the ignition front falls off with an increase in pressure.

Figure 63 gives the processing of the experimental data [32,
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SFigure 63. Generalized dependence of the
quasi-steady-state convective combustion
rate of powdered charges. 1, 3, 4 - PETN

U [32];.2 - cyclonite; 5-8 - octogen [HMX]
[176]; average particle size (1j) and

density (g/cm 3 ): 1 - 200 p and 1.17
, g/cm3; 2 - 200 and 1.08; 3 - 200 and 1.07;
S 4 - 20 and 1.17; 5 - 400 1.2; 6 - 110 and
• 1.05 7 - 70 and 1.07; 8 - 60 p and 1.08
48 g/cm

4 2 S F 4

82] on the combustion of powdered charges of several explosives.

In spite of the great variance in the data, connected with the

poor reproducibility of the convective combustion rates, a specific

correlation, close to that which is expected, exists. Extremely

.Lnteresting would be the obtaining of results in the parametric

domain, where W1l/p. Here it is possible to indicate Margolin's

experiments with mercury fulminate in which a drop in the

mechanical effect of the convective combustion of charges with a

significant (300-560 atm.) increase in pressure was observed. It

is possible that a certain role in this phenomenon (along with

the dilution of the pores by nitrogen) could be played by the drop

in the convective combustion propagation rate. This is all the more

probable since at the indicated pressures N attained values of

the order of hundreds, whereas in experiments with other sub-

stances it usually did not exceed ten.

The question touched on here has been worked out quite poorly.

In refining it is necessary to consider the real pattern of

convective combustion when the propagation of the combustion front

does not move in a continuous front, but due to the individual

st~eams which penetrate into the depth of the charge.

Let us examine the nature of convective combustion propagation

during the combustion of a charge under conditions of increasing

ore:Zure and of an "immured charge" setup. Under these conditions
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the development of convective combustion is usually unsteady-state.

At a pressure, close to critical, convective combustion which

began at a low rate can be. retarded and pass over to laminar

combustion (see Fig. 34). The damping of the process is connected

with the contraction of the gaseous products, which outstripped the

ignition front, at the closed bottom end.

Far from critical conditions and when using long charges the

convective combustion rate increases in proportion to propagation,

and the process is accelerated. The accelerated convective

combustion mode is characterized by deep pulsations (see Fig. 59a),

which attests to intense distortion of the ignition front.

In the development of convective combustion the determinant

role is played by the pores, existing in the charge. The pores

along which convective combustion is propagated, can also be

formed in the combustion process, wh'ch is observed, for example,

if an explosive charge burns in a closed deformed-shell [120].

This effect has great significance first of all in the combustion

of very dense <st and pressed) charges. The formation of pores

occurs as a result of the expansion of the internal duct of the

shell due to the bursting effect of elevated pressure in it. The

general pattern of pore formation was obtained in experiments in

which part of the explosive, pressed to high density 6=0.98

directly into a shell, was replaced by an inert substance. Analysis

of the state of the inert substance (after combustion) showed that

the gas permeation occurred along the gap between the charge and

the shell, and also along the system of cracks, which formed on

the lateral charge surface.

The existence of this effect was additionally confirmed by

the follbwing experiments. Charges with a diameter of d =10 mmS

made from a mixture of ammonium perchlorate with polystyrene

(6=0.98) were b:irnt and recording of pressure p(t) was carried

out in the combustion process,. In part of the experiments the
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mixture was pressed into a thin-walled (A=5 mm) steel shell, in

another part of the experiments an inserted charge, armored over

the entire surface, except the upper end and not directly touching

the thick-walled (A=20 mm) shell was used. In the latter case

the charge during combustion was found under conditions of

volumetric compression. The density of charging was maintained

constant. It was established that during cnmbustion of a charge,

pressed directly into a thin-walled shell, recording of p(t)

experienced on abrupt salient point, attesting to the acceleration

of process at a pressure of pzl kbarl. The combustion of the

inserted charge which was not in contact with the shell, to the

end was laminar; in this case the pressure in the shell exceeded

4000 atm.

Thus, the possibility of the propagation of convective com-

bustion along the pores, wnich form as a result of the separation

of the charge from the shell, it is necessary to consider in

analyzing the development of explosion.

With accelerated unsteady-state propagation of convective

combustion in a porous charge a continuous pressure increase in

the combustion zone occurs which leads to a further increase in

the rate of the process. From the considerations, discussed above

(Pg. 154 ), it follows that a boundless increase in velocity is

not possible and stabilization of the process at a convective

combustion rate, close to the speed of sound in the products should

be observed. However, during the ignition of a porous explosive

charge of sufficient length at the closed end this limiting case

of the propagation of convective combustion is practically not

realized. The fact is that in proportion to the increase in the

rate of the process the intensity of the compression waves

'Calculation with the application of the formulas of elasticity
theory shows that at pressure p=! kbar the expansion of the
internal channel of the steel shell (d =10 mm, A=5 mm) is3

:10 7
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__increases, which move In front of the ignition front, anid at

certain threshold wave of compression rate becomes capable ofI

initiating a chemical reaction. Replacement of the mechanism of

reaction excitation occurs, and the convective combustion mode

converts to the low-speed wave mode. The value of the threshold

rate is determined in experiments in which the explosive charge

is comletely separated by a plate from the inert material (steel,

plexiglass) [L122, 125]. The plate elimtnates the penetration of

* the gaseous combustion products and, therefore, cuts off convective

combustion; however, it does not pre vent the passage of

compression waves. This systematic procedure makes it possible

to separate convective combustion from the low-speed wave mode.

It was experimenitally established that for powerful compacted

-oxrlosives (FTcyclonite) the value of the threshold rate
(maximumr value of the convective combus7tion rate) is '700-800 in/s

[120, 127], i.e., it is conside rably lower than that at which one

would expectod.-J stabilizatilo!n of teconvective mode.

Figure 64 depicts a typical photograph of the process, which

arises during the ignition of LiLT> w.,jth a density of 0=1.45 g/cm3

In a closed plexiglass shell. It is evident that practically

immediately after ignition the convective combustion mode arises

with a char-,cteristic "torn" front' whose rate increases in

N in proportion to propagation, anu attains a value of tens and

bundreds of meters pet' second, which is accompanied by a decrease

in the pulsations at the luminescet front. The further increase

in the rate to 900-1000 m/s is characterized, as a rule, by a

variation in the slope on the photographic recording, which is *

connected with the appearance of the low-speed mode. Actually,

ira the c e of placing a steel plate in this zone, which separates

the explosive charge, the process passed through the plate with

'The laminar combustion stage is slightly extended, since the
pressure in the closed volume rapidly increases and it attains the
critical cutoff value.

(maxmum alu of he onvetiv comustin rte) s 70-80 m/

[120 12], ie.,it s cosid.raby lwerthantha at hic-on



Figure 64. Development of explosion during ignition (PETN, p=II
=lA 5 g/c.n, r=500 p, d,= mm).

-_,certain decrease in rate, which was then increased to the previous

value (Fig. 65), in this case the integrity of plate was retained.

I

- -j

Figure 65. Photograph of the propagation of the process with the
separation of the charge by an inert barrier, situated in the zone
of the low-speed mode (PETN, p=1.45 g/cm 3 , r=500 1', d =5 mM).

3
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B. LOW-SPEED WAVE PROCESS OF EXPLOSIVE

In accordance with the general system of development of an

-..explosion (Fig. 44) convective combustion converts to the low-

speed process of explosive conversion EHCP] (NSR), which in the

majority of cases precedes the emergence of normal detonation.

Figure 66 depicts the photograph of the transition of combustion

to detonation for the case when the development. of exnlosion

passes through the basic stages: convective combustion - low-

speed process detonation.

Figure 66. Photograph of the transi-
tion of combustion of PETN into deto-
nation (0=1.55 g/cm3 ).

The velocity of the low-speed process Is substartially
lower (2-10 times) than the rate of normal detonation. At

present the wave nature of the low-speed process has been proven:

the chemical reaction is initiated by the compression wave moving

along the explosive charge [120, 125-127]. Low-speed conditions

appear both during the ignition of explosives in a shell and

under the influence on the explosives of a weak shock wave.

The propagation of the low-speed process in powder charges

of explosives was observed for the first time by Apin and
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Bobolev [132].1 Considerably later the possibility was shown of

the propagation of NSR in high density (cast and pressed) charges

of explosives [13, 120, 122, 125-129, 131, 159].

The existence of low-speed conditions has been established
--now for a wide circle of homogeneous, mixture and initiating

explosives. As a rule, the low-speed process develops in systems

which are capable of normal detonation.

Lntil recently it was considered that the low-speed process

is an unstable process which must die out or convert to normal

detonation. An important result of the investigations carried

out in recent years lies in the fact that the conditions were

determined at which the propagation of NSR o "s stably, at a

constant velocity along the leneth of the charge un to a con-

siderable distance (on the order of 40-50 diameters of the

charge).

The isolation of the stability region made it possible to

conduct a systematic and detailed study of the propagation of

low-speed conditions. Initially this type of investigation was

carried out with powder-like, and then also with high density

charges of explosives.

§ 24. Laws Governing the Stable Propagation
of a Low-Speed Process

While following the general nature of the presentation of

material, let us examine initially the laws governing the stable

propagation of a low-speed process. To powder-like charges we

'Low-velocity conditions in powder-like explosives are usually
called detonation at low speed.
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will apply the term "detonation at low speed" ("low-speed detona-

tion"), for high density charges - "low-speed process" (see

pg. 110).

The Propagation of Detonation at Low, Speed in
Powder-Like Explosives [122, 134-136]

Mainly homogeneous explosives (trotyl, tetryl,!PETN, cyclo-
nite) have been investigated in great detail. The coarse-

crystalline powders of explosives were placed into thin-walled

shells made of cellophane or plexiglass. The initiation of

detonation at low speed was realized by a weak shock wave,

appearing during the explosion of' a special active charge. It

was established [135 that if a stable process appears, then

its velocity does not depend on the power of initiation. Steadi-

ness of the propagation of the process was also investigated by

chan.Ing the length of the charge: the maximum length, at which

a stable small detonation velocity was spread, was 500 mm.

The stable propagation of detonation at low sneed was

observed at specific values of size of explosive particles and

diameter of charge. The de pendence of the rate of the process on

the diameter of charge for the powders of tetryl and PETN of

different disperisty is presented in Fig. 67.

Figure 67. Dependence
. 0" m/s of the rate of low-

a b sneed (light figures)
and high-speed (dark
figures) detonation on

5- the diameter of charge
0 :[135]. a) tetryl, p=0.9 2

Sr -J g/cr n; 1 - r=0.5; 2-r ;I ;I - 0.8; 3 - 1.3 ram. b)

/:x - PETN, T)=0.95 g/cm3;

- "Z _; .' r=1.3; 2 - 2.0, 3 -
5 /5 mm.
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The stability region of propagation is limited a~bove and

below by values of the diameters of the charge, the extent of

which Is approximately propc.-tional to the 'Initial particle

s~zes of the explrnsive.

Ou.tside the region of stable propagation with small diameters

thie urooEn;c, dies out, with larger diamneters It converts to a

normal high-speed detonation. In this case the maximum speed

of low-speed detonation (2000-2300 m/s) does not denend on

the disPersity of the sutstance and is virtually Identical for

different explosives.

As can be seen from Fig. 67, the rate of stable low-speed

de-conation increases with an increase in the diameter of charge

and decrease In the size of particles.

The "aquariumr" method [L135] and the electromagnetic method

(122, 136] were used to measure the pressures in the wave of

-a low-speed detonation, tho f4indlngs are given in Tabile 9

Table 9. Pressure in a wave of low-speed
detonation.

~xp2 ~~-JI i~t -r I Picsurc, kcbar

0.9,2-1.0 I Ejet na- -,, ~~ rnmnetic
~icm fiA n. VJTV meth^dU3'I ,6

'retryl 20 
2 1 14 , -

Cyclonite 20 2, 10. ZS14

Pressure in the wave of the normal detonation of the

investigated vowder-like charges Is approximately 50 Ikbar.



From the data in Table 9 it follows that the pressures

during low-speed detonation conditions comprises 7.5-15 kbars

and is considerably lower than the pressures attained during

normal detonation in the same diameters of a charge. Another

feature of the considered process lies in the fact that during
the proragation of low-speed detonation only an insignificant

part of the total energy is given off: in accordance with results

of [135, 136] the heat release does not exceed 30-35% of energy

during normal detonation.

In works [134, 1351 the results are exnlained, on the

strength of the model of "explosive" combustion [167], according

to which the chemical reaction flows in the form of the surface

combustion of separate grains of explosives. One of the basic

reasons in favor of the anplicability of the indicated nodel

entails the fact that the lower and upper values of the diameters

of the charge, which limit the region of stable propagation

cf low-speed detonation, are proportional tc the initial particle

size.

Density effect of charge. At it was noted, the data available

-n the literature on low-speed conditions were acquired on

systems either of bulk or high density. Investigations at

Intermediate densities were not conducted.

In the tests made by the authors the rossibillity was shown

of the stable propagation of the low-speed nrocess at inter-

mediate charge densities, which made it possible to determine

In the example of PETN the nature of the dependence of the

velocity of the process on density. The stable nropagation of

.ow-speed conditions was observed, if PETN with the initial zarticle

sizes r=l.0-1.25 mm was enclosed in a low-strength shell made

of plexiglass. Charge density varies from 0.95 to 1.68-1.70 g/cm 3
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At a densly P>l.70 g/cm 3 under these conditions the process

died out. The resulting data are given in Fig. 68. It is evident

that the velocity of the process in charges of 1.45-1.70 g/cm
3  I

density in practice does not depend on the value of the latter

M 1120]. At lesser densities the velocity rises with a decrease

In density (approximately Wnl/p). -i

W, km/s

Figure 68. Denendence of the
velocity of low--sneed conditions
on density (PETN, r=l.0-1.25 mm,

- d =5 mm, plexiglass shell).
3

S-- i- - LtC.g/cm3

Thtus with the apurooriate selection of test conditions it

is possible to obtain the stable propagation of a low-speed

process in charges with different density.

There is a zreat deal of Inter.st in the study of the

croragation of the low-speed Process in high density charges

of explosives. The fact is that unlike low-density explosives

during the propagation of a low-speed process in a high density

charge a substantial change in the specific volume of substance

at the front of the compression wave does not occur, and the

phenomenon is not distorted by the complex picture which appears

with the collapse of pores. It seemed that the low-speed

conditions in high density and low-density systems have a common

nature. All this determined the approach to the problem L166J,

which was based on the attempt to explain the basic laws and

to understand the nature of low-speed conditions on a simple

model, which is a high density charge of explosives. This

anproach seems advisable first of all because at present there

is no theory and physically substantiated mechanism of a low-

speed process.
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Propagation of a Low-Speed Process in
High Density Explosives

A study was made of the stable proragation of NSR in charges

0:" homogeneous explosives or high density [127-1.29, 131, 166].

n work [1271 it was noted that the velocity of NSR in the laer

of PETN (1-0.95), pressed between flat surfaces made from plexi-
i~-ss, was approxmately 1000 m/s. Prooaiation in cast trotyl,

enclosed in a steel tube (l."w thic"kness 10-15 rn), occurred at

a cc'-stant velocity of 1800-2200 m/s [1311. The observed values

of the velocity of NSR were below or close to the speed of sound

_n the InItlal excloslves and changzed within narrow limits.

Tnvestirations ['27, 131] .ere conducted under conditions when

the .arameters of the shell were invariable. At the same time

i Is necessary to emphasize that the stable nroraration of th-

c-sreeurocess In high density secondary explosives is

observed on ' if the exnlosive is surrounded by a sufficiently

" 'e shell, ich testifies to i's imrortant role in the

,. r.vation cf -SR.

,ystematic studies for an exolanatlon of the influence of

the shell on the velocity of the low-speed nrocess were carried

cut in works [128, 129, 166].

7f an examcle of PETN the dependence of the velocity of

the stable low-speed mode W on wall 'Chlc"nes s A (strength) of

a steel shell was studied In detall by the ontlcal method. PETN

..th particle sizes of 500 ur ,was rr, ssed by the batch method

retly into a shell made cf steel 45 to density o-1.73 g/cm3

(relative densIty 0.975). The Inner diameter of the shell was

e.ua- to 5 mm, the lenrth of charge 13- 0 amm. The wall thick-

ness of the shell chan.ed after 0.5 mm. These simply

forr.ulated ex.er.me n* , made It posscble not only to explain th-

rroie of the shell, but also t, obtain a series of fundamentally



new results concerning the laws governing the propagation of

NSR.

The initiation of the low-speed process was realized in
essence by ignition in the enclosed end of the charge through

a pin-igniter, and also by a weak shock wave with a known amDlitude,

appearing during the detonation of a special charge. It was
shown that the velocity of the process does not depend on the
method of initiation. With the aid of triggered photorecording

measurement was made of the velocity of the process on the

section of a steady-state process through radial oDenings in the

shell (0.8 mm in diameter), arranged at a distance of 20 mm

from each other. Photographing the process was conducted in

natural light.

Besides velocity measurement of the low-speed process,

the dynamic strength waF determined for the shells used under

ccnditions of loading, :lose to those that occur during the

emergence of the low-speed process. For this purpose in a

separate s-t of tests using the piezoelectric method the direct

measurement was made of maximum pressure p' which appears in

the channel of the shiell at the moment of its destruction. The

recording of preszu.e was made near the point of ignition, close

to which (at a distance of 10-15 mm) the destruction of the

shell took place. The piezoelectric gauge and registering

apparatus used made it possible to record pressure to 12 kbar

with a speed of build-up do/dt<0.3 kbar/ius.

Let us examine the results obtained. It was shown that the

low-speed process in PETN is established at a distance of 20-30

mm from the point of ignition and is propagated stably at a rate

which is constant in length to the remaining (about 30-40 d3)
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part of the charge. Piure u9 shows characteristic optical

photographs. 0 the curve of Pig. 70 the dependence of the velocity

of the process on It h wall thickness of a steel shell is vresented

I . hse rute corrcspond to the section of a steady-

state process. Each nolijt on the curve W(A) is the average value

3f-1) toot"".

Figure 69. Photograph of the propagation of a low-sreed process

a' different velocity (PET!U, r=500 om, 0=1. 75 ,/cm3, d 35 mm,

steel shell). a) W=1500 m/s; A=1.5 mm; b) W=2400 m/s; A=4.0 mm;
W=3300 m/s; M=12.5 mm.

..4 km/s
F~ur'' 70. Derendence of the velocity
of a low-sreed rrocess (W) on the wall
thickness of a stee shell (PETN, r=500/ 3 A1

i2m, IP=173 Wg/cr-, d3 5 mm).

4 -1

Shells with a wall thickness A<6 mm were destroyed in the process
of the test, thicker walled slhells retained their completeness.
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As it follows from the findings, the velocity of NSR varies

continuously from 1300-to 3300 m/s. With an increase in the wall

thickness of the shell from 1.3 to 2 mm the velocity increases

from 1300 to 2000 m/s, then with A-2-4 mm a section of slowing

down of an increase in velocity is observed. In shells with

A>4 mm the velocity of the process again increases and reaches

(with Ar.8 mm) the extreme value of 3300 m/s. A further increase

in the outside diameter of the shell to 40 mm (6=17.5 mm) did

not lead to a change in the velocity of the process.

Consc-uzritly, the use of shells made of the same material

(steel 45), but with a different wall thickness, makes it

possible to change over wide limits the velocity of the low-

speed process in charges of high density. In this resoect solid

explosives differ from liquid explosives, tn which the velocity

of propagation of detonation at low speed is changed discretely.

For example for nitroglycerin, according to the published data

[122], it is 1000 and 2000 m/s depending on the speed of sound

in the shell.

Another important result entails the fact that the velocity

of the low-speed process can be both lower and greater than the

speed of sound in the initial explosives.' In Fig. 70 the dotted

lines correspond to the value of the longitudinal velocity of

sound in PETN with the given density and particle sizes (Cz=2250

m/s), which was measured by the ultrasonic technique. 2 In this

connection it is appropraite tc recall that previously subsonic

[125] or transonic [131] propagation was considered characteristic,

'Naturally the subsonic process cannot be classed as detonation.
2The cited value is the longitudinal velocity of sound in an
unbounded medium. The speed of sound was determined with the
aid of a UDM-lM instrument.
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typical for the low-speed process in high density explosives, -.-

Taking into account the results obtained it is possible to

explain also the reason for the nonconformity in values of the

velocity of the process which was observed in the test of

different authors who investigated the same explosives. Durin-

the analysis of Fig. 70 it is necessary to emphasize that the

weakening of dependence W(A) is observed at the velocity of

--_NSR close to the speed of sound CZ .

The results of the measurement of nressure p' which is

withstood until destruction by the investigated steel shell

with a different wall thickness, are shown in Fig. 71. Measure-

ments are carried out for shells with a wall thickness of'

0.7-2.7 mm for which the interval of change in p' comnrised

4-10 kbar. The experimental data are described satisfactorily

by the dependence of the exponential form p'-l 0A 0 . 7 . The broken

segment of curve p'(A) Fig. 71 corresponds to the extrapolation

of the findings. The extreme point on the extrapolation curve

is obtalncu from tests on impact initiation and answcrs to the

blast pressure, at which the low-speed process at maximum speed

(3300 m/s) is still excited. An insignificant increase in the

intensity of shock wave led to detonation.

ar
•0 Figure 71. The dependence of

- the dynamic pressure p' which
destroys a shell, on the thick-
ness of the wall (material of
shell is steel 45, d3=5 mm).

0 2 6 4M

On the basis of the data of Figs. 70 and 71 the dependence

of the velocity of the lo-speed process on pressure in the shell

W(p') is obtained (Fig. 72).

-'I f
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Figure 72. Dependence of the
velocity of the low-speed

process W on pressure in the• -- shell p' (PETN, r=5000 pm,

P-1.73 g/cm3 , d3=5 mm).

5 ~ ' ?,kbsr

On the curve W(p') three sections are distinguished: 1)

subsonic (W<CI) with strong dependence W(p'), 2) transonic

(WCz), for which the velocity of the process depends weakli" on

P', 3) supersonic (W>Ct), where W(p') again is amplified.

On the whole the findings testify to the fact that the

velocity of the low-speed process is determined by the pressure

which is realized in the shell, and in the final analysis - by

the amplitude of the cor-'assion wave being spread in the

explosive. The dominant role of the shell of the charge entails

maintaining at a specific level the pressure in the wave. The

fact that the determining effect on the vlocity of the orocess

is exerted mainly by the strength of the shell, i.e., the

resistance caused by cohesive forces, is confirmed also by the

following tests. The enclosing of a thin-walled (A=1.3 mm)

shell by a massive water shell, but one without strength, does

not change the rate of the process. When using a massive, but

low-strength lead shell the process in PETN was not spread.

Furthermore, tests were run in shells of less durable

(than steel) materials. In thick-walled shells of plexiglass,

duraluminum, and brass the extreme value of the velocity of

the process turned out to be equal correspondingly to 1100,

1200 and 2600 m/s, which is found in accordance with the value

of the yield point of these materials.

Dependence W(p') (see Fig. 72) gives the specific concept

about the effect of the amplitude of compression wave on the
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velocity of the process, since there is a basis for assuming that

the amplitude of compression wave in explosives does not exceed

p'. In favor of this assumption is the following fact. In a

shell with A=1.3 mm (W=1300 m/s) (see Fig. 72) pressure p'=6

kbar turns out to be close (somewhat exceeds) to that which was

obtained in work [127], when the amplitude of compression wave,

measured directly by another (electromagnetic) method, was 5 kbar

with W=1200 m/s.

Unfortunately, at present the direct measurements of pressure

in the compression wave of a low-speed process at different

velocities of its propagation are absent.

As it was noted, during stable propagation the velocity of

a lN-speed process does not change at considerable lengths

of -harge, from which it follows that the amolitude of the

compression wave, which guides the process is maintained constant.

This support can occur, if a mobile equilibrium is established

between the gas inflow due to the chemical reaction and the gas

vent as a result of the strain (expansion) of the shell.

In the described tests the emergence of detonation was

absent, which finds its natural explanation if we compare values

p' (see Fig. 72) with the critical pressure p of the initiation

of detonation by a shock wave. Value p, was measured in tests

on the transmission of detonation through an inert (copper)

barrier (see § 29). The minimum amplitude of the shock w. ve

which entered in the explosives and which initiated dezonation

was determined. It turned out that for the investigated charges

of PETN (6=0.975) in a steel shell the critical pressure com-

prised 17 kbar.1 But ir the pressure in the initiating wave

'The i2te of normal high-speed detonation of PETN under these
conditions is 8500 m/s.
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JAIwas somewhat less than p, which was achieved by an insignifi-

cant increase in the thic':ness of the barrier, then a low-sneed

process developed, the rate of which corresponded to the thickness

-. Af the walls of the shell. In a shell with A-u8 mm it was

_possible to excite a low-speed process at a maximum velocity

of 3300 In/s, when into the explosive a shock wave with a nressure

- of approximately 17 kbar entered. This value of pressure is

n oresented on the curve :In Fig. 71.

Prom a comparison of r ' and p follows the conclusion [128] -1
that during the propagation of' a low-speed process the pressure

in the shell is lower than cri,.ical pressure of the initiation

of' detonation, i.e.,

I" P,

Thus if conditions are created at which the oressure in

.... the compression wave is maintained constant and less than the

critical cressure of the initiation of detonation, then the

propagation of the low-speed process is stable.

We have oresented the basic results of the study of the

, low-speed process which were obtained in one explosive (PETN)

and in a single setting up of the experiment [128, 129, 166].

We will now turn to the data available in the literature.

The low-speed process of explosive conversion, which converts

to detonation, was observed [13, 125] during the ignition of

cast explosives (pentolite and DINA) in durable steel tubes.

In the less sensitive cast trotyl the process urc-er the same

conditions was spread stably [125].

A detailed study of the stable propagation of the low-speed

process In the cast trotyl was conducted by Babaytsev, Kondrikov,



and Tyshevich [131, 1591. It was shown that in dur;iule steel

tubes the propagation at a speed constant along the length

(1800-2000 m/s) occurs for a considerable distance up to 50 cm.

Pressure in the compression wave measured by the "aquarium"

method comprised 5-8 kbar.

Table 10 gives the values of the maximum velocity of the

low-speed process for different explosives of high density, which

are compared with the longitudinal velocity of sound in explosives.

Data known from the literature were used.

As it follows from Table 10, the most widely accepted and

typical values of the maximum velocity of the process, obtained

for different explosives and under differnet conditions, auproaches

the longitudinal velocity of sound in the initial exnlosives

and is 2000-2500 m/s.

§ 25. The Nature of the Low-Speed Process
in High Density Explosives

It was noted above that the low-speed process has a wave

nature. Let us pause in greater detail on the exnerimental data

for the substantiation of this posit4 on. First of all it was

necessary to determine the role of the compression waves, which

were being spread along the explosive charge and along the shell

of the charge.

For the purpose of clearing up the effect of wave perturba-

tions in the shell a special test was run in which the steel

shell was cut completely In a plane, vertical to the axis, and

separated by foam rubber (with a thickness of 5 mm), which

extinguished the compression waves moving along the shell. It

was shown that in this shell the low-speed process in PETN

(r=1.73 g/cm 3 ) is spread stably for the entire length of the
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charge. The stability of propagation of NSR was not disturbed,

if the explosive charge across the lateral surface was separated

from the shell by a layer of foam rubber. Consequently, unlike

liquid explosives, during the propagation of low-speed processes

-in solid explosives the determinant Is the compression wave in

the initial substance; the distrubances which move along the

shell, do not play a significant role. This conclusion is

strengthened also by the following data. The pronagation of a

low-speed process is observed in substances which do not have -

a shell: for example, in the crystals of the Initiating exolosives

(lead azide and silver azide) [223] or in the charges of the

secondary explosives (cast trotyl) [27]. The low-sheed process

-,hIch develops in cast trotyl under the influence of the shock

wave is unstable (It dies out or converts to detonation [27].

In the 2ight of what was said there is a great deal of

:htLres in the results of the study of the profile of comression

.aves in explosives during low-speed propagation.. The data

available on this questlon are very scarce. A

Profile of compression wave. Gipson and Macek determined

the rate of movement of a pressure front (with the aid of sensors

of compression) and of the front of a chemical reaction (ioniza-

tion sensors) [13]. The sensors were placed in one plane at

different distances along the length of cast charges of DINA

and penolite. It was shown that the reaction appears behind

the compression wave with considerable delay. The results of'

one of such tests, in which the sensors were arranged in the

zone of the propagation of the low-speed process, are shown in

Fig. 73. In this test the transition to detonation was not

observed. It is evident that the distance between the compression

wave 1, recorded by the sensors of compression with a threshold

of operation of 0.d kbar, and the reaction front 2, is aporoxi-

mately 40 mm. It is interesting that the distance between fronts

19A
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Figure 73. Propagation of

the pressure front (1) and =

-of the burning front (2)
during a low-speed processr (cast DINA, d 312.7 mm).

3

0 ~80 A1L

in proportion to the propagation of the process with a velocity

----- ,of 1400 r/s vi-tually is not changed, i.e., the zone of reaction

and the isolated points of the pressure front are spread along

the charge at approximately an identical rate. When stronger

sensors (2 kbar) of compression were used they showed a lesser

distance between fronts. The pressure front is rerroduced better

than the reaction front.

In works [120, 127] as the indicator, which makes it

possible to fix the passage of compression waves, a sensitive

initiating explosive was used - lead azide, a thin layer of

which divided the charge of PETN of high density across the

entire section. It was established that the expa .ion of the

lead azide occurred in front of the glowing reaction frr,. at
a distance of 5-10 mm at the process rate W_-2000 r/s.

The full profile of compression wave at one point along

the length of the charge was measured by the electromagnetic

method in work [127]. A typical recording during steady condi-

tions of propagation at a rate of 1200 rn/s is given in Fig. 74.

From it it follows that the pressure gradually increases to the

maximum value. The measured value of wave amolitude turned out

to be equal to 5 kbar, which will agree with the results of

determining p.

]. 
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Figure 74. Oscillogram of
the recording of mass flow
rate U(t) during the provaga-
tion of a stable Drocess at a
rate of 1200 m/s (time between
markers 2 ls).

Thus the entire totality of the given data indicates that

during the propagation of a low-speed process in high density

explosives at subsonic velocity the wave is not shock and is

characterized by an expanded profile with a smooth pressure

buildup. The existence of the comrression waves, which do not

have a pressure jump on the front, have long been established

in tests for studying the propagation of exnlosive waves in

soils [1331.

At higher rates cf the rrocess (transonic or supersonic)

measurements of full profile were not made. This Dosition is

connected with the fact that stable operations at these rates

are observed in the durable metal shells, the presence of which

extremely imnedes the determination of the profile of the wave

in explosives. However, the supersonic nature of the process

indicates that the process in this case is snread by the shock

wave. Su-h are the basic excerimental results.

At present there is no final theory of low speed processes.'

Therefore we first of all approached the creation of a consistent

hyTothesls, making it possible to explain, at least formally,

th.e basic experimental results obtained on high density explosives.

1Attempts at the theoretical examination of low-speed detonations
were undertaken by a number of authors. Of greatest interest is
Kuznetsov's work [119], whIch also contains a critical analysis
of early workT on this -uestLon.
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On the basis of an analysis of existing data a hypothesis

was proposed and substantiated [166] which entails the fact that

-h h rate of a low-speed process is equal to the rate of movement

along the explosive of a compression wave, in this case the self-

sustaining complex of comuresslon wave - zone of chemical reaction

-can be stable. It seemed that the results of studying the low- 4
speed process can be explained, if we utilize data on the pronaga- k -

tion of compression waves in solid (exnlosive and inert) sub- A

cFer the purpose of the substantiation of the hynothesls

anvaroed the laws governinr the -rropacation of a low-speed

r 205ess and weak (with an amlitude of 1-20 kbar) zompression

aves In sclids were compared.

±et us examine what occurs If to the surface of a solid -

r o ey a thne i n i t i va momnt we ail a constant pressure

le Ill accept that for the considered solid (explosive)

the stress (pressure p) - specific volume (v) diagram for states

behind the wave front takes the form presented in Fig. 75. The

states which correspond to line 0 1'

2 are described by Hooke's law and corres-

if oond to low pressures and strains.

With larger dynamic loads, when the

apressure exceeds a specific value (yield

point n, ), the solid converts to a
•TeK

Fure 75. Stress flowing state similar to a liquid. The

(rressure) - volume flowing state of the solid is char-
diagram for a solid. acterized not by the full absence of

tangential stresses, as in a

liquid, but by the absence of an increase in the tangential stresses

with an increase in the shearing strains, Line 1' 2 with less

slope corresponds to the flowing state of the solid. Propagation
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velocity or compression wave in the case of an elastic body

(section 0 1') In equal to the longitudinal velocity of sound in

the unbounded medium CV Upun transition to a flowing state

(section 1' 2) the propagation of the wave occurs at the volume

velocity:

C. - V'(dp/p)5 - - VT (()P/OV) 8 .

Depending on the relationship between wave amplitude and

dynamic yield point the following versions are possible (Fig.

76). If p<p TeK' throughout the body one elastic wave of com-

rresslon with a velocity of Cz (state 1 on the diagram p, v)

l. run (Fig 76a); if the applied pressure p>p TeK' then in the

,^.cv4y state 2 on diagram p, v is reached. However, in this case

t-rz ,rcut the body two waves are spread: elastic with an

a:zltude of re and a state behind front 1', and following

!- - a plastic wave with a state behind front 2 (Fig. 76b).

7..,ce C< the plastic wave does not overtake the. elastic.

nte case of a powerful shock wave (with P>>PT ) its velocity
)>C. and the splitting of the wave does not occur.

4 a
a Figure 76. Two cases of the propagation

7777"LL, ' . of a compression wave in a solid a) one
elastic wave; b) system of elastic and

b plastic waves.
[meK = flowing]

Such is the general picture which one should expect during

tr. '-roragation of compression waves of different intensity.

2.:tative laws can be obtained only experimentally. The

rr,-Zsur range in a compression wave, which is of interest for

,e .zrsidered question, comprises 1-20 kbar. However, para-

doxically, but precisely in this interval of pressures the
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dynamic compressibility of solids was investigated little experi-

mentally, and in the literature on this question there are very

limited data. The compressibility of high density trotyl was

studied [27, 156]. It was shown that a wave with amplitude

v>10-20 kbar has an impact profile, ahd the impact adiabatic

curve of trotyl is described by the conventional dependence

cf a linear form. At lesser pressures a deviation from linear

dependence was observed [27], the shock wave with D<7-10 kbar

was split up into elastic and plastic [27, 156], the movement

of the plastic wave occurred at subsonic speed. However, a

systematic and detailed study of compressibility of explosives

at lcw pressures was not made. Therefore suDplementary tests

were run on the study of the oropagation of comoression waves

".:I-h an amclitude of 1-20 kbar [166].

They studied high density trotyl (p=1. 6 0 g/cm3), the

comcressibility of which was close to PETN, and also the inert

organic substance plexiglass. The electromagnetic. method was

used ;':hich makes it possible to record the full profile of

the compression wave. Magnetic field strength in the center of

the gap of the electromagnet 200 mm wide was 450 Oe with a

uniformity of 1%. Two L-shaped sensors made from aluminum foil

.. th a thickness of 0.07 mm were utilized. They were placed

-erpendicular to the axis of the investigated samrle, which had

a diameter of 50-60 mm. Samples without a shell were used.

Signals from the sensors were recorded on a double-beam cathode

ra; OK-17 oscillograph. The wave velocity (D) and mass flow

rate of the substance (U) were measured.

A method was worked out for the creation in the investigated

substance of a plane shock wave of low intensity. For the creation

of pressures of 1-10 kbar a concussion wave was utilized which

cr'_Uinated from the detonation of a spherical charge of TG 5' 90.

. re powerful waves were created by the detonation of a
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cylindrical charge from a mixture of trotyl with common salt

~-which contacted with the investigated substance. Waves of

different intensity were obtained by changing the distance from

t1he sariple to the spherical charge or by changing the per-
,:etr of salt in the mixture.

Processing of data was done in the coordinates wave velocity

__-~XP -nressure in the wave (p), sinc~e the velocity of motion and _

the profile of the wave are determined by its Intensity.

0, m/sFigure 77. Dependence of the nroraga-
- tion velocity of' a compression wave

or-on pressure, amolitude. I r-rssed

' trotyl , f)=l.(0 gT/cr.O; IT -plexiplass,

O=1. 18 g/cm. 1 -data from r1661;

2I L I-27] 3 L 173].

P~ , kbF r

The results obtained are shown in Fig. 77, and the char-

acter'istic oscillograms Uct) -in Fig. 7-8. For a comparison in

Fir~. 77 the available data of other authors are also rplotted

'27, 173], These correspond to pressures P>7 kbar and agree

satisfactorily with the findings.

ii;rUre 78. Oscillograms of recordings of mass flow rate in
p:ressed trotyl. a) shock wave (p=10 kbar); b) system of elastic
and plastic waves (P=5 kbar).
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Figure 77 shows that the shape of the curve D(p) for both

investigated substances is identical, and the curve D(p) consists

of three characteristic sections.

In Fig. 77 the subsonic branch of the curve corresponds to

the propagation of the plastic wave, the velocity of which, as

follows from the findings, depends strongly on wave amplitude.

It was established that the splitting of the shock wave with the

formation of elastic and Dlastic waves for trotyl and plexiglass

occurs at a close pressure 0,7 kbar). The elastic wave is

ncronagated at a velocity equal to the longitudinal velocity of

sound (for trotyl CZ=2300 m/s, for plexiglass Ci=2800 m/s),

its arnlitude is not a constant value and depends on total

pressure in the wave.1 Pressure buildur in the plastic wave

is realized in a time of 1-10 us deoending on amplitude.

The interval of pressures from 7 to 15 kbar corresponds

to the section of weak dependence ("plateau") on the curve

D(p), in this case the wave is prooagated at a velocity close

to the longitudinal velocity of souna, and it has an impact

zrofile. A change in the amplitude of the shock wave in this

range in practice does not affect wave velocity.

At a pressure p>15 kbar a strengthening of the dependence

D(n) is observed and the impact adiabatic curve of the substance

is described by a conventional linear dependence.

As it was noted, the compressibility of trotyl and olexi-

lass is described by curves of a similar form. It is nossible

that this form of curve D(p) or D(u) is typical for solid organic

substances.

'The corresponding data for an elastic wave are no: shown in
Fig. 77.
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Let us compare the data presented with the results of a

study of a low-speed process. For this purpose let us compare

the data in Fig. 72 and Fig. 77. It is evident that the form

of curves W(p') and D(p) is identical. On the whole also the

pressures at which characteristic fractures are observed in the

curve W(p') will agree.

The established qualitative agreement in the laws governing

the propagation of a low-speed process and weak compression

waves confirms the validity of the expressed hypothesis and

gives supplementary proof that the dominant role during the

propagation of a low-speed process in solid explosives is played

by the wave whiph moves along the explosive charge, and not

along the shell of the charge. The results obtained can serve

subsequently as a basis for the quantitative calculation of the

velocity of the low-speed process, for conducting of which a

knowledge of the compressibility of explosives and of the vara-

meters of the comDression wave is necessary. Specifically it

was possible to obtain for PETN the satisfactory accord of
experimental and calculated value of the maximum velocity of a

low-speed process, which turned out to be equal correspondingly

to 3300 and 3100 m/s. During the calculation the impact adiabatic

curve of PETN was utilized and it was assumed in accordance with

the developed representations that the maximum velocity of the

process observed in the experiment coincides with the velocity of

propagation of the shock wave, the amplitude of which is equal

to the critical pressure of initiation of normal detonation

(p =17 kbar).

What was said above makes it possible to explain the existence

of subsonic low-speed processes which are caused by movement

along an explosive of a plastic wave which does not have a

Dressure jumo at the front, a,ich will agree with the direct

measurement of the profile of a wave in this case [127] (see
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Fig. 74). The explanation of this fact from the viewpoint of

the wave nature of low-speed processes previously caused the

greatest difficulties.' It becomes clear why the different

authors who experimented under different conditions and with

different explosives (trotyl, pentolite, PETN, cyclonite)

observed the most typical value of the velocity of the process

(2000-2500 m/s) approaching the longitudinal velocity of sound

(see Table 10). This value is most probable, since it corresponds

to the section of "plateau" on the curve W(p').

Finally it was to be expected that an increase in the

velocity of the process can be reached, if we utilize explosiv-s

with a high value of p and maintain a high pressure in the

wave (for example by the utilization of shells made from highly

durable materials). For the purpose of checking this assumn-

tion tests were carried out with PETN-agate (o=1.76 g/cm3 ),

for which n is substantially higher than for pressed, when

the shell of the charge was made out of durable steel 30KhGSA.

In this case the velocity of low-speed nrocesses increased and

was 3500 n/s.

The unstable pronagation of NSF at a high velocity can also

*e observed under the influence on the exolosives of a fabricated

shock wave of considerable intensity which provides at a certain

length of the charge the "forced" propagation of the process.

Thus in the work of Dremin and Koldunov [27], who conducted

experiments with charges of cast trotyl with a diameter of

d3=60 mm (without the shell), it was noted that under the

influence of a shock wave of critical intensity (p=35 kbar)

a orocess developed (in our terminology - "low-speed process")

'One should also consider that the plastic wave moves over a
subs-tance, the structure of which can differ from the initial
as a result of the effect of an elastic compression wave.
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whose velocity at a length of 1-2 d3 was constant and was equal
to 3600 m/s, whereupon detonation emerged. It is interesting

that the velocity of propagation of a process measured by the

optical method coincided with the velocity of the shock wave,

determined with the aid of electromagnetic sensors placed on

the axis of the charge. This fact indicates directly that

the velocity of a low-speed process is equal to the velocity of
propagation of shock wave on the explosive charge. Under the

same conditio;s, but under the influence of the shock wave of

subcritical intensity, the process died out.

Let us recall that the stable low-speed mode in high density

charges of secondary explosives was observed only in the
presence of a shell. In connection with this it is necessary

to emphasize that the pressure in the compression wave of a

stable process depends not only on strength of the shell, but

also on the nature of heat release directly behind the wave.

At present the stability and steadiness of the self-sustaining

complex, which includes the compression wave and a wide zone of

the chemical reaction, has not been investigated either theoreti-

cally or experimentally: in many respects the mechanism of support

of the compression wave is not clear. At the same time these

questions have great significance for the construction of the

theory of low-speed processes.

What was presented above was related to high density

explosives. It is possible that the results obtained here can

turn out to be useful during the explanation of the laws governing

the propagation of low-speed "detonation" in Dowder-like

exolosives. In this respect there is interest in the work of

Bolkhovitinov, et al. [154], in which it was shown that the shock

compression of oowdc'-l1ke trotyl in an unsteady detonation
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--ave bears a complex stepped nature, and two waves are observed.

In the opinion of the authors, initially the coverage of the

snores occurs, whereupon - the further compression of the homo-

r -< guneous substance.

Taking into account these data the process if low-speed

"detonation" in powder can be presented in a simplified manner

in the following form: behind the first wave front the substance

is compressed to a density close to maximum, and it is moved a*-

a velocity equal to the mass flow rite of' the substance, and

then over the moving high density sustance a second wave Is

:__--propagated, behind the front of which the chemical reaction

develops. The expressed considerations ake It. possible to

explain an Increase in the velocity of NSR with a decrease in

density (Fig. 68) and to evaluate the value of the expected

differerce (AW) in the velocities of prooagation of the NSR In

hl:h density and low-density charges, which in the first aproxi-

,-, ation can be accepted equal to mass flow rate of the substance

(i) behind the first wave front. AccordIng to [150] for

PETU (o-l. 0 g/cm ) at p1 =5 kbar' value, lOu500 m/s, which does
not differ strongly from the value AW',700 m/s observed in

experiment. The real picture of development of the process

during the propagation of low-speed "detonation" in powder

undoubtedly is considerably more complex. First of all the

emergence and the development of the reaction is facilitated,

in consequence of which the stable low-speed modes in powders

are spread in the absence of a durable shell.

The course of the chemical reaction during the propagation

A
'In accordance with [1391 the powder of u2otrop'ne is thickened
to the maximum density by a shock wave with pressure pl5 kbar.
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. .. 4 -.peed processes in high density systems. Now conventional
I point of view according to which the chemical reaction

under the influence of a weak shock wave on explosives appears

in senarate local foci - "hot" points. The estimation of the

temperature of the shock compression of an exolosive in a wave

with pressure -30 kbar shows that the volumetric heating of the

substance is negligible and does not exceed several dozen degrees.

The available data indicate that during the propagation of low-

speed processes in high density systems the foci of the reaction

are zainly the pores (heterogeneities) which exist in the charge.

The number of these data includes the following.

The presence in the charge of low-magnitude porosity (- -

several percentages) exerts a substantial influence on the

possibility of the propagation of NSR. This effect is exhioited

especially sharply in charges which are surrounded by a low-

strength shell. Thus, for instance, in a shell made of plexiglass

a low-speed process is observed in PETN if charge density 0<1.70

g/cm 3 (m>4%), at a higher density the process is not spread.

In the charges of PETN with a density of 1.73-1.76 g/cm 3 the

propagation of NSR is possible only when using a durable steel

shell.

The nature of the propagation of NSR depends also on the

initial particle sizes of the explosive and, therefore, on the

size of the pores. It was established that with a decrease in

the initial size of particles of PETN from 500 to 20 pm the rate

of NSR is lowered from 2250 to 2000 m/s (a charge was used with

a diameter of 5 mm, and density of 1.73 g/cm 3 in a steel shell

with wall thickness of 3.5 rn). In [159] it was noted that a

process, stable in coarse-crystalline cast trotyl, died out

if finely crystalline trotyl was used.

Let us estimate, using the theory of a focal thermal
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explosion [1231, the size of the focus and compare it with the

size of the pores which exist in the charge.

The critical dimension of the focus is determined by the

expression

r.;,_- 3. ST,!,,1T, ,j In P21(T,,, To) (70).p

The value of critical temperature we find from the expression,

which Joins T with critical induction period:

________" I
• , --- g= exp, (E,'RTx,,). ( 71 )

In expressions (70) and (71) E - activation energy; z -

pre-exponent; Q - thermal effect of reaction; TO the initial

temperature of substance; c - heat capacity; p - dsnsity; X -

the coefficient of thermal conductivity.

The delay in the initiation of reaction T was determined

in the tests in which photographing was done against a background

of a bright screen of the process of the exit of the low-speed

process on the boundary of the division exDlosives - nlexiglass.

Value T was determined as the time between the exit of the

comnression wave from the exrlosive (this moment coincides with

the beginning of movement of the interface) and the approach

of the glowing zone of the reaction.

For PETN at a rate W=ll00 m/s value was 10- 5 s.

Accepting for PETN E=39500 cal/mole, z=101 6 s1, Q=10 3

cal/cr 3 , c=0.3 cal/g-deg, p=1.7 g/cm 3 , X=2.4-10- 4 cal/cmrs.deg,
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from (70) an Jo1 we obiain V *'41OQC, critical dimension of
focus r,,-2-10 cM.

Let us compare the oalculatlkon value of r Hp with the size
of the pores which exist in the charge. Direct data for PETN

are absent in the literature. However, in accordance with the

results of the measurement of the distribution of pores according - _

to size (see Fig. 10) the high density (6-0.95) pressed samples
of trotyl and cyclonite contain pores on the order of 10 cm

in size.

At the same time the heterogeneities, on which the reaction

Is excited, can be formed also in initially solid explosives

in the process of the propagation of low-speed processes. Thus

the authors of [127] connect the change in the transparency of
the layer of cast PETN in front of the glowing front of an NSR
noted by them with deformation and destruction of the substance.

in work [127] a point of view is advanced, according to

-Which the formation of foci occurs during the strength destruction

of solid explosives in the compression wave analogous with that

as it takes place under mechanical influences and, in particular, __

during shock.

At present there is no clarity in the question concerning

how a focus originates and just what is the specific physical

mechanism of its formation. The most probable mechanism of

heating is friction, caused by a difference in the rate of

movement of the substance which fills the Dore (heterogeneity)

fr-om the average speed of movement of the exDlosive behind the

front of the compression wave.

The propagation of the reaction from foci in high density

systems, just as in powders, is realized, apparently, in the
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form of surface explosive combustion [167]. Specific confirmation

of this are the tests in which the effect of the surface condition

of particles of explosives on the speed of the process and the

limits of its Dropagation was studied. The coating of Darticles

of PETN (r=500 um) with a thin (several microns) layer of paraffin

led to essential deceleration of NSR up to the full stooning of

the process, in spite of the fact that charges with the increased

(to 5%) porosity were used.

We have presented the basic results concerning the stable

propagation of low-speed processes.

TRANSITION OF COM3USTION TO DETONATION

26. Transition of a Low-Speed Process in
High Density Exolosives to Detonation

The stable propagation of a low-speed process is observed

at soecifi2L values of density, size of particles of the explosives,

diameter of the charge and strength of shell. A change in one

of these parameters, for example a decrease in the density of

thE ex.losive, an increase in the diameter of the charge or

strength of shell leads to the fact that the orocess becomes

unstable and can convert to detonation. A necessary and sufficient

condition of the emergence of detonation is the formation in

the charge, the diameter of which exceeds critical, of a shock

wave cf critical intensity p

The basic relationship which dete-mines transition to

detonation is the relationship between pressure in the shell

" and &the critical nressure of initiation of detonation.

In the preceding paragraph it was shown that the low-speed

procesz. was stable, if the pressure in the sh-ll is less than

critical, i.e.,
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P'<Plp.

It was to be expected that the transition of a low-speed

process to detonation will appear if the inequality1

P, > Pb.

is fulfilled.

In this case the development of a wave of critical intensity

becomes possible. In accordance with the last inequality the

transition to detonation is Dromited by all those factors which

cause an increase of p' and lowering of p .p We will now turn

to the available exnerlmental results.

High desnity pressed explosives. In work [120] they studied

the transition of NSR to detonation in PETN of different density.

Chanze in the charge density creates the possibility for a chanae

over wiC,- limits in the magnitude of the critical rressure of

.nttiat~on of detonation (see § 29).

The tests were conducted in olexiglass or steel (with

optical wedge, see Fig. 6c) shells, which made it possible to

conduct the continuous optical recording of the develonment of

the orocess which develops after ignition of the charge. A

ty ical photograph of the transition of NSR to detonation is

rresented in Fig. 79. From it it is evident that in Dressed

.-T the transition of a low-speed process to detonation bears

an art nature. In these tests the average speed of NSR at

tht stage preceding detonation was determined.

1:-d,- ca t1'cn that "v.ith the fulfillment of this inequality detona-
"':n nr vnates is contained in work [125].
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Figure 79. photograph of
the transition of a low-speed
process to detonation (PETN,

P=1.45 g/cm3 r-500 Jim,
*1 d3 -5 mm).

Also the critical pressure of the initiation of detonation

was measured for the investigated charges of PETN which were

surrounded by a shell (Table 11).

Table 11. Results of the study of the transition of a low-speed
r o ce s s t o de t on a t i on . S h el lof

Paamte rSteel shells with
Parameter plexi- otcl egI optical wedge

glass

density of PETN 0.82 0.9 0.96 0.975

Diameter of charge, mm 10 5 5 10

Average velocity of low-speed 1100 1500 2200 3300
process before the emergence of
detonation m/s

Critical pressure of initiation 5 8 11 17
of detonation, kbar

Pressure which destroys the 6 15-17
shell p', kbar

o. A steel shell with optical wedge based on its dynamic
strength is equivalent to a steel shell with a wall
thickness An,8 mm.

From the given data it follows that the low-speed process

converts to detonation when p'>p in this case the speed of

the - rrocess before the emergence of detonation increases with

an increase in p"
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Thus the emergence of detonation makes impossible the

achievement of high velocities of low-speed propagation in

charges with a lowered dens..iy.

Near the limiting conditions (with p'_D MP) the development

of instability is promoted by an increase in the length or

diameter of the charge. Thus, for instance, in a plexiglass

shell the low-speed process in PETN with a density of (6=0.82)

did not convert to detonation at a length of charge of 150 mm,

in this case the speed of NSR increased weakly along the length

(from 800 to 1000-1100 m/s.) However, transition was observed

.:her the length of the charge was increased to 300 mm (see Fig.

7... A similar pattern was observed with an increase in the

diameter of the charge.

7*cn transition to detonation the slooe and amolitude of

.he comzression wave continuously increase. On the strength of

the concepts developed in § 25, it was oossible to assume that

the sreed of NSR at the stage oreceding the emergence of detona-

t 
.

'
. must change in accordance with the established dependence

T..,i(r') (see Fig. 72). Actually, the tests carried out on PETN

(o=1.73 g/cm ) showed that the speed of the process increases

monotonically along the length, and sections are observed with

subsonic, transonic and supersonic values of velocity.

Cast explosives. The transition of the corabustion of

cast exnlosives to detonation was investigated in the already

-en,::oned wrrks of Macek et al. [13, 121] and Price and Wehner

12 5]. At the same time these investigations in essence were

reduced to a study of transition to detonation of a low-speed

process. The emergence of detonation w-s observed, if the

explo'sive (DINA, pentolite 50/50) was placed in duraoie steel

e ~('nside diameter 12.7 mm, external - 31.8 mm) of sufficient

length (343 mm). The layout of the experiment and the arrangement
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of sensors are shown in Fig. 6b. The velocity of propagation of

the reaction front was determined, as a rule, by usual type

ionization sensors. The ionization method of recording undoubtedly

is lacking that advantage which is given by the optical mz.thod,

which permits implementation of continuous observation of the

development of the process. However, in conjunction with the

sensors of compression, which fixed the passage of the compression

waves, the methods of recording used made it possible to obtain

sufficiently complete information about the investigated process.

In works [121, 125] also the recording of pressure p(t)

in the combustion zone was realized with the aid of strain

gauges which were stuck to the external surface of the tube

near the point of ignition. The calibration of the sensors was

conducted under static conditions.

in :.:ork [125], set up for the purpose of studying the

effect of the shell of the charge on the transition of combustion

detonation and the obtaining of additional information about

the low-speed process, besides the methods of study enumerated

abcve they used the high-sneed filming of the destruction of the

tube and sensors for determining the radial deformation of the

external surface of the tube.

The results of the measurement of velocity of propagation

of the process, obtained by the method of ionization sensors,

are presented in Table 12.

From the data given it follows that the emergence of normal

detonation precedes the low-speed (1000-2300 m/s) process, which

is s-pread in 30-80 i.s. Correspondingly the length of the

predetonation section changed between 6 and 18 cm, the most

typical value was approximately 10 cm. The maximum value of

velocity before the emergence of detonation is equal to 2000-2300
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Table 12. Velocity change along the length of
a charge during transition of the ,:ombustion of
cast explosives (DINA, pentolite) to detona-
tion.*

E E

S ~ ~ -C Z r

DINA [13J
1,1 t 5 ,l 2, 3 50,8 7,3 7 , 2 5, 7,-

.a Il L5,' IS ),8s 2.0 ,,,,- . . 5,."

2 1,0 25, 4  0,S9 50,S 1 1,4 76,2,1 7,!'-

38 1,3 19,t P'-0! At 4,5 " 7,6 05,3 S 1".;, -

38 2,4 110,1 7,3 44, 5 7,81195,3 '~6 ,~

32 e f19,1 1,1 41
h,5 7,7 f;9, _-:),7 ~ 71 5a

20 11,6 12,7 0,82 3S, e C3,5 ' ..... ..

21) 0,91 12,7 1,2 38,1 1,3 63,5 G i 88,9 - 114,,; 5,.

Pentolite [125]

_1. "3'51  7,3 T11,2 7,. , ,

33,,3 1,27 12,7 2,1 Q6,5 13, i 11K,3 7, 5 177, 7 C
33,3 0,36 12,7 1,37 C 3, 5 :.3, 11 ,3 7, 77,S

33,:;'3,6 12,7 1 , 35 63,5 1 5-, 1113

*h - distance from igniter to the first sensor;
hi - distance from the first sensor to the

i-sensor; Dij - the average sreed between i-

and I-sensors: T1j7 - velocity on the section

of transition from low to high velocity; 0 -
recording absent.
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rin/s and it is close (somewhat less) to the speed of sound in
explosives. It is evident also that the velocity of the process

increases along the length, especially in the l~itial sta'e.

At th- same time the authors themselves give another interDreta-

tiorn to the results obtained concerning the nature of the change

in the velocity of the process along the length of the charge.

Thus in work [13] it is noted that the "observed acceleration

is insufficiently developed in order to give proof of the gradual

transition to normal stationary detonation," and Price and Wehner

[5], referring to the same work, write that "Gioson and Macek

demonstrated the existence of the low-speed, but being spread

-t a constant velocity, mode in tests on the transition of

ccxbustion of DINA to detonation."

Taklng into account the data in Figs. 72, 77, it is possible

t.o ricvt the following interpretation to these results, which

ofllnlnates this cont2adiction. In the initial stage of propaga-

tion -f a subsonic process the velocity increases.along the

lcnk-Uil of the charg-, and then in proportion to approximation to

the speed of sound a saturation of velocity is observed so that

the emergence of detonation orecedes the section where the

orocess is spread at a virtually constant (transonic) velocity.

The transition of the mode being spread at a constant velocity

to detonation can be explained, if one takes into account that

on the s-ction of the "nlateau" of curve W(p') the rise in

tressure in the shock wave barely changes the velocity of the

The transition of a low-speed process to stationary detona-

tlun in cast explosives is realized, in the opinion of the

authors of [13], abruptly, since the smallest interval of

translion was equal to 13 mm, and the corresponding time of

drproximately 4 us. However, the study of the formation of

a detonation wave in cast trotyl during impact initiation,
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carried out by Dremin and Koldunov [27], showed that the emergence

of detonation occurs in the form of a smooth increase in the

parameters of the wave up to the detonation. In the tests

car'ied out in work [131], the transition of combustion of cast

PINA to detonation also was realized in the form of a smooth

btuld-up of velocity.

The greatest interest lies in the results of simultaneous

measurement of velocities of the reaction front and pressure,
shown in Fig. 80, from which it follows that the compression

waves are propagated in front of the reaction front. From the

recording in Fig. 80a, obtained with the use of sensitive (0,8

;Kbai) sensors of compression, it is apparant that they operated

under the action of a weak damping pressure nulse or, possibly, I
a scrles of such pulses, which are overtaken by a powerful - -1
compression wave (or shock wave) near the place of origin of ]
stationary detonation. The use of coarser sensors of comoression

(threshold of operation 2 kbar) (Fig. 80b) showed that the

emergence of detonation is realized by pressure waves, the

r arameters of which increase smoothly.

a b

0 40 80 0 20 0

Figure 80. Propagation of the pressure
front (1) and reaction front (2) during
transition of a low-speed process to detona-
tion. a) DINA; U) pentolite.

Unfortunately, these single and fragmentary bits of informa-

tion do not make it possible to creaLe a full representation of
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the wave picture preceding the transition of a low-speed process

to detonation, and only indicate the complex nature of the
phenomlenon.,

In works [.3, 121] it was noted that there is vital importance

during the transition of combustion to detonation in the rate

of pressure buildup dp/dt in the combustion zone. For the

investigated exDlosives the pressure increases extonentially
bt 1 4 =

PPe (for pentolite p0=l kbar, b=8.856,10 , t - is exoressed

in seconds). Pressure measurements were conducted uD to 4 kbar.

In the case when growth in pressure was slower, an increase in

the uredetonation section or the absence of the emergence of.

detonation was observed.

The high-speed filming of the tube in conjunction with

other methods of recording made it possible to establish [125]

tiat the detonation occurs before the tube is destroyed. In

thIs case the deformation of the tube before destruction was

s:;mmetric and noticeable deformation was observed in 28 ps

after achievement in the shell of a pressure of 1 kbar. Extra-

polation of the curve p(t) for a period of 28 Ws allowed the

authors to evaluate the pressure at which the tube is destroyed -

ptl20 kbar. The given value exceeds the critical pressure of

initiation of detonation by a shock wave, which turned out to

be equal to 11 kbar (for DINA) and 19 kbar (for pentolite),1

which afforded the possibillty to explain the transition of

their combustion to detonation.

In the presented works it is tacitly assumed that the -

Unfortunately, in the work the condi ions under which the given
values of p were obtained are not given.
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laminar combustion of explosives converts directly to a low-speed

-process. This question was r ot investigated specifically. There-

----fore there is no firm conviction that the emergence of a low-

speed process did not precede the convective combustion on the

-explosfve - shell boundary, similar to that examined in § 23, .. -

n this ouestion remains open.

In nis firsc work [121J Macek proposed an elementary theory A.

-or th, phenomenon which is based on the fact that the transition
of the combustion of solid explosives to detonation, Just as in

) ,ases, is realized by the shock wave which is generated in the

unburned exclosives as a result of the Interference of the

compression wares which are initiated by the front of combustion.

Subs eq uently we will call tnis mechanism gas or 'Inlston."

Such are the basic experime.tal results which concern the

eierg'ence of detonation in high density systems, when transition

to d&tonation is realized in the circuit: laminar combustion -

convective combustion - wave low-speed process of explosive

conversion - normal hg-spted detonation.

27. Transition of the Combustion of Low-Density 1

Explosives to Detonation

In this ca,: the transition of combustion to detonation

occurs In essence in the circuit: laminar combustion - convective

combustion - normal detonation. In durable shells the low-speed

.rocess as a rule is absent or of small dimension. The typical

optical photographs of the transition of combustion of PETN to

detonation are shown in Fig. 81 [14J.

'During the igniticn of' the charge of a powerful explosive at
the enclosed end in a durable shell the section of convective
combustion is insignificant along the length.
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Fligure 81. Typical photographs of the transition of combustion

of PETN torndetonation. a) D=4700 m/s; W=750 rn/s (6=0.56, r,.500 lwm);

m/s, R320rn/s (6=0.80, r=20 p~m); d) D=4700 rn/s, R'=7800 m/s,
W=25 m/s(6=0.'-6, r=500 lti). 1 - detonation wave (D); 2-

retonation wave Iii the products of explosion (R) or in the
substance (HI); 3 - the process, preceding detonation (W).
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1. The characteristic feature of the transition of combus-

tion to detonation of low-density explosives is the development

of detonation in front of the convective combustion front.

This experimental fact was established for the first time by

_.-.- the Soviet researchers Petrovskiy, Sokolov, and Aksenov [143].

Ths result is one of the basic arguments in favor of applicability

to norcus explosives of the "gas" mechanism of transition of

combustion to detonation.

From the given photographs it is evident that detonation

is preceded by the developed mode of convective combustion

with the characteristic "broken" front. This form of notation

is caused (see § 23) by the fact that the front of convective

combustion is not plane, and the inflammation of tbe explosive

occurs in separate (large) pores whicb are found in the charge.

in rcwders the detonation appearing in front of the combustion

zo._-e usually does not lead to the formation of a retonation

wave moving in the opposite direction (to the side. of tne products

of combustion). Between the region of detonation and the

combustion zone a section of unreacting substance remains which

is fixed on the photographic record'.. (Fig. 8la, in the form

of an interruption of brightness. In work [14~3J it was shown

indirectly that on the section in front of the combustion front

a pre-pressing of the explosive occurs. This conclusion was

mad on the basis of the analysis of the condensed residues of

exolosives remaining after the tests.

For the purpose of obtaining more comnlete information

about the state of a substance, ani first of all the direct

proof of pre-pressing 'In this zone, special tests were carried

out L14] in whicn the retonation wave in exolosives was created

artiflollly. The tests were reduced to the following.

Into the investigated explosive charge in the place of
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origin of detonaton a small quantity (^uO.l g) of slightly pro-

pressed lead azide was placed. In other resnects the test

conditions were the same. The compression waves, which move in

front of the combustion caused the explosion of the lead which

= = -!initiated the detonation of explosives of initial density and

pre-pressed explosives. The optical recording of one of such

tests Is presented in Fig. 81d. One can readily see that the

velocity of the retonation wave in explosives substantially

exceeds the velocity of the detonation wave. For the rowder-

like charges of PETH with crystals 0.5 mm in size the velocity

of detonation wave is equal to 4700 mi/s and corresponds to an

initial density p=l.0 g/cm 3 , a virtually constant velocity of

retonation wave is 7800 m/s and answers to a density of p=1.55

g/cmn. This result gives direct Proof of the existence of a

considerable pre-pressing of powder-like exolosives in front of

the combustion front under tih action of compression waves.

Specifically, with this is connected, in our opinion, the

absence of a retonation wave during the natural emergence of

detonation. If we compare the result obtained with the value of

the critical pressure of the initiation of detonation, which,

according to [150], for PETH (p=l.0 g/cm 3 ) comprises pHp=2. 5

kbar, then we come to the conclusion that the pre-pressing of

explosives to a considerable density occurs in a compression

wave with comparatively low intensity. This conclusion will

agree with that which was obtained in work [33], the authors

of which made an analysis of the porous samples of explosives

whIch were preserved after shock loading. It was establisned

that under the influence of a shock wave with an intensity of

1.5-2 kbar simultaneously with the fragmentation of the explosive•3

its compaction from a value of 1.0 to 1.5 g/cm 3 occurs.

From the examination of the photograph in Fig. 81d another

interesting result also follows: the boundary, which divides

sections with a different detonation velocity, is expressed
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quite clearly. This indicates that the compression wave, which

causes the detonation of the powder, has a steen leading edge.

It is natural that the effect of pre-pressing is especially

pronounced at low densities.

We have examined one type of the photographs of the transi-

tion cf combustion to detonation.IJ
2. In the majority of tests the detonation wave is formed

directly near the accelerating front of combustion. In this

case In the place of origin of detonation frequently an increase

1n brIghtness is observed (Fig. 8ib) which is connected, in our

oeinion, with the development of a local explosion. The thermal

exrlcsion of a limited volume of explosive is the direct cause

for the development of detonation. The exaloston of PETN, ;hich

leads to the formation of a detonation wave, was also observes!a

under other test conditions [16].

Th.s fact indicates that the emergence of local explosions

has a general nature and is the essential and inherent element

of the process of the transition of combustion of explosives to

detonation. It was established that during transition of the

combustion of PETN to detonation the local explosions occur

not only directly near the front of combustion, but also at a

certain distance behind the front - in the burning medium (Fig.

Sic). Explosion A, which arose in the zone of convective com-

bustion, with a characteristic "broken" front leads to the

formation of a shock wave, which, being spread at a rate of - I
28co m/s, overtakes the front of combustion and after an insigni-

ficant ('u2 ps) delay causes the detonation of the explosives

(D=7800 m/s). The possibility of the f-.rmation of individual I
volumes of unburned or partially reacted substance which are

canable of exulosion is completely natural, since the front of
convective combustion is not plane and is strongly bent.
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Figure 82. Photography of the transition of combustion of a

3
mixture of 10% PS+90% AP to detonation (r=15 Vm, p=0. 6 5 g/cm
P=l atm open tube with a length of 100 cm).
-[FC = PS, polystyrene; nXA = AP, ammonium perchlorate]

The emergence of local exlosions was observed also during

the transition of combustion to detonation of bulk charges of

a mixture of ammonium perchlorate with polystyrene (Fig. 82).

The feature of these tests, made with the particination of A. V.

Obmenin and I. N. Lobanov, lied in the fact that unlike those

described above the ignition of the charge was conducted in the

atmosphere at the open end, from the side of which a gas-outlet

tube of considerable length was located (its diameter was equal

to the diameter of the charge). The investigations carried

cut showed that after ignition convective combustion appeared,

which caused the ejection of substance into the free space of

the tube. In the tube the volumetric combustion of the rejected

substance was the reason for the rapid rise in pressure, the

result of which was the development of local explosions in the zone

of convective combustion, leading to the detonation of the mixture.

In this arrangement of the development of the process the

traisition of combustion to detonation occurs under conditions

of a low-strength shell which surrounds the exoiosive charge.

It is necessary to note that the emergence of detonation in

a burning medium was observed earlier by Petri [9] during the

study of the transition of combustion to detonation of the

initiating explosive - mercury fulminate.

The newest studies of :,t transition of the combustion of

gas systems to detonation, carried out with the use of Schlieren
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methods, showed [138, 141J that the basic reason for the emergence
of detonation also is the local explosion of the adiabatically
compressed volume of the mixture in front of the turbulent zone

the 'lame.

Table 13 depLets the characteristic paths of development
c: an explosion in porous explosives.
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28. Predetonation Section

The quantitative characteristic of the tendency toward the

transition of the combustion of explosives to detonation is the

extent of the predetonation section L i.e., the distance from

tie point of ignition to the place of origin of detonation. This

value makes it possible to compare the :1ifferent classes of

explosives based on their tendency toward the development of

detonation.

The measurement of the length of' the predetonation section

was conductea in works [14, 142-144, 165]. Value L can be
nr

determii~ed easily from continuous optical recordings. However,

;.e use of optical recordinC is not always possible ana substan-

tially complicates the testing. Therefore wide acceptance has A
been received by a method of determination which is simple in A
executio.1 14-, 15]. It is based on the analysis of the

deformed ciiannel of tihe thick-walled metal shell, whiich was not

t...v.en i 'he test. 'Q arialyslo, becums possible, if the shell

after tihe cwonducting of the test is cut along the axis of toe

channel.

Figure 83 is a diagrammatic representation a and photograph

b of the channel, deformed after the test, of a thick-walled A

ohell, where A is the point of ignition of the investigated porous

sample, AL- predetonation section, DE - the section of detonation.

A B CD 17

a b

]"1:'ure 83. Diagrammatic representation (a) and photograph (b) of
internal cnannel of the shell after the transition of combustion
t o detonation.
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In the predetonation region the diameter of the channel is

increased smoothly and after a certain distance AC takes a

constant value which further virtually is not changed. It was

-established that simultaneously with a change in the form of

the channel a change occurs in the color of its internal surface

L14]. After the section of the emergence of the inflation of the

channel to constant value C a sharp boundary D is observed which

is perpendicularr to the axis of the charge and separates two

regions which are different in color; the bright zone BD, arranged

in tLe predetcnation region, from the dark zone DE, which

corresponds to the section of detonation. The comparison of the

impressions obtained with the optical recording made it possible

to establish that boundary D corresponds to the place of origin

of detonation. The change in the color is apparently connected

with the different nature of deformation of the shell in the

predetonation region and on the section of detonation, and also -

wit-h the difference in the composition of the explosion products.

On the section of detonation the intense destruction of the channel

is observed and the formation of deep longitudinal cracKs. The

intergrowth of cracks partially covers the "bright" zone in the

predetonation region.

In a number of cases the diameter of the deformed channel on

the section CD of the "bright" zone somewhat exceeds the diameter

of the channel on section DE (in Fig. 83a shown by the dotted line).

Furthermore, the point of emergence of the inflation of the

channel to a constant value does not correspond, as a rule, to the

place of origin of detonation (AC < AD) (see Fig. 83a). Therefore A
the detei-mination of the length of the predetonation section I

based on the emergence of the inflation to a constant value, as

this was done in [142], leads to the understating of the true

value of L

The point of ignition A corresponds, as a rule, to the
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beginning of the emergence of convective combustion. During the

ignition of the explosive at the enclosed end the stage of laminar

combustion is virtually absent as a result of the rapid pressure

buildup and achievement of critical separation pressure p 0 . In

-- the case of the open end the arrangement of the "embedded charge"

waz; used [L41 (see Fig. 2) and the investigated porous explosive

was ignited through the layer of the solid (gas-impermeable)

substance at a pressure p>p0 so that convective combustion appeared

immediately. The combustion of the charge in the shell was

realized in a bomb with a large free volume, the necessary pressure

in whici was created by the preliminary combustion of an auxiliary

Let us illustrate the basic characteristic results for

homogenteous explosives in an example of PETN, the combustion of

which converts to detonation, particularly easily.

Influence of the parameters of the charge of homogeneous

explosives. On the curve in Fig. 84 the dependences of the length

o tne predetunation section on L f

porosity for PETN with initial

particle sizes r=20 Wm and r= /
=5'00 jim are presented. The 0.o\ /

magnitude of porosity changed 2

in a wide interval from 0.7 to , 5 <

0. ,j. The given data Figure 84. Dependence of the

correspound to ignition at length of the predetonation sec-

tie open end in the arrange- tion on porosity (PETN). 1- r=
=20 tm; 2 - r_-500 Pm. "

sent just described and are

obtained in a brass shell with a wall thickness of 20 mm. Let

us note the presence of spread in the magnitude of the predetona-

tion section, especially in the case of finely crystalline PETN.

Tphis required the conducting of a large number of tests, on the

basis of tie averaging of results of which the curves in Fig. 84

were constructed. The dotted line on the graph in Fig. 84 is
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used to plot the averaged curve for PETN with r:20 pm. From the
given data it follows that function L n(m) has a minimum, the

rip
location of which with an increase of particle size is displaced

into the range of lower values of porosity. At high values of

porosity (m-0.5) finely crystalline PETN (rz20 pm) yields to

detonation easier than coarse-crystalline PETN (r-500 Vm). At

low values of porosity a reverse picture is observed. From the

graph it is evident that PETN with particle sizes r-500 Um is able §

to convert to detonation at very low porosity (m:0.05), in this

case the predetonation section does not exceed 50 mm. A further

very insignificant decrease in porosity produces a sharp increase

in the length of the predetonation section. The magnitude of

porosity, beginning with which an essential increase of L isnp
observed decreases from 0.1 to 0.05 with an increase of particle

size from 20 to 500 um and corresponds approximately to the

identical initial gas permeability of explosives, equal to 10- 4

darcy. Tests were also carried out with PETN r-l20 pm. It was

shown that the curves of Lrp(m) for particles with initial size

of 120 and 500 pm virtually coincide, with the exception of a

small difference at low and high values of porosity. This fact

indicates that the porous structures obtained are close to each

other, which is connected with the destruction of particles in the

process of pressing (see § 4).

The sharp increase in L at low values of porosity is causedrip

by the emergence of the stable low-speed modes of explosive

conversion. Also not surprising is the noticeable spread in the

extents of the predetonation section, since, as we saw, the forms

of transition to detonation are sufficiently diverse.

A study of the transition of combustion to detonation by

homogeneous porous explosives (octogen, cyclonite, PETN, tetryl)

was conducted by Griffiths and Grukok [1421. The ignition of the

open end of the explosive charge, enclosed in brass shells, was
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Ln ,. realized through the layer of

lead styphnate. They investi-

initial size of e:xplosive

4_. particles and the conditions of -

, gas release. Data are criven
for octogen (Fig. 85) which

Pligure 85. Nature of change in
the len5th ofathe predtoatein are constructed in coordinatesth~e lengrth of the predetoration

section for octogen L =ig (1/t), where value t'
rip
characterizes the gas perme-

ability of tihe explosive and depends wholly on the conditions of

Its dtermination. Unfortunately, the authors do not give the

Connectiolt of value ( 1/t') with porosity and particie size of the
c2xv -iv. At the same time tile general nature of th"Ie dependence

L3 0J lii~tud wll. From tiuc data in Fig. 85 it foliows that with

a c:)lstant initial particle size there is an optimum porosity of

,xplosive, to which tie smallest predetonation section corresponds.
Y:us tw paconce of a minimum on the curve L (in) is apparently

np
a ciiaacteristic feature of homogeneous explosives.

Tue decrease of the initial size of particles of the explosive

(at a constant pressure of pressing ^-150 atm) led to a reduction

of the predetonation section to a definite limit, whereupon value

Lnp increased. The opt.'mum particle size for octogen and cyclonite

N"\ turned out to Le equal to 124-251 p1m, for PETN - 76-124 pm [142].

A stud,, of the transition of combustion to detonation of a

wide circle of homogeneous explosives at a constant density

(0.9-1.2 gm/cm3 ) was conducted in work [165]. A steel tube with

inside diameter 6.4-6.8 mm (wall thickness 15 mm) and length of

03-350 rim was used; from the side of ignition a steel plug with

a channel 2 mm in diameter was placed. The values obtained for

the length of the predetonation section (in cm) are given below:
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PETN Octogen Cyclonite DINA Tetryl Styphnic Picric Trotyl -

acid acid

1 1-2.5 1.5-3 3-7 4-6 10-12 12-13 >29

It is remarkable that the tendency toward the transition of

combustion to detonation for the majority of the studied explosives

increases in proportion to the increase in the heat of the

explosion.

Systematic studies of the effect of the diameter of charge

and conditions of gas release on the emergence of detonation

were not made. It is noted only [165] that for low-power explosives

(trotyl, picric acid) an increase in the diameter of charge and

damping of the open (from the side of ignition) end of the charge

led to a contraction in length of the predetonation section For

powerful explosives (PETN, cyclonite) the effect of the indicated

parameters is expressed considerably more weakly.

As concerns the role of the shell, then the tests made by us

on PET11 (p=1. 4 5 g/cm 3 , r=500 Pm, d,=5 mm) in steel shells with

different wall thickness showed that for the transition of I
combustion to detonation a certain minimum strength of shell was

necessary,one such that the condition p'>pp would be realized.

It was established that with a decrease of wall thickness A from

17 to 3 mm value L did not change and it comprised L =15 mm.

In this case the pressure which is realized in the shell before

destruction p', exceeds p p. An increase of the predetonation

section was observed with A<3 mm, when p'-p .P Finally, in thin-

walled shells (A=0.5-1.0 mm; p'<p ) the conversion of combustion I
to detonation was absent and a low-speed process was spread. Dur-

Ing a further decrease of A the combustion died out. i

Mixtures on a base of ammonium perchlorate [14]. Table 14

depicts the averaged results of several tests of the measurement

of the length of the predetonation section for mixture explosives
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Table 14. Length of the predetonation section, mm.

S Porosity
Explosive

0.6 QI.5 0.25

Stoichiometric mixture of -
ammonium perchlorate with I
polystyrene 85 140 >240
The same with troz'vl 60 120 >240
i:ETN 4o 20 30

(particle size of components r..15 -pm) during ignition at the

enclosed end. The tests wore conducted in steel tubes with walls

l-J, :in thickness.

For a comparision in this same table data are given for PET4

cf close dispersity (rz20 jim). From Table 14 it follows that the

nature of the dependence of the length of the predetonation section

c.. >o....t y for toe investigated mixture explosives and homogeneous

explosives is different. For mixture explosives an increase in

the length of the .redetonation secticn is observed with a

aecrease in toe porosity in the entire investigated interval of 1
cnange in the latter.

Mixtures on a base of ammonium nitreLe. In work [144] a study

,n ~made of the transition of combustion to detonation for a

nuI er of industrial Explosives on a base of ammonium nitrate.

e test: were conducted in thick-walled steel tubes with screw-

or. caps. Charges of bulk density were used which ignited at the

closed end of the tube. It is remarkable that the authors were

able to obtain toe transition of combustion to detonation only in

tn- case when the length of rhe tube exceeded 1-2 m. The results

of Sue tests are presented in Table 15.

Fri:m, ;he examination of the tabulated data it follows that

the combustion of mixture explosives on a base of a weaker
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oxidizer - ammonium nitrate is characterized by considerably less

tendency toward transition to detonation than perchlorate

compositions. The combustion of pure ammonium nitrate, and also

mixtures of it with an inert combustible (dinamon AM-10) do not

convert to detonation at tube length up to 6000 mm. The introduc-

tion of active combustible - explosives (trotyl, cyclonite) sub-

stantially raises the tendency toward the transition of combustion

tc detonation, nevertheless even for rock ammonite No. 1 the

predetonation section exceeds the corresponding value for

perchlorate mixtures. It should also be noted that close values

of Ln are obtained both for pure trotyl and for the industrial

cxtlIosv.s whicri contain in their composition only 21% trotyl

(a.. o:,ite No. 6 and graii granulite 79/21B). The auLhors obtained

:ewhat unusual effect, which entails the fact that an increase

in the diameter of the charge lea to an increase in the length

of the predetonation section. This result, in the opinion of

IS conditioned oy the point nature of inflammation

(iameter of igniter was 1 cm) and by the formati6n of' the

sp-.erical aivergent flame front, a result of which is the slower

pressure ncceas in the combustion zone. it is noted that a

feature of the c±ansition of' the combustion of industrial explosives

to detonation is the irregular statistica.l nature of its emergence.

As a whole it is necessary to emphasize that during the

transition of combustion to detonation of mixture explosives a

.ificant role i- played not only by the physical, but also

c:.cneical factors (chemical nature of separate components of

th, mixture). Thc processes of diffusion mixing are of great

significance.

Let us pass to a brief discussion of the results of the

transition of the combustion of porous explosives to detonation.

The emergence of detonation in front of the accelerating
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front of combustion, and also the pre-pressing of the explosive

in the transient ara (see Fig. 81a, d) confirm the point of

view that the basic reason for the emerqence of detonation is the

shock wave which is formed as a result of the interference of

-compression waves, initiated by the combustion front, i.e., in

the classical "piston" mechanism. This mechanism was discussed

in the literature [121, 142; 43].

From the viewpoint of this mechanism it is possible to explain

the nature of the change in the length of the predetonation

section L from porosity m. The basic factor which determinesnp

the formation of the shock wave during the ignition of explosives

on one of the ends of the tube is the rate of change in time of

pressure dp/dt in the combustion zone. The nature of change

dp/dt is determined by the burning surface (by the specific surface

area of pores and by the rate of their convective ignition), and

also by the dependence of the rate of cor bustion of the explosive

on pressure. As it was noted, for homogeneous explosives there

is an optimum value of porosity and partic. size, at which the

length of' the predetonation section is minimum. The maximum sur-

face of pores encompassed by combustion corresponds to the optimum

value of porosity. In this connection it is necessary to emphasize

that for finely crystalline PET1 (se; Fig. 84) a satisfactory

conformity is -,served in the values of porosity (m=0.3-0.5),

at which the specific surface area of pores (see Fig. 14) and

rate of convective combustion (see Fig. 61) reach the maximum

value. During the explanation of depenaence L (m) for coarse-

crystalline PETN it is necessary to consider the fragmentation of

particles under the effect of compression waves.

Unlike homogeneous explosives for the investigated mixture

explosives the curve L npm) does not have a minimum. This dis-

tinctlon is connected, in our opinion, with the following facts.

1f for homogeneous explosives the rate of laminar combustion

increases linearly with pressure, then the rate of' combustion of
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mixture explosives at a pressure of the order of several kilobars

does not depend on pressure [23], which naturally leads to a

slower increase in pressure dp/dt during the ignition of mixture

explosives. Furthermore, with an increase in the density the

-critical diameter of detonation decreases for homogeneous explosives

[137] and increases for mixture explosives [108]. With an increase

of density of mixture explosives the critical pressure of the

initiation of detonation (see § 29) also is increased sharply.

The aforesaid makes it possible to explain the high absolute

values of the length of the predetonation section of mixture

exioslves and the intense increase of L with an increase in

des:zl" wi~ich is observed in experiment. During a slow pressure

Luildup in the combustion zone of mixture explosives the

p re-pressig of the substance at a considerable distance along

toe lenith of the charge can lead to the fact that the system

ceases to O deton ation capable, and the emergence of detonacior.

does not oca1.

For thc construction of the theory of the transition of

combustion to detonation it is extremely imnortant to know the

wave picture appearing in front of the combustion front, and

also the laws governing propagation and interference of the

compression waves, which determine the formation of the shock

wave of critical intensity. Unfortunately, at present this question

is virtually unstudied. The considerations on this question which

are contained in different works hive not been confirmed

experimentally. The difficultJes existing here are caused in

essence by the absence of data on the laws governing the propaga-

tion of weak compression waves in a porous thickening medium.

in conclusion it should be rioted that the "piston" mechanism

is simplified, greatly idealized. The real mechanism is

considerably more complex. First of all it is necessary to

2
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---consider the fact that a shock wave of critical intensity can

appear as a result of the local explosion of the individual volumes
of' explosive. -

D. EMERGENCE OF DETONATION DURING
SHOCK INITIATION

§ 29. Determination of the Critical
Pressures of the Initiation of
Detonation

The final result of the predetonation development of combustion

is the formation of the shock wave which causes the aptonation

of the explosives, if the wave amplitude reaches. a value equal]
to the critical pressure of iiitiation of detonation (p p) The

analysis of the transition of combustion to detonation is

impossible without knowledge of the c-itical pressures Cf the

initiation of detonation. The initiation of detonation Vi a

shock wave was investigated intensely recently mainly In connectior,

with the determination of the sensitivity of different explosives

to the snock effect. ,

For experimental determination of p it is necessary first

of all to know the sbock adiabatic curve of the explosive, i.e. ,

the connection between pressure and specific volume of the sub-

stance on the shook front or, what is the samn, , the connection

between the pressure (velocity of shock wavc arid the mass flow

rate of' the substance. The determination of the shock adiabatic

curves (dynamic compressibility) of condensed substances is

treated in many works, a survey of whirh is contained in [140]. As

concerns explosives, then mainly the dynamic compressibility of

trotyl and cyclonite at a density close to maximum was investigated.

In the literature there are very limited data on the comressibility

of rorou- explosives: PETIH [150] and ammonium perchlorate

[151] of bulk density, and pressed TNT 157]. The recording
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of F-hock adiabatic curves for explosives is a complex and laborious

process, Therefore great significance is acquired by the method

of calculation of the shock adiabatic curves of exp'_osives.

Generalized shock adiabatic curve. In work [145] it was

I:howO that the dynamic compressibility of a number of metals can

be de~cribed by a single dependence (generalized shock adiabatic

curve), in which only two initial parameters enter - density P0

:tnd the speed of sound. The authors arrived at this conclusion

on the basis of the processing of the available experimental data,

utIlizing in implicit form the law of similarity.

Afanaserikov, Bogomolov, and Voskoboynikov L146] showed the

v-fld'l: of this conclusion for orranic substances. It was

* taciisned that for liquids the experimental data are described

by a sin le dependence, of the form

, U,
) C,- 2U u, - k,'72)

S w-ere D - th, velocity of the shock wave; U - mass flow rate;

C- tIhe bulk speed of sound in the initial conditions.

It turned out that the analogous dependence was valid also

for cast TNTF and pressed cyclonite of high density. Thts fact,

ana also the fact that a solid in a shock wave, when the yield

r tInt s exceeded can be considered as a liquid, served as the

oa.:i for recommending expression (72) as the generalized shock

aaiatatic curve of organ'c explosives. The comparison made by the

author:- of tl 1 e shock adiabatic curves, calculated from (72) and

ri.asured experimentally, shoved satisfactory accord. Thus was

establlshed [146] the possibility of the construction of the

a priori soock adiabatic curve of organic explosives. For the

conctrflction of the shock adiabatic curve of individual explosives

it i. necessary to determine only the bulk speed of sound C0 .
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During the calculation of the bulk speed of sound C in a
liquid it is convenient to use Rao's formula;

where p M - the initial density and the molecular weight of the

substance; yi - number of chemical bonds of this form; B - the
iA

increments of these bonds.

Value C0 can also be determined experimentally: by the

ultrasonic technique - in a test longitudinal C and transverse

Ct speed of sound in a solid are measured, and C is calculated

from the expression:

C - / c1  (714)

or in tests regarding the isothermal compressibility of the

substance.

In work [149] values C were calculated for a number of

solid explosives and linear polymers', which are given in Table 16.

Mixture systems [146, 168]. During the calculation of the

shock adiabatic curve of a nonporous mixture of two (and more)

solids it was assumed that the pressure in components at the

shock wave front is equalized pc-=p.-p2 and heat exchange

between them is absent

tLM, = .uuj- (1- ,) V:. (75)

'Knowledge of G0 for polymers permits implemention of the calcula-

tion of the shock adiabatic curves of mixture powders and different
mode] copositions. The shock adiabatic curve of NH4 C104 is

written in the form D-CO+I.5U" o
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Table 16. Magnitude of the bulk speed of sound in some
explosives and polymeric ma.erlals.

Bulk speed of sound,

( m/s
:z W... . .. -, C

H' C, (D r:(D

F. YCt O( HCT

Substance D 3

o tCt

I-
Nitromethane ,14 i o - 1346 1491

Trotyl (liquid) 1,47 1 55 -

Trocy I (crystal) 2,0 2200 2080 [14t]
y cloni te 1 2(;,0 26')f)
S1,7 21'-0 2321 -.

Letrvl 1 -13 21IM) --

Ammonium perchlorate ,05 - 2840

Teflon 2,2-6 1035 100 -
Polystyrene i 10 198 -Polyme.,:thyl methacrylate 1,"8 19-1, 1810 -
P oly ethylene 0.517 217 Jt~ 7, 21-

woere Uc , U1 , U2 - respectively mass flow rate of mixture, first

and second components; a - the weight fraction of the first
compoDnent.

After determining the shock adiabatic curves of components

according to (72), it is possible to construct the adiabatic curve

of the mixture. On the curve of Fig. 86 a comparison is given of

the calculation with experiment for the composition trotyl -

cOyclonite 30/70.

p, ka' Figure 86. Shock adiabatic

curve of the composition
trotyl - cyclonite (30/70).
1 - calculation; 2 - experi-
ment.
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Porous substances [146). During the construction of the

nonequilibrium shock adiabatic curve of porous substance actually

the same considerations and assumptions that are presented above

were utilized. A mixture consisting of a solid phase (explosives)

and air in pores was examined. Additionally it was assumed that

during compression the final air volume was different from zero,

and the weight fraction of air was negligible. Then the shock

adiabatic curve of the porous substance takes the form

UlP=UT + P(I - 1) (i/p7)0( 1  1 (76)

whe-e Y=V0 /V - the compression ratio of air in pores, p0n - the

Initial density of the porous substance, D - the initial density

of the bulk solid explosive. Values p and U are assigned by the

known shock adiabatic curve of the bulk solid component. It was

established [146] that the best agreement of calculation and A
experiment occurs with y=? (Fiig. 87).

With "he indicated mrthod I, kbar

a calculation was made of the

shock adiabatic curves of S

porous explosives during the A

determination of the critical 4 A

pressures p of the initiation

of detconation. 0 Pz 4 u. kv s

Figure 87 Shock adiabatic curve
Measurement of the of porous PETN (1) (p=l.O g/cm3 )

and trotyl (II) (p=1.43 g/cm 3 ).
Lines are calculation, points are

initiation of detonation, experiment: 1 - according to

There are several methods [150]; 2 - [157].

of determination of pK , with

the content of which it is possible to become acquainted in work

[148]. If in early investigations the transmission of detonation

from an active charge to passive was realized in essence through

the air gap, then in recent years wide acceptance has been
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received by the experimental method of determination of pp, based

on theutilization of an inert barrier (metal, plexiglass, etc.).

The diagram of the test is precented in Fig. 88a (1 - explosives,

2- barrier, 3 - active

charge, 4 - lens, 5 detona-

SP I tor), and its graphic

2 ffinterpretation - in Fig. 88b

3 (01 - the shock adiabatic
\ curve of the material of

s U; W Y the barrier, 011 - the shock

a) b) adiabatic curve of the

Fivure o. Determination of the investigated explosives,
critical pressure of initiation 1 2 - the isentrope of
-f d etnat1ion. a) diagam of expansion of the barrier).

exLer'Lment; b) its graphic
interpretation. During the detonation of

active charge into the barrier

a ,;nc.cK wa enters, the pressure in which is determined, if the

shocK adiabatic curve of the explosive and the dependence of the

:cas3 flow rate of the material of the harrier on the properties

of th e active charge are known. After the approach of the wave

tc. the barrier-investigated explosive boundary conversely a

re-lief wave is spread on the barrier and on the explosive - a

shocz wave.

The pressure of the shock wave which entered the investigated

explosive is determined by the point of intersection 2 of the

nihock adiabatic curve of the explosive with the isentrope of

expansion of the material of the barrier, outgoint from point I

(isentrope is toe mirror reflection of the shock adiabatic curve

of the barrier). The critical pressure p is defined as the

minimum pressure of the shock wave entering the explosive at

whicn tne detonation of the charge is excited.

Value p p depends on the parameters of the charge (density,

initial size of particles, diameter). A specific effect can be
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exerted by the profile of the initiating shock wave'

Let us examine the results of measurement of pp, obtained

-in a common test setup (Fig. 88). An active charge of trotyl

[147] or of a mixture of TNT + NaCl of different percentage

composition [149] was used. The diameter and height of the active

charge were 40 and 60-100 mm respectively. For the purpose of i

obtaining a plane detonation front an explosive lens was utilized.

The barrier wn a copper plate with a thickness of 5 mm. The

passive charge of the investigated explosive (without a shell) had

the following dimensions: diameter 20 mm, height 60 mm. Emergence I

of detonation was fixed by the optical method with photography
I

of the charge from the lateral surface or from the end.

In this experimental setup a study was made of the dependence

of the critical pressure of initiation of detonation on relative

density for trotyl, cyclonite [147-149], PETN, and also for

a stcichiometric mixture of ammonium perchlorate with polystyrene2.

The findings are presented in Fig. 89.

P, kbar Figure 89. Dependence of the

20 1 critical pressure of initia-
* g tion of detonation on porosity.

1 - trotyl, r<100 jim; 2 -
N 4 cyclonite, r<100 Pm; 3 - PETM,

I2 3 r20 jim; 4 - stoichiometric
mixture of ammonium perchlo-
rate with polystyrene, rzl5
Jm.

2 I

Q7 Op e

'In work [149] it is noted that the profile of the initiating
shock wave is essential for homogeneous explosives. For porous
systems value p is determined in essence by the amplitude of the

initiating shock wave. In favor of this is the fact that value
p fo, charges of porous explosives of identical diameter,

obtained by different methods, turn out to be close.
2 Dependence of pKp(5) for PETN and a mixture system was obtained

by A. V. Obmenin.
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From them it follows that for the secondary explosives with

6<0.85 the critical pressure Increases weakly with an increase

in Ule density. At high densities (6>0.85), which approach the I

density of a single crystal, pp increases sharply, It i-

Interesting to note that in accordance with the data in Pig. 13

at a density 6>0.85 a noticeable decrease in the gas permeability

of the charge is observed. Thus the presence in the charge of a -71

small degree of porosity exerts a substantial influence on the I
sensitivity of the explosive to a shock wave. From the investigated

ubstances for a mixture system the highest value of p is

I uract e rist ic.

Ont, sh.ould emphasize that the diameter of the chargc of the

tudied secondary explosives in the entire density range

cznside ratlv exceeded tlhe critical diameter of detonation (d",

for a mixture system (with 6:0.75) it was close to critical.

The partial data available in the literature (far example,

.je [148]) indicate thnt near the critical conditions of

tonation (wjith d :d" ) an increase is observed in the critical
3 RP

pressure of initiation. Witn an increase in the diameter of the

charge dependence p (d ) weakens, and at d >>d" value p in
f4 3 3 -ipK

practice does not depend on the diameter of charge. The latter

is confirmed by the tests carried out by us with charges of

PETI of different diameter (Fig. 90) (for PETN with p=l.70 g/cm3 ,

' 0 zu. m m). Under conditions when d >>d" , value p does

n,t depend on the surrounding of the charge with shell of steel

or plexiglass.

.p, . . Figure 90. Dependence of the
critical pressure of initia-

tion of detonation on the
diameter of the charge (PETN

Sp=1.70 £/cm 3
, r:20 pm) .

0 /0 20 d3.
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The account of this circumstance and the fact that in porous

explosives the critical pressure of initiation of detonation Is

determined in essence by wave amplitude (and not by its profile),

gives tasis to utilize values p P, obtained in tests on shock

initiation, in connection with the conditions of the transition

of combustio, to detonation.

The initial particle size of the explosive uniquely affects

the sensitivity to the shock wave. We have studied dependence

P( 6) for coarse-crystalline trotyl with initial particle sizes

r=O.4-0.8 mm (charges 20 mm in diameter without a shell,with the

exception of the charges of the bulk density, wheve d =30 M,

were used). The findings are given in Fig. 91, also presented

here are results [147-149]

- 1, for finely crystalline trotyl
(r<O.l mm). As it follows

114, -from the results given, an
15 !increase in the initial particle

size leads to an intensive

increase of p at low and
PA g/n especially bulk densities of

Dependence of the critical pres- charge. In high density
suxe of initiation of detonation charges the effect of the
on porosity for samples of
trotyl of different dispersity. initial particle size is

1- r<0.l mm; 2 - 0,4-0.8 mm. expressed to a considerably

less degree or i - completely

ubsent. A lowering in the sensitivity of coarse-crystalline

ciarges of explosives of bulk density was noted in work [153]. I
This effect makes it possible to explain why a stable low-speed

detonation in powder-like explosives is spread only when using

particles of large dimension. Low-speed detonation is shielded

in this case from transition to normal detonation by the high

valu, of' p . For trotyl the pressure in the wave of low-speed

detonation (see p. 186) is substantially lower than the directly
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measured value of p

What was presented above corresponded to the pressed charges

of explosives, which contained open gas-permeable porosity. In

order to trace the effect of the physical structure of a charge

(the state of aggregation), we compare values of p for cast,

pressed, molten and liquid explosives (Table 17).

Table 17. Critical pressures of the initiation of
detonation for some explosives with different physical =

structure of charge.

Oq 10- o0z
N.~~ (D(D-~

(n c~t FSt 0 cn ct
Explosive H H P. oq W ( r P-

Trotyl pressed 1,3 , ,u
Trotyl cast 1,02 j 1:.,

I,12 4 ,,7 35 j:
1,62 j.:j 33 [:?7;

Trotyl molten 1,47 L, flu 1- ;7j
BE'iN pressed 1,73 i7

PETN crystal 1,77 . P

Cyclonite pressed 1,74 2. 15,1.-j
Cyclonite crystal ,8.& 0 101)
Nitroglycerin powder 1,58 I -5 1 U]
Nitroglycerin liquid 1,60 " I
Nitromethane liquid 14 9

A tendency is noted, according to which the sensitivity of

explosives to shock wave decreases in the order: pressed, cast,

liquid explosives.

Attention is drawn to the fact that value p for pressed

trotyl with open porosity is noticeably lower than for cast of

the same density which contains closed pores. The observed

distinction is apparently connected with the nature of porosity.

This is confirmed by the data of [155], in which it was established

that the sensitivity of powders with closed porosity is lower
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than with that with opened. Thus the sensitivity of the system to

a shook wave depends not only on the presence of porosity, its

extent, but also on the nature of porosity. The structure of

charge also has a noticeable effect on the formation of the

- - -- detonation wave.

§ 30. Formation of Detonation Wave

Recently considerable attention has been given to the study

of the development of a shock wave into detonation. For this

purpose as a rule the velocity of the wave front was measured.

Considerably greater information on the indicated question is

obtained in work [27], the authors of which investigated cast

finely crystalline and pressed trotyl with initial density of
31.62 and 1.59 g/cm respectively. By the electromagnetic method

two parameters characterizing the shock wave were determined -

velocity of front D and distribution of mass flow rate behind

the front in time U(t). They also investigated electroconductivity

in spruading shock waves. This made it possible to obtain a
sufficiently complete picture about the processes which take place

behind a shock wave front. Furthermore the optical recording

of the process of emergence of detonation was used.

The amplitude of the initiating shock wave comprised 50, 35,

20 kbar for cast trotyl and 35, 18, 12 kbar for pressed. The last

values of pressures were less than p and did not cause detona-

tion. The diameter of the passive charge was 60 mm, active

(mixture of trotyl with talc of different density) - 80 mm, as

the material of the inert barrier plexiglass was used.

The results of the measurements of parameters D and U on

the wave front, obtained at different distances L from tne

barrier - explosive boundary, are presented in Fig. 92, aid the

oscillograms of the recordings of mass flow rate U(t) - in
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A, kin/s -. km,/s

2 UT A

20 ii950 10 30 50 L, mm
a) bj

Figure 92. Value of the velocity of shock wave D (I) and mass flow
rate of the movement of substance U (II) at different distances L
from the barrier - explosive boundary for cast (a) and pressed (b)
trotyl. a) 1 - p=50; 2 - 35; 3 - 20 kbar; b) 1 - P=35; 2 - 18;
3- 12 kbar.

U .......... :
-~t

Figure 93. Oscillograms of the recordings of mass flow rate in
cxS totyl (interval between markers - 2 ps). p=50 kbar, L=O;
s; 6; 1"; 30; 50 mm,

U..

Figure 94. Oscillograms of recordings of the mass flow rate in
cast trotyl. a) p=18 kbar, I-0; 4; 12; 18 mm; b) p=1 2 kbar, L=O;
4; 20; 40 mm.

Figs. 93, 94. It is evident that the development of a shock wave

up to detonation occurs in the form of a smooth change in the

parameters (D and U).

For cast trotyl an initial section is observed where the
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parameters of the shock wave which initiates detonation do not

change and are assigned by the incoming wave. An increase in

the parameters of the wave up to the detonation begins at a

certain depth, the magnitude of which decreases with an increase in

the amplitude of the initiating wave. With the amplitude of the

wav entering the explosive close to critical, the emergence of

detonation occurs at a considerable distance from the barrier

(thus, fct instance, at P=35 kbar the normal detonation parameters

along the axis of the charge were fixed at a depth L_120 mm).

Photographic observations of the a velopment of the process showed

that in cast trotyl in the stage preceding detonation a brightness

is recorded, the intensity of which increases in the course of

time. It is interesting that on the initial secttior the rate of

tne process, measured according to the optical notations, c- dncldes

with the velocity of the shock wave, determined by the electr-

magnetic method along the axis of the ciharge. We utilized these

data for the explanation of the nature of the low-speed process.

As it follows from Fig. 93a, in cast trotyl the shock wave in th~e

initial stage retains a triangular profile, which then is

transformed into a profile with a "shell." The indicated change

in profile is fixed and with p<p is also connected by the authors

with the course of the chemical reaction behind the shock wave

front.

In the pressed trotyl (unlike cast) the tendency for an

increase in the parameters on the shock wave front, capable of

developing to detonation, is observed directly at the interface

of the barrier and explosive (Fig. 94a). The profile of' the wave

on the interface (Z=O) is different from triangular, observed at

the entry of the shock wave into the inert material. During

proparetion of the shock wave wit:. p>p RP a profile U(t) is fixed

with a "hump," the slope of which rises, which is accompanied

by an increase in the mass flow rate on the front U and apex of

the himp Ur (Fig. 94a). With p<p the wave front is eroded,

and the velocity of the front becomes lower than the speed of
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sound (Fig. 94b).

The measurements of electroconductivity showed that in cast

trotyl an increase in conductivity begins directly behind the

shock front, while in pressed troty! the increase in conductivity

occuirred with a delay.

The entire totality of experimental data obtained testifies

-to the fact that the process of development of a detonation wave

in pressed trotyl is more sensitive to a change in the parameters

of the incoming shock wave than in cast trotyl. This experimental

result is explained by the authors by the fact that the heat

release rate in pressed trotyl depends more strongly on pressure

be.hind the shock front.

According to contemporary representations, the chemical

reaction under the influence of a shock wave on porous explostves

Legins in separate foci - "hot points" and occurs-in the form of

a thermal explosion. The reason for emergence and existence of

a "hot point" is the physicochemical heterogeneity of explosives.

The reaction which emerges is spread possibly in the form of com-

bustion to the remaining mass of explosive, which leads to the

emergence of a system of compression waves, which amplifies' the

first shock wave. This produces an increase in the concentration

of hot points, pressure in the reaction zone, and as a final result

leads to detonation.

At the same tine at present reliable information about the

processes which proceed in the "hot points" is absent. Also the

question concerning how "hot points" are formed remains open.

The following possible reasons for the formation of separate

foci of the reaction are discussed: the collision of shock waves,

elasto-plastic changes behind the shock front with localization

of stresses, the discontinuity of flow near heterogeneities, phase

transformations, etc.
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All this creates major and thus far unsurmounted difficulties

during :he development of a theory of shock initiation.

in this respect solid (porous) explosives differ from

. omogeneous (liquid) explosives. In liquid explosives the incoming -

ihock wave is propagated initially as in an inert medium. After

a delay on the interface (at the point of entrance of the shock

wave) a thermal explosion occurs which leads to the emergence of

detonation in the compressed explosive, which overtakes the

original shock wave front. Only then is normal detonation spread

through the substance.

I

I

-A
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LIQUID EXPLOSIVES

Working out the problems of the stability of combustion of

liquid explcsives (ZhVV) [+BB] yielded one of the most interesting

sections of combustion theory. The peculiarity here lies in the

fact that the thecry of the emergence of the effects of instability

basically was created prior to their experimental dete-tion and

detailed investigation. 7rom the experimental viewpoint, the

favorable combination of such properties of ZhVV as optical trans-

parency, stability of density, broad range of possible rates of

combustion, and possibility of ch-rging the mobility by small

additions of high-polymeric su;ta1nces, makes it possible to

conduct interesting experiments in the observation of the details

of the process of combustion.

This section of combustion theory owes its development first

of all to K. K. Andreyev, A. F. Belyayev, Ya. 3. Zei'dovich, L. D.

Landau, and also to their numerous followers and pupils. One

should note the prominent position in the world of science which

Soviet research holds in this question.

Many questions, illuminated in the present chapter, one way

or another were illuminated in Andreyev's monograph [38]. However,

a series of works on the questions of the stability of combustion

of ZhV-V, for one reason or another, did not enter into the mono-

graph [37, 38]. Moreover in light of contemporary concepts about
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the mechanism of stability of the combustion of ZhVV new inter-

pretations of known experimental facts appeared. All this makes

it possible to hope that this section will be useful from the

v-ieowpoint of the summation of the accumulated knowledge and the

aLtemplt to interpret the data from common positions.

One should recognize that although the critical conditions

of the disturbance of stable combustion of ZhVT have been the

object of a relatively large number both of experimental and

theoretical works, the question concerning the conditions for the

pas -age of combustion into explosion has b,,en developed very little.

ainle experimental studies, which do not make it possible to form

-a final FIcturo of the process have been dedicated to the passage

of combustion into explosion. As concerns the theory of the

-roblem, thus far it has not been formulated. Here the works are

usually limited to the assumption that combustion beyond the

stability limit can lead t) autoturbulence, explosion and even

detonation. However, the extrapolation of limiting phenomena to

ranges of values of parameter.s lying far beyond the limits, without

special substantiation, is not always convincing. As a rule, there

are many factors, which contribute to the emergence of nonlinear

effects, part of which can have a stabilizing effect.

Relatively new is the question concerning the combustion of

'N heterogeneous mixtures of the type of ZhVV - solid. Nevertheless

recent works here have laid good foundations for understanding the

m.echanism and laws governing the combustion of this class of

systems.

In the present section we do not deal at all with problems of

the combustion of atomized liquid fuels, which are illuminated in

numerous and well-known works, and in general the technical

applications of the combustion of ZhVV are outside the scope of

this discussion.
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CHAPTER VI

THE THEORY OF THE LIMITS OF NORMAL COMBUSTION
OF LIQUID EXPLOSIVES

§ 31. Theory of Andreyev - Belyayev and
Zel'dovich

The earliest theory of the stability of combustion of explo-

sives, which is also applicable to the case of liquid explosives,

was Andreyev - Belyayev's theory, discussed above (Chapter III).

Let us recall that its basic conclusion consists ot the following:

"the possibility of stable combustion at a given pressure is

determined by the relationship between the rate of combustion

(more precisely, by the rate of gas formation) and the rate of the

departurea of gases at this pressure or, more correctly speaking, by
the relationship between the acceleration of gas inflow and the

acceleration of gas consumption under pressure" [38, pg. 297]. In

the first approximation, the condition of stable combustion

according to Andreyev - Belyayev has the form

I d (u ,) > (77)
A dp

where A is the efflux coefficient, which has a value on the order

of 7-7.6 g/cm 'atm.

The rate of combustion of many (but not all) liquid explosives

is linearly dependent on pressure. in connection with this the

value
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1it- d (v~ppOdp (78)

turns out to be independent of pressure, i.e. a constant of the

___ __ Liven substanw.ei1 Table 18 depicts the values of B for a series

of individul liquid explosives and mixtures, partially taken from

work [381.

2
Table 18. Values of the coefficient, B, atm'g/cm s -

Substance B __.
- lANitroglycol, liquid 0.039

Nitroglycol, gelatinized 4 0..9

Methyl nitrate, liquid 0.133

MItroglycerin, gelatinized 0.146
Niitroglycol (gelatinized) + PbN 6 50/50 wt. % 0.148

Nitroglycol (gelatinized) + PbN 6, 40/60 wt. % 0.267

Nitromethane 0.0025
Diglycoldinitrate 0.00246 ]
Ethyl nitrqte 0.0064

Nitromethane + 7% by weight of pyroxylin 0.02216 ]

Table 18 shows that the majority of liquid explosives have 7B<<A and the ratio A/B is 3"106102. This means that for the A
destabilization of combustion of these substances, according to

Andreyev - Belyayev, a surface of combustion must be developed in

an appropriate relation to the area of a cross-section of the

tube. So considerable an increase in the surface of combustion

can arise only under special conditions. This question will be
discussed below.

'We do not deal here with the dependence of B on the size of the
charge (which as a rule is weak) and on the initial temperature.
The introduction of these parameters changes somewhat the quanti-
tative, but not the qualitative side of the basic conclusions.
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Thus, to liquid as well as to solid explosives, during com-

bustion under normal conditions, are inherent those values of the

coefficiente of the accelerations of gas inflow under pressure,

which guarantee stable combustion in the sense of Andreyev -

Belyayev's gas-dynamic mechanism.

Experimental studies of Belyayev on the passage of the com-

bustion of liquid explosives (methyl nitrate, etc.) into explosion

served as a basis for the development by Ya. B. Zel'dovich [4'43 of

a theoretical model of the stability of combustion of explosives,

having a clearly pronounced reaction in the k-phase. The reason

for the disturbance of normal combustion in Zel'dovich's model

is physicochemical. The essence of the mechanism consists of the

following. With an increase in the pressure as a result of a

temperature rise of the surface of the liquid the rate of the

k-phase reaction increases and the wave of heating goes into the

depth of the liquid. The development of vapors and products of

the k-phase reaction occurs in the gaseous phase. Since k-phase

and 7-phase reactions are considered independent it is possible to

find a ratio between the activation energy of the k-phase reaction

and the heat of vaporization, such that the rate of heating of the

liquid will become greater than the rate of its vaporization.

Superheating and boiling-up of the liquid will occur in a layer

of some thickness, which causes the dispersion of the liquid and

its vapors into the zone of the flame. It is thought that in this

case conditions can arise for the development of detonation.

A comparison of Zel'dovich's theory with experiment and its

discussion are comprehensively presented in Andreyev's monograph [38].

§ 32. Landau's Theory of the Hydrodynamic
Stability of Slow Combustion

Landau [73] approached the problem of the stability of com-

bustion from other positions than Andreyev - Belyayev and Zel'dovich.

In his theory the gas-phase mechanism of combustion is accepted,
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i.e. from the surface of the liquid, vaporization occurs which is

supported by heat from chemical raactions in the vapor above the

surface. By means of slight disturbances of the surface the

stalbility of the flow of combustion products is examined taking

-into account the stabilizing effect of gravity and surface tension.

In this case, in the first approximation, the thicknes-s of the

,one of chemical reaction is disregarded In comparison with the

length of the disturbance wave. This also indicates a failure to

take into account the processes, which determine the structure of A4

the surface of the discontinuity liquid - gas. The mathematical

formulation of the problem of the hydrodynamic stability of the

-surface of the boundary liquid - gas is independent of the cause

of gas generation and even of the cause for its motion. Moreover,

Landau's problem is isobaric; the compressibility of toe gas is

disregarded. As a result solutions of Landau's problem may also be=

transferred to other models, for example to the motion of a layer'

of liquid along the surface, the blowout of the mirror of the

surface of the liquid by gas fl(w, etc.

For the determination of the critical conditions for the

development of infinitesimal disturbances of the boundary, liquid-

vapor, the continuity equation and the Eulerian equation are solved

-concu.rntly. It was shown that at a sufficiently high rate J=Ul0

the process of combustion becomes hydrodynamically unstable: small

deformations of the surface are increased. For the stability of

the plane form of the front of combustion it is necessary that the

roots of the equation

(U1 + U2) + L'QkUIu2 + [k (u, - u) + g:A '2' -" + .kj Uwd2 0 (79)

have a negative real part. This gives the following condition for

the stability of combustion:

4 ' j 4 (80)
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where ul and u; are rates of motion of the liquid and the combustion

products in a laboratory coordinate system; p]. and 0 2 are the

densities of the liquid and the combustion products; a is the

coefficient of surface tension, J-UlPl=U2 P2 is the mass velocity

of combustion; J, is the mass velocity of combustion under critical

conditions (critical rate of combustion), which is equal to u*2;

gis free-fall acceleration; k 1s the wave vector of the disturbance

of the surface of the liquid; i/02 is the characteristic time of

develooment of the disturbance.

Let us ':amine the basic corillaries of Landau's theory

[177-179].

Di->ensions of the Most Dangerous Disturbances
a.] the Time of Their Develcpment

We will examine combustion in a container of infinite diameter

: order not to limit ourselves initially to the possible dimensions

of disturbances. For the determination of the dimensions of the

i:;-st dangerous disturbances, i.e. I the disturbances, which have a

z;mal! time of development during combustion beyond the stability

limit, we use equation (79). Let us introduce the dimensionless

values

z =kll.; W= (81)
Pg

Here k* is the wave number of most rapidly growing wave under

critical conditions of disturbance. It is equal to

j2 (p , p .)(p 1  2gp 1p(8

k - - •- . ( 8 2 )

With n',l thL disturbances will be amplified, which lie in a

certain range of the wave vectors k (or wavelengths X), which is

dependent on the rate of combustion n:

n2- - , <x /kl;. -.. <n 2 + VIn- 1. (83)
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4 2 24
With n >>1 we have l/2n <x<2n Hence it is apparent that

with an increase in n (rate of combustion) the interval of the

dimensions of the growing disturbances is expanded both to the side

of long and to the side of short waves. With n=l the interval

S-ontracts into the point x=l.

In Landau's problem flnt:-scale disturbances (x>n2+ -rCT) are

effected by the forces of surface tension, and large-scale dis-

turbances (x<n 2-Rzft) by the forces of gravity.

In order to determine the dimensions of the most dangerous

disturbance, i.e. of the one developing most rapidly, one should

find the x with which w acquires the greatest value:

x.2I1l1 +'II /'v with n-1>p2lp±. (84)

Let us- designate the time of increase in the disturbance

with the wave number x, at the rate n over T, then

I r/r= Y 0W 2 - z - (85)

For the most dangerous disturbance the time of growth Tmin is

determined by substitution of the value xn instead of x. With

n4>>l formulas (84) and (85) are simplified:

k, = 2/,, = /, kn; I/.,UA 1,5 (gn'J.) J/$". (86)

It is evident that X and T decrease rapidly with an increase
n n

in the rate of combustion n. If the rate of combustion slightly

exceeds the critical value, i.e., J/J,=146, p2/pi<<S <<l, then

2 V g II )P: VJ.; k4,= .(1 .-
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Near the transition from stable combustion to unstable, the

value of a random disturbance changes according to the law

exp (kz-iwt). With n<l wO, z=0; with n>l wL-0, z#O, i.e.

in the range of stable conditions disturbances produce damped

oscillations of the surface of the liquid, and in the range of

unstable conditions the disturbances grow in amplitude, and =

oscillations are absent.

Table 19. Theoretical values of the

parameters Xn and Tn.

n~ n.,c '~oO'

1,0 1,0 1,1'

1,05 1,11 0,97 1n Q 27:1 355.

1,1 1,21 0,85 07,5

1 211,4 0,7S I.3t._.(
1,2 1,44 0,67 ,
1,6 9,56 0,35 (G .3 102

2 4 0,22 0,(,0165 1.,5

7aLle 19 gives theoretical

it values of X and T depending on
n n

,3 J/J, for nitroglycol. Values taken

- .' ar,=1.49 g/cm', o=48 dyn/cm2

Fig. 95 Unstable region P2 5  g/cm3
(1) , wave numbers of the

most dangerous disturb- Figure 95 shows the unstable
ance (2) and the range of
absolute stability of corn- region 1 and the wave numbers 2 of

bustion ( the most dangerous disturbance.

Lower than curve 1 lies the range of absolute stability 3.

Effect of the Diameter and Shape of the Container

on the Limit of the Stability of Normal
Combustion

The above discussion was conducted on the assumption that the

diameter d of the container in which liquid explosives are con-

tained is considerably greater than the characteristic dimensions

of the disturbance: d>>/k,.
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If the diameter of the container in which the burning liquid

is located, is so small that this inequality is not fulfilled, then

the dimensions of the most dangerous disturbance X in this case
d

will depend on the diameter and shape of the container, whereupon

Ad *; kw<kd; Xd>l.

We will qualitatively analyze the effect of the diameter of

the container on the critical condition of combustion Jd(nd). By

using equation (83) it is possible to determine the critical rate

of combustion of a liquid in a tube with a diameter of d:

11,- i ,5ThXj ± lI/xjL) (87)

.hnce Xd'l, then nd> 1 , i.e. combustion in a narrow container is

more stable than in a wide one as a result of the stabilizing effect

of the walls.1  It is clear that in a sufficiently narrow container

the dimensions of a dangerous disturbance are proportional to the

diameter, but in a sufficiently wide container they do not depend

on the diameter: l/xd=dk , with dk,<<l; 1/Xd=l with dk,>>l.

With x2>>l expression (86) is simplified: n2= l/ 2Xd or

n =i/(2dk,). This expression was obtained in Landau's work [73].

Let uo represent the dependence of xd on kld by a broken line:

J/xd=adk, with adk,<l; Xd=l with adk>>l, where a is a constant,

which depends on the shape of the container; taking into account

(86), we have

nr.V/O,5(adc.+ 1/adc.) with ak.d<S,

1,= = with ak.d>l.

'Here, naturally, incidental phenomena, which do not relate to the
hydrodynamic situation, such as heating of the liquid with flame
by heat transfer through the wall, etc, are not considered.
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The dependence of nd on the dimensionless quantity k*d must be

the overall limit of the stability of combustion of all liquid low- 4
viscosity explosives in containers of identical shape, I.e. n and -"

kd are similarity criteria. This follows from the formulation of

Landau's problem itself, which makes it self-similar.

The calculation of the proportionality constant a was carried

out in work [178J for containers with round- and rectangular-shaped

cr-s-sect ions.

During combustion in a cylindrical tube, besides conditions

on the burning surface, boundary conditions must be satisfied on

thhe walls of the tube where the radial component of the rate is

equal to zero. With this condition are determined the possible

values of the wave number of the disturbance of the surface k:

i A,., = ,,//? (88)

where a are roots of the first derivative of the Bessel function

1, of the first order q; s is the number of the root; R is the

radius of the tube.

The form of the elementary disturbances of the surface C(r, w)

I(az. rlR) cus qy, (89)

where r is the current radius; q is the angle, which is determined

b, values of the whole numbers q (quantity oi' junction diameters);

s (quantity of junction circumferences).

The critical rate of combustion J,(R) is connected with the

diameter of the tube d=2R by equations (80) and (86). Substituting

in (86) the expression k in formula (88), we derive a relationship

vhich is correct for combustion in a cylindrical tube

= .l k.i)([O + . / -P' (87a)
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In the case of a plane-parallel container 1/2i1 (i-l, 2, ... )

enters in (89) instead of aqs and R is a half of the large side

of the rectangle of the cross section of the container. At the

limit of stability a wave is self-excited, for which aqs/kR is

closest to unity. Thus, during combustion in a narrow tube (Rk,<l)

at the limit of stability a wave must appear with s=0 and q=l.

4 The dependence of the critical rate

of combustion on the radius of the tube

(Fig. 96) in the first approximation is

!2 material only in narrow tubes:

S" *(/)/j.,- with RJk.>1;

3 . dk. ,"0,5 (Ri/J + R/IR,) with RJk.<,

Fig. 96. The de-
pendence of the limits where R=NR.=.8 4 k. (combustion in a
cf stable combustion we l10
c:: the given diameter round tube) and Rl=(l/2)k,=l.51 4k 1 (for
of the container with a
different harmonics of a flat container).
dizturbances i - cuvre
of absolute stabiliy; Effect of the Acceleration of Gravity
1 - i=0.5; 2 - 1.0;
3- 1.5; 4 - 2.0.

As follows from formulas (80) and

(84), the size of the most dangerous

disturbance depends substantially on g, and during its decrease,

'Increases. The acceleration of gravity is of no importance only

during combustion in containers of infinite diameter. in limited

containers during a decrease in g the role of the factor, which

stabilizes long-wave disturbances, passes to the diameter of the

container which limits the maximum size of the disturbances. For

the analysis of the case g-0, disregarding the interaction of gas,

liid and the surface of the container, let us note that

J2 2

In a container of infinite diameter with g-0, k+0, and therefore

J,-*0, i.e., combustion is always unstable to long-wave disturbances.
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In a limited container the dimensions of the dikturbances are

A ina. d, and correspondingly k min=1/ad, where a is const. Sub-

stitubing knin in (89), instead of k we derive, that with gO

10 2z2 ad.

Comparing this value with the critical rate of combustion under

normal conditions__ fA's d).) ((p)./(P;)I [ d )

Under the assumption J-p the ratio of critical pressures is
( )2v-i1i/(ak,d) Thus, the critical pressure (with v=l) is

"j vcrsZl; ntrc)ortional to the diameter of the container. The ratio ___

ti the critical pressure, determined under normal conditions in

:-.al-d.ameter tubes p,(kod<<l), to the critical pressure during

fall p0 (g=0) in a tdle of diameter d is equal to: / do/d

with adk <i.

- t he Law of the Rate of Combustion

From equation (80) it follows that the value of the cri4

r ae of combustion increases with pressure as

J. = (90) - -

where C1 Is not dependent on pressure. The rate of combustion of

exrloslves can be written as
S =-- 13pr. (91)

! liquid substances, as a rule, v=l.

Comparing (90) and (91): we have:

U = = P-p.'. (92)
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*7 /;sF[' ! For stable combustion it is required that

u'<l. Depending on the relationship of the

coefficients B. CI and the value of index v,

in principle, the. following situations are

possible (Fig. 97):

1) CI>B, v<0.5; at all pressures J,>J
of the dependence and combustion is stable (curve 1);

of the limiting
conditions of nor- 2) CI>B, v>0.5; at pressures greater
mal combustion on1
the form of the than p* combustion becomes unstable (curve 2).
ecquation of the:at of ombution With p<p, combustion is stable:rate of combustion

az Jifferent pres-
sures. 3) B>C I , v>0.5; two cases are possible:

a) the curve i(p) intersects i*(p) at two

points. In the interval pl-p" combustion is unstable, outside the
iterval iz is stable (curve 3); b) the curve J(p) goes above J,(p)

eve...s, 'e (curve 4). Combustion is unstable at allipressures.

For _lculation of the value of the coefficient C1 it is

r-ossible to use the method, developed by Andreyev [38]. Expression

(30) is reorganized with the aid of the introduction of the

' onnection between the parachor P, the surface tension a, the

: e-ular weight M and the density of the liquid p1 (formula of
41

hnk - McLeod PP 1 /M=a ). As a result of the analysis of the

-. aibie variations Andreyev showed that the equation obtained by

3. 7,91' p521 (PiM)

actually has the form

w.,fre 3=0.25 g/cm 2.satm 12=const.

From the data given by Andreyev on the values P/M it follows

that this relation for organic explosives lies within the limits

of 1.7-1.9r. Taking into account that for the same subscances
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31o1=1.2-1.6 g/cm 3 , we derive that according to the formula of

Bachinski - McLeod, o17-94 dyn/cm, at an average value equal to
2

-40 dyn/cm . This result shows that the utilization of a parachor

is virtually equivalent to the substitution of the usual value a,

which is characteristic for liquids at normal temperature. In view

of the very weak dependence of JO on a (as a1/4 the value of the

coefficient C1 turns out to be actually slightly variable. We use

Andreyev's data on the densities of combustion products at p=l atm,
0 -4 3according to which p (1 atm)=l.8'.0 g/cm , and by substitution

22

in (8)together with pl=l 4 g/cm 3 we will obtain

J. 0,1 ' 'r- P g/cm2 S

During a change in o within the limits from 40 to I dyn/cm,
2CI/1 4, changes within the limits from 0.12 to 0.3 g/cm s. Thus,

21/
in the first approximation, C!=0.2 g/cm s-atm l const, which is

close to the coefficient 6 . For stability of combustion it is

necessary that its rate J=BpV

Sf'-r, (92)

As can be seen from Table 18, in unthickened liquids the value

(5B) at 1 atm is close to unity only in methyl nitrate. As

concerns gelatinized explosives, the stability of their combustion

will be discussed below.

The question concerning the reality of the existence of

noticeable forces of surface tension under conditions of the

combustion of noticeable forces of surface tension under conditions

of the combustion of a liquid is fundamental. However, experimental

observations make it possible to confirm that surface tension during

combustion does exist, and its value is considerable. This is

substantiated, in particular, by experiments with thermocouples,

introduced into the burning liquid: authors [180, 181] observed

how liquid is held by a thermojunction and extends to a rather

high elevation.
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33. The Theory of Levich

If Landau considered the stabilizing effect of the forces of

surface tension and gravity, then Levich [74] examined the problem

of the hydrodynamic stability of combustion of a viscous liquid.

For this the solution was carried out to the Navier-Stokes equations

with a number of simplifying assumptions.

The critical condition of Levich has the form

The physical sense of expression (93) is discussed below. Let us

turn to the basic corollaries of the theory of Levich [74]. Basic

laws were found, characterizing the effect of different factors

on the emergence and development of instability during the combus-

tion of a viscous Newtonian liquid. For comparison, the basic

corollarles of the theories of Landau and Levich are given in

Table 20. From the table it is evident that a noticeable viscosity

first of all retards the development of the process of unstable

combustion and the range of characteristics giving stable combus-

tion is expanded. Specifically, let us note the substantial change

in the effect of the diameter of the container, for example with

,=0, from a dependence of the type p,-l/d to a dependence of the
Y_ 2

type p,-l/d , which is connected with an increase of the dimensions

of the most dangerous disturbance. By comparing the effect of

the diameter of the container for cases with a predominant effect

of surface tension and viscosity, it is possible to see that with

a certain combination of the parameters the passage is feasible

for one substance from a dependence of the type p,-l/d in the range

of increased values of the diameter of the container to a dependence

of the type p,-l/d 2 with small diameters. However, calculation

shows that the transition point for conventional explosives lies

in the range of very small diameters.
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Table 20. Comparison of characteristic values in the

problems of Landau and Levich.

Considerable value
Characteristic

Critical rate of
combustion '(;g P4 .,l

Characteristic dimensions . - .,q. I'

of the disturbance V .T--,,,

Boundary of the spectrum
of the disturbance n2-- -(z+ V) ,3=--7 Z+J

Dimensions of the most 2 t
dangerous disturbance /

),.=6.2.r --+4 I= k,

b 
4 c4 t4

Effect of the diameter P:.
of the container 7 1 P 7

Time or deve pment of Q= i × : -i-_

the disturbance x I/ 2nz-z--z. _.

a) ,-t8 lt

Rate of development of -
the disturbance

a) "= 1+6.
6<~ I

Srav!tational field is d Pd - --- r

absent (g=O)

Prface tension is
absent (a-O)

b) . <

§ 3L. The Stability of Combustion at Pressures
:':-her Than the (Thermodynamic) Critical

?ressure

As is known, for liquids there is critical pressure and a

critical temperature, the exceeding of which leads to the disappear-

ance of surfa-e tension. The critical pressure of organic explosives
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2is p li 4O- 5O kg/cm As concerns the critical temperature, it has

not been determined. It one uses the empirical expressions £182,

183] for weakly associated liquids, (which undoubtedly cannot be

considered a substantiated method), then a value is obtained on the

order of 250-3500C. Examining the combustion of liquid explosives

at pressures higher than the critical pressure and analyzing Landau's

formula, Andreyev comes to the conclusion [38] that stable combus-

tion of these substances with p>50 atm is impossible. If we are

limited to the framework of Landau's theory, then the sole factor

which stabilizes short-wave disturbances is surface tension, and

that is why when a+0 they begin to increase. True, it is possible

to consider the thickness Z of the zone of reaction (in Landau'L
p

theor,%r it is equal to zero), and to consider that disturbances whose

dimensions are less than Z do niot affect combustion. Let us
p

extract the expression for the dimensions of disturbances as

Ft-l/a ,, and ZF~1,uI 1 . Utilizing Landau's formula and Table 20, we

d_,rivrc that for satisfaction of' the requirement <Z the critical
-p

rate of" combustion when o-0 must be equal to

o ( ' " (94)

With p p=50 atm J*=3510 -2 g/cmz, which is very small.'

Another factor of the stabilization of short-wave disturbances

is the viscosity of the liquid. Under conditions when C>l p
which enters into the assumption of the theories of Landau and

Levich, the fraction of the thoroughly-warmed liquid in the wave

of the disturbance is insignificant. As a result of the heating

of the surface the surface tension can be lowered to a very low

value; however, viscous forces in sub-surface layer will always

be in effect. This makes it possible to assert that at pressures

hlvher than critical, the role of toe stabilizer of short-wave

disturbances may pass to viscosity, and the critical condition of

the development of disturbances is the condition of Levich.

'Let us note that expression (94) is also correct for the combus-
tion of gases.
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Conventional organic liquid explosives have, at normal temperature,

a viscosity on the order of several centipoise. Estimation of the

value JO according to the formula of Levich yields with n=10 - 2 poise
l 2 .

J=0.05Y5 (p, atm; J*, g/cm .s). Thus, during a decrease of a the
n nh

role of stabilizer continuously passes to the viscosity and com-

bustion can remain stable even at pressures higher than critical in

the sense considered here. However, the coefficient of the root

of the pressure (with n-10- 2 poise) proves to be somewhat less in

Levich's problem than in Landau's (with 0-30 dyn/cm). If at the

critical (thermodynamic) pressure the rate of combustion is low and

calculation according to Landau's formula gives substantially higher

values, then the limiting conditions of normal combustion will be

determined by Levich's formula. But if J., according to Landau, is

expected near the critical pressure, then the limit of normal

combustion is determined by the Joint action of (decreasing) surface

tension and viscosity. With high viscosities, in the sense con-

sidered here, the attainment of the critical pressure does not

affect the stability of combustion, but it may be apparent for

entirely different reasons (through the heat of vaporization of

. liquid becoming zero).

The attainment of the critical temperature T is a more

complex matter. In volatile explosives the temperature of the

surface is limited by the boiling point, which increases with an

increase in pressure, and the possibility is not excluded of

reaching T=T p both with p<p and with p>>p . It is simultaneously14p

necessary to consider that the maximum temperature of the surface Tn
is limited by the temperature of decomposition of the substance, and

inasmuch as conventional explosives decompose at temperatures lower

than the calculated T p=250-3500 C, Tn proves to be below T p. As a

whole the question remains open, since the conditions on the

decomposing surface of the liquid are ill-defined. It is possible

to assume that precisely this difficulty in attaining T makes
combustion stable even at pressures higher than p"
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An increase in the initial temperature T0 of liquid explosives

has a dual effect. First, with an increase in T the rate of com-

bustlon of the liquid increases. Simultaneously critical conditions

-(80) and (93) change in view of the decrease of n and a (in that

- ,ecasure, in which the temperature of the surface of the burning

liquid increases) with an increase in the initial temperature

(effect of T on p2 can be disregarded). The analysis of the change

in the critical situation depending on T shows that an increase of0
T0 substantially lowers the critical pressure p, and rate J. Taking

into account that viscosity depends cn temperature exponentially,

one should expect a considerably more powerful effect of the initial - _

* temperature on the stability of combustion of high-viscosity I
systems in comparison with non-viscous ones.

35. Critical Value of Reynolds Number
During the Combustion of ZhVV

According to Landau's theory [733 the development of instability I

of the combustion of gases must begin with Reynolds numbers Re,=l. j
The most recent studies of the stability of gas flames [184, 1853

showed that experimental values of Re# agree well with theory, if "

as characteristic dimensions we accept the average dimensions of

the sections into which the unstable flame is divided. Although the

actual values Re* are (2-L4)l0 2, the consideration of the dissipating

effects connected with the viscosity of gas, completely removes the A

contradictions between theory and experiment.

Of doubtless interest is an analogous estimation in the case

of combustion of liquid explosives. Utilizing values of J,

calculated above and accepting as the determining dimensions the

w. velength of the most rapidly growing disturbance X0 , for Landau's

problem we find

0 
-

> 
- "
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The substitution of typical values for the viscosity of the liquid -

q= 2 ep, o=3o dyn/cm, p2-- 2 .10 -4p, g/cm 3 gives

Re.:1o V)= 10- 100.

Included in the Re number are the characteristics of the liquid,

but not of the combustion products. With this we confirm that the

development of instability artses precisely in the liquid phase.

Using an analogous method for Levich's problem we obtain

22.

Thus the combustion of liquid explosives as well as the com-

bustion of gases is characterized by critical values of the Re

number, calculated from the most rapidly growing disturbance, on

the order of units.

A
In light of the present conclusion the failure becomes under-

standable of' the attempt [186] to connect the emergence of disturbed

combustion with attainment in the gaseous phase of a value of

Reynolds number of the order 2000, which is characteristic for the

transition of the laminar flow of a stream in tubes to a turl ulent

flow. The authors [186] link the emergence of turbulence with the

gaseous phase and accept as the determining dimension the diameter I
of the tube in which combustion is conducted. However, even the

sAuthors [186] make the assumption that the Re number constructed

by them dnes not accurately characterize the phenomenon, and they

introduce the effect of heat losses outside the charge as factor

of' stabilization of combustion.

In certain cases the processing of experimental data using

precisely this critical value of Reynolds number, which was

constructed with the method given above is of doubtless interest.
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§36. Interpretation of the Critical
Conditions in the Theories of Landau -

and Levich

For explanation of the physical essence of critical conditions

(80) and (93) we will use the method of dimensional analysis,

proposed by A. D. Margolin: let us compare the values of forces

which stabilize and destabilize a disturbance with characteristic

dimensions E on the surface of the liquid. Let us take into account

that departing from the surface of the disturbance are combustion

oroducts u2); gravitational force P0  
3 gp I attempts "to wash

t - away" the disturbance; and the forces of surface tension F0 ~-oo and -

viscosity F.~4nW, where W is a rate of "washing out" of the

disturbance, attempt to agitate the decomprsition of the wave of 4

the disturbance. Hence it follows that in the case of Landau's

problem the equilibrium condition (more precisely, the unnaccelerated

motion or relative equilibrium) takes the form

a -- + -'V a (95)

or

412 277[pztl(a,, a2 C S

A - (pu -4a.sgp,.

Let us take a plus sign before the root and analyze the result.
4 = 4 24With J l(u p) <4a2gpap2=J the expression for & becomes complex,

which answers the oscillations of the surface with an amplitude of

the order g-ulu 2 /2alg. Actually, comparison of (95) with the

expression for the wavelength of the disturbance [see equation (83)]

Xn= 0 exp (kz-iwt), which with n<l and expansion in series near

the critical point takes the form Xn=X 0 (l-iwt), makes it possible

to conclude that X0 ~&=Ulu2 /2alg,

0 ~ P' 1 2 j/1 ~ J~ () -2

where p. and kn are the critical pressure and the wave number of

the disturbance. The cessation of oscillations of the surface
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occurs at the point J=J,, A=0, which is the critical point in
Landau's problem, and the condition J=0 coincides with formula (80).

Tn this case R,=C,=ulu 2 /2a g. Beyond the limit with J>J, the growth

of E occurs in proportion to the increase in the velocity, i.e.

-- combustion becomes unstable. In the limit with J>>J, the force of

surface tension can be disregarded and lim C=uIu 2 /aIg with u].-0, ]
i.e. the amplitude of the disturbance grows doubly as compared with*

the value at the stability limit. Let us note that this corresponds A
2IA

to an increase in the surface of combustion of approximately E

i.e. approximately fourfold. Value E is the limiting dimension,

giving an extreme estimation, and all disturbances with an amplitude

of less than are possible.

An analogous discussion for Levich's prcblem is complicated

by the fact that we do not know beforehand the rate of the "washing

out" of the disturbance W. Therefore from the analysis of the

solution to the equation

t. (96)

the critical condition u2P24a 4ngplW, by analogy with Landau's

problem, we will idc-tify with the solution of Levich (93), whence

with an accuracy to the factor of the order we have Wviau u2 .

As in Landau's problem, at rates of combustion less than

critical, equilibrium is reached through oscillations of the surface,

and beyond the limit of stable combustion the amplitude of the

disturbance grows in proportion to the increase in the rate of

combustion.

The introduction of the rate of motion of the disturbance,

which is the pulsating rate of the motion of the disturbance in

liquid, makes it possible to express , as 4,=W 2/2a 1 g. Comparison

with Table 20 shows that C, is the dimension of the most dangerous

disturbance, which grows at the limit of stability.
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Above, for the examination of the amplitude of the disturbances

we used only one value , corresponding to a minus sign before the

root, i.e., we examined a long-wave disturbance. The second value

-of the amplitude is the dimension of a short-wave disturbance

which decreases with an increase in the rate of combustion, which

makes it possible to draw a conclusion about the expansion of the

_ -spectrum of the possible values with an increase in the rate of

combustion.

In the range of values of the parameters, where F =F

stabilization of combustion will occur because of the action of

both forces.

Thus, Landau's critical conditions ocrrespond to the moment

when the forces of surface tension (or forces of viscosity in
Levi.ch's problem) cease to stabilize the motion of the surface and

its vibration converts to a continuous increase of the amplitude

of the disturbance.

It is interesting to note that stabilization by forces of

vi3cosity in comparison with the forces of surface tension becomes

predominant in proportion to the increase in the rate of combustion,
since F/F 0 Jn/ plT2 , i.e. t at high rates, combustion in essence is

stabilized by viscosity.

The examination conducted makes it possible to accept for
the supercritical range as a measure of the amplitude of the

disturbance in Landau's problem; and in Levich's problem,

- vW/gpl. For combustion up to the limit of stability the

measure of the amplitude of the disturbances is the value u1u 2/g.

As the measure of the rate of motion of the disturbance one should

take W- -u during combustion beyond the limit of stability and
1 2

UlP 1 in the precritical range.
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§ 37. Features of the Behavior of Gelatinous
Systems

Conventional liquid explosives are Newtonian systems. The

rate of their deformation is directly proportional to the applied

stress. However, with the thickening of liquid explosives by high

polymers upon introduction of the dispersed phasethey, as a rule,

become non-Newtonian or even viscous-plastic systems. In non-

Newtonian liquids the sliding rate increases with stress accordiag

to the power law with index s more than one, i.e., the viscosity of

such a system depends on the applied load. In connection with this

for non-Newtonian liquids in Levich's problem it is necessary to

use n, which corresponds to the disturbing stress F-pl(UU2 ),=J,/ 2.'

By substitution in Levich's formula (93) of the expression for q

in the form n=n0 F we find that the critical condition in this
0I

case takes the form

3 y" 3t'- {. ' ,-). (97)

Many gelatinous explosives exhibit plastic properties which in

the simplest case are described by the model of Bingham's body

r187, 189]. Bingham's body is characterized by the so-called flow

point y0. With shear stress F less than yo there is no flow, the

gel behaves as a solid. The experimentally obtained values y 2

depend on the type of gel and lie within the limits 102_105 dyn/cm

[188]. For plastic gels the limiting value of the rate of normal

combustion with y0>>n'go 2 /J is J= 0 i and with y 0 «n'gp 2 /J -

is determined with Levich's formula (93). Here q' is the plastic

viscosity.

In gelatinous systems there is dynamic surface tension, which

exceeds static surface tension several times. For some systems

even an ultradynamic surface tension is characteristic, which

reaches 300 dyn/cm instead of the usual 30. This fact can become

a rather important factor for stabilizing the disturbance, in

particular during the excitation of instability with high-frequency

oscillations, inciuding those ge,..rated by the very process of
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combustion [1891. As concerns the critical values of the rates of

combustion, in view of the weak dependence on a and n they can

increase several times with an increase in a or n by an order.

Furthermore, the absolute values of these values change, which

determine the change of factors stabilizing combustion.
0

§ 38. Artificial Disturbances Under
Subcritical Conditions of
Combustion

For subcritical conditions of combustion disturbances with an

amplitude more than & O= (or & 0vW/gPl)can be only artificial,

since combustion itself cannot generate them. These disturbances

can be introduced from without, for example during the ignition of

explosives by agitation of their container or by another method.

An artificial disturbance can either "spread" to a value, comparable

with "natural" disturbances, c r burn out.

With low viscosity, if C< 'o"gpl , then the disturbances do not

break up; taking into account the results of § 36, it is possible

to confirm that oscillation of the surface occurs with simultaneous

combustion, whereupon tr<t. If &>>V7agl, then the disturbances

spread over time of the order t. ~/W. Comparison of t with thep
tIme of combustion of the disturbance t -/u I makes it possible to

conclude that with u< ag/4pl5-10 cm/s and 0>>t p T

large artificial disturbances under subcritical conditions virtually

Ulways burn out in time of the order (&-&0)/u I up to dimensions of

the order , and then they behave as natural disturbances. With

high viscosity, the time of combustion of the disturbance is

greater than the time of spreading, and pulsations of the surface

must be absent.

Thus, in the case of nonviscous liquids artificial disturbances

zrread fastc- than they burn, whereas in Lhe case of high-viscosity

liquids the situation is reversed. Hence follows the di'ferent

mechanism of the destruction of an artificial disturbance in the
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subcritical range: spreading in nonviscous and burnout in high-

viscosity liquids.

Near critical conditions an artificial disturbances is able

"to swing" the surface of combustion to the limiting amplitude,

-Awhereas under favorable conditions (absence of disturbing effects)

the range of amplitudes can not go beyond the limits of infinitesimal

disturbances and combustion will go smoothly. Under these conditions

a powerful external disturbance can cause turbulence of the flow of'

combustion products and initiate disturbed combustion which will be

extinguished through oscillatory conditions. All of this can

influence the recorded rate of combustion. As follows from that
0which was presented, a disturbance with an amplitude 0 is

rowerful. Immediately let us note that in many instances this is
a very low value, and in experiments special measures must he

undertaken if we want to investigate the phenomenon in the pure

f or . SpecIfically, the bubbles of gas dissolved in the liquid are

capable of becoming the source of a "large" disturbance.

If conditions are such, that both a and n are small (low-

viscosity liquid, low surface tension, high temperature of the

surface of u mbustion, etc.), then the time of the spreading of

the disturbance & will comprise t ~ 2 -g.

Theory does not give the connection of the oscillation frequency

of the surface with the parameters of combustion. Qualitatively,

ho.-ever, it is possible to expect the following. In proportion to

the approach to the critical point, oscillations of the surface

of combustion, caused by disturbances, will die out slower and

slower, since the equilibrium (without oscillations) is reached

in the approach to the critical point from the side of lower -..:es

of combustion. In the early stage of the precritical range the

fading of pulsations occurs rapidly and the initial disturbances

are dissipated, without introducing distortions into the development

of the process of combustion.
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1 39. Features of Combustion in the
Precritical Range

In the precritical range of combustion, as the analysis in the

preceding sections of the chapter showed, the time of the combustion

of disturbances generated by the process of combustion, frequently

proves to be less or comparable to the time of the spreading of the

disturbances. Oscillations of the surface of combustion during the

simultaneous motion of disturbance waves create the convective

mixing of a layer of the liquid of some thickness, adjacent to the

surface of combustion. Disturbances of the surface amplify heat

exchange in the surface layer and are capable of expanding the

hc roughly-warmed layer because of the supplementing of conductive

heat transfer by convective [38]. If weak agitation of the surface

iquid is able to increase the entrance of vapors into the gaseous

ha e which can be observed in substances with a hot flame, then

- ntense intermixing of the near-surface layer can cool the

-h~ughiv-warmed layer, and also the zone of the chemical reaction

to such a degree, that the conditions of thermal equilibrium will

- oestroyed and combustion will die out.

In limiting situations the intense agitation (mixing) of the

-hcr)ughly-warmed layer of liquid with the underlying cold masses

leads to heat loss from the reaction layer. This creates the

'-reeuisites for a paradoxical effect: the emergence of the

disturbance of the liquid near the stability limit, there, where

"riere are oscillations of the surface and a spreading of the

disturbances, which may lead to an increase in the critical

diameter of combustion d r. Beyond the stability limit where

-scillations are absent, the indicated phenomenon is impossible.

Ct is logical to assume that if the amplitude of the disturb-

anr es is considerably greater than the thickness of the thoroughly-

..arm d layer, and time of the combustion of the disturbance is

greater than the time of spreading tp, then one may expect the

effect of oscillations of the surface on d.., and in the case when
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t rt damping is possible. Comparing the thickness of the

thoroughly-warmed layer I- 1/Ul with -ulU 2 /g (where x I is the

coefficient of thermal conductivity of liquid explosives), we find

that the condition for the emergence of the considered effect is

the satisfaction of the inequalities u1 lP2 g/Pl; t>tp,

The precritical range of combustion, characterized by

fluctuations of the surface of the liquid, also exhibits the

peculiarity, that in it the rate of combustion is increased

several ; -mes in comparison with the normal rate (without fluctua-
tions of the surface) because of deformation of the surface of

combustion, and the value of the rate itself depends on the 1
introduction of artificial disturbances of combustion from without.

The passage through the critical point removes the uncertainity

of the size of the surface of combustion; the transition must be

characterized by a sharp discontinuity in the dependence of the

rate of combustion on pressure, since beyond the stability limit A

cscillations with limited amplitude are changed (according to

Landau's theory) by an increase in the amplitude of the disturbance T

-.ithzut oscillatlons. All this makes it possible to consider it

natural that between the range where x/u>(u u 2 "g) (disturbances

do not affect combustion) and the critical point, the recorded -A

average rate of combustion of a charge of liquid explosives can

lie within the limits from the normal rate to a rate increased 2-4

Ntimes (proportionally to an increase in the surface of combustion

as a result of its deformation during oscillations).

The decomposition of the standing wave of the disturbances

(appearance of an imaginary part in expressions for the value of

the amplitude of the disturbance) in the subcritical range of

combustion gives rise to a progressive or rotary wave which, as

though "overflowing" departs from the point with the greatest

local pressure. Since a pressure drop is generated by the combustion

of the disturbance waves themselves, for a measure of the rate of

motion of such waves let us accept the rate of "spreading". This

means that in a round container where the wave will rotate, the
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rotation frequency depends on the diameter of the container d and

the rate of combustion as f-W/d-Ul 15/dP 2-vO/d. In a plane

container one should expect the emergence of a traveling wave whose

rate will be of the order W-VWWu- .
1 2

§ 40. The Possibility of the Emergence
of Turbulence in the Molten Layer of a
Burning Solid Explosive

Sometimes the agitation of the surface molten layer of burning

solid fusIng explosives is considered as one of the important

factors, which contribute to the transition of combustion to

disturbance and explosion [85]. Using dimensional equations, let

us estimate the possibility of the emergence of the indicated

Frir. dimensional considerations it may be concluded that for

d-.oeic; g a disturbance the thickness of the layer of fusion I1n

'..,t exceed the value of the order of the wavelength of the dis-

bturoance . Since

.UjU. _T -T,I . ' -T.'u, l Tn - T 0

where T,, Tnn, To are temperatures rcspectively of the surface of

the burning explosive, of fusion of the explosive and the initial

temperature of the charge, then Znn >> is equivalent to the

condition

.xjgpjp, In T2" J1,P

where aI is a constant.

If in the layer of fusion of the explosive stabilization of

the disturbance is effected by the forces of viscosity, then for

developing a disturbance it is necessary that the rate of combustion

exceed the critical value according to Levich [formula (93)]. The

necessary condition of the disturbance of the combustion of fusion

takes the form
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41a'U,,p! In T'> J'> 3 rjp/.p. (98)
or 1..

t/ nF1,(99) FA
qp7-.

which (in order of values) answers the condition

(n, poise; p,, atm; a2 -const-l). With -1>l poise pa<<l atm, and ... 1
considerable pressures p, are possible only with n<l poise. How-

ever, as noted above, with n<i poise the basic stabilizing effect

Is exerted by surface tension. In this case instead of (99) the
Iuequ: it ., a 2 u 1 /p>>l is obtained, where a 2 is a constant of the
order of one; uI is the linear rate of combustion; p,, atm. Such

an iequality is never satisfied in the range p,>l atm, since
-1V 1/v

-- , where B-10 -10 cm/s-atm I /  v<l.

This, the development of disturbances in the layer of fusion

is unreal. Only at initial temperatures, very close to the melting

point, T =T,, when the substance is practically all liquefied,0 nr'
can the cunsoiaered effect occur, since in this case there will be

no fundamental difference from a viscous liquid.

§ 41. Combustion Stability Under
Variable Pressure [179J

During the combustion of liquid explosives under conditions
of rising pressure a significant role is played by the relation of

the growth t'..ne of the disturbance to and of the time of the change

in pressure t. If t 0 >>t, then the disturbances do not have time

to develop, and with t <<t combustion will be similar to combustion0
under constant pressure. It is possible to consider that the
criterion of stability during combustion under conditions of rising

pressure is the expression

10 /t const -1. (100)
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Since t. rapidly decreases during a pressure increase (see Table 20),

it is sufficient to examine the criterion (100) near the critical

conditions, which are characteristic for combustion under constant

pressure (Landau's theory and Levich's theory). Let the critical

.'reasurc under conditions of rising pressure be p and the

corresponding rate J Then

* *

With n=J/J,=l+6, 6 <<l, we obtain:

a) in the case of low viscosity (with u.'p):

2 r Z"717' 2r 1,f"g','. 1"/- -. 1pg',' V(p,,- p)!2p. (101)

:__ const - 1;

b) in the case of high-viscosity systems:

3/. r5 j 7. " 2 rf_. . g , (p,,, - p.)/p c__Const ,- 1. (102)

In the particular case during the combustion of a charge of

liquid explosives in a manometer bomb under the law of the combustion

of explosives of the form u=Bp ., the characteristic time of
pressure change is

r = 1/1 = VPo2BSppj " VMp'-1/BSlTp 1 .,

where S is the area of the surface of combustion; V is the volume

of the bomb; T 2 is the temperature of the combustion products; R is

a gas constant; M is the molecular weight; for many liquid explosives

In other words, in a manometer bomb with low viscosity and

(pP - p)/p. - (SlV)2,

and with high viscosity and v=i

0",,, - p.):p -. (sYv).
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When V+-, p *p, i.e. the combustion proceeds analogously to the

case of a bomb of constant pressure. Thus, during the combustion

of liquld explosives in a manometer bomb the critical pressure p R

turns out to be all the greater than p,, the faster the pressure ...

buildup occurs in the volume of combustion, whereupon viscous

systems, other conditions being equal, yield a large difference

(p -p.) in comparison with low-viscosity explosives.

For illustration of the obtained result we will turn to the

diairam in Fig. 98. Here p, Is the critical pressure of normal

combustion under conditions p=O, i.e. of combustion in a bomb of

constant pressure, p is the current pressure, T is time.

P!P," \b Let us assume two experiments with -

different rtes of pressure buildup in the

k volume of the bomb: P1 and P2 (curves 1

S"and 2), whereupon lP 2 . We will begin A
counting time from the momient p~p,. In A

I coordinates p/p, - T the dependences of

the time of development of the disturbances A

Fig. 98. Effect of in Landau's problem (cc.rve a) and in
the rate change of
pressure in the vol- Levich's problem (curve b) have the form
ume of combustion on
the critical pressure Of hyperbolas, which asymptotically

N of normal combustion. approach p/p,=l with t+-. According to

(101) and (102) and Table 20, curve b lies

in the range of higher values of time and proceeds more steeply

than curve a. The collision points of curves I and 2 with curves

a and b determine the value of the critical pressure which will be

observed during combustion under rising pressure. In this case C

the faster the pressure increases, the higher is the critical

pressure, and at equal p high-viscosity systems (Levich's problem)

give higher values of p than low-viscosity systems (Landau's
HPJ

problem).
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i 42. Questions of the Theory of Combustion
of Liquid Explosives Beyond the Stability
Limit

The theories of the hydrodynamic combustion stability of

liquid explosives of L. D. Landau and V. G. Levich in the form

presented above provide a stability criterion, but they cannot

predict the nature of the process above the critical pressure. In

this sense a theory of developed disturbed combustion has not yet

been created.

Let us examine the picture of the flow of combustion products

of a disturbed liquid substance. In this case we will use the

results of corresponding discussions, carried out for gas flames

[185] taking into account the fact that unlike gas systems where

12 p., in the case of liquid substances p>>p2 .

Plow of Combustion Products During
Distarbed Combustion

During the combustion of the flat undisturbed surface of a

liquid the flow of combustion products is irrotational and (dis-

regarding lateral effects) one-dimensional. However, beyond the

stability limit the pictare of flow changes sharply. Emerging from

the deformed surface of the liquid, the products of vaporization,

during expansion in the process of reaction, can form vortices,

since the flow of gas becomes three-dimensional and is not baro-

tropic. Calculations £185, 190] show that the vortices are formed

over the surface of flame unevenly. The greatest intensity of

vortex formation appears near the bending points of the deformed

shape. This process is illustrated by the diagram in Fig. 99,

taken from [185J. As can be seen from the diagram, vortices

attempt to expand the gas flow (with flame) in such a way that the

convex sections move forward, and the concave sections remain, i.e.

the initial disturbances increase. The vortices produce a disturb-

ance of pressure whose gradient is directed across the flame from

convex places to concave ones. The distance from the surface of the
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liquid to the turning place of the lines of flow
depends on the degree of thermal expansion in the
flame and increases with an increase in u2. Hence

it follows that the higher the pressure, the

nearer to the surface of liquid the vortices are

formed.
>-g. 99. Dia-
gram of the-

_ formation of The existence and the behavior of a gas
vortices in flame reproducein an enlarged form the picture

7 combuston
products as of the arrival of vapors from the surface of the
a result of liquid. The oscillations of the surface, mixingthe deforma-

tion of the of the surface of the thoroughly-warmed layer by
front of the disturbance waves; all this is immediately
flame.

reflected in the flame. At the moments and in

the ranges of intensification of vapor formation occur the deflection

of the gas flame from the surface of the liquid and the drift of

the flame from the flow of vapors. A decrease in the arrival of

vapors leads to the approach to the surface by the-flame which is

spreqding cn tbe vapor flow; this leads to an increased arrival

of neat from the flame to the liquid and the acceleration of vapor

fo:mation. Pulsations of the gas flame appear.

As noted above, the theory does not provide a connection between I
pulsations, surface irregularities during the development of -j

N disturbed combustion and stability conditions. It is possible to

assume that the dimensions of inequalities during developed

disturbed combustion are connected with the dimensions of the most

dangerous disturbances, which are derived in stability ';neory,

An analogous phenomenon occurs in so-called cellular gas f-ames

[184, 185], where the size of a cell is connected with the dimen-

sions of the most rapidly growing disturbance. It is possible

to visualize that basicE\ly some disturbances increase for which t

(characteristic) is minimal under given conditions, and their

increase suppresses the development of other disturbances. When

disturbances reach sufficiently large amplitude, their growth ceases

due to nonlinear processes and a constant rate of disturbed combus-

tion is established.
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It is necessary to note one very important fact [177J. The

theories of hydrodynamic stability have been developed in linear

approximation, and that is why they are accurate with infinitesimal

amplitudes of the disturbances.

Thp instability of a flame in this approximation still does

not mean that its autoturbulence must arise. With an increase in

__-disturbances nonlinear effects can appear, which will stabilize

deformations of the surface of combustion and prevent the further

development of disturbances.

According to conclusions from Landau's theory, beyond the

stability limit an increase in the amplitude of the most dangerous

dLsturbance X occurs. With an increase of n the size of
n  n

decreases rapidly, as well as the time of its development. If the

value of the disturbance An is great in comparison with the width

of the combustion zone (and only this case is examined by Landau's

and Levich's theory of the limits of stable combustion), then

.oEether with the surface of the liquid the surface of the chemical

gas-phase reaction is deformed (here is meant the zone of reaction

in the vapors nearest to the surface of liquid, which most strongly

affects the rate of combustion in volatile systems). Actually,

the comparison of the times of the development of disturbances t

and of the relaxation of the process of combustion tr shows that

always t>t r . It is clear that an increase in the surface of

combustion must involve an incrqase in the mass rate of combustion.

The effect of deformation of the surface of the burning liquid on

the rate of combustion has been noted by a number of authors [37,

191].

It is interesting to note that upon transition through the

critical rate the recorded rate of combustion had to grow with a

Jump, since immediately after u=l the surface of combustion begins

to be developed because of an increase in the amplitude of the most

dangerous disturbances.
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Since in Landau's and Levich's theory precisely this increase

in the amplitude of the disturbances determines the development of

the process of combustion (and consequently Its regularity), it is

necessary to examine the question of how strongly the disturbance

of the surface can develop.

In Landau's and Levich's model the increase in the amplitude of

disturbances is not limited. However, in actuality there are

factors which substantially limit this increase. So, the amplitude

of the deformation of the surface of the liquid, wh -rows,

accoraing to the model of Landau and Levich, from an .itesimal

disturbance, is limited from above by the energy of the disturbing

effect of the flow of combustion products. The amplitude of such

a disturbance Is connected with the rate of flow as

that gives <ulu/2g.
2I

At the critical point = ,-(UlU2),/2g=X,=27/k* . The values

are calc,,Lated above.
I

Artificial disturbances with an amplitude of more than ulu 2 /g

will "spread" to these dimensions,' and then their evolution will

not differ from the development of spontaneous disturbances. With

respect to this form of disturbances in the sense considered here

the conclusions of § 37 are applicable.

41

'It should be noted that the effect of the interaction of the liquid
with the walls of its container is not considered here. In the
case of small diameters of the container and high adhesive force of
liquid (for example viscous, gelatinous) the material of the con-
tainer acquires a very significant factor, which interferes with
spreading.
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The Separation of Drops from the Burning
Surface of Liquid

Let us pass to the 6'.cussion of a very important phenomenon

for the unstable combustion of liquids the separation of drops

from the surface of liquid by the flow blowing on it.

The formulation of the problem of the separation of drops -

from the surface of liquid coincides with the problem, solved by

Landau [73] and Levich [74], if instead of the rate of combustion
we examine the speed of the flow which is blowing out. By putting

to use the methods of dimensional theory, this can be shown in the

following manner.

If the dimension of the drops, being separated from the surface

of the liquid, is r, the speed of the flow which is blowing out is
Su , density o2 and the density of liquid p1, then the force, which

acts on the surface of the liquid from the side of the flow is

thit

The force of surface tension, which resists separatian,

F, or,,H.

If viscous forces impede separation, then

Comparing F with F or F , we obtain the critical conditions of

separation F /F 1l and F /F :-l, which coincide with an accuracy to

constant factors with the criteria of Landau and Levich respectively.

Thus, the satisfaction of these criteria denotes the beginning of

the process of separation of drops from the surface of liquid. It

is simultaneously known that the entrainment of drops of liquid

becomes noticeable, when rate of evaporation reaches a value of

the order 5.10 - g/cm2.s [192], which is a very low value,

considerably less than the usual level of the rate of combustion.



This phenomenon can introduce a supplemental contribution into the

process of the removal of the drops of liquid to the gaseous phase.

The flow of combustion products along the surface of the liquid

annears as a result of vortex formation and the 3-dimensional

nature of the picture of the flow of products. The separation of

drops occurs from the wave crests of the disturbances, during

which the Irregularity uf the surface facilitates this process.

The action of the swirled gas flow on the surface of the liquid

smooths its contour.

The higher the rate of combustion in comparlson with the

critlcal, the more the minute disturbances are atle to develop on

tht surface of the burning liquid. Simultaneously the rate of flow

increases. Actually the disturbances are not able to grow, and

the vrocess of vaporization in essence is replaced by the separation

and eot ralnrw t into the gas flame of microdroplets of liquid.

The thoroughl--warmed layer In the liquid phase virtually disappears.

-rcuai!y, wtth Ul-iO cm/s, which is realized experimentally [38,

>31, the thikness of the thoroughly-warmed layer of liquid wouldO-5
be -i 1, and time of presence in it 105 s, which is too small to

consider that any substance can burn under such conditions by the

usual thermal conductivity mechanism, whereas the experiment con-

rirms: the capability for disturbed high-speed combustion is

practically independent of the chemical nature of the liquid

eXpl os i ves. From the viewpoint of the initial liquid substance

di ring corbustion teyond the statility limit thermomechanical

etDson occurs with the subsequent treatmezt of the explosive in

the vortex flame.

It is interesting to note that the picture of combustion

beyond the stability limit can depend strongly on the mechanism

of combustion. We build all discussions on the assumption of the

gas-phase prominent reaction of combustion. If an explosive,during

its combustion, undergoes significant k-phase reactions, then it is

possible to expect a number of complications of the picture.
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- Specifically, the disturbance of thermal equilibrium in the k-phase

can lead to the fading of combustion upon transition to developed

A
disturbed conditions, or the inhibition of ignition up to failure.

Rate of Combustion of ZhVV Beyond
the Stability Limit

The introduction of the hypothesis that the treatment of a

liquid explosives, stripped off by the flow of swirled gas, occurs

in the turbulent high-temperature flame, makes it possible to solve

the problem of the value of the rate of disturbed combustion. The A

faCt is that in a turbulent flame the kinetic peculiarities of an

explosive fall back to the second plane and the reaction rate in

the flame is very great and does not limit the treatment of the

initial substance. The limiting stage becomes the growth of

disturbances and inequalities which "are cut off" by the vortex

flow and taken away into the flame for combustion. Hence it follows

that the rate of combustion under disturbed conditions uT is

limi7ed by t re rate of growth of the disturbances, i.e.

u- Vu /tI, (103)

where Xn and T n are the dimension and time .f the development of

the mo6t dangerous disturbance (see Table 20), vn is the rate of

its increase.

In view of the unwieldiness of the expression for uT in the

general form let us observe initially the evolution of value u usingT

data of the calculation for nitroglycol (see Table 19). In Fig. 100

value vn Is built in logarithmic scale depending on J/J~n. Upon

transition through n=l, the value vn grows sharply from zero. The

slope of curve v=d(ln u )/d(ln n), which characterizes the

dependence vn-nv, decreases from - through intermediate values

to v=0.5. Approach to v=0.5 proceeds asymptotically in proportion

to the increase in n and is satisfied with n>>l.
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An expression for the limiting (n>l) form

of the dependence uT on the parameters of com-

i bustion can be obtained from the following

2 : physical prerequisites. The limiting value of

the rate of combustion will be proportional to

to rate of the escape of liquid from surface and

is limited by the energy of the flow. This makes

Fig. 100. De- it possible to write, that at the limit:
pendence of rate
of combustion withwith =
beyond the sta- (J/J) j/ >1 (iz- u -0
bility limit on
n=J/J, for
ni rogly col.

I= V

wher uB p is the normal rate of combustion of the liquid in the

abse! 'e of disturbances.

It -s convenient to introduce critIcal values of the rate of

and pressure u and p,, after which the form of the

exrresslon for the rate will be the following:

r B p" + r0- 3 = a (p/p.)* + a, (lp.-

with
Ui

U T 1-L u ., = a1  p - .5 ( : -0 5 )

wn- t-e a, a I are constants.

Thus, the rate of developed disturbed combustion depends on
v -0.5

the value of the critical parameters ul/P ,  " and on pressure to

the degrec (v-0.5). Comparing this result with the data calculated

for nitroglycol (see Fig. 100), we are convinced that the limiting

form u (p), obtained from expression (103) and using (104) coincide.

The same result of course is obtained from Table 20 for n 4l.

If under these conditions of combustion Xn cdlculated for a

container of infinite diameter will not be realized, then the
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increase of value v will take place more slowly, i.e..one should

expect that for arrival at the limiting dependence u (n) higher
T

values of J/J, will have to be reached.

For the most dangerous disturbance the rate vn can be written

in the form

v. 2:c j/7T. -(xr)-1  2np yl/f 7X (P ' .;T

The value of p does not depend on the properties of the explosive

(they affect the value of k*). This makes it possible to construct

universal dependences q(J/J,) for Landau's problem - q) and for

-Levich's problem - qn" From the comparison of curves 9 (J/J,) and
n

nI 't fllnws that in the case of viscous systems the arrival

a' the asvyirtotic dependence occurs more slowly.

It Is very probable that in view of a-O during the approach

of the temperature of the surface of the liquid and the pressure

to critical values the transition occurs of the dependence (n)

with the curve 02 to n' which leads to the later arrival of the

rate of disturbed combustion at the limiting dependence.

Formula (104), from other considerations, was obtained for

the first time by A. D. Margolin.

The difficulty in using expression (104) lies in the fact that

for determining the rate of combustion far from the limit it is

necessary to consider that in the absence of disturbances (re-

pression of them by one n.ethod or another) the rate law, character-

istic for subcritical conditions, remains in force. The constant

a must be determined experimentally. It reflects the ability of

liquid to be split up into drops and also the kinetic of the

reaction of the latter.

Let us note that expression (103) ,correctly, is outside of the

depcndence on the predominant factor of stabilization, be it surface

tension or viscosity. Only the value of the critical values changes.
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Thus, beyond the stability limit combustion takes place by

the mechanism of the separation of drops and their combustion in

the vortex gas flame. Due to the vortex nature of flows in the gas,

the flame becomes turbulent, with a high degree of homogeneity of

-he temperature on the flame, caused by the recirculation of gas.

The vortices of high-temperature gas separate drops of liquid from

the disturbances and throw them into the gas at a temperature equal

to the final temperature, where accelerated heating and combustion

of the liquid occurs. Combustion bears a truly turbulent nature.

The energy source of process as a whole is the gaseous phase. The

recirculation of the final high-temperature combustion products

rrovides the high effectiveness of the process of combustion. Since

u depends on final temperature and the composition of combustion

products through the dependence on o29 the absolute value uT (other

conditions being equal) must be more in systems with an increased

value v' N, where M is the molecular weight of the combustion

:'rducts, R is the universal gas constant, T2 is temperature of gas.

Hience it follows that in mixtures of liquid explosives the maximum

of the rate of disturbed combustion must occur near the stoichio-

metric relationship of the components (see § 44).

From that which was presented above it also follows that

during combustion beyond the stability limit particles of the

original substance pass continuously into the flame.Ni

The vortex motion of gas is able to create clusters of

drops, the thermal explosion of which can become the reason for the

initiation of an explosion and, apparently, even of the development

of detonation of the charge of liquid explosives. This scheme of

the initiation of explosion is proposed in practically all works

dedicated to this question. Unfortunately, the absence of direct

experimental proofs and the severe difficulties of obtaining them

force us to examine the possibility of the realization of such a

mechanism only indirectly.
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-CHAPTER VII
a

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE HYDRODYNAMIC
COMBUSTION STABILITY OF ZhVV

Yh m iout detailed survey of the experimental works dedicated

to the analysis of combustion stability of ZhVV [HBB - liquid

explosive] and to the transition of their combustion into an

explosion is contained in K. K. Andreyev's monograph [38], and

when this is expedient we will limit ourselves to reference to

thi., book. However, [38] does not include all the works, or the

conrsrison of theory and experiments is presented incompletely.

§ 43. Methods of Studying the Combustion
of ZhVV

There is no need to prove the great influence of the method

of experiment on the results obtained and, consequently, also the

conclusions from the investigation. The theory of the hydrodynamic

com bustion stability of ZhVV is constructed under the assumption of

the infinitesimal dimensions of the acting disturbances in

comparison with the thickness of the combustion front. Unfortunate-

ly, in the experiments for checking the theory this requirement is

difficult to fulfill, since the permissible dimensions of

disturbances introduced by the ignition system turn out to be very

small. Furthermore, only sometimes is the necessary informa --

about the parameters of ZhVV and combustion products available.

All this to a certain extent Impedes the quantitative comparison

of theory and the results of experiments.
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During the study of combustion of ZhVV the usual methods of

determination of the basic parameters of explosives and powders

are used [18). The combustion of ZhVV takes place in bombs of

constant (more precisely, slightly changing) pressure both at

normal and at elevated temperatures, in manometer bombs, and also

Andreyev tubes. The time (rate) of combustion is found by the

methods of burning wires, photo-cinema-recording, and at low

velocities of the process - by the measurement of burn-up time with

the aid of a stopwatch.

The method of ignition is of great significance. Usually

heated electric spirals, immersed directly into the tested

substance, are used. For facilitation of ignition the use of a

transition layer made of gelatinized nitroglycol, diglycoldinitrate,

etc. is useful. However, even an interlayer made from gelatin does

not ensure the absence of end disturbances which is required by

theory. The best results in the solution to this problem are

obtained by the following method. On the surface of the investiga-

ted substance a layer of slowly burning liquid 5-7 mm high is

poured. It has a specific gravity which is less than that of

the studied ZhVV. In this case it is necessary that the auxiliary

ZhVV under these experimental conditions would burn normally. It

is convenient to use the following ZhVV: at pressures up to 80

atm - ethyl nitrate (Pl.) g/cm 3 ), at pressures between 50 and 130

atm - nitromethane (p l =.12 g/cm3).

Another method for ensuring the undisturbed nature of

ignition entails the utilization of a manometer bomb: the

inflammation of the charge at a low pressure, far from the limit

of stable burning, at a sufficiently low rate of pressure buildup

in the bomb makes it possible to attain the damping of the

external dizturbances, connected with the ignition of explosives,

by the moinent of achievement of the investigated pressure range.

During the study of the temperature distribution in the

burning ZhVV a significant difficulty appears: the liquid envelops
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the joint of the thermocouple at the moment of the exit of the

latter from the condensed phase into gaseous, and this introduces

known distortions. Nevertheless the maximum temperature and the

shape of the heating wave in the k-phase can be recorded with a

g ood reproducibility.

Of great interest were the observations of the state of

the burning ZhVV which were made tirough the layer of liquid using

the layout in Fig. 101. The charge of ZhVV was poured into a

glas2 tube with a flat bottom 3. Through a prism with an angle

of 45' a high-speed movie camera 4 is used to photograph the layer

-of liquid with a height on the order of the depth of focus near

the plane of focusing 2. At filming speeds on the order of 2000

frames in I s with 1.5-3 enlargement it is possible to obtain

useful information about the dynamics of behavior of the burning

liquid [178]. Stereo filming (two cameras arranged at an angle of

90' to each other) made it possible to fix the spin motion

of the flame [177].

z Figure 101. Diagram of photographing
. of combustion of a ZhVV through the

V .ylower end of the charge: I - bomb;
U 2 - surface of the burning liquid;

,N 3- prism with angle of 450; 4 -
movie camera; p - supply of pressure.

The study of the transition of the combustion of ZhVV into

an explosion was initially conducted in Andreyev tubes [371, later

[191] bombs of constant pressure with high-speed photoregistration

of combustion were used. Some experiments were set up in manometer

bombs.

An increase in the viscosity of ZhVV as a rule is done by

dissolution of the appropriate high polymer (usually pyroxylin or

polymethyl methacrylate).
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In work [177] a track method was proposed for the study of

unsteady combustion. Its essence lies in the fact that in the

investigated ZhVV (in work [177] this was nitroglycol) a minute

quantity (0.01-0.02%) of dye is dissolved, for example nigrosine

(black organic dye). After the combustion of the ZhVV with this

miditlioti on the walls of the cup a track remains which reproduces

the form of movement of the flame and reflects its interaction

with the flow of the ebbing vapors of the explosive. An

analogous method of observation is applied during the investigation

of ;hock waves and spinning detonation.

§ 21. Law: ovorn ii ig the Combus tIon of' Z1XhV

,huo typical pattern of' changres in the combuotien hehavior of

7vIV' undoi' constant external pressure depending on thle ma-nitude

of the latter has been described repeatedly [38]. In a general

forii It, I.; puss ible to present the following- sequence of processes

observed during the study of combustion in pressure dependence:

1 1

1. }.ango of s,,oothi burning, it is characterized by an even

flame front, by the stationary propagation of combustion. The

deoendence of rate of combustion on pressure here Is usually very -

close to linear.

' 2. Near-critical transition region of combustion. In the

beginning of this region at low pressures during careful ignition

(thirouml the interlayer of liquid) here it is possible to obtain - 4

z:eta.;tahle normal values of combustion rate which satisfy the

dependences for the range of smooth burning. In certain cases it §

was possible to fix the damping of the initial disturbance on the

paiLth in 5-10 mm and transition to the normal rate of combustion.

The picture of combustion in this case will be usual and stable,

and only special methods (track) make it possible to reveal the

features of combustion. However, intensive ignition (for example

directly from an electric spiral) initiates the disturbed combustion

of the liquid. As a rule, but not always, pulsations of flame
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appear, the average rate of combustion increases maximally by 2-4

times. Observations from the end through the layer of liquid

[1781 prove the existence of the different modes of vibrations of

the surface.

3. Range of developed turbulent combustion (supercritical

area). For this mode of combustion are characteristic first of

all very high rates of combustion, a diffuse front of combustion,

fine-scale flame-generated turbulence. Near the limit the

dependence of combustion rate on pressure is much more strongly

linear. During intense ignition the transition of combustion to

explosion is feasible.

Clearly it is not always possible to isolate all the indicated

modes of combustion, since some can be missing (areas 1 and 2), or

they can occupy a narrow interval of pressures or overlap. Let us

pass to the examination of the indicated modes of combustion.

Smooth 9 urning

Beginning from the pressure at which the ignition of ZhVV in

a container of given diameter occurs (it is caused by thermal

factors) and up to a certain pressure which is different for

different ZhVV, a slow uniform combustion is observed. Thus

according to the data of Andreyev [38], nitroglycol at a diameter

of glass tube of 3-4 mm burns stably at pressures of more than

half an atmosphere, and with 1 atm the rate is approximately 2 cm/

min. In this case the combustion front is even, the flame, as a

rule, is weakly luminous, its temperature is relatively low.

Reactions in the flame do not go to the end, only the most active

stages are realized. This flame is called initial.

In proportion to the increase in pressure the degree of

completion of the reactions of combustion increases, the temperature

of the flame is increased, and at a certain considerable distance

from the surface a high-temperature secondary flame appears. The
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appearance of the secondary flame is not reflected either on the

velocity of combustion or on its dependence on pressure.

The rate of the smooth burning of. ZhVV at a given pressure,

as all explosives in general, depends on the initial temperature,

increasing with an increase in the latter, and also on the

diameter of the container in which the combustion takes place.

The influence of the diameter of the container was examined in a

number of works £38, 186, 195], and from different points of view.

Apparently one should consider first of all two phenomena: the

influence of the meniscus of the liquid on the true surface area

of combustion and heat transfer into the liquid on the walls of

the tube from the flame and from the liquid through the walls

outside (heat loss). In work [195), and also [186), the influence

of the meniscus was considered experimentally, but this did not

give any interesting results. Apparently, the most important are

tle effects of heat exchange. In this case the heat transfer on

the walls from the hot secondary flame leads to the heating of the

Zh'vT and an increase in velocity, but a decrease in the diameter

contributes to the strengthening of tie effect. Specifically by

this effect we are inclined to explain the higher rate of combustion

of a number of investigated ZhVV (Fig. 102) in containers of small

diameter. Heat transfer outside is especially important at low

rates of combustion with incomplete heat release. Simultaneously

an increase in the diameter of the container lowers heat losses

from the gaseous phase and contributes to the course of secondary

reactions. Tt has been experimentally established that an increase

in the diameter of the container lowers the magnitude of pressure
for the appearance of the secondary flame [37]. Filming shows that

in the range of smooth burning the artificial disturbances of the

burninc 7urface of a ZhVV die out rapidly.
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Figure 102. Influence of the tube
diameter on the rate of smooth burning

3. of ethyl nitrate: 1 - d=3.8; 2 - 5;
2 3*- 7; 4 -3 mm.

03

0 30 3 4atm

Near-Critical Range of Combustion

Theory gives a stabili-y criterion, but it cannot predict the

details of the process near ine critical pressure. The tests
___'-showed that if during smooth burning the surface of the liquid

within the limits of resolution of photographic recording is

-- smooth, then in the near-critical range the picture of combustion

is substantially different. Upon reaching of a certain rate of

combustion the surface of the ZhVV begins to be distorted. It is

reproduced during photoregistration by an eroded undulating line;

the flame at times is approached at a high speed and again thrust

-back, or it arrives in rotation; the rate of combustion increases

sharply and combustion becomes nonuniform. During a pressure

increase the blurring of the surface decreases, and the dimension

of inequalities decreases. High-speed filming shows that the

process of the emergence of flame pulsations begins precisely from

N tiue disturbance of the surface of the liquid. On the basis of

observations of drops of ZhVV which move from the surface into th.

zone of the flame, in work [177] the conclusion was made that the

agitation of gas flow begins from the surface. Figure 103 shows

the frames of the high-speed filming of the unstable combustion of

nitroglycol in a container with a rectangular cross section of
2

]Ox2 mm2 . The liquid is seemingly pumped from side to side, and

over its surface an interference wave of less dimensions passes.

The period of the basic wave form is -0.2 s. Soon after inflam-

mation the first and second harmonics of such fluctuations were

observed. Bandwidth, which corresponds to the surface of the

liquid, is changed, which indicates the fluctuations of the -

surface in the direction of the smaller dimension of the container.
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Figure 103. Frames from the filming
of the combustion of nitroglycol in a
container of rectangular cross section
2x10 mm: 1 - substance; 2 - surface
of liquid; 3 - flame.

Figure 104a show2 three half-waves, which were formed during the

combustion of nitroglycol in a container of rectangular cross

section, while Fig. 104b gives a motion-picture frame which shows

the shape of surface, characteristic for the combustion of liquid

DINIA and diglycoidnitrate.

a)b) c) d)

Figure 104. The motion-picture frames of the combustion of ZhVV:
a) nitrolycol, container 2x10 mm, three half-waves on the burning
surface; b) motion-picture frame of spin combustion (diglycoldi-
nitrate) in a circular cup; c) the formation of a "fountain" in the
center of a tube (diglycoldinitrate); d) the separation of drops
from a curved surrface (ethyl nitrate, 110 atm).
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Generally during unstable combustion several characteristic forms

-of surface distortions are observed. These can be divided into

thrae basic types [186, 196, 197].

1. The surface of the burning liquid accomplishes fluctua-

tions in a vertical direction; into the zone of the flame from

the wave crests avalanches of drops are broken away and they flare

up in the flame. The secondary flame fluctuates, periodically

approaches the surface of liquid and draws back from it (Fig. 105a).

Energy for the maintaining of fluctuations can come both from the

gas flame and from the flare-ups of drops ejected into the flame.

A characteristic example of such a type of distortion is given by

nitroglycol.

2. In a number of cases in the near-critical range of

combustion the surface of the burning liquid begins to accomplish

a spin motion, when the flame as if "screwed itself" into a column

of ZhV. ::icI is absorbed by the rotating surface. A surface of

ZhVV appears which is arranged almost parallel to the normal

direction of movement of the combustion products. From this

surface into the flame the drops of liquid broken away by the gas

flow are ejected (Fig. 104, 105). Typical examples of this form

of combustion are given by diglycoldinitrate, supercooled DINA, and

some mixtures on a base of nitric acid. It is interesting to note

that with low mobility of ZhVV (thickened nitroglycerin, according

to Andreyev) the spiral pitch described by the flame can be

considerably greater than the diameter of the container and

comparable with the height of the column of ZhVV. In such cases,

a- a rule, an explosion appears (see § 48).

'The spin state of motion of the burning surface of the liquid,

according to observations [186], never converts to oscillatory

conditions, whereas the reverse version is feasible. According to

the observations of Chuyko, by the use of different forms of

ignition of diglycoldinitrate it is possible to obtain both a

simple and a "two-headed" spin, when th? flame is divided off into
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Ti-ure 15. ro' ra2 o cc crI., u tc n of Z',VV a) nitroglycol,D5 7;m r= 1 r dilcdiriitrate, d=5 mm,'~~P t m b- .. v.., e-t on of dro-n- into flame from wave
-~ ') ii.JHC~J~i~y ~two-headed spin;

fcu-.; 3....................~.". ~-)~ att.zenuation ofia I. . :: und t ra n jtji nt o smoo th b urni ng ; f ) n it ro -~l'~l,1=7 m, a rr3r'Vm -e omoorth 1_,uninr, the pulsations
~ .2r.Ac~ * -~~i ~ - ~:'ner'c iisharp acceleration'~f ~st~,wit- tr. r;3.5 atmn explu.;Ion developed; g) nitroglycol,

dJ=? -m "15 atm, near the botmcomibustion is accelerated as ar,': to the hc-atinr of liquid on the wall- of the cup.
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two rotating [spins].

. rle third type of phenomena was described by Whittacker

_11)i3] as the formation of "filaments" of liquid, heaving upward on

th~e wall of the tube, when the surface accomplishes wave motion

a--nd pumps liquid on the filaments into the zone of the flame.

Maksimov and Bayrash [196] observed, apparently, this same mode of

combustion and called it spouting. The difference of their data

from the observations of Whittacker is in the absence of the

arrsrent movement of the surface of the liquid, and also in the

foit that the liquid heaved upward in the center of the container

ana net on the wall (see Fig. 104c). In both cases as a result of

th"o destruction of the liquid jet into the zone of the flame a ]
large mass of drops was ejected and its accelerated combustion - a
ensured a hirli rate of combustion. Jn work [186] the transition

to the "sFOutln" mode of combu;tion was observed at elevated

r,.urc,, after spin motion ceased, while in work [196] - after

thie os-cillatory process.

All the investig,'ators come to the conclusion that in essence

the observed increase in the rate of combustion in tne near-

critical range is connected with the development of the burning

surface. In accordance with estimation (see § 38), the excess of

tl.e observed rate of uombustion above the value obtained by the

extrapolation of data on slow combustion on the near-critical range

Is 2-4 times. The disturbances introduced by inflammation die out

ii t-he ;:recritical range slowly. As a result errors are possible

whe..n the initial (connected with ignition) fluctuation of the

surface is accepted as natural, which is especially difficult to

distinguish at low heights of charges and intensive igniting

puls.es. Figure 105e gives the phototrace of the combustion of

nitromethane in the near-critical area, which illustrates this

poiti.on. The oscillatory state of motion of the surface which

emerges from the igniting spiral dies out afttr a certain time

(mainly because of a reduction of oscillation amplitude, but not

an increase in their frequency), and smooth burning is established.
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The influence of the diameter of the container on the

phenomena which take place in the near-critical area of combustion

can be illustrated in an example of nitroglycol and ethyl nitrate

(see TFr ,. 113) [33, 197]. An Increase In the diameter of the

container leads to an increase in the rate of combustion, which

is expressed especially clearly in nitrofglycol.

A detailed study of the transient area showed [38, 197] that

the transition from straight line u(p) for smooth burning to the

straight line of developed turbulent combustion occurs on a

com~plex curve. Ao a rule the spread of the experimental data
1,r * '~. Prntroi1yc1 nitrco-l:.'cerin, and DINA the

"rnt ? In th;_. area are yr eter than hi would correspond to the

-tra->!ht line olf turb-u'lent combustion; for dfirlycoldinitrate,

c. mi-?t I af, n n ethyl nitrate in nalrow; tubes. (14-5 mrm) it proves

to be smewhat lower. Amonr the ml xt'rez on a base of nitric acid

both- 'orms ; transi1ent derendence aire encountered. Accordinr, to

Andre.:'; 13c-,11, thiese featurec are apnparently connected with the

d ~il influence of t;urbulence on ccmbuticn: destroyinF the

thorouFhly warmed,' layear, it impedes combustion and can even lead

to tsfaJIny,. On the other h2and,, increasinFg the contact surface

between 'the -azeous combustion product-, and the liquid, turbulence

can accelerate combustion. This leads to the appearance of very

interesting effects. Thus in the experiments of Andreyev and

?espalov [1991 a considerable (2-3 times) increase was revealed

in. tlhr critical diameter of combustion J. of gelatinized

n*!.t-'i-lvCorin ( .2-51) upon tram sition to the excited mode of'

cm I--us ti C.n. The Freater th-e vIscosity of' gelatin, the more weakly

teincrea-e d.~i x~e~d In the cas e of nit roglycol the

n c turile nm not az shnarr,, althe urh in the be,-inning of the near-
'rIcal area the fadin,- cf cnutc a raetyosre

~.i:h dameers~eaterthan ucual b-; s-everal times.

Ln li. ht o-f the rosst~blce effect of' the disturbances of the
Iunn ufc n h rcs of combustion (especially near the

limt)there is no lack of interest in the attempt to connect with
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this effect some facts which are still lacking their own

interpretation.

In the works of Whittacker, et al. [186, 198] it was revealed

that on the curves of u(p,) of the mixtures of nitric acid with a

number of organic combustibles (2-nitropropane, etc.) a "jump" of

dependence is observed at a certain pressure (Fig. 106), if the

diameter of the tube in which the ZhVV is ignited was small (3-4

mm). With an increase in the diameter of the tube (5, 6 and 8 mm)

the "Jump" disappears, but dependence u(p) in a smooth manner

continues the curve for pressures higher than the point of "Jump."

The Introduction of 0.5% of polymethyl methacrylate as thickaner

for the zystem led to the disappearance of jump and increased the

temperature of the surface by _400C. In spite of the scalene

experiments, the authors of [186, 198] could only conclude that at

the point of "Jump" some change in the mechanism of combustion

occurs which is not described by the existing theories of

conouStion.

.. cm/s

SL/ f Figure 106. Dependence of the rate of
combustion of mixture ZhVV on pressure
[186]: 1 - nitric acid (99%) - nitro-
ethane; 2 - nitric acid (99%) - nitro-

Vmethane; 3 - nitric acid (95%) -
- i nitropropane.

!L 30 qoop atm

Later a whole series of works was published on the combustion

, .;razlne (see survey in the book [38]). According to Antoine

.20O], in an interval of pressures 1-14 atm the rate of combustion

of hydrazine of 100% concentration in a cup 5.6 mm in diameter

answers to the equation ul=0.02 6p mm/s. At pressures above 14
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atm the rate of combustion is proportional first to pressure in

degree of 0.75, and then of the first degree. In proportion to

the increase in the diameter of the cup the area of combustion

with dependence i, is narrowed, and at a diameter equal to

_12.7 m.m the transition to the curve (Fig. 107) occurs at 4 atm.

3 Figure 107. Dependence of the rate of =

* combustion of hydrazine on pressure and
diameter of the container [200]: 1 -

" n 02 d=4 mm; 2 - d-12.7 mm.

IV 8 YO, 2 atm

Antoine does not find a satisfactory explanation for the

onenomenon, although he notes a certain change in the nature of

brirhtness of the flame and its Intensity (lowered brightness of

raiiatic, of the flame in the range of combustion up to the "Jump"

cf thie curve), lie also observes a weak turbulence of the surface

and indicate:; that despite the fact that as a whole the combustion

-.. ctationary, the points of surface described a spiral in

proportion to the combustion of the substance.

Let us discuss the data of [198, 200], on the strength of

N the results in § 39. During the combustion of a low-viscosity

liquid the maximum amplitude of disturbance which can be created

b' tie process of combustion (lower than the stabili.y limit

according to Landau) is determined as the height of the liquid

column, which balances the dynamic pressure of the ebbing

comnustion products (see § 38):

t _

UlU2.:

It Is obvious that disturbances of amplitude greater than , cannot

arise. If an amplitude is of an order and less than , then

combustion can support this disturbance. For this it is necessary
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to create a non-univariate nature of flow of combustion products

at the burning surface, which is not an exceptional phenomenon. c

Further, according to § 39, at a thickness of the combustion zone

7 greater than C., the disturbance will reflect on the rate of

combus tion. Since Ix,,,, then condition . 1 answers to a rate
of combustion: _

j1,XP7 , or (106)
I P.°

Thus at a rate of combustion if > ,,- the "natural" disturbances of A

A
a burning surface are able to change the rate of combustion.

The phenomenon of the fading out of combustion during the

emergence of pulsations of the flame is observed, in particular,

during the combustion of nitroglycerin and liquid (95°C) PET"

the dependence u(p) for methyl nitrate undergoes a fracture with

disnlacement (Fig. 108), according to Andreyev [37], and also for

a number of other both liquid and solid melting substances. Not

excluding the possi' ility of other interpretations which, in

particula1 ,, for nitroglycerin and PETN are presented extensively

in Andreyev's monograph [381, we compare the experimental and

calculation data for these substances. Table 21 gives the

experimental values of the rates of combustion and pressure which

corresnond to the fracture of the curve it (p), and for nitroglycerin

and PET2 - to the end of burning. For a convenience the values

of magnitude 1) u1:"/ are compared, which according to formula

(10K) depends only on the thermophysical characteristics of the

combustion of substances. In this case it turns out that in the

cases of mixtures on a base of nitric acid, PETN and hydrazine in

a container 12.7 mm in diameter coincidence of experiment and

e:timation is observed. For the agreement of data on nitroglycerin

it is required to consider that at p_- uu atm the temperature of

combustion products is somewhat lowered, and their composition is

shifted to the side of the formation of higher molecular fragments.

If we lead the resulting density of combustion products to 1 atm,
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Figure 108. Dependence u(p) for methyl
/nitrate, d=5 mm. Data from [38] (to p=2

atm) and (206].

Table 21. Determination of the position or
--the point of emergence of pulsations.

__ _Ex'peI'imc-rt____
Substdflc e- j i r-

H~ydrazine (d=12.7 mm) 4 u,05 0,053 0,056 12001
Nitric acid - 2-nitro- It! 0.,163 0,0065 0,06095 11851r pario

"itric acid - 3)U 0,22 0,0707 0,07W)0 [M~]til trc ethanie
14 it r ic acid -diLXane I1 0,Ite 0,0805 0,,805, LO'6]
PFTN 1 0,017 0,0117 0,051 L651

then It must comprise -J4. 3 -10  g/cm in comparison with that
experimentally determined by combustion at 1 atm of a value of
order 2.l 1O10 g/cm3 [30].

The appearance of pulsations at momentlb~o-- can be presented
in the following form. With !,< the disturbances lie within the
combuz3tion zone (heated layer) and do not cause substantial
changes in the rate of combustion. With together with the
disturbance of the surface there is a sagging in the zone of the
gas:-phase reaction and the rate of combustion increases proportion-
al to the increase in the surface. The most powerful effect one
should expect with when the destruction of the heated layer
can lead to the dying out of combustion, which also is observed
in the case of nitroglycerin.
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Limiting Conditions of Smooth Burning

Until recently, following K. K. Andreyev's basic works in

this area, the near-critical area of combustion isolated by us

-.-- was related to true turbulent combustion, i.e., as the maximum

velocity of smooth burnlin a velocity was accepted', above which

pulsations of flame and other unstable phenomena were observed.

In light of the considerations given above and also of the experi-

mental data, which show the existence of an area of metastable

combustion appearing in the absence of forcing disturbances of

the surface of the liquid, it was justified to conduct a finer

sera'ation of combustion behavior. One should isolate the

m cecritical mode (artificial oscillations of the surface die oat)

and near upercritical, where the disturbances of surface increase

from infinitesimal, and their decay is caused by nonlinear

effects. Virtually this separation according to the available

experimental data can be made only sometimes, since the bulk of

information is obtained under conditions when there was powerful

initial disturbance.

In accordance with theory, the critical point will be that

rate of combustion, higher than which oscillations are absent, and

only an increase of disturbances in amplitude occurs. Experimen-

Ntally this point must be determined under conditions which

eliminate t,,e influence of artificial disturbances. The process

which corresponds to combustion in the supercritical area is

characterized by a powerful and monotonic dependence of rate of

combustion on pressure (at least close to the limit), and the

precritical area couples it with the area of dependence of slow

combustion on pressure. This fact in conjunction with the

photoregistration of combustion makes it possible to find the

critical point with sufficient certainty.

From the aforesaid it follows that the result of the experi-

ment in the near-critical range depends strongly on the method

of investigation and first of all on the dimension of the initial

disturbance. Figure 105f shows the phototrace of the combustion
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of nitroglycol in a manometer bomb. Ignition was conducted at -

1 atm, when the disturbance of the surface dies out rapidly and

pressure rises slowly because of accumulation in volume of the

corbustion products of ZhVV. With this setting of the experiment

the normal burning surface is retained in a considerable part of

the range of pressures, where with the standard test variant

excited combustion occurs. Thus in this case the pulsations of

the surface rose at -19 atm, whereas according to [37] with the

usual method of experimentation they were already noted at -13 atm.

Analogous observations are made in work [186]. By the use of

the method of inflammation through the layer of slow-burning

liquid (ethyl nitrate) it was possible here to obtain smooth

burni nj in the area where sharp inflammation causes oscillatory

combustion behavior. ln this case the rates of combustion lied on

a continuation of curve u(p), obtained by the extrapolation of

data on smooth burning in the range of precritical pressures.

For low-viscosity ZhVV the critical pressure p,, at which the

self-turbulence of combustion begins under conditions of the

experiments at a constant pressure, when there are finite

disturbances caused by the ignition proccss, differs little (by

20-30%) from the critical pressure Pa, obtained under conditions

of combustion in a manometer bomb when there are only infinitesimal

random disturbances. This result shows that the conditions of

stability of combustion of low-viscosity liquids are virtually

.N identical for infinitesimal and finite disturbances. Consequently,

the conclusions of the theory, obtained for infinitesimal distur- i
bances, are suitable for the evaluation of combustion stability to

finite disturbances.

According to experiments on nitroglycol the time, during which

in our experiments in a manometer bomb the pressure rose from p, to

I'i::. was from 0.2 to -1 s (cups 7 mm in diameter). Calculation time

of the development of disturbances (see Table 20) with n-l.l

comprises approximately 0.2 s. In another series of experiments

we attempted to determine the time of development of disturbances

under conditions of combustion under constant pressure. For this

the inflammation of nitroglycol was done through a layer of ethyl
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nitrate which as carefully as possible was poured on the surface

of the investigated explosives. The basic difficulty here

consisted of the account of the burnout of the boundary layer of

the mixture of nitroglvcol and ethyl nitrate. It was possible to

-establish that experimental times of development of instability

are approximately 3-7 times greater than calculated, and the nature

of their change depending on n will agree with theoretical.

The influence of the diameter of the container on the value

of the ultimate pressure of smooth burning was investigated in an

example of nitroglycol [178J. In Fig. 109 the points are

experimental, the curve is constructed according to equation (87)

for a round container.

at m

, Figure 109. Influence of the diameter of
the cup on the ultimate pressure of the
smooth burning of nitroglycol.

During the study of the combustion of ethyl nitrate in cups

3, 8, 5 and 7 mm in diameter maximum velocities 0.55, 0.5, and 0.45
cm/s were achieved respectively at a pressure of 82-85 atm.

Similar results are obtained for diglycoldinitrate: in cups of

the same diameters the maximum velocities were equal to from 0.7

to 0.6 cm/s, and pressure 52-60 atm. It is doubtless that the

influence of side effects (heat transfer on the walls of the cup,

heat loss outside, etc.) for slowl, burning substances with a

relatively low combustion temperature, which are ethyl nitrate

and diglycoldinitrate, turn out to be much more significant than

fir nitroglycol. Moreover for the indicated two substances the

critical velocity is reached, apparently, at pressures higher than

the critical thermodynamic, which complicates the picture even more.

In work [186] during transition from a round container with a
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diameter, of 3.7 mm to plane with a section 1Oxl mm2 the ultimate

pressure of smooth burning decreased more strongly than the size

of the container decreased (10/3.7 times), which is logical to

connect with the strengthening of heat transfer from flame on the

wall.i of the container and the overheating of substance which was

S-connected with this.

The influence of initial temperature on the limit of smooth

bur.nin: of nitroglycol [201] proved to be in agreement with theory.

At a pressure of 12.3 atm the transition answers to the rate of
2combustion of 0.6N5 g/cm s and a temperature of ZhVV equal to 470C.

.CJJUre.ro cf 17.5 atm i.3 sufficient for transition to turbulent -*

2
c::: ::tion at '30C, which answers to a rate of 0.75 g/cm s. In

accd- zrice with equation (S0) the relationship 1/: - . -a.

tai.: p lace. in this case C* is equal to 0.184 and 0.179 units
1(jsrecti vely.

Let us examine the question concerning the conformity of t1e

etrerimental and calculated critical conditions of smooth burning.

This coi;ar on for some sut.3tances has already been made in

Andreyev'. monograph [38] and it was shown that in a .- mber of

cases very satisfactory accord is observed between thz -,y and these

experiments. Let us make a supplementary comparison of the values,

which characterize the limiting conditions of smooth burning,

where,. a for a number of inviscid substances, which have a high

value of critical pressure [apparently exceeding the critical

csdsitions also for the formula of Levich (93) (Table 22)]. For

the compar son we utilize value J 4!- 1'..:4 the value of which

according to Landau's theory we designate C;, and according to the

theory of Levich-

in Table 22 pressure is given in atmospheres, J - in grams
2

oer 1 cm in 1 s. The following abbreviations are accepted:IICL [HFJ - nitroglycol]; MTN [s1TH - methyl nitrate]; DGDN

[AL';'i - diglycoldinitrate]; ETN [3TH - ethyl nitrate]; NMII
[H-] - nitromethane]; TGDN [Tr38H - triethyleneglycoldinitrate];
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Table 22. The limiting conditions of smooth
burning of inviscid ZhVV.

Experiant calculation
litera-Substance , C ture

r:. 20' C. d S an 5 19 10.9 0,2 0,18 0,07 [14
'., 2-3*C. d=4 ,,a 17,5 0,75 0,18 0.18 0,07 [o].

j im, . 47 C, d=4 ̂ A 12,3 0,63 0,18 0,18 (0,01;) [201J
M I 4311, C C j 1 0,2 0,2 (0,2) (0,0() [ 130]
T!I'.I. 200C 1,75 0,32 0,24 0,28 0,07 1sS]

;" id m= 5 .*, 85 t,38 0,15 0,32 0,15 rot

'TI. d -7 .u.* SS 0,67 0,063 0,23 0,06 [19TJ

. d-= 8 1 I85 0,56 0,037 0,21. 0,037 (t
DINA 54 1,11 0,136 (0,2G) (0,14) (2)
TD 11'i; so 1 0,14 (0,3) (0,15) [P(2]
)TiI r:ll; I ( : 1) 1I5 1,11 0,12 0,29 0,087 1151

A1l1.14 72 1,43 0,17 (0,2) (0,29) (3si
T!M + benzene 4,2 0,385 0,19 (0,2) (0,07) [2C.3

T;IM + I1 6 (3: 2) 3 0,28 0,1r11 (0,2) (0,07) (t)
PE",7. t000 C 8,2 0,5 0, W (0,2) (0,t5) risj

11i',1 i,38J 0,2!,; 0,2=2 0,33 0,3 [Y!

DNGTs [aHrL - dinitroglycerin]; TNM [THI.- - tetranitromethane];

.B [H5 - nitrobenzene], (1) the results of the authors; (2) A. P.

Glazko'va's data on supercooled substance [222], in the calculation

of C. a viscosity of 30 cp is accepted. Numbers in brackets are

rough estimate. For NGTs [HFl - nitroglycerin] p. is accepted

according to the data of [1991 and corresponds to the limit of

smooth burning under conditions of slowly increasing pressure.

The rate of coMustion of NGTs is calculated according to the

equation u 0.23 pJ 'ts g/cm 2.s.

Table 23 depicts the results of the processing of data from

[186, 198] on the combustion of mixture ZhVV on a base of nitric

acid. In view of the absence of those constants necessary for the

calculation only the value . C, constructed according to

experimental data is given. If we accept n=l cp, a=16 dyn/cm

(nitric acid), then calculated Cl=0.18 units, and C2=0.66 units.

The comparison of the data of Table 22 and 23 with theory is

done conveniently based on the values of relation Jlip.. During

the calculation of coefficient C1 it proves to be (§ 32) on the
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Table 23. The limiting conditions of
smooth burning of mixtures of nitric
acid and a combustible [186, 198].

Nitromethane 99 0,G . 5 0,145

Nitroethane 90 0,71 97

1-nitropropane 0 0,SS
2-nitropropane + 0.5% 09 Of7 t 0, U "'"
Lucite
Dioxane go OO 2. "
Isobutyric acid S 0,) . , .
2-nitropropane t00 1 07i

* 97 0,7 6. U.01"
95 0,7 ,;"

90 0,63 .25 0.0.;

order of 0.12-0.3 units, whereas coefficient C2 is ealal to (5 33)

0.03-0.20 units. Comparing these values with those experimentally

found, we see that if p, is more than 50 atm, then the experiment

will agree better with C2 , but with small p, value C is nearer
*

to C This fact serves as confirmation of the considerations

developed in § 3 4., namely: with p, larger than critical thermo-

d:;namic for a iven liquid, when surface tension decreases, the

stabilizing role gradually transfe-s to -iscosi*y forces. At low

Poressures the flame stabilization is ccnnected mainly with the

action of the forces of surface tension.

Further confirmation of the Landau-Levich theory was obtained

in ex, -riments on combustion under conditions when the value of

the overloads acting on the liquid changed, i.e., with g'39.8 m/s2 .

Initially the experiment [1971 was set up on the combustion of

nitrolycoi under conditions of free drop (g=0) at 1 atm. It was

established that in a container 5 mm in diameter the agitation of

combustion did not occur. Comparison with theory showed [177]

that the flame stabilization was ensured in these experiments

because of the small diameter of the container. For development

of instability combustion must flow in a container with a diameter

on the order of 1 m. Earlier it has already been indicated [37]

that the checking of Landau's theory was possible also by means of
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setting up tests with g'->9.8 m/s , i.e., under conditions of

overloads. Such tescs were carried out b Ordzhonikidze, Margolin

and Pokhil [?02]. Nitroglycol was used; combustion was uonducted

in a test tube 5.5 mm in diameter. With g'=g, i.e. under normal

conditions, p, was equal to 12 atm. During combustion under an

roverload equal to 300 g, the nitroglycol burned stably in the

entire investigated interval of pressures (to 140 atm). The rate

of combustion corresponded to values obtained by the extrapolation

of the curve of slow combustion at pressures below 12 atm under

normal conditions, and at 140 atm it was 3.3 cm/s. The calculation I
according to Landau's theory [equation (80)] shows that with 300 g]

the tran3ition to turbulent mode should be expected at -250 atm.

-In accordance with theory (see Table 20) it turned out that I
I
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Combustion of Liquid Explosives
(ZhVV) [W.36] Beyond Stability

LJ~ait

The combustion of ZhVV beyond stability limit is characterized

first of all by the high velocities of the propagation of the

process, by the strong dependence of rate of combustion on pressure;

as a rule, the diameter of the container in which the combustion

is conducted substantially affects the rate of combustion.

Figures 110, 111. as an illustration give the curves of u(p)

for several liquid explosives and mixtures. The typical rates

of combustion are from I to 100 cm/s, while the index v, as a

function u(p) frequently proves to be even more than one. A. D.

Iargjolin and V. M. Margulis carried out the processing of ex-

perimental data in coordinates u/u, - (p/p,-l) corresponding to the

theoretical dependence (§ 42) uT(p). It proved to be (Fig. 112)

that far from the limit (n>5) the dependence of the rate of tur-

bulent combustion on pressure agrees with the predictions of tue

theory.

The effect of the diameter of the container d on the rate

of turbulent combustion near the limit is illustrated in Fig. 113,

which is constructed according to the data in work [197] for

nitroglycol. In the range of pressures 20-60 atm there occurs

the relationship u T=0.15+0.032 (p-20)x(d-l.7) cm/s (where p is

in atm and d in mm). Assuming that in the turbulent region the

rate of combustion linearly increases with an increase in the

diameter of the container, while in the normal mode as a result

of the effect of heat transfer in the walls of container it

somewhat decreases, then from Fig. 113 it follows that higher

than a pressure of 20 atm truly turbulent combustion occurs.
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Figure 110. Dependences u(p) for in-
dividual substances. a) nitroglycol,
d: mm [206]; b) DINA (data of Glazkova):
1 - supercooled; 2 - solid; 3 - DIJA with 79
addition of 30% of colloxylin [pyroxylin].
c) 1 - nitromethane, according to the data
in [191] and the authors; 2 - ethylnitrate,
aceording to data in [191] and the authors.

71 b)

_2 3 810 2 -7 1)4aimz 26

'Figure 111. Rates of combustion of
.mixed ZhVV. a) TNM-nitrobenzene (6o-
40), d=4 inm; b) TNM-butanol with dif-
ferent relationships of components and
,pressures: 1 - 1 atm; 2 - 2 atm; 3-
40 arM, current rates are related to
the maximum value of u u are
equal: at 1 atm to 0.07, at 2 atm -2.6,
with 40 atm-42 cm/s.
[aTa =atm(abs. ) I.
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"I" ''t9, 2

ilycoldinitrate [197]. A

1 1igEre 113. The rate of turbulent combustion of nitroglycol--
depending or the diameter of beaker at constant pressures.

Fuigera on curves designate pressure in a1m.

It. wor . [186, during the study of the combustion of ZhVVr

mixtures on the basis of nitric acid it was also established thatin the range of turbulent combustion the rate of combustion in-

creases with an increase in the diameter of the container. Further-=1

Inore wok it turned out that in aluminum tubes the rate of combustionofZV-

was 2-3 times greater than in pyrex tubes, and in shells of - -

ballistite powder the rates were still higher. During the study

of the combustion of nitroglycerin far from the limit [191] the

rate of combustion increased as VW with a change in the diameter

of the container in the interval of from 5 to 9 mm.

The effect of the initial temperature on the turbulent

combustion of ZhVV was studied by Tereshkin and Andreyev [201].

Sin!ultaneously with a decrease in the pressure of the transition

to the turbulent combustion mode the dependence of the rate of

turbulent combustion on pressure increases.
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The effect of the initial temperature weakens in proportion

--to removal from the limit. The process-ng of the data of Tereshkin

shows that if at a pressure of 17.5 atm the rate of turbulent

combustion increases as the absolute temperature to a degree of

1.63, then with a pressure of 53.5 atm this degree decreases

to -0.68. It is logical to connect this fact with the specific

character of the mechanism of turbulent combustion of ZhVV: far

from the limit of normal burning the rate is determined mainly

by the energy of the combustion products, which increases as a

root square from the final temperature of combustion [see equation

(104)].

In experiments with nitromethane, as noted above, it is

possible to observe the damped oscillations of the surface of

the liquid. The calculated frequency of the natural oscillations

is equal to -15 Hz. For the combustion of nitromethane there was

obtained at 134 atm - 12 Hz; at 155 atm - 12 Hz; 208 atm - 24 Hz.

L These data show that during combustion with an increase of

pressure (rate of combustion) the excitation of different modes of

oscillations is possible, which throws off the rhythm of the

change in frequencies which were recorded in the experiments.

In several works the attempts were made to find the corre- I
lation between the observed oscillation frequencies of burning

surface (and their corresponding flame pulsations) under such I
experimental conditions as pressure, the diameter of the con-

tainer etc.[186, 196]. The obtained results turned out to be

contradictory. So, in work [196] a drop in the oscillation i
frequency of the surface of the burning methyl nitrate was

observed whereas during the study of the combustion of a mixture

of tetranitromethane with nitrobenzene, taken in ratio 60:40 weight 4

%, flame pulsations were observed with a constant frequency which

increased as a function of pressure as f-p0 .65. In work [197],

the observation of the combustion of nitroglycol gave a set of
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frequencies, in which a tendency toward a drop in the period of

pulsations with an increase in the pressure is marked. It is

very possible that in these works the authors recorded in different

ranges of combustion the parameters of different types of periodic

distortions of the surface of the liquids which, as was shown

above (§ 38), change differently as a function of pressure.

Maximov's work [196J on the oscillation frequencies of the burning

surface of methyl nitrate are described sufficiently well by the

expression f-i/u I and are related to combustion somewhat above

the critical point. During the study of the spin instability of

the burning surface between the angular rate of rotation w and

yressure by Andreyev and Tereshkin (using liquid trotyl as an

example) and work [186] the dependence in the form w=a-bp was ob-

served, where a and b are certain constants. Thus, with pressure

increase the rotation frequency decreases, and at a certain value

of pressure, the motion must cease, which was also observed

experiment ally.

For a study of the picture of the motion of the surface of

combustion, in work [177] the tracing method (introduction of dye

to the investigated substance) was used. Figure 114 shows

photographs of the small tubes in which was conducted the combustion

of nitroglycol with an addition of 0.02% of nigrosine (a black

soluble in alcohol organic dye). On the internal walls of the small

tubes 2.5 mm in diameter (Fig. 11 4a) after combustion 20 atm a track

remained in the form of wavy spirals, having an approximately

constant step. With an increase in the pressure the spiral pitch

decreases. So, with p=20 atm it is equal to -2 rmm, at 22 atm

it is equal t, -1.4 mm. The maximum length of the wave

at 20 atm is equal to -8 mm, and at 22 atm to -5 mm. Besides

those indicfted, more short waves are observed. On the wall of

a small tube 4 mm in diameter (Fig. 114b) after combustion at

18 atm a track in the form of the complex entanglement of lines,

resc:rbllng a grid remained. The size of the cell is equal to
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F3x3 mm. Such cells are obtained when the wave amplitude is

approximately equal to the spiral pitch. Apparently, the ob-

served tracks reproduce the form of the motion of the flame and

reflect its interaction with the flow of the ebbing vapors of - -

the explosive.

The dimensions of the dis-

turbances during unsteady combus-
Ttion can be estimated on motion-

picture frames. This estima-

tion of the wavelength gives

the value 2-8 mm (nitroglycol,

diglycoldinitrate, nitromethane).
, Waves on the order of 1 mm long

are observed less confidently.

Thus, the order of value corre-

sponds to the size dimensions:: a b) of the most rapidly growing

disturbances predicted by theFigure 114. Photographs ofthoy(-eTbe1)

beakers after the combustion in theory (sae Table 19).
them of nitroglycol with the
addition of dye; a) d-2.5 mm, In light of contemporary
p=24 atm; b) d=4 mm, p=18 atm.

ideas about the stability of

N the gas flow of combustion products, which flows from the disturbed

surface, the emergence of the spin motion of the flame - surface

system reflects the result predicted by the theory. Actually,

in the case under consideration the stable forms of motion are

either the rotating flow or the circular vortex.

Usually for observation of the nature of the combustion of

ZhVV, film is applied from the side through the transparent walls

of the container. In work [178] the method was applied of filming

from the end through the layer of burning liquid. For this a

plane transparent bottom was attached to the glass and the test
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tube was placed on a prism at an angle of 450, through which

the photographing was conducted (see Fig. 101). The entire assembly

was mounted in a vessel of constant preBsure; photographing was

done by a high-speed movie camera. Two substances were invtsti-

g ated - nitroglycol and dlglycoldinitrate, for which the critical

pressures of the emergence of unsteady combistion were equal

uspectively to about 15 and 54 atm (in a test tube 6 mm in

-- diameter). Since photographing was conducted in intrinsic radia-

tioii, the refraction of the light on the surface of liquid re-

vealed its structure. Figure 115a shows typical frames (1-10)

of thu filming of the combustion in unstable conditions. The -

examination of the motion-picture frames shows that Fig. 115a -

can be compared with mode q=l, s=O (one nodal diameter; Fig.

115a - 2 with mode q=2, s=O (two nodal diameters). Other frames

correspond to the more complex combination modes. Frame 1 is

1:u-t widely propagated: this form of disturbance is encountered

.l:wost all films for both substances. The photographs obtained

during the combustion of diglycoldinitrate do not differ in

appearanc fioom the photogr'aphs of the combustion of nitroglycol.

::wevur, an examination of the motion-picture films showed that

in this substance a rotational motion of the flame occurs, which

is caused by thv wave on the surface of the liquid moving along

the circumference of the tube. In the developed mode of unsteady

combustion, the peculiar process of the complication of the form

of the disturbances is observed. Two semicircles appear, each

of which is then dividod into halves, whereupon the process of

division is accelerated, and a complex picture of the combination

of the different modes of motion is rapidly formed. Figure 115b

shows consecutive frames of the filming of this process of di-

vislon during the combustion of diglycolnitrate under a pressure

of 62 atm in a tube 6 mm in diameter. Besides the noted modes,

radial pulsations of the liquid are sometimes also observed

(fig I15a-5)8
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F~gure i15. Motion-picture frames of the surface
of ZhVV during combustion beyond stability limit.
a) different types of surface structure; b) the
development of' instability during the combustion
of 11glyooldlnitrate (62 atm, d=6 mm).

t1) an increase in pressure (of the rate of combustion),

the dimensions of the separate elements of the disturbances

decrease, and the large nonuniformities disappear, which seemingly

are comprised of separate pieces of the picture of the surface.

Filming from the end makes it possible to evaluate time of the

development of the disturbances. So, in the case shown in

FIg. 115, it amounted to about 15 milliseconds. The photographs

of the surface of' the liquid, which burns in the disturbed mode,

were made under -onditions when the velocity of propagation of

the combustion exceeded the normal by ten timus. However, the

increase in the burning surface recorded in the photographs is

small, not more than 2-3 times. Probably the surface visible in
some photographs is covered with small waves. All the same, the

increase in the rate of combustion of by ten times in comparison
with the normal cannot be explained by trivial geometric reasons.
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it was necessary to assume that the height of the separate waves

was ten times greater than the distance between the waves. There-

fore it may be concluded that the agitated combustion of the liquid
is turbul.ent.

S 5. Combustion of ZhVV Mixtures

Homogeneous stable mixtures of liquid components, such as

tetranitromethane (TNM) [THH] and fuel, in many instances behave

analogously with individual liquid explosives. They can burn

in the normal mode, which fluctuates and is turbulent, the critical

conditions of the transition to turbulent conditions being de-

scribed by Landau's theory. However, there are some distinctions

which appear with a specific coincidence of circumstances.

Most basic is the effect of the distinction in the volatility

of components and their densities, which create the prerequisite

for the fractional, nonsimultaneous depletion of the components.

in the absence of reactions in the condensed phase, the rate of

combustion will depend on the composition of the mixture in the

gaseous phase. As a result of the divisibility of vaporization,

this composition can differ significantly from the initial, which

occurs in the k-phase.

If we investigate the combustion of mixtures of TNM at

I atim in air with such fuels as ethyl ether, benzene, acetone,

etc., then during the combustion of several mixtures depleted by

the oxidizer at 1 atm in tubes (quartz, glass, metal) the

following phenomenon is observed. Initially, with ignition from

a source of moderate temperature a small pale flame is formed

which hangs above a section of the tube, corresponding mainly to

the cumbustion of the fuel with air. The rate of the dropping of

the level of the liquid mixture is very low and amounts to

several hundredths of a millimeter per second. Then suddenly

within tube appears a bright transparent high-temperature flame,

A
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the base of which almost rests on the surface of the liquid.

An intense wave motion on the surface of mixture occurs and the

rate of combustion increases by more than an order (photo of

Fig. l16a). A rapid fleme is formed as a result of the combustion

o1' the mixture of vapors, which almost corresponds to that which

was established in the initial composition. The heating of the

surface layer of the liquid directly from the flame, and also

through the walls, which transmit heat from the flame, makes it

possible to vaporize at a sufficient rate the difficult volatile

component (TNM) as well. The use of a powerful igniter makes it

possible to obtain immediately the rode of rapid combustion,

whereas low-power ignition leads to a two-mode process. One

should also to keep in mind that the maximum speed of rapid com-

bustion in normal (nonturbulent) conditions corresponds approxi-

mately to the stoiciiiometric relationship of the components, while

a large surplus of TNM makes the mixture noncombustible. The

observation of timl dynamics of :he process reveals the existence

of a near-surface layer of intense mixing (the so-called "homolaycr"

[2014]), which occupies the height of an order of one to one and

ori-hail' diameters of the container. On some mixtures the

streais which descend from the mixing layer are clearly visible.

During the passage of "rapid" combustion from the walls of the

tube inward, the waves which form in tubes 10-30 mm in diameter

cells on the order of 1-3 mm in size will move away (see Fig. 116b).

By introducing the heat-conducting rod into the liquid, it is

po.ssible to accelerate the appearance of "rapid" combustion. If

we then remove the rod, the combustion is continued in "rapid"
con ditions.

In the mixing layer a rearrangement of the composition of

e m .ixture occurs. As a result of the accelerated consumption

of the more highly volatile component (for example, in the mixture

of T1J, with benzene the benzene departs) the ratio of the components
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a)

Figure 116. Photograph of the combustion of
mixed ZhVV at I atm: a) "slow"; b) "rapid"

_mode of combustion of a mixture of TNM and
acetone; c) cells on the surface of the burning
mixture of TNM-acetone (d=12 mm).

changes. There is simultaneously a reconstruction of the rate

-o f combustion, temperature, etc. The thickening of the mixture

impedes convection, and the thickness of the layer of mixing

decreases. The intensity of the mixing depends on the relation-

ship of the de.nsities of the components. In experiments on TNM

and fuel the density of the oxidizer was always higher and the

volatility lower. If the density of the fuel was higher, stationary

combustion would become impossible in view of the accumulation on
thc urfac of the less volatile and ..,.t independently combustible

tetranitromethane.

The rearrangement of the composition of the mixture in the

process of combustion is proven by the following facts. During

comustion in the tube of a mixture, for example TNM with benzene,

toward the enld of the combustion, there occurs the accumulation of

a brown layer with a thickness of several millimeters, which is

mainly iT,. in another experiment, a mixture of ThM with a heptane

of a composition, close to stoichlometric, began to burn at 1 atm

at a rate on the order of 0.2 mm/s, and then the rate gradually

decreased and combustion was extinguished, then there still

remained 10-15 mm of liquid in the test tube. Direct experiments

ahwed that the rema.ining mixture was not capable of combustion

as a result of re-enrichment by tetranitroMethane.
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The combustion mode of the mixtures Is determined by the

dynamic equilibrium between the process of vaporization of the

components, the convective mixing in the near-surface layer and

the speed of the reaction in the vapor phase.

The questions of combustion and transition to the explosion

of mi..ture liquid systems are investigated more profoundly and

comprehensively in Gol'bInder's works [205]. He gave considerable

attention to the process of the rearrangement of the composition

of the mixture as a result of the fractional vaporization of the

components, an' also to the role of chemical factors (presence cf

the reactions between components, the formation of active inter-

mediate compounds, etc.). Gol'binder indicates that the difference

b'2tweun the behavior of liquid mixtures and individual ZhVV is

not always observed, since frequently the mixtures form chemical

cco.iexes in the liquid phase, either azeotrepes or constantly

ovaporatinv mixtures. With an increase in pressure the differences

; ,C7c0;e less roticeable, since the change of the composition of
lijquid and vapor in the process of combustion is impeded.

The mechanism of the transitic. of the combustion of ±tqu1

mixtures to explosion and detonation, according to Goltbinder, in-

volves the formation of a gas-vapor-drop suspension (two-phase

mixture). According to Andreyev [38], this layer can be stable

wltL a tbicsa~ss somewhat less than critical. The sharp accelera-

tion of gas formation begins when the critical thickness of the

layer of' two-phase suspended matter, which is found in the gaseous

}.iJase above the burning surface is exceeded. Acceleration can

L) the consequence of a flash or detonation, or any intermediate

mrode of explosion-like combustion of the suspension. The existence

of an upper limit of the detonatni of mixtures, based on pressure,

i; treated in this exawii. ;ion as tne cnnsequence of a decrease

in the thi,.,ness of the layer of the two-phase suspended matter:

w th an increase in pressure, the dispersion of drops during the
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gaseous phase increases, but the full time of their combustion

is also shortened which limits the maximum attainable thickness

of the layer of the suspension. This question is discussed in

monograph [38], where there are references to a series of works.

We also do not examine the results of investigations of

those self-igniting liquid mixtures which are described and

discussed in the works of Gol'binder [205] and Andreyev [38].

§ 46. Combustion of Viscous Systems

The stabilizing effect of the thickening of liquid explosives

and systems is well known and ha. long been utilized, including

1" techlnolocy. A detailed discussion of many aspects of this

q.ustion car, be found, for example, in Andreev's ;orks [38, 199].

1.i a qualitative respect, the effect of an increase in viscosity

corras-onds to the predictions of t.e theory of Levich [74];

however, the quant 4t tive side of the question has been only

-,ry slightly studied. In Whittakr's work [186] a mlxedsystem (ni-

t-c acid- 2-nitropropane) was thickened by the addition of the

i1Tig poly-mer "lucite." It was established, that the higher the ]
viscosity o the mixture, the higher the pressure (rate of

combustion) at which occurs the transition to the turbulent

combustion mode. In this case the critical pressure increased

in proportion to viscosity to a degree of 0.148. Let us recall

tihat in Levich's theory [74] this index is equal to 0.33. How-

ever, the analysis of Whittaker's data shows that the viscosity

of' the system was insufficient (less than one poise), and there- I
fore sarface tension had to exert the basic stabilizing correction. 4
Consequently, the data of the experiment must be correlated in I
acuor'dance with Landau's theory [731] In Tab.Le 24 Whittaker's

results arc processed by the calculation of the relation u,/pF,,

which follows from Landau's theory [73] with constant values A
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for the quantities of surface tension a.id density'. In view of

the small quantity of tne used thickening additive this is not = -

-presented as a rough assumption. As can be seen from Table 24,

relationship u./V----,const is fulfilled by Landau very well and

Whittaker's results can be considered as a confirmation of the

validity of the theory. Let us note that Levich's relationship

[74] does not describe these data.

Table 24. Processing of the data of
work [186].

:3Q itc 'j 105. C), N , ns ,. b .~

S0,) 0,70 0, i . I, -
0,1 1;S5 5,.
0,'1 4, 60 ,,7: .526-:.
0,5 12,61 0 782 t,.2 0 i
0,75 25,0 0,815 :.,4 I

:,paisnL.ly, Chuyko and Ivashkin (IKhF [1Xc - Institute of

L<i, ClI ?hysics] of the All USSR, 1968) in their experiments

:nvestigated the combustion stability of a mixture of tetrani-

troneLhane (ThM) with benzene, taken in a volume ratio of 3:1

and thickened by additions of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) [fliA]

It was established that this liquid-viscous system is non-Newtonian.

By viscosity meas-a2ment at different shear stresses with the sub-

sequent extrapolation to stresses of an order (p2u2),, which

cor'reSUonds to the disturbing conditions at tne critical point of

:.,ma4 burning, it was possible to make a .-.latively correct

-o:npf/risn of the theory with the experiment. Thc combustion of'

mixtures was conducted in an apparatus with only slight pressure

variaticuns in beakers 6 mm in diameter. Table 25 gives results

of the experiments, and also the critical values of the rates of

combustion J, calculated from the formulas of Landau and Levich.

'A relative value has been derived which is standardized at a
value for a system without an addition.
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As was noted above, the viscosity was determined by extrapolation,
in view of the small difference in the values (P2). r

2u for the
different systems, it virtually corresponds to a shearing stress of

an order of 1 dyne/cm 2 . Also included are the results of an inves-

tigation of the mixtures, which contain an addition of aluminum

powder, which created the supplementary thickening effect. If

we exclude data on a mixture with 5% PMMA, then Levich's formula
gives the critical value of velocity which is on the average two
times less than that observed experimentally. The calculated

speed, according to Landau's formula, and with the utilization
of all data, on the average exceeds the experimental by 25%. In

this case it was accepted that the surface tension of the system

was constant (30 dynes per centimeter); this may be an insuffi-
2iently good approximation. Thus, in this case it was not possible

to make an unequivocal selection between theories; both give
approximately an identical degree of correlation with t:e experiment.

Table 25. Limits or" the normal burning
of viscous systems.

rxper ent I Calculatior J

C., j. T.. armn lau s  , C 0.orth : formla_

2 M , /.: 8 , T t , 6 5
3 2- 103 0,77 to 0,-,9 0.725

5 5-10A36 1.5 1,Al .:1 ,I C . 0,83 0,31

.- tOA\1 2,'1 50"; 1.87 -

.h..o.bust..rt f mixtures of T.. with benzene was also

-*-died at elevated pressures when it goes into turbulent con-

ditions. One of the interesting results here proved to be the

- ecrt of the method of the ignition of the mixture on the

rate of co,,:b ustion. Ignition from a slightly incandescent

eie,trospir=al led to rates of combustion several (2-5) times
lesz than with irnition from a tablet of ballistite powdar
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(Fig. 117). The comparison of mixtures varying in viscosity shows
that this difference decreases in proportion to the thickening of

the system by a high polymer, while the most viscous mixtures
virtually do not react uo the :ethod of ignition. The explanation

-of this phenomenpn, apparently, is connected with the fact that the
excitation of combustion from an intense source (powder tablet) ]
leads to a poweriul distortion of the combustion surface which ]
cannot be rapidly attenuated in view of the increased viscosity

of the system, and combustion develops on the disturbed surface. i
The stability of this process can easily be destroyed. The great

increase in the viscosity of the system blocks the surface dis-
tortion of the charge from the action of the igniter; the method

of ignition becomes unimportant. The effect is greatest, when
the time of the fading of the aisturbance of surface is comparable

to the burn-up time of the sample (see also further experiments
on combuistion under increasing pressure). The data given in

Fig. 117 on the rates of combustion, excited by the high intensity
source of ignition, correspond to the linear increase in the

value of the average speed of turbulent combustion from pressure.

t., rm/s Figure 117. Rates of combustion of mix-
tures of TNM-benzene (3:1) depending on
the quantity of thickener (polymethyl
methacrylate), pressure and the method

-! " iA oof ignition:
j~.j L /. .1 and 3 - ignition from spiral; the re-

, - I maining are from the tablet of powder:
V 1 and 2 - 1% of PMMA; 3 and 4 - withotL
/ thickening; 5 - 0.5% of PMMA; 6 - 2% of

PMMA; 7 - 2% of' PMMA+5% Al; 8 - 3% of
2; . PMMA. On curves 1 and 3 index v=0.5, on

remaining curves Q=l.
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The experimental data obtained with soft initiation correspond

to the much weaker dependence of the rate of turbulent combustion

on the pressure: for an unthickened mixture of TNM with benzene
0.5and a mixture with 1% PMMA the rate increases as p , i.e.,

it corresponds to the theory of the turbulent combustion of

liquid systems examined in § 41. It is necessary to assume that

the emergence of the first of the conditions of turbulent combus-

tion of liquid with the strong dependence of velocity on pressure

examined here corresponds to cases of the rapid transition of

combustion to explosion which were repeatedly observed by many

r ...... with tne intense ignition of ZhVV [38, 191, 206].

in lig'ht of these data let us examine the mechanism of the

""l>, . f e g ight of the tube above the surface of the liquid,

' " .. o uy a nu.ber of researchers. Under high-speed

t u .bie.nt zo -ns, the burnout of the suspension of drops far

from the surface and torn away from the surface of the liquid, for

; :pittci to tno ex*ten. of the vessel (short tube), leads to the loss

-wf 71, " e.er,-y of the co.-Lbustion products; the quantity

ro r.-e- ntring the flame is limited. An increase in the

.he tube above the surface makes it possible to utilize
-Pully the flow energy for separating the drops from the sur-

-, c ofhe .t a liquid, and with disequilibrium - to lead to

.n -. e a c mixture (§ 48). The more reactive

". % .. , the higher its combustion temperature, the higher the

eergy -h gas flow, the less the critical value of the length
abo,!e the burnin- surface, the more easily the ex-

wi.h int,-se . g. it . T.e role f the viscosity

a ear:.. .the thicening of the mixture raises the

Sa -, ar stress to a value which exceedzs the shearing stress

o turblent flow of The combustion Droducts, the hypersonic

.t,. ."" Oi! combustion becomes imoossible. For non-

, is also necessary to consider the dependence

,' '!...; :.~~r..:-le characteristics on the loading rate.



The introduction to the liquid substances of small quan-

tities of thickening additives frequently changes the rate of

combustion and its pressure dependence both in normal and in tur-

bulent combustion modes, especially with low concentrations of

the additives. With an increase in the viscosity, the effect

rapidly decreases. For example, the processing of Whitaker's data

[186J shows that with lucite contents in the mixture nitric acid -
2-nitropropane equal to 0; 0.1; 0.3 and 0.75% at 40 atm, rate of

combustion is respectively 3.9; 3.4, 2.55 and 2.4 mm/s, while at

70 atm it is equal to 6.5; 5.8; 4.8 and 4.6 mm/s. The combustion

of nitromethane with additions of 2.8, 4.2, 7 and 9.8% of pyroxylin,

according to N. V. Parfenov's experiments, at 50 atm is 1.80,

1.68, J.42, and 1.20 mm/s. Let us note that the unthickened

nitromethane under these conditions burns at a rate of 1.5 mm/s.

The difference in the effect of the addition of pyroxylin and

lucite is connected with a difference in their combustibilities.

The rate of combustion of pyroxylin is higher than that of

nitromethane, and lucite is actually inert. In experiments with

nitromethane, the net result of the introduction of an addition

is the competing effect of two factors: an increase in velocity

and power of the mixture with the introduction of the active

thickener and a decrease in the velocity as a result of an increase

in the viscosity of the system. The thickening of the mixture

decreases the near-surface layer, heated thoroughly to a tempera-

ture close to the boiling point (decomposition), as a result of

the suppression of convective mixing.

Viscosity effect on the velocity of combustion beyond the
stability limit is virtually not investigated. It was established

that the rate of the turbulent combustion of the colloxylln-

thickened -nitroglycol depends on a pressure less than the un-

thickened substance, while the velocity is lower, the difference

increasing in proportion to removal from the limit. The rate of

the turbulent combustion of the mixture TNM-benzene (see Fig. ll0a)
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on the whole decreases with an increase in the viscosity of the

system; however, the form of pressure dependence is virtually

retained. it can be approximated by the equation u-Bp, where

coefficient B decreases with an increase in viscosity.

A special case is the combustion of low-melting solids

under conditions when there is a considerable melting layer.

Theory shows (§ 40) that the agitation of combustion according

to the Landau - Levich mechanism is possible only under excep-

tional circumstances (temperature of the substance close to
melting point). The known experiments of Popova and Andreyev
[85] on molten PETNI showed that the picture of combustion

aczat,'Ly corresponds to Landau's and the critical rate of

,'~:c: :On agrees suff*cient!y well with the calculated value.

xia's experiments [2221 on supercooled DINA also confirmed

• t:v. 7m,.er. exolcs~ves behave analogously to liquid systems.

As zd::,n the agitation of the 2.=bustion of solid fusing

z a n, by the La.-nhai - Levih -'echanism, Popova's experi-

:.t: 'ct- to - quest-on [351; she observed the
: !:,-. ... us- 0. of ±l ?ETi4 after the pulsation which

n' on, 7-" is obvious that the melting layer burned
out in this case in the turbulent conditions, not having had
ti-.e to transfer the heat to the depth of the charge, in con-

un:ouence o3" :.,hich the melting nas not renewed in continuous

.... cc:.,bstln was e-:ting-uised. As a result of the

... . ..... n-, .. undamped mode of turbulent combustion

cs,;Id fusr., explosives s no possible by the Landau -
... :,,,~eni,~. i:owever, thae o'.aly large melting layer

:o-, for xarn ple, during very weak and prolonged ignition,

canI burn out in turbulent 2ndions, including in the form of

a flash *,r explosion-like process. One of the possible methods

.... >:_... tne theri -es is -he study of combustion under

zn rr ;ure. According to the results obtained in § 41,

inOst AvailabI3ooY



high-viscosity mixtures under these conditions can burn normally

to pressures which noticeably exceedccritical p,, determined

with combustion under constant pressure. Experiments with

nitroglycol showed that at rates of pressure buildup to 20

at/s it is possible to exceed p. by not more than 20%, which

agrees with the predictions of the theory. On a system of

TNM - benzene with an addition of 2% PMMA and 5% aluminum powder

experiments were conducted for the purpose of checking the

theory for viscous systems. Combustion was conducted in a

manometer bomb with a recording of the curve of the change in

the prr:sure over time p(t). Under conditions of combustion

undr constant pressure, for this mixture p,-ll atm. Figure 118a

shows the dependence of the critical pressure p., found according

to the experimenrs in the manometer bomb, from the given rate

of pressure buildup r=(l/p)(dp/dt) in the volume of the bomb,

calculated from the recording of p(t) in the section ahead of

the interruption of normal combustion. As the curve shows,

at low speeds of pressure buildup, the well expressed effect
".-)recast by the theory is observed: in the manometer bomb

o exceeds p, and increases with an increase in r. The

processing of the data of the experiment leads to an expression

in the form (p -p.)p,l ri-/'const. Since the mixture

investigated is a non-Newtonian liquid, its viscosity depends

on the rate of the application of shear stress, i.e., rin(r).

If rTy'r, the data of the experiment agree with the predictions

of the theory [formula (102)]. Actual form of n(r) is not

known.

Let us pass to the sectionof the dependence pH(r) at

increased rates of growth of pressure. The experiment shows that

with r>3.1/s the condition p i<p, Is observed. Filming made

it possible to establish that in these experiments the initial

disturbance, created by an igniter (black powder) did not go

out and turbulent combustion developed on the uneven surface
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Figure 118. Effect of the relative rate of the increase in
pressure r. a) the critical combustion pressure of the mixture
T:j - benzene (3:1) with addition of 2% PMMA, 5% Al in mano-
meter bomb; b) time of the development of the unsteady com-
oustion of the same mixture.

as a further deepening of surface irregularities. In experi-

inents wl.h small rates of pressure growth, the initial dis-

;urban*.es of surface were damped, and there was alw~ys a

section of combustion with a smooth surface. Figure 118b shows

... *u,.n.ce of the combustion period of the mixture to the

moment of reaching p . A comparison of Fig. 118a and 118b

makes it possible to establish that the characteristic time of

the fading of the disturbances of the surface of the investigated

system is approximately 12 s. If the rate of pressure buildup

was so great that the disturbances were not damped,' p proved

to be less than p,. With the development of instability from

norma± burning p >p,. In the experiments p /p,1l.85 is

reacned. Further thickening of the system will contribute to

an "nzre~:e in this ratio (at equal rates of growth of pressure),

-1is equivalent to the requirement that the time of the

..o...oion of the sample be comparable (or less) with the time
of fa']ng of the disturbance of the surface of the mixture.
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but sim&ltaneously the time of the fading of the initial -

disturbances will Increase, which can hinder the attainment

of high values of pK/p,. Utilizing known metnods of ignition

__--without significant disturbances, the curve pH/pW-f(r) can

be continued into the area of' high pressure buildup rates.
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§ 47. Combsution of ZhVV Charges With
Heat Conducting Elements

With the determination of the rate of combustion of ex-

plosives, we frequently encounter the distorting effect of the

shell of the charge on the results of the measurements. It was
noted long ago that in metallic, not too massive shells, the

rate of combustion of explosive charges proves to be more

than in an environment of materials which conduct heat poorly

[38]. An explanation of the effect of heat-conducting walls hae

already been given in Andreyev's works [37). A charge shell

which conducts heat well (for example, a metallic one) makes

it possible to increase the heat flux into unburned substance

because of' the selection and heat transfers from the high tem-

:>'rature zone to the bypass of the gaseous phase of the combustion

.r.o ucts off the charge which conduct heat poorly. The heat

-' n. s ,mi d along the wall is spent for an increase in the

1!titial temrerature of the charge in the sub-surface layers,

..ch ns a result off the dependence of the rate of combustion on

.... ter.erature of the explosives, leads to an increase in the

av.-ra.re rate of combustion of the charge. It is understandable

T at .. hi-,t r the rate of combustion, the less the quantity of

heat that can be transmitted into the bypass of the front of

ccmbustion via the heat-conducting element. In this case a

larrer than usual value is acquired by such factors as the

:mr'era, ur distribution in the gaseous phase, the presence of

ieactions in the k phase (temperature sensitivity of the rate

I_ ombustion), etc. In exreriments with liquid explosives, plced

. Lea7-ers (metal, quartz, glass), frequently at the end of

combustion at a low rate effervescences of the liquid are

:'bserved which are accompanied by a flash. So, with the measure-

c o.e of the tempeoature at the bottom of a beaker of nitroglycol,

--;hch burned at 5 atm, we recorded an increase in temperature

rnrnr cefore the approach of the combustion front of more than
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1001C. "End" effects are caused by the fact that the absence of

heat withdrawal leads to a heatswell in the limited volume of

the shell and, as a result, to a progressive heating of the

terminal volume of the liquid (see Fig. 105g).

The first experiment described in literature with a heat-

conducting element introduced for the strengthening of the heat

transfer from the gas into the condensed phase was conducted by

Kostin (cited in [371). A copper rod introduced into the test

tube of burning nitroglycol sharply accelerated combustion. At

the present time, the introduction of heat-conducting elements

intc explosive charges and solid rocket propellants have become

one of the physical methods of controlling their combustion

rate [2011.

We repeated I. D. Kostin's experiments (together with A. D.

Margolin and F. S. Sokolovsky) on a TNM - benzene mixture, taken

In the ratio 3:1 (1 atm). A change in the material of the wall

of the shell of the charge (glass, brass, aluminum) was reflected

in the rate of combustion, at the moment of the emergence of

the mode of "rapid" combustion (see § '45), and also in the nature

of the convective current of the mixture in the near-surface

layer. In this case, for example, in an aluminum thin-walled shell

the "rapid" combustion mode appears almost right after ignition,

and in a quartz shell - after the combustion of the liquid column

one 'o one and one-half diameter in height. The waves, which

form a similarity to Binara's cells (see Fig. 116c) will move

a: ay from the walls of the container inward. The wave motion in

the metal shell is brighter and is more intense than in quartz.

In troportion to the thickening of the mixture the wave motion

4s uamped; a high-viscosity mixture burns out faster at the

-:ails and forms a cone with the apex upward.

Tnto the mixture, burned in a quartz cup, a copper rod was
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introduced. Observations of the dynamics of the process revealed

an intense convective current in the liquid beginning at the -

rod. The rate of combustion increased, and the transition to

the "rapid" combustion mode was accelerated. The small thickneing

of the mixture unexpectedly led to explosions. It turned out that A

near the rod in the near-surface layer there occurs the formation

ef bubbles of the gas which is a mixture of the vapors of the

iiitial liquid and of the decomposition products (indicated by

changed in the color). In proportion to heating, the quantity

of bubbles increased, and the accumulation of a foamy layer,

whose burst was recorded as an explosion, occurred. The local A

nature of the phenomenon is clearly seen from the fact that "..

tren uently after the explosion the test tube turned out to be

intact, the rod was ejected, and combustion continued to be

rropapated. Especially intense explosions occurred when the rod

was Introduced into the liquid to a small depth ("end" effect).

Th. role of thickening of this case is reduced to the difficulty

of' cnvective hea; exchange with the cold layers of the liquid,

;..ncr leads to an overheating of the limited volume of the mixture,

Its jecomposition and explosion.

a, cm/s Figure 119. The dependence of the rate of

9 Icombustion on the pressure of a stoichio-I 3 metric mixture of TNM - benzene. 1
J '3 plexiglass test tube without plates; 2 -

steel plates with a thickness of 0.1 mm;

23 - copper plates with a thickness of
- o 1.5 mm; 4 - copper plates with a thickness

k of 0.5 mm.

', Aatm-

The systematic study of the effect of heat-conducting

elements on the hydrodynamic combustion stability of ZhVV was

undertaken in work [208] using as an example the stoichiometric
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mixture of TNM with benzene. In the experiments rectangular

plexiglass or quartz test tubes with a section of 5x6 mm 2 were

utilized; in part of the experiments thin copper or steel strips

which served as heat-conducting elements were placed on two of

he walls. The results of the experiments are shown in Fig. 119,

from which it is evident that the metallic plates noticeably

increase the rate of combustion in subcritical conditions as well

as the critical rate of combustion; however, the critical pressure

of the transition to turbulent conditions remains unchanged. Hence

it follows that the effect of the introduction of the heat-

conducting elements entails an increase in the effective rate of

__--combustion of the mixture; at the same time the combustion

stability of the liquid mixture is determined by the intrinsic

fundnmontal rate. It is appropriate to note tbat inthe case of

rowder-like systems the critical conditions of the disturbance of

normal burning are also determined by the fundamental rate of

combustion and do not depend on the physical effects, which lead

to an increase in the recorded rate of combustion.

Let us examine the phenomena which accompany the combustion

of a liquid mixture into which a heat-conducting element is

introduced, being guided by the data in work [208]. The heat

is spread along the element from the zone of the flame into the

depth of the liquid. The heating of the layers of the mixture

adjac.nt to the element causes the appearance of convective

currents within the liquid.

The heating of certain near-surface layer forces it to burn

at an accelerated rate. However, at pressures lower than the

critical for the transition to turbulent conditions the burning

up of the reheated layer of the mixture converts to the calm

combustion of the unheated liquid, since for it the normal mode

of combustion is characteristic under these conditions. The

warm-up period of the new near-surface layer of the liquid

A
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follows again because of the heat of transmission along the element,

and the picture is repeated. The fluctuating combustion mode

appears, the average speed of which will be above normal because

of the acceleration of the combustion of the reheated layer of

the mixture. The turbulent combustion,.not alternating with

periods of normal burning, can develop only after the critical

pressure of transition for the initial mixture is exceeded in

the experiment. in work [208] the described sequence of the

phenomena was confirmed experimentally by the method of high-

speed filming.

The effect of the heat-conducting element logically depends

on the relationship of the thermal diffusivity of its r* terial

and the ZhV/ and also on the temperature combustion rat- coef-

ficient of the latter. In the case of liquid mixtures with

-!i7nlf'Lcantly differing volatilities there can arise the amplifying

S ,,.l, '.ons of the phenomenon of fractional burnout. With the

rc--:,n 'chnenit of the surface layer of the mixture the component
ncanable of independent combustion, the damping combustion is

.. -'o ble, which we observed experimentally during the investiga-

"'on (I atm) of a mixture of TNM with ethyl ether which was

somewhiat re-enriched by the oxidizer.

Thus, the steady state of turbulent combustion is feasible

only ahen the critical value is exceeded by the fundamental rate

c, combustion, which also determines the independence of the

crItical pressure from the presence of the heat-conducting
; ,"~ 1 .... ent s

We do not examine here the possible catalytic effect of the

-iirface of the heat-conducting element, which sometimes can

substantially influence the average rate of combustion of

11iquid explosives.
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§ 48. Means of Transition from Excited
Combustion to Explosion

The phenomenon of the transition of combustion to explosion

and detonation has always been the final goal toward which

researchers of the mechanism of unsteady combustion have strived.
The fundamental works on this question are those of K. K. Andreyev,

A. F. Belyayev and their coworkers. Their views are most fully

reflected in monographs [37] and [59]. Nevertheless, it is
necessary to state that this section of combustion theory is
still weakly developed, both theoretically and experimentally.
Many propositions remain hypotheses which do not have quantitative

substantiation.

The theory of the turbulent (agitated) combustion of liquid
explosives presented in the preceding sections makes it possible

to approach somewhat a solution to the problem of the conditions
of transition from the combustion ZhVV to the explosion, although

it is riot possible to give a final answer, above all in view of
the absence of the necessary experimental studies.

The Andreyev-Belyayev Mechanism

As was mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, the
transition from combustion to explosion according to the Andreyev-

Belyayev mechanism can occur if the acceleration of gas formation

with pressure exceeds the critical value at combustion.

The physical meaning of this assertion is clear from an

examination of the expression for pressure in the volume of a

container (tube) which contains the burning explosives. If the

-.i-me.ter of the charge is equal to the diameter of the tube, then

with ul=Bp pT= (Bpl/A)l. Hence, it follows that with
BoI/A>1 and v~l, pressure pT increases indefinitely until the

shell of charge is destroyed, i.e., until explosion. Since

A=7.4 g/cm 2 s-atm, the condition of the explosion of the charge
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2.
will be the requirements BpI>7.4 g/cm 2s-atm vml. If v>l, the

disequilibrium occurs if the pressure exceeds value p

=(A/Bpl)l/(l
-v) (curve of m+ in Fig. 120).

With" v<l, even with Bp 1/A>l

, / pressure p1 will exist, which

corresponds to the equilibrium

of gas inflow and gas outflow.

With v<l and Bpl/A<l, the pressure

,, * p* will be virtually equal to the
external pressure p0 .

As was established in the
Figure 120. Balance of gas preceding paragraph, the dependence
inflow with the supersonic
discharge of the cmbustion of the rate of turbulent combus-
products. tion of liquid explosives on

pressure initially has an index

v .ore than one; then it passes all intermediate values and at

hig& n it approaches v=v 0-0.5, where v0 characterizes undisturbed

combustion. With liquid explosives v0 --l, and consequently the

developed turbulent combustion mode has the dependence u (p) inT

the form u_=Bp 0 "5 . Hence it follows that the combustion in the

developed turbulent conditions, from the viewpoint of the Andreyev-

.ely~ye mechanism, must be stable, with pl=_where p 0 is

th density of the combustion products, reduced to 1 atm. It is

interesting to compare this conclusion with the data of work

'5]A (see 5 49).

In the transition zone between n=l and n>>l there is a pressure

r-,i e where the index v>l. If condition BTPi>A is satisfied here,

tnen there appears the possibility of the disequilibrium of the

:i:.P'w and the gas outflow. However, if the shell of tht

,ontainer with the explosives is sufficiently durable, then the

r:"',. ': in it will grow until the mode of developed excited
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combustion is established for which v<I. This is illustrated by

the curve m, in Fig. 102. Here with p<pI, the gas inflow is

greater than the, gas discharge, and pressure in the shell increases.

However, there 'ccurs further the transition to the saturating

branch (v<I) and in the final analysis the equilibrium pressure Pl is

established. Of course, the shell can be destroyed before the

achievement of pressure pI, and this will be recorded as an

explosion.

We have discussed only one condition of the transition of

combustion to explosion for the Andreyev-Belyayev mechanism.

Another requirement is plB>A. In the developed mode of excited

combustion B T-=B r -7=102B. A comparison of this value with the

data in Table 18 and value A shows that the methyl nitrate

n:osse:3cs B Tp1/A>l and for it, p 1 =3.5 atm, whereas other substances

u~lu ocated near the limit. Important here is even not the order,

:xt.c the numerical value of the coefficient a1 , etc. In other

worJd, depending on the details of the situation, both B TPl>A and

th. subcritical combustion mode can be realized. So, careless

L:j:Y1i it'r., which contributes an additional increase to the burning

:.xrface of 2-3 times, the difficulty of the gas outflow, let us

:ay, by a decrease in the section of the flow of the products

of combustion in comparison with the surface area of the charge, etc.

- all this will facilitate the explosion.

it is important to emphasize the following fact. The study

f the problem in the Andreyev-Pelyayev theory is conducted on the

-:;3u:ntion that the whole substance manages to react within the

~iir.it of' the container confining the liquid. If a considerable

:raction of the substance is taken out (for example, in the form

of dropz) and reacts far from tube, the generation of gas from

combustion of this quantity of explosives does not enter

i:to the balance of the gaoes which determines pressure at the

.>r:"ae. 'he height h of the container which contains liquid
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explosives which will ensure the combustion efficiency of the

drops, separated by the flow from the surface, obviously, must

be not less than h*, where

1'r
h (107)

In the first approximation, T is determined by the kinetics

of the reaction of the substance and is proportional to the size of

the drops to the degree of the second order, while with simple

burnout this degree is equal to one.

From the viewpoint of the balance of gas inflow and gas out- .4
flow, the developed mode of excited combustion should be stable.

This conclusion follows on the assumption that the disturbances

develop from infinitesimal disturbances generated with the very
2 eprocess of combustion, i.e., their amplitude <<u,/.. As concerns

larger artificial disturbances, as was established in 5 39, they

burn with "spreading".

Let us assume that at the

t t moment of intense ignition of
b -- the liquid, at some moment the

- -7 indentation (Fig. 121) was

a i - ! formed. In area a the pressure

---- I will be more than in area b.

The excess pressure will begin

,-1to squeeze out the liquid from

Z' the container, to splash it,

Figure 121. Evolution of large- and the ignition of the drops

.scale disturbance of the burning by the high-temperature flame

..,urface of the liquid, can occur in the form of an

explosion. Moreover, the wave

aan turn out to be unstable, and instead of spreading, the break

,.,f iLs crest will occur (dashed curve in Fig. 121). As a result,

within the liquid there will prove to be an isolated volume of
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combustion, which, increasing, will destroy the enveloping fluid.

The external picture will be represented by the explosion of the

charge.

Thus, the most favorable conditions for developing instability,

according to Andreyev-Belyayev, occur near the limit of normal

burning, when the mode of excited combustion is not yet developed.

Far from the limit, according to Landau-Levich, the combustion in

the sense considered is stable (V<l); however, it is necessary to

eliminate the external artificial disturbances more than ^.u 2/g in
T

size, which can become the reason for local explosions.

Thermal Explosion of a Suspension
of Drops of ZhVV in the Gaseous Phase

In view of the powerful turbulence, the temperature of the

coribution products is close to maximum and is almost constant

with regard to the flame jet. This provides a rapid course of

the gas-phase reactions as a resuJt of the exponential dependence

of their rate on the temperature. As was already mentioned above,

the thermal explosion of a drop suspension very frequently is

c )unsidered as the initial stage of the development of an explosion

c:,. even as the detonation of the charge. Let us discuss this

u -.etion in somewhat more detail.

The concentration of' the drops of the explosives in the

us phase cK can be taken as proportional to the rate of

t-urbuierit combustion. Taking into account that with 1 cm2 for

ti::e T , there emerges into the gaseous phase ulpTM grams of

tii(_- .ubztance, which is distributed in the gas column u2T in

~aI e:ht, we obtain c =p2 g/cm 3 .

To evaluate the conditions of the thermal explosion of

:,:;rerid matter, we utilize the fact established in work [209]:

.:-iical conditions of the self-ignition of the aggregate

hf the particles have the same form as the critical conditions
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for a single particle, but with a changed heat-transfer

coefficient. A peculiarity is the fact that the thermal explosion

of the aggregate of the drops occurs under conditions of the

interference of the particles. Furthermore, according to [209],

in the first approximation, the presence of the stages of the

heating and vaporization of the drops of the liquid explosives

leads to a change in the numerical value of the critical value

of the Franck-Kamenetskiy 6,. This makes it possible to write

the critical condition of the thermal explosion in the form

S., P > c,(st = 08 (108)

where E - activation energy; To is the temperature of the medium;

- reaction rate; R - universal gas constant; XI - the coefficient

of the thermal conductivity of the drop; Q - the heat of reaction

of the explosive, (Nu) H, Nu - Nusselt numbers for the heat

tIransfer from the particles to the gas and from the gas to the

walls, respectively; L - the typical dimension of the container

(diameter); 6, - critical value.

Thus, the thermal explosion of a suspension of drops is

feasible with the fulfillment of the relationship in (108). It

includes in particular, the value of the diameter of the container,

so that with an increase in the area of the section the thermal

explosion is facilitated. Let us note that, according to [2091,

the ignition point of the particles does not depend in this case

on their size.

Under condition in (108) it is assumed that all drops pulled

from the surface are located in the suspension. One should also

consider the effect of the burnout of the suspended matter for

the time of the induction of the thermal explosion [210; 211].

In the first approximation, it is possible to consider that it

is sufficient to satisfy conditions (107) and (108), wherein as

one should take the induction period of the thermal explosion,

since the time of the burst T is considerably shorter than T
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It is worth noting one fact which sometimes is the source

of errors. A decrease in the degree of dispersion of the

particles, which is introduced during the gaseous phase from

the surface by itself, causes only:,a change in the height of

flame Jet, but cannot lead to a disturbance of the balance of

the gas inflow and gas discharge. Actually, the gas inflow is

connected only with the quantity of that reprocessed into the

products of combustion of the original substance; and without

the introduction of any supplementary mechanism of the essential

acceleration of the combustion of the drops of ZhVV and the

effect of the process of the combustion of the suspension on

the supply of drops from the surface, it is not possible to

unbalance the process. Let us recall that the interruption of

the drops is determined by the kinetic energy of the combustion

pro ucts P2 u.

The positive feedback of the process of the combustion of

the drops with the process of the separation of the drops from

the burning surface can be -ccomplished only through a pressure

::crease in the contair.r since the velocity of the combustion

products after the achievement of the completeness of combustion

(a: with v=l) no longer changes. The rise of the pressure in

the container is possible if the time of the reaction of drops

i.; shorter than the time of the discharge of the combustion

products, i.e., D/v<h/C 3, where v is the effective speed of the

reaction (combustion) of the drops with a size D; h is the height

-l tie free part of the tube above the surface of the liquid,

- t-he speed of sound in the combustion products. Taking h=l cm,Q•lO cr/, = =12

cn/s, D=10 - 3 cm, we calculate that v=10 cm/s. The normal

r'alte ,f combustion roughly is ui=310 p cm/s. Taking into

ccourut the possible heating of a drop, we find that rates of

ih em/s correspond to p=104 atm. Thus, simple thermal conductive

_omrbu.;tion of the drops at moderate pressures is not able to

_-te a pressure jump above the burning surface. Let us note

,,t the heating time of a drop with a diameter of D is ,D 2 / 4Nu-m-1
I.,th D=10 - 3 cm is \210- 4 s, which is more than h/C3=0-5.
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It is interesting to compare this time with the time of transition
from combustion to explosion obtained in work [19]) (see § 49).

Generally speaking the question concerning the actual sizes

of the drops of suspended matter remains .open, since the initial

(torn from the surface) drops of ZhVV can be crushed in the gas

flow. This moment is discussed in Mayer's work [216).

The distance to the combustion point of the drops from the

surface exceeds the value which is characteristic of the normal

process K 1/ul, since from the sut-face of the liquid moves not

the prepared steam, but cold drops.

We will turn to the question concerning the consequences

of the thermal explosion of the suspension. Considering the

explosion of drops to be instantaneous, i.e., is fulfilled

(u2 /C) (T /T >l), where C isthespeed of sound in the products

of combustion, we can estimate that excess pressure which appears3 - 0

In the flame jet. Since in 1 cm3 there are contained c=p2p 2 p0

grams of the liquid explosive, with a complete transformation

their temperature increases from an initial T to T2 - the final

temperature of the explosive conversion, and the density will

change from p1 to P2. The increase Ap of the pressure in the

combustion products will be

s p = p - pocT/M " Po.

This value can prove to be so considerable that the container

will be destroyed and process will occur as an explosion. The

effect of the gradient of excess pressure on the original

substance is able to destroy the liquid, to atomize it, and

thereby make the process of combustion self-accelerating. To

this contributes the fact (which we did not consider above)

that the actual distribution of the concentration of the drops

in the flame jet is not homogeneous as a result of the vortex

flame condition. Therefore, the thermal explosioi can appear
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in separate isolated sources, in the same way as this is frequently

observed in gas turbulent flames [1851. The difference consists

in the hundred times higher local pressure increases, which appear

with the combustion of drop suspensions, The noted nonuniformity

of the distribution leads to the fact that the streams of the

products of the thermal explosion will affect the surface of

liquid, disturbing its uniformity.

If the time of the development of thermal explosion is not

too short, and it is possible to disregard the outflow of gas from

the container for the time of the reaction (this means that

U2 T /C /TB <), then the pressure in the container will take a
0)2/3.

value on the order of p_<(p2BTP 0)/Ap2 ) If the initial pressure

was much less than p , the result of the combustion of the suspen-
:Iu will look like an explosion. At high pressures the process

occurs in the form of a flash.

It is very important to pay attention to the following fact.

At liil er than critical thermodynamic pressures, after the heating

o" the Jrops of liquid to a temperature higher than the critical
Ii7, their "pulse" vaporization with the subsequent combustion

of vapors occurs. By the moment T is reached, it manages to

evaan - c a total of "5% of the mass of the drop [203]. This

phenomenon in many respects can contribute to the transition of

the turbulent combustion of ZhVV to the explosion through processes

in the vapor phase.

'Lvitation Lxcitati;, of the Explosion
(", ZhVV

In work [2] Belyayev advanced the hypothesis according to

whLch the dynamic lowering in the pressure above the burning

,surface of' the liquid can lead (through the effervescence of the

:;ib-tance, in Belyayev's view) to the initiation of detonation.

Tnc basis for this assumption were the observations that the

:or-:buztion of methyl. nitrate, stable at 1 atm and 401C, converts
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to detonation if we lower the pressure in the process of combustion.

A further line of reasoning, in light of contemporary ideas, took

a noncorresponding course and there occurred the substitution for

the question concerning the role of rapid pressure relief of the

question concerning the explosion of a mixture of the vapors of

...metnyi nitrate with air. There is a detailed discussion of this

(the second) question in Andreyev's books [37, 38], and we will

not dwell on it here.

We will turn to the essence of A. F. Belyayev's hypothesis.

it has been established by works of recent years [212-214] that

comparatively small changes in pressure can cause cavitation N

and explosion in some ZhVV. According to the works of Gordeyev

[213], the excitation of explosion occurs during collapse of

sufficiently large cavitation recesses (caverns). Tn this case

-the basis of the mechanism is composed of the heating and ignition

of tle vapors of the liquid in the mixture contained in a cavern

with the dissolved gases as a result of their rapid compression.

Taking into account that the heating TI/T 0 of the vapors is

proportional to the compression p1 /p0 to the degree of (y-l)/y,

where y is the polytropic exponent, it proves to be advantageous,

with this compression stiress, for achieving a high fin-tl temper-

ature TI, to have a small initial pressure of the vapors p0 . At

the same time, if the volatility is very low, the vapor pressure

turns out to be negligible, and the heating and flash of the

vapor will be insufficient for the initiation of the explosion.

It is important to emphasize [70] that the heating as a result

of' the compression of a chemically active gas, which the vapor of

an explosive is, is more dangerous than tue compression of inert

gas pockets, since the temperature of the compressed reactive

gas will be hiaher a result of the heat release from the chemical

reactions.

The size of the cavitation bubble has the greatest signif-

icance. The small bubbles are cooled so rapidly that the compres-

sion of the vapors occurs virtually in isothermal conditions.
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For the essential heating of a bubble with inert gas it is necessary

_[701 that the time of the compression of the gas t1'\p/p, where p

is the rate of pressure buildup, be less than the cooling time t2:

144 t'-"a'i4' 't× 'p " > 2

ilere k 2 is the temperature conductively contained in the bubble;

o - the average value of the diameter of the bubble; Nu - Nusselt

ni-auber for the heat emission from the bubble into the liquid.

54 5
With d"10 cm it is necessary to have /p>10 s i.e.,

-i2lpPssion must occur for an extremely short time. The heating

of the compressed gas is T/T 0=(pl/P0
) (Y - )Y . The condition

ol' tie thermal explosion of the reactive gas in the first approx-

iyation, takes the form

(!..Q/t 2172 N) vxp (- E/IVT±)>1 ,

hc-.rke b: is the pre-exponent; Q, is the the rmal effect of the

e:,i.ca1 transformation; d - the size of the caverns; p2 - I
-,ne vapor density of ZhVV in the bubble-cavern which is proportional

to ti, vapor pressure P. One should consider that Po=aI-a2/To ,

22
wherearind a are constants of this substance and T0 is theVabsolute temperature.

Thus, as a function of the volatility of the liquid and

tlh, kinetics of' the reaction of its vapors there is a critical

di,,usionr of the cavitation bubble which can become the source

of the initiation of the explosion with this compression of the

bubble. Gordeyev indicates [213] that any explosive liquid can

Lu exploded with the collapse in it of a cavitation bubble,

the Initial size of which is equal to the critical value or

exceeds it. However, practically, in view of the difference in

tl,,' phy.:icochemical properties of the liquids, they all cannot be

iUitiuued by cavitation. Substances which have low speeds of
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reaction of the vapors, a very low or too high a volatility are

characterized by such large critical dimensions of the cavitation

bubble which virtually cannot arise.

Gordeyev and Matveyev studied [215] the initiation of an

explosion by caxitation (at 1 atm) of the following ZhVV: nitro-

glycerin (HG) [Hr ], tetranitrmethane (TNM) [THM] nitromethane

(NM) [Hi], solutions of benzene, heptane, methanol in TNM, a

solution of methane in liquid oxygen (at the boiling point of

nitrogen) and a heterogeneous system of solid acetylene-liquid

oxygen (also at the boiling point of nitrogen). An original

procedure was developed for creating large cavitation rece.3es,

which made it possible for the first time to study the phenomena

in detail. A test tube was utilized with a fitted piston under

which the investigated substance was introduced. A liquid seal

in the form of a coniform funnel filled with the explosives made

it possible to insulate the liquid under the piston from the effect

of atmospheric pressure for several milliseconds. The rapid

extraction of the piston creates a tcuisile stress in the liquid,

tlc compactness of the explosives is disturbed, and caverns are

formed'. An explosion was excited with the collapse of the ( ivita-

tion bubbles in the solutions of benzene or heptane in tetranitro- -

methane. In technical NO it was possible to excite explosions by

applying a piston with a tapered point.

Study of the effect of the initial temperature [215] gave

the following results. A solution of benzene in TNM at a

t-mp rature of less than 101C and up to the temperature of pre-

cil ttation of the crystal residue constantly produced explosions.

1It is necessary to note that the tensile strength of liquids
very strongly depends on the content of the dissolved gases. In
this case the saturation of the liquid by the gas sharply lowers
its strength and contributes to cavitation.
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At 200 C excitation of the explosion occurred in one third of

the experiments. The pressure of vapors p0 is at 200C, P0 =30 mm Hg,
and at 100C, P0=17 mm Hg. An increase in the temperature up to
400C (P0=70 mm Hg.) decreased the excitation frequency of an

explosion to 3/20. At 600C (p0=160 mm Hg) not one of the 20

experiments produced an explosion. The solution of heptane in

TNM routinely exploded at a temperature less than 20C (P0=3 mm Hg.).

At 201C (p0 =14 mm Hg) the frequency of explosion was 2/50,

and at 400C (p0=200 mm Hg) not one of the 100 experiments produced

explosions. The solution of methanol in TNM turned out to be

insensitive to the cavitation excitation of explosion in the

temperature range 10-500C (p0 =40-280 mm Hg).

E'xperiments were carried out on technical and purified NG

at elevated temperatures. There is great interest, both from

the theoretical and the practical point of view, in the face that

purified NG, in spite of a very low vapor pressure (less than

0.5 mi. Hg), routinely produced explosions. The technical product

at 70%C exploded in two experiments of the twenty, but at lower

tei,peratures it was insensitive to cavitation excitation.

Undoubtedly, there the kinetic side of the process was

revealed here: the vapors of the purified nitroglycerin easily

produced a thermal explosion as a result of their high reactivity.

US concerns the contaminated product, developing a thermal

explosion in its cavitation recesses requires that the initial

temperature of product be raised at least to 700C. An important

observation is [215] that the purified NG, after the exposure

of the surface of the liquid in air for several hours, becomes

insensitive, while the pressure of its vapors is raised.

The cavitation mechanism of the excitation of the explosion

'niu:;t be considered as one of the causes of the explosions of liquid
Q:zplocives during careless ignition, especially with experimental

Zh1VV For combustion in a closed volume. A free-burning igniter,

,,is well as a flash of the thick thoroughly warmed layer of the
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explosives, gives rise to acoustical oscillations whose propagation

can cause the cavitation of the liquid and contribute to the

explosion of the charge.

We will again turn to Belyayev's work on the excitation of

an explosion of methyl nitrate [2], and also to the supplemental

work of Andreyev [37). It was established that the ignition

of the vapors of methyl nitrate, and also a mixture of the vapors

with air with a content of methyl nitrate of more than 70% produces

a powerful explosion. Moreover, it was also possible to produce

an explosion of the liquid methyl nitrate itself with the ignition

of the vapor-air mixture above the surface of the liquid. Examining

the results of these experiments, Andreyev [37] notes that the

explosion of the gaseous vapors is able to create a small, but

sufficient for the initiation of detonation, rise in pressure.

lit would be possible to assume that the jump in pressure created

by the gas explosion creates the acoustic fluctuations of the

liquid, its cavitation, and the excitation of the explosion by

the mechanism described above.

However, there are experimental observations which show that

the excitation of an explosion can occur in another way. Thus,

we conducted the combustion of nitroglycol under conditions of

a bomb of a small (%200 cm3 ) constant volume. Nitroglycol was

pDaced in beakers with a diameter of 5 and a height of 30 mm.

.iith the ignition of the explosive from a charge of black powder,

w-iicf burned for a time on the order of 50 milliseconds, we

routinely obtained an explosion of entire charge above the surface

of ZhVV. However, it was sufficient to shield the surface of

the liquid by a layer of nitroglycol gelatin or to place a

transistion 2ayer from the slowly burning nitroglycerin powder,

the excitation of normal burning occurred. But if the spiral

was placed deep into the liquid, an explosion occurred again.

1:. the absence of special experiments it is not possible to deny

the probability of the cavitation excitation of an explosion.
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However, the stabilizing role of a thin layer of gelatin is

insufficiently clear. Apparently, gelatin impeded the destruction

of the surface by the streams of the products of the combustion

of the igniter. The question concerning the role of cavitation

in the process of the excitation of an explosion and the propaga-

tion of low-speed detonation processes ZhVV is minutely examined

in works [122, 212, 214, 215, 217J. The mechanism of the excita-

tion of an explosion through cavitation, in view of the weak

impulses necessary for its accomplishment apparently one is of

the most widely accepted ways of achieving the transition of

combustion of ZhVV to explosion. Unfortunately, at present there

are no experimental studies of its realization under varied

conditions of combustion.

The turbulent combustion of ZhVV beyond the stability limit,

'we noted above, leads to the initiation of vortices in the

.. eous phase. If, as a result of those or other reasons, the

t:',*,..dy state of vortex formation is disrupted, the rarefaction

-wave from the gaseous phase will go into the liquid. However,

the or-ssure of the initiation of turbulent combustion, as a

rule, is 10 atm and more. As a result, the essential compression

of the cavitation bubbles is difficult to achieve and this makes

the cavitation mechanism of the excitation of an explosion through

the pulsations of pressure in the combustion products only slightly

probable. At the same time, some quick-burning liquids which

p.-roduce excited combustion at low pressures (methyl nitrate,

::ii*-tures of tetranitromethane with a number of hydrocarbon fuels),

-.a: prove to be the objects of a cavitation explosion.

l '9. Transition of the Combustion
of ZhVV at High Pressures to Explosion

The thorough investigation of Dubovitskiy and Bachman [1911

o1 the transition of the combustion of a number of nitroesters

t I~h pressures to detonation is the only work on this problem.

Bombs of constant pressure were used, which made it possible to
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conduct the experiments at pressures of up to 800 atm. Two drum

photorecorders (for the low-speed and detonation explosive

procecces) provided the photorecording of' the dynamics of the

combustion. Furthermore, the authors of work [191] utilized

high-speed (2-4 thousand frames per second) filming. Let us

consider some results of this work.

1. It was established that "the transition of the combustion

of methyl nitrate to detonation (combustion in thin-walled glass

tubes with an inside diameter of 5 and a height of h0 20 mm)

is observed only in the range of pressures 79<p<350 atm, above

350 -.tm and up to 800 atm only combustion at- the speed of several

meters- per second occurred".

ie ccmbustion of nitroglycoll at pressures higher

;o: 5 n occurred in two stages. If the first of them was

±h:&rterized by a sharp photoregistration front, and as a whole,

by the relative constancy of the speed relative to the height of

ic.ud ccLu.., then at the second stage,which occurred only

.: i , >;o- :n. either a combustion mode different from the

i-t appeared or detonation abruptly occurred.

3. Iz was established that the transition of almost

unform combustion to explosion occurs in a time of <10 - 3 s,

which corresponds to the combustion of a layer of nitroglycol

1-2 nm thick.

.."th heights of the charge less than a certain limiting

• - ,detonation never occurred, while with h>h* the probpbility

:1 i_ excitation no longer depended on the height but increased

•t ",.,. Increase in the diameter of the charge d and in the pressure

I A overvations were also made during the study of the
,Aabztion of methyl nitrate and nitroglycerin.
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However, the stabilizing role of a thin layer of gelatin is

insufficiently clear. Apparently, gelatin impeded the destruction

of the surface by the streams of the products of the combustion

of the igniter. The question concerning the role of cavitation

in the process of the excitation of an explosion and the propaga-

tion of low-speed detonation processes ZhVV is minutely examined

in works [122, 212, 214, 215, 217). The mechanism of the excita-

tion of an explosion through cavitation, in view of the weak

impulses necessary for its accomplishment apparently one is of

the most widely accepted ways of achieving the transition of
combustion of ZhVV to explosion. Unfortunately, at present there

are no experimental studies of its realization under varied

conJitions of combustion.

The turbulent combustion of ZhVV beyond the stability limit,

±: we noted above, leads to the initiation of vortices in the

& .eouz phase. If, as a result of those or other reasons, the

:teady state of vortex formation is disrupted, the rarefaction

wave from the gaseous phase will go into the liquid. However,

the prIsure of the initiation of turbulent combustion, as a

r .ie, is 10 atm and more. As a result, the essential compression

of the cavitation bubbles is difficult to achieve and this makes

the cavitation mechanism of the excitation of an explosion through

the pulsations of pressure in the combustion products only slightly

probable. At the same time, some quick-burning liquids which

produce excited combustion at low pressures (methyl nitrate,

:71ixtures of tetranitromethane with a number of hydrocarbon fuels),

>r pro ve to be the objects of a cavitation explosion.

1 9. Transition of the Combustion
of ZhVV at High Pressures to Explosion

Th6 thorough investigation of Dubovitskiy and Bachman [191]

or the transition of the combustion of a number of nitroesters

ti1f,11h pressures to detonation is the only work on this problem.

Bombs of constant pressure were used, which made it possible to
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On a section of 20-30 d the velocity is usually sufficiently

constant relative to height, while the fading of the process was

never observed.

7. In separate experiments in wide (d>5 mm) test tubes the

branching of the leading slightly glowing wave was observed,

which exited with a velocity of 700-750 m/s (against 400-500 m/s

in the primary front) and which formed an area of weak brightness

in front of the primary detonation front. In one of the experi-

ments, the branching-off wave, after reflection from the bottom

of thc test tube, caused the detonation of the charge, which was

always spreading at the same velocity, 400-500 m/s, towards the

primary front.

2he thickening and strengthening of the walls of the test

.iiJ riot affect the ceiling of the appearance of detonation,

H:i(ot change the rate of the almost uniform combustion; but

Si creased t ,e rate of the unsteady detonation, as

:. :.- > ezing of tne lead column which was laid under

. . tube to provide evidence of the intensity of the

.,;e will turn to the interpretation of the results. According

t' point of view of the authors [191], with the combustion

._-V7 beyond stability limit "the conditions necessary for the

;-,2ai'ancc of detonation can be created in separate very s.iall

- e of liquid explosives located near the combustion front".

the results of the high-speed filming of the combustion

.,reented, which demonstrate the existence of the greatly

:.:.ti (uuaily --one-shaped) flame front. Since the dynamic pressure

•' c.;mbustion products of ZhVV ebbing from the bent surface

. ' qualize a very large liquid column, and in view of

. .. nature of ignition, the asymmetric displacement

i 'rot.n the test tube and the formation of a bent front

•:.. iz3 a natural corollary. Further, a parallel is

:~wr. between the excitation of detonation with a shock and the
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frictions from the local sources of heating and by the process

of the unsteady combustion of the liquid. It is assumed that

as a result of the ereat bend of the combustion front, isolated

volumes of high-temperature combustion products can be formed

in front of' it. The development of combustion within this volume

increases the pressure and the temperature. If they have time

to achieve sufficiently high values before the destruction of

the source, the emergence of detonation is possible.

We will discuss briefly those views which were developed in

work [191 itself. In light of current data, it is possible

to make some additions.

The nature of the detonation processes of the ZhVV, which

wore observed in work [191], provides a basis for an assumption

about the leading role of a cavitation type of process. Specifi-

cally, this is indicated by the powerful effect of the thickness

of shell on the rate of the process.

o our point of view, the source of the acoustic jolts

of the test tube with ZhVV is the sound vibrations, which appear

with the discharge of the combustion products from the test tube.

The thickening of the wall of the test tube, the setting of the

test tube into a steel shell - all this contributes to the trans-

mis.sion of the sound vibrations from the opening of the tube into

the liquid. With h',5 cm, p0=200 atm(abs.) ul=80 cm/s, P1 =l.5 g/cm3 ,

the oscillation frequency will be f^u2 /h=700 Hz. The acoustic

jolt2 of nitroglycol, apparently, create small cavitation bubbles,

the continuity of the liquid is disturbed, and the process of

combustion becomes, in the known sense, similar to the combustion

of porous powder-like charges. A comparison of the observations

made in work [191] with the results of the study of low-speed

detonation processes [122, 212] reveals much in common.
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The photorecording of the work in [1913 can be interpreted
as proof of the uneven, cellular structure of flame front. In

this case the characteristic dimension of the separate cells
proves to be of the order 0.2-0.5 mm (at pressure 350 atm).

Utilizing data from Tables 19 and 20, and-taking into account

that the critical pressure in nitroglycol is equal approximately

to 17 atm, we find

which corresponds to the experiment.

It is indisputable that the method of ignition exerts a

great effect on the recorded mode of the propagation of the

unstable combustion mode. Only the use of transient charges from

the normally burning substances makes it possible to avoid the

e fft of t he powerful disturbance, which is the process of

ignition, on the detailed picture of the development of combustion,

.Inice in the distant supercritical area of combustion the powerful

ances are not able to be damped.

The critical height of the charge, which was discovered in

:ork [191], lower than which detonation did not appear, can be

-ientified with the height of the combustion of the suspension

*f irops of the liquid raised from the surface. In that case

c ,ombaZtion time of the suspension, with h*=5 CM, T ,%h/u 2=

=hQ'/(Qu) '.2-10-3 s. With the diameter of a drop on the order

" mm (the wavelength of the most rapidly growing disturbance),

e.h rate of combustion of the drop is Ot20 cm/s. Extrapolation

.f te normal rate of combustion of nitroglycol up to 200 atm

-ui=.2 cm/s. The calculation of the heating of the drop

:-131 miake a decisive change in this figure. Thus, it is

''ie to assume that eigher the crushed drops, whose size is

,:.: t , : enter into the gaseous phase, or that the mechanism

Lr o.,buction is not thermal conductive, but explosive.
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In favor of the assumption regarding the excitation of the detona-

tion of the explosives through a thermal explosion of the suspension

of drops in the gaseous phase, there is also the fact of the

effect of the diameter of the charge on the detail of the detona-

tion, which'is characteristic for the*"collective effect" of

the thermal explosion of the aggregate of the particles. Let us

note that the height of the charge affects the excitation frequency

of the detonation independently of the diameter of charge, which

does not contradict formula (108) (see also § 48).

The abrupt nature of the appearance of detonation agrees

with the hypotheses regarding the development of an explosion

through the thermal explosion of the particles of the explosive

and of the intermediate products of combustion in the gaseous

phase, under conditions when the initial liquid is prepared

by jolts of the test tube by acoustic vibrations generated by

the discharge of the combustion products. It is possible to

identify the branching wave departing ahead of the primary

front with the propagation of the cavitation front, and the weak

brichtness with the heating of the cavitizing bubbles. Current

methods of study would indisputably be able to be introduced

certainty into this question.

It is appropriate to remember the following. Leypunskiy

,ind Korotkov conducted the combustion of nitroglycol at pressures

.p to 2000 atm and established that with the careful pumping

cut of the dissolved air from the liquid, the combustion occurs

without transition to explosion or detonation and has a rate of

thIe order of several meters per second. Since in their experiments

.,eypunzkiy and Korotkov used a manometer bomb, ignition was con-

lucted at low pressures, which indisputably contributed (together

with 'the removal of air bubbles) to the elimination of external

iL.turbances and to an increase in the tensile strength of the

:m'Vv and, as a result, to an increase in the stF.bility of the

t.Irbulent combustion.
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Everything that has been said does not eliminate the

possibility of the development, under adequate conditions, of

detonation from a source of the combustion formed within the

liquid. The question consists only of how the source is created.

A beautiful example of the significant mechanism of excitation

of the detonation of ZhVV is presented by I. A. Voskoboynikov's

experiments (IKhF AN SSSR, 1962) which were conducted on a

stoichiometric mixture of tetranitromethane and nitrobenzene.

A drop of metallic sodium, which was put into the test tube with

the mixture served as the source of ignition. A photorecording

shows that low-speed combustion initially appears near the drop

of sodium. The inertlal forces provide for a short time (^-50 Ps)

the possibility of the development within the mixture of an

insulated center of combustion of the mixture of TNM with nitro-

benzene makes it possible for disturbed combustion to develop at

those low pressures (2-5 atm) and short times which characterize

the given experiment. As the photorecording of the process shows

a detonation wave, which occurs at a rate on the order of 7000 m/s

appears in thie mixture. This experiment visually demonstrates

the possibility, in principle, of the emergence of detonation

from an insulated center of combustion within liquid explosives,

although for a final solution to the question supplementary

investigations are necessary.
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§ 50. The Combustion of Two-Phase Systems

In work [218] the experimental and theoretical study of the

combustion of the simplest model of a two-phase porous charge -

slotted charge, was conducted. The slotted charge consisted of

two plane-parallel plates between which the liquid was filled.

One of the plates (or both) was prepared from powder. With

normal combustion the liquid impedes the penetration of the flame

into the clearance, and the powder plate burns from the end.

Under specific condi.tions the flat surface of the liquid becomes

unstable, waves appear on it, and drops and streams, which are

taken away by the flow fo the combustion products are formed.

The revealed fresh sections of the powder plate are ignited, and

the combustion is spread into the depth of the slot. The described

picture reminds one of the turbulent combustion of liquid explosives

with the difference being that the energy source in this case is

- combustion of the exposed part of the lateral surface of the

.::ot. The theory of turbulent combustion of the slotted charge

ol' the powder filled with liquid is formulated [219] analogous

with the .heory of the turbulent combustion of liquid explosives.

Theory of Combustion of Two-Phase Systems

The following model of turbulent combustion is accepted.

T"he pulsations of the rate of combustion products, equal in order

of' magnitude to the average flow rate of the gas, cause pulsations

of the rate of the liquid. The revealed surface of the plates

1. Lnstantly ignited. The rate of turbulent combustion in the

V'irst approximation is equal to the pulsating rate of motion of

the liquid. Upon transition of the turbulent motion from the

p az into the liquid, the pulsations of pressure (but not rate)

are retained; therefore, the boundary condition on the burning

_uriace takes the form

4 l-, .. -~ .... (109)
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jI
where W is the pulsating rate in the liquid; W2 -pulsating gas I
rate; p, - density of the liquid; p2 - gas density; 4 - scale of

turbulence; a - coefficienL of surface tension; g - acceleration

uf gravity; rj - viscosity of the liquid; 6 - width of gap of slot;

P1 , k , k 3  - coe-ficients. --A
3

The pulsating rate of tao gas flow, which has the scale F, is

proportional to the rate of gas flow at this distance from the

aurface. i.e.,

.- o '' (109a)

where k0 is the coefficient; J - the mass rate of combustion of

the powder.

A Fter substituting formula (109a) into equation (109), we

will obtain the equation

Z )-. P "'L -. i-k311V4- iih' ± ,1VJ!6 2, ( 110 )

n=1 or 2- the quantity of powder plates.

Actually there is a whole spectrum of pulsations. The

development of pulsations with a different wavelength 4 occurs at
a different rate. The rate of turbulent combustion is determined,

first of all, by the pulsations which are developed at a maximum

rate. An analysis of equation (109) shows that with an increase

in F the pulsai.;ing rate is continuously increased; therefore, the

most important for our purposes are pulsations with the maximum

* length of the wave, i.e., with &=L, where L is width of the slot.

After substituting T, for F into equation (109), we will obtain the

quadratic equation relative to W1 , from which W, as a function

of pressure, dimensions of the slot and rate of combustion of the

powder is determined. The critical condition of the emergence

of' turbulent combustion ensues from equation (110) with =L and
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With the sufficiently large diameter of the charge L

L >I cj :,/p,, A-3 l

[condition (111) is fulfilled with L>5 mm] the expression for the

boundary of transition from the laminar to turbulent combustion

mode takes the form

n'J'ip2 -(k,/k-) (). (112)

After substituting J=Bp and p2=ap into this expression, we obtain

the critical pressure of the transition

., (ak-'2.,g6 2, J/ AR) vl"-1). ( 113)

In the solution to equation (110) it is possible to isolate

two limiting cases. In the case of the relatively low speeds of

turbulent combustion the last term in the first part of equation

(110) considerably exceeds the first term, i.e., the viscous

forces is more than the inertial

IV, = ALJn,'-pi - Cpig 2/ t (114)

with

k (115)

H( -re

crcr

A = .jc; C k.,'!:3.

If it is possible to disregard the viscous forces in comparison

with, the inertial and gravitational forces in the case of very high

rates of turbulent combustion, then

= koJLn,8 I/ko
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Experiments in [218] were conducted in the bomb of constant

pressure in the atmosphere of nitrogen. The charge consisted of

two plane-parallel plates between which liquid was filled. One

of the plates was of powder and the second - plexiglass, through H
which the filming was produced, or the recording on a moving-

image camera occurred. The width of plates was 10 to 37 mm,

height, 60 mm, thickness, 2 mm, and the clearance between the plates,

0.1-0.8 mm. It was established that the combustion of this charge

can pass both in the normal mode when the presence of the slot,

filled with liquid, does not affect the rate of combustion of the

charge, and also in the turbulent mode when the flame rate many

times exceeds the normal rate.

The firming and photorecording showed that in identical

experimental conditions the value of the turbulent rate is repeated

from one experiment to the next and does not depend on the length

of the charge.

Investigatea in [218] was the dependence of the rate of

combustion of the slotted charge of the nitroglycerin powder
N.0.75 2 2(u1 =0.47 p cm/s wil, 1 kg/cm <p<150 kg/cm ) on pressure in

the bomb. The clearance between the plates was filled wIth water.

El.stimates show that in these experiments condition (115) was

aiwa',; ;.itisfied; therefore, with the experiment it is necessary

t) complee the theoretical value of rate of combustion computed

accordirtg t<f formula (114) with n=l. The constant coefficients

A an] C, which enter into formula (113), were determined in the

following way.

In accordance with equation (114) all the experimental results

were plotted (Fig. 122) in the dimensionless coordinates W l/pig6 2

2 2£4and 2 /ppg6 and lay on one straight line. The coefficient A is
3I
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Figure 122 Figure 123
Figure. 122. Generalized curve for the rate of turbulent combus-
tion of slotted charges 1 - 6=37 mm, L=0.37 mm; 2 - 6=20 mm, L=0.2
mm; 3 - 6=20 mm, L=0.37 mm; 4 - 6=10 mm.L=0.2 mm; 5 - 6-10 mm,
L=0.37 mm.

Figure 123. Dependence of the rate of turbulent combustion on the
clearance of the slot 1 - L=10 mm, p=100 atm; 2 - L=20 mm, p=60 atm.

equa2 to the tangent of the slope angle of the. straight line.

Calculations give the value A=3.10- . The coefficient C is deter-

mined by the value of the segment intercepted by the straight line
-2

on the axis of the ordinates is equal to 3.10 .

An increase in the clearance (Fig. 123) and also an increase

in the viscosity of the liquid lead to a decrease in the rate of

tirbulent combustion, while an increase in the width of the slot

pro.duces an increase in the rate.

Figure. 124. Experimental
". , dependences of the rate of

turbulent combustion on
pressure for powders with

S.,variable v greater and less
-- .than 0.5.

7' ;. atr
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From an analysis of equations (110) and (114), it follows

that with the combustion of the slotted charges of the powder with

v>0.5 the turbulent combustion mode begins when the pressure

exceeds the critical value. With a further growth in pressure an

Increase in the rate of turbulent combustion occurs. But if v<0.5,

then the theory predicts that the turbulent mode must begin with a

lowering of the pressure lower than the critical value, and the rate
rn--f turbulent combustion must be increased with a decrease in the

pressure. This conclusion of theory was checked experimentally.

Figure 124 gives dependences of the rate of combustion of the

slotted charge on pressure. Curve 1 refers to the powder, the

-ate of combustion of which is determined by expression ul=
0.28=0.5t, p cm/s at 10 atm <p<1 4 0 atm, and curve 2 - to the powder

with u 32 p.17 cm/s at 15 atm <p<1 4 0 atm. In the interval of

pressures from 1 to 10-15 atm the value v varied from 1 to 0.28

Ir the first powder and fr-om 0.8 to 0.17 for the second.

'*'he uxperimental dependences given on Fig. 124 qualitatively a

aree with the conclusions of the theory. At low pressures,

since v>0.5, an increase in the rate of turbulent combustion with

an increase in the pressure occurs, and at high pressures (v<0.5)

the turbulent combustion is attenuated with an increase in pressure.

As regards the measured values of the turbulent rate, they

were below the calculated values. This is explained by the fact -1
that here the slot was filled with kerosene, which, unlike water,

wets the powder. Therefore, formed on the surface of powder is

the liquid film the thickness of which depends on the rate of motion

of the liquid and its parameters [220], which also leads to a A

deceleration of the turbulent combustion [218]. The checkout =

experiments showed that in all cases when the nonwetting liquid,

in filling the slot, was substituted by the wetting liquid (kerosene,

alcuhol), a decrease in the rate of the turbulent combustion of -

several times was observed.
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Experimental Studies of the Combustion
of Two-Phase Systems

With the filling of the porous charge with liquid, there can
be formed the movable two-phase system whose combustion is accom-
plished by a number of interesting laws. Depending on the ability
of the components of the system to burn, and also on their physico-
chemical properties, the stable or excited turbulent combustion

mode appears.

According to Andreyev [37], the mixtures of black powder with
nitroglycerin (NG) [vr4] (content of NG from 10 to 60%) at atmo-
ophuric pressure burned normally, whereupon the rates of combust*.n

were below the calculated additive value. The concentrations of

"J w ed in the experiments did not provide mobility to the system,

-An, It.; combuotlon. did not differ from the laws governing the

c_,mbu.;tion of' the usual heterogeneous systems.

°'T~, io tgreat interest in the experiments of Kondrikov [87,
:ZI]J ., [*f:Investigated the behavior of a number of initiating

, c:: iv ; in the mixture with the gelatinized nitroesters. Tt
,;a.: rr';ec d that at atmospheric or moderately increased pressure

th,- ,ombustion is unstable: with ignition either the attention of
cou:%b'ution or explosion occurs. The pressure increase stabilizes

th'.: comustion and makes it stable. Thus, the mixture of the

w .,-,:ly eltinized ni'roglycol with 10% by weight of lead azide in

_es 5 mm in diameter begins to burn stably at pressures higher

=6 atm at a rate virtually equal to the rate of combustion
' l-.atin_ . An increase in the content of the lead azide (up to

75 by w,-icht) leads to an increase in p p, whereupon, according
[221], p -. 10 exp (1.32 m) kg/cm2 , where m is the content

1!o: 11ad azide in the mixture (g/cm ). The iate of combustion

r :die mrixtures is approximately proportional to the pressure,
VB in equation u =Bp has a dependence on m of the

.;::r. for'm as p (Fig. 125).
lip
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Figure 125. Effect of pressure on the rate of combustion of mix-
tures of the lead azide with gelatinized-n troglycerin. Content
of lead azide: 1 - 0; 2 - 10; 3 - 30; 4 - 50; 5 - 60%. Above
the dashed curve the mixtures are exploded or extinguished [221].

Figure 126. Effect of pressure on the rate of combustion of mix-
.ures of lead styphnate with the gelatinized nitroglycol. 1 - 50;
2 - 30/.

.Ixtures of lead azide with other liquid nitruesters and also

,..xtures of nitroesters with lead styphnate (Fig. 126) and potas-

sium picrate (Fig. 127) as a whole give the same pattern of the

effect of pressure on the possibility of the stable combustion of

ixture, only the most standard for them is the attention of

cmbustion. It was noted that contributing to the emergence of

the exp] sion was the ignition of the mixtures directly by an

incandescent spiral and the presence in the mixture of lumps of

tne initiating substance.

The explanation of such peculiar behavior of the mixtures in

L221] is based on the hypothesis about the emergence of the

explosion of the suspended matter of a sufficiently large number

u." particles of explosives dispersed from surface of the charge.

In this case it is assumed that the determining factor in the process

ci the emergence of the explosion is not the pressure by itself,

b~. the "thickness of the thoroughly heated and reacting layer and

the dration of its existence."
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Another approach to the explanation of the peculiar region of

the unsteady combustion of heterogeneous mixtures, which contain

the free-burning solids, is of interest. First of all, in accord-

ance with data [87, 221) let us assume that the combustion of

pure lead azide easily converts to an explosion (apparently,

through the intense dispersion and explosion of the suspended

matter of the particles). With the low content of the azide in

the mixture with the nitroester, each particle is the drain of

heat with respect to the nitroester surrounding it. The "pores"

between the particles are filled with the liquid, which can burn

if the thermal equilibrium in the thoroughly heated layer is

balanced. In other words, the "diameter of the pores" must corre-

spond to the rate of combustion of the liquid at this pressure

approximately just as the critical diameter of combustion d

does. At low rates of combustion the "diameter of the pores" can

prove to be (and thus was obtained in B. N. Kondrikov's experiments)

small and insufficient for the stationary combustion of the liquid

base. Combustion is hindered also by the mixing noted in work

[221] of the thoroughly heated layer by microflashes of single

ignited particles of explosives. The thermal nature of the phenom-

erion is indicated by the fact of the effect of the diameter of the

charge whose decrease always contributed to the attention of

combustion. As a result of the action of the enumerated factors,

with ignition by a weak source there occurs attention after the

burnout (or flash) of the thoroughly heated layer, and the intense
ignition leads to the vaporization of the liquid explosive; the

unprotected Initiating substance is uncovered and there follows an

explosion by the mechanism inherent in the pure lead azide. At

the high pressures when the rate of combustion are sufficiently

great, there appears the independent combustion of liquid "frame-

work" of the mixture, and the particles of the lead azide will be

-arried into the gaseous phase where they burn one at a time. An

Increase in the content of the solid phase (with a constant

rp.rticle size) decreases the diameter dn of the "pores" filled

witri liquid as dn ",(l-A)/A, where A is the volumetric content of
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the solid phase. After considering that for stable combustion it

is necessary that d 4dKP and, according to [221], dM 'pp-*, where

ofno.6-i.48 and or the average *-l, we will obtain

PMPA/( - A) = cons, pd4n= Const. (116)

The processing of data [221] with the use of formula (116)

shows that this expression naturally describes the experimental

data.

Up cm' Figure 127. Dependence of the

I3 I rate of combustion (at 1 atm)
?3r of mixutres of potassium picrate

with gelatinized diglycoldihydrate
on the composition. a - content

l~ !of potassium picrate.

if the assumed has foundation, then an increase, for example,
in the initial temperature of the mixture must decrease the pressure

retion of unsteady combustion as a result of an increase in the

rate of combustion of the ZhVV and decrease in its d r A change

particle size D of the solid phase with its constant content

must affect d in terms of the measurement of the effective

diameter of the liquid layers, whereupon it is possible to expect

with A=const the fulfillment of relation p D=const.

A good illustration to the effect of the dimension of contain-

er consists of experiments [2211 on the combustion of the mixture

of nitroglycerin with the lead azide in the ratio of 50:50 weight %.

As is known [38, i>, nitroglycerin in a certain range of

pressures does not burn, which is explained, according to Andreyev,

ty the intense agitation of the thoroughly heated layer by the

Landau-Lev'3h mechanism. The lead azide in pure form does not

burn at all but explodes. The thickening of the nitroglycerin

by lead azide makes it possible to observe stable combustion.
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Moreover, by the developed mode of the excited combustion this

addition lowers the rate of combustion of NG by approximately

2 times. An analogous effect is revealed on the mixture of

liquid nitroglycol with lead azide. The introduction of the

councept about the effective diameter of the liquid layers in a

mixture wih a solid filler makes it possible to explain these

facLs by the dependence of limiting conditions on the diameter

(thickness) of the liquid layer.

Conducted in work [219] is research on the combustion

behavior two-phase, solid-liquid, explosive charges. The glass
0.76tube was filled with grains of NG powder (u 1 --0.47.p cm/s with

1 krf/cl 2<p<150 kgf/cni2 ) or ammonium perchlorate. The gaps

be~ween the grains were filled with liquid: water, alcohol ,

gasoline, glycerin. The charge was burned in a bomb in the
2

atmosphere of nitrogen at pressures of 1 to 120 kg/cm-.

Figure 128 shows the dependence of pressure on the rate

cQ' combustion of the charge, which consists of cylindrical g-ains

(diameter of the grains is equal to its height) of nitroglycerin

powder, which are placed into tubes with an inside diameter of

6.5 mm. The charges were filled with water or alcohol; the

liquid occupied 30-40 volumetric % of the charge. At pressures

above p the combustion occurred in the turbulent mode at

hifj, rates considerably exceeding the normal rate of combur.tion

of th~e powder itself. At pressures below p the combustion is

not sustained, since the water (or alcohol) fills the burning

grains and interferes with the flame from spreading from one

grain to the next. It is evident that the rate of combustion

of the water-filled charges is higher than the rate of those

filled with alcohol, which wets the powder considerably better

than does water. With an increase in the diameter of the tube,

the rate of combustion is first increased, and then it remains

constant.
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U,,omil/s Figure 128. Dependence of

pressure on the rate of combus-
tion of two-phase charges, nitro-
glycerin powder and liquid. 1 -
grain 1 mm in diameter with water;
2 - grain 3 mm in diameter with
water; 3 - grain 1 mm in diameter

_ _- with alcohol.
I,. , atm

For research on the effect of the viscosity of the filling

liquid the solution of a different concentration of glycerin

in the water was used. With an increase in the viscosity of the

filling liquid, the rate of the turbulent combustion al. first

does not change, but then sharply falls (Fig. 129) to attenuation

or the normal rate of combustion of the powder grains with a

motionl-ss filler.

• c!I/s ........ Figure 129. Dependence of the

rate of combustion of two-phase
charges of NG powder (diameter
of grain, 1 mm) on the viscosity

S ol of the filling liquid. 1 - 80;

- 2 - 50; 3 - 25 atm(abs.). Crosses
are experimental data for grain

/0 cp 3 mm in diameter at 50 atm(abs.).
31, m i

Turbulent combustion is observed in the mixture of grains of

amnrium perchlorate with gasoline (20% by weight) (Fig. 130).

With a size decrease of particles of perchlorate, the rate of

tu.,bulent combustion decreases. As is known, the rate of the

Laminar combustion of mixtures of ammonium perchlorate with solid

fuelo is increased with a size decrease of particles of the

,icxuzer [44]. On the same curve (Fig. 130) the rate of combustion

ro" the mixture of ammonium perchlorate with the gasoline thickened

by rubber (rubber cement) is carried out. It is evident that

thu turbulent combustion of the mixture of the oxidizer with the

i:;obiio liquid fuel is spread considerably more rapidly than that

of the smooth burning of the mixture with viscous fuel. The rate
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of' combustion of the mixture with rubber cement is approximately
equal to the rate of combustion of the mixtures of ammonium
peruhlorate with solid organic fuels [44].

Figure 130. Dependence of the[ rate of combustion of the two-
" - phase charges of ammonium per

-chlorate with gasoline (1-3)
__...-- i different grain sizes of ammonium

L. perchlorate. 1 and 5 - i-1h6 rim;
0 :, ' arm 2 - 0.25-0.63 mm; 3 and 4 -

0.1-0 .25 mam. ; :

The experinients presented show that turbulent combustion .
C '1 cu1 I1 two-phase systems which consist of powder-like
uxp1.'] vws filled with liquid and powders and also in charges

_, :. :o] I oxIdi zer and liquid fuel.

IL i. possible to visualize the emergence of turbulent
cA,.,':u;zuton r in the following manner: under certain conditions the
8taxblo cubustion becomes unstable, the gaseous products of
C:.hbuiS'.iC lm penetrate the pores of the charge, displacing the
liquid and igniting the walls of the pores. The displaced liquid
in other places is ejected into the flow of the combustion products,
tie zone of the flame advances because of convective current along
th~e pores, but not due to the heating of fresh portions of the
.;ubstarice along the mechanism of the conductive heat transfer.
Protographs show that the leading edge of turbulent combustion
lLtavus behind the zone which consists of the burning grains of
explosives and pores between which the liquid is already removed.
On grains the fluid film whose thickness depends on the rate of

Hotion aid on parameters of the liquid must remain [220].

The presence of the mechanical bond between the particles

afATects the course of turbulent combustion. The water-filled
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charge from grains of powder, glued together with the aid of

acetone, burns faster than a similar bulk charge. Let us note

that the gluing of the particles exerts the same effect on the

combustion of the porous (filled by gas) powder-like charges.

The dispersion of unglued particles of the charge, obviously,

decreases the intensity of the effect of combustion products on

the fresh mixture. In systems which consist of components not

capable of independent combustion, the combustion is spread over

tne boundary of their contact.

The photorecordings of the development of the process in

different systems show that with the turbulent combustion mode

near the critical pressure, the liquid is ejected from the slotted

charge by a fountain located in the middle of the slot or near

its edge. With the developed turbulent combustion (rate exceeds

the normal by 10-30 times) the liquid is ejected in the form of

line .treams arid drops. It is not difficult here to see the

arialogy with the turbulent combustion of liquid individual sub-

stances ana mixtures (see § 44).

The presence of the dry section of the slot above the surface

cf the Ii.quid contributes to the development of turbulent combus-

tion, but the rate of turbulent combustion in this case is not

changed. An increase in the length of the dry section of the slot

up to a certain value facilitates the emergence of turbulent

combustion due to an increase in the rate of flow of combustion

products in the clearance.

Extre-Mely interesting are the data of Whittaker [198], who

investigated the question concerning the role of volatility of

components in an example of mixtures of nitric acid with solid

fuels. For the passage of stationary stable combustion, according

to Whittaker, it is necessary that the rate of evaporation of all

components be equal to the rate of combustion. It was established

that the mixture of nitric acid with a-dinitrobenzene was incapable

of stable combustion, but at high pressures it burns in the turbulent

mode. For a comparison, subjected to testing was the mixture of
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nitric acid and sebaconitrile, which has an elasticity of the

vapors at 450C equal to 1 p, which coincides with the elasticity

of vapors of dinitrobenzene. This mixtuer also proved to be

Itnca;pable of burning normally, but after 154 atm it is ignited

arnd burns in the turbulent mode. Thus, mixtures with the very
low pzensui'e of the vapors have only the region of the turbulent

combustion mode when particles and drops of the mixture enter

into the high-temperature flame and vaporize there, sustainin,
in the flame the initial relationship of the components. In the

mode of normal combustion the temperature is too small for ensuring

the tr.uspo:'t of the low-volatile component into the g-phase. I
-Although Whittaker's experiments were carried out on mixtures with

solid fuel, their essence remains valid also for liquid components.

Thus, mixtures of TNM with fuel, re-enriched by an oxidizer, do

not burni at low pressures. But if we conduct combustion at 77A

increased pressures, then they burn in the turbulent mode up to
th~e end.
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